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Overview to Server and Workstation Administration 

The guides that comprise the Configuration Planning and Setup suite are designed for use by 
Configurable Networking Computing (CNC) specialists, ERP 8.0 system administrators, and 
network/server administrators. The assumption throughout these guides is that the initial ERP 
8.0 installation is complete and the standard data sources, path codes, and environments are 
defined. These guides tell you how to make changes or additions to the configuration setup 
after the initial installation.  

The Configuration Planning and Setup suite consists of the following guides:  

• Configurable Network Computing Implementation. This guide is geared primarily 
towards CNC specialists and contains the following topics:  

• Understanding middleware and verifying that you have specified the correct 
middleware for your servers  

• Understanding data sources and verifying that the necessary ones have been 
created  

• Understanding and creating path codes and environments  

• Working with the Object Configuration Manager  

• Understanding the different modes of processing  

• Understanding a typical ERP 8.0 customer configuration  

• System Administration. This guide is written mainly for ERP 8.0 system 
administrators and contains the following topics:  

• Understanding and setting up data replication  

• Setting up printers  

• Using the Work with Servers program  

• Setting up user profiles  

• Setting up ERP 8.0 security  

• Understanding and working with data dictionary administration  

• Understanding vocabulary overrides  

• Understanding transaction processing  

• Working with media objects and imaging  

• Using the universal table browser  

• Understanding ERP 8.0 naming conventions  

• Understanding the jde.ini file  

• Package Management. This guide is for ERP 8.0 system administrators and others 
who manage custom modifications to the ERP 8.0 environments. Package 
Management contains the following topics:  

• Package management planning and setup  

• ERP 8.0 modification rules  

• Object management  

• Building packages  
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• Deploying packages  

• Server packages  

• Multitier deployment  

• Server and Workstation Administration. This guide is written primarily for ERP 8.0 
network administrators and contains the following topics:  

• Understanding Snapshot (multiclient installer)  

• Server administration  

• Troubleshooting the workstation  

• Troubleshooting the server  

Although every attempt has been made to organize the information in the Configuration 
Planning and Setup guides according to related tasks, a CNC specialist, ERP 8.0 
administrator, or network administrator might find that the information needed to perform the 
duties of that position is described in more than one guide. For example, the person who is 
responsible for setting up path codes, environments, and data sources (described in the 
Configurable Network Computing Implementation Guide) might also be responsible for 
building and deploying packages (described in the Package Management Guide).  

The Configuration Planning and Setup suite is the central location for all CNC-related tasks 
except:  

• Initial installation of ERP 8.0. See the ERP 8.0 Installation Guide.  

• ERP 8.0 upgrade and cumulative updates. See the ERP 8.0 Upgrade Guide.  

• Network infrastructure and third-party software setup and maintenance. This 
information is provided by the applicable software or hardware vendor. J.D. Edwards 
does not provide documentation but does provide the following documents in the 
Knowledge Garden:  

• ERP 8.0 and Microsoft System Management Server Technology Considerations  

• ERP 8.0 and Tivoli TME 10 Technology Considerations  

• ERP 8.0 and BMC Software PATROL Technology Considerations  

You do not need a complete understanding of the installation process to perform 
configuration planning and setup tasks. However, in order to use the Configuration Planning 
and Setup guides it is important that you understand what the installation accomplishes. This 
guide, Configurable Network Computing Implementation, contains a section that provides 
complete overview information of the installation process.  

Understanding ERP 8.0 Roles  

The ERP 8.0 implementation methodology defines specific roles:  

 CNC consultant and CNC administrator  

 Custom solution consultant and application developers  

 Application consultants and application project leaders  

 Hardware, network, and third-party software consultants and administrators  

Each of these roles is performed by both a consultant and a customer. After implementation, 
the role of the consultant is diminished. Therefore, it is critical that the customer ensures that 
adequate training occurs for each of the roles to be assumed by his or her personnel.  
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Custom Solution Consultant and Application Developers  

ERP 8.0 custom solution consultants resolve business issues by developing applications. 
Their primary responsibilities include designing the modifications with upgrades in mind and 
developing, testing, and introducing the customized software. While the CNC administrator 
performs the version control functions that build and deploy software, the customer solution 
consultant must help to develop the internal procedures for application development cycle for 
your business.  

 

Application Consultants and Application Project Leaders  

After ERP 8.0 is installed, configured, and rolled out, the application consultants will continue 
in their role as product experts. Although application consultants do not implement the CNC 
configurations, they must understand how ERP 8.0 handles distributed processing, data 
replication, environments, and so on, because these application issues influence the CNC 
decisions. In addition, application consultants must become very good at troubleshooting 
potential problems.  

CNC Consultant and CNC Administrator  

The CNC consultant and CNC administrator are involved with the installation of ERP 8.0 and 
the setup of environments, users, security, distributed processing, and data replication. They 
are also responsible for the setup of version control and testing of various CNC 
configurations. The CNC consultant and CNC administrator control the deployment of ERP 
8.0 software throughout the company.  

Hardware, Network, and Third-Party Software Consultants and 
Administrators  

Implementing ERP 8.0 includes many tasks that are outside the scope of J.D. Edwards 
services. Third-party consultants provide these services as well as supplementing our staff as 
CNC consultants, network architects, custom modification consultants, and so on.  
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Understanding the Server and Workstation Administration Guide 

Although this guide is aimed primarily at ERP 8.0 network administrators, those with other job 
functions may find the information useful or essential to their positions as well.  

The Server and Workstation Administration Guide focuses primarily on how to:  

• Use the flexibility of the CNC architecture to optimize the ERP 8.0 installation to your 
enterprise.  

• Extend an initial installation (CRP) to meet the practical requirements.  

• Recognize, address, and solve the day-to-day issues that arise in a dynamic 
enterprise.  
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Server Administration – AS/400 

J.D. Edwards supports ERP 8.0 enterprise servers on the AS/400 platform. The AS/400 
enterprise server can operate in a coexistence, logic server, or database server environment. 
You need to perform certain administration procedures on your enterprise server to ensure 
that ERP 8.0 will run properly.  

Understanding the ERP 8.0 AS/400 Architecture and Process Flow for 
AS/400  

The following host server processes perform the indicated actions. They are shown in the 
following graphic.  

 

 

All communications between the client and the host server take place using sockets. The 
communications between JDENET_N (network processes) and JDENET_K (kernel 
processes) occur with shared memory. JDENET_N and jdequeue communicate using the 
F986110 database table.  

The process flow is explained below:  

1.  AS/400 JDENET job start-up.  

• Executing the ERP 8.0 AS/400 STRNET command results in a single 
JDENET_N job starting and a SENTINEL job starting in a newly started 
subsystem. The JDENET_N job handles the communications requests. The 
SENTINEL job monitors the number of JDB_x programs that are available and in 
use. The JDB_x programs ensure commitment control is correctly scoped. There 
should always be a SENTINEL job running while ERP 8.0's JDENET is active.  
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• Each time a processing request (such as a UBE or business function) is 
submitted to the server, and all previosuly started NET processes are busy, ERP 
8.0 starts another JDENET_N job in the same subsystem until the number of 
JDENET_N jobs equals the maxNetProcesses field value in the [JDENET] 
section of the .INI file.  

• Each time a request to the server is submitted, a JDENET_N job may start 
another JDENET_K job until the number of JDENET_K jobs equals the 
maxKernelProcesses field value in the [JDENET] section of the .INI file.  

2. When a user submits a batch application or a server package installation, 
JDENET_N (as part of the host server) communicates with the client and the 
following occurs:  

• The host server programs are B733SYS/JDENET_N.  

• The client environment is initialized.  

• The client tells the host server (using a socket) to initialize its environment.  

• The host server (JDENET_N) initializes its environment, and gets environment 
and user handles.  

• The host server passes the environment and user handles to the client (using a 
socket).  

• The client launches the batch application or deploys the server package 
installation. It then sends data to the host server (using a socket).  

• If the maximum number of kernel (JDENET_K; the "K" stands for "Kernel") jobs 
has not been met, JDENET_N may start a new JDENET_K job.  

• If the maximum number of JDENET_K jobs has been met, JDENET_N will put 
the message in a queue for each waiting JDENET_K job.  

• The client frees the user environment.  

• The client tells the host server (using a socket) to free the server's user 
environment.  

• The host server frees its user environment.  

3. JDENET_K will perform the requested action.  

4. Messages from JDENET_K can be passed back to the request ERP 8.0 client 
workstation or ERP 8.0 server via JDENET_N.  

5. If a request to run a batch process is submitted, the following events occur:  

• JDENET_K adds a record to the F986110 database table with a status of "W" for 
waiting.  

• JDENET_K submits a job to the AS/400 queue. This job calls the ERP 8.0 
program PRINTUBE on the AS/400 enterprise server.  

• The PRINTUBE process runs the batch application.  

• PRINTUBE changes the status in the F986110 table to "P" for processing.  

• If the batch application runs successfully, ERP 8.0 changes the status in the 
F986110 table to "D" for done.  

• If the batch application fails, ERP 8.0 changes the status in the F986110 table to 
"E" for error.  
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Understanding ERP 8.0 Initialization for AS/400  

The following ERP 8.0 initialization occurs when starting ERP 8.0 programs (for example, 
PRINTUBE):  

• The ONEWORLD environment name is passed as an argument to the program.  

• This environment may be translated to a different environment based on the settings 
in the [SERVER ENVIRONMENT MAP] section of the .INI.  

• The environment that is used must be a valid entry in the Environment Master 
(F0094) table. Likewise, it must have a valid corresponding path code in the 
Environment Path Code Tag (F00941) table.  

• The Library .INI file setting in the [DB SYSTEM SETTINGS] section is used to 
determine where the ERP 8.0 server startup tables are located (for example, F98611, 
F986101, and so on).  

• Using the above information, the server's F986101 (OCM) table in the specified 
database is opened.  

• If an override for a given table, BSFN, and so on, or the current user exists, that data 
source (OMDATP column in the F986101 table) is used for the given object or user 
and environment. Otherwise, the data source where OMOBNM=DEFAULT for the 
given environment is used. Ignore any inactive records (that is, OMSTSO=NA). J.D. 
Edwards highly recommends that you do not have any default 
(OMOBNM=DEFAULT) records for reports (OMFUNO=UBE) or for BSFNs mapped 
to the server. These records might prevent report interconnections (one report calling 
another report) from starting correctly.  

• Each unique data source in the F986101 table should correspond to one entry in the 
F98611 table.  

• The corresponding information in the F98611 table must be correct. In particular, the 
OMDLLNAME field must show the correct SRVPGM (.DLL) for the database to which 
the data source points:  

• DBDR for files located on the AS/400 enterprise server  

• JDBNET for files not located on the AS/400 enterprise server  

Starting the Enterprise Server for AS/400  

You can start the ERP 8.0 enterprise server for the AS/400 either manually or automatically.  

Before You Begin  
 These procedures assume that ERP 8.0 has been properly installed as described in 

the ERP 8.0 Installation Guide. In that guide, you should have performed all steps up 
to the Installation Workbench.  

 Run the clear CLRIPC command before you start the server to ensure that the server 
is clean. If you do not run this command prior to starting a server, the startup process 
will fail.  

Understanding the AS/400 Library Structure for ERP 8.0  

You can set up an initial program to create the library list. Also, you should add the following 
library to the top of your library list before you start ERP 8.0 on the enterprise server: 
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releaseSYS (or your system library name). The variable release is the ERP 8.0 release level 
(for example, B733SYS).  

The releaseSYS library contains:  

File Type  Description  

INI  Identifies the jde.ini file used to initialize ERP 8.0 on the AS/400 enterprise server.  

*PGM and 
*SRVPGM  

The various programs and service programs required to run the ERP 8.0 AS/400 
enterprise server.  

*MODULE  
The objects used to create ERP 8.0 database programs that ERP 8.0 uses to interface 
with DB2/400.  

H (*FILE)  
The file containing ERP 8.0 header file members required to build new objects on the 
ERP 8.0 AS/400 enterprise server.  

JDE_HP4PS 
(*WSCST)  

The workstation customization file used to transform the EBCDIC PostScript file to ASCII 
for auto-detecting PostScript printers.  

CHGLIBOWN 
(*CMD)  

A ERP 8.0 utility command used to change ownership of all objects contained in a library. 

SHOW (*CMD)  A ERP 8.0 utility command used to show runtime output.  

UPDLF (*CMD)  
A ERP 8.0 utility command used to modify the maintenance attribute of logical files. This 
is applicable to coexistence environments.  

DPSPSTMF 
(*CMD)  

Display Stream File is used to display AS/400 Integrated File System (IFS) text stream 
files.  

The ERP 8.0 log files, JDE.LOG and JDEDEBUG.LOG, typically reside in a directory 
called JDErelease, where release represents the ERP 8.0 release, for example, 
/JDEB733.  

LINKBSFN 
(*CMD)  

A command used to re-link business functions to their respective service programs 
(*SRVPGM). Typically, the system uses this command during an upgrade of the ERP 8.0 
system library.  

PID2JOB 
(*CMD)  

The Convert Process ID to Job command returns the job information when the system 
passes a process ID to the command. The system writes the process ID in the JDE.LOG 
files. This command only returns job information while the job is still active.  

PORTTEST 
(*CMD)  

This command runs the ERP 8.0 test program PORTTEST.  

RUNUBE 
(*CMD)  

Use this command to interactively run a UBE. If you need to run a batch UBE, use the 
SBMJOB command to submit the RUNUBE command to batch.  

SAW (*CMD)  Use this command to start the Server Administration Workbench.  

QTXTSRV 
(*FILE)  

The file containing the source for the workstation customization object for auto-detecting 
PostScript.  

PRINTQUEUE 
(*FILE)  

The file containing the UBE output. This output is stored as ASCII PDF members.  

*PGM and 
*SRVPGM  

The programs and server programs required to run the ERP 8.0 network.  
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JDENET 
(*JOBQ)  

The job queue used by the ERP 8.0 AS/400 network jobs.  

NETJOBD 
(*JOBD)  

The job description used by ERP 8.0 AS/400 network jobs.  

DBMONJOBD 
(*JOBD)  

The job description used by the database to monitor jobs.  

JDENET (*CLS)  The class used to create the routing entry for the JDENET subsystem.  

ENDNET (*CMD)  
The command to end the ERP 8.0 AS/400 network jobs and clean up the network runtime 
structures.  

IPCS (*CMD)  
The utility command used to determine the status of objects used by the ERP 8.0 AS/400 
network jobs and as a backup method for cleaning up the IPCS objects.  

STRNET (*CMD)  The command to start the ERP 8.0 AS/400 network jobs.  

CLRIPC (*CMD)  The command used to clear IPC structures.  

DSPIPC (*CMD)  The command used to display IPC structures.  

JDErelease 
(*SBSD)  

The variable release is the ERP 8.0 release level (for example, JDEB733). This is the 
subsystem description under which the ERP 8.0 network jobs run.  

Manually Starting the Enterprise Server for AS/400  

You manually start the enterprise server for AS/400 by starting JDENet from the command 
line, and then starting the PORTTEST program, which verifies that the enterprise sever 
software was correctly installed. If it was, PORTTEST initializes and environment and user. 

► To manually start the enterprise server for AS/400  

1. Sign on to the AS/400 as ONEWORLD.  

2. Start JDENet using the following command:  

 

 

3. Start the PORTTEST program using the following command to verify that the basic 
ERP 8.0 enterprise server software was correctly installed:  

 

 

PORTTEST JDESVR JDESVR M733ASD2  

where userID represents the ERP 8.0 AS/400 user ID, password represents the 
password, and environment represents the environment that you want to test.  
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The PORTTEST program initializes an environment and user, assuming that ERP 8.0 
has been correctly installed and configured. This program opens a table (F0902) and 
displays up to 99 rows of data. You should see results similar to that shown below:  

Running porttest for JDESVR on M733ASD2 with password JDESVR  

Initializing Environment M733ASD2,... 
Environment M733ASD2 was initialized successfully.  

Initializing JDESVR/JDESVR (User/Password),... 
JDESVR/JDESVR (User/Password) Initialized successfully.  

Opening table F986110,... 
Opened table F986110 successfully.  

Closing table F986110,... 
Closed table F986110 successfully.  

Opening table F0902,... 
Opened table F0902 successfully.  

Performing select all on table F0902,... 
Select all on F0902 succeeded.  

Printing up to 99 records in the table F0902,...  

f0902.gbaid f0902.gbawtd  

------------ ------------  

[98] 00009697 24060973  

[97] 00009806 13540877  

[96] 00010102 3140380  

...  

[1] 00068798 10000  

[0] 00058798 250000  

Total number of rows printed = 99  

Calling DataDictionary Validation function,... 
Data Dictionary Validation Succeed for "CO 00001".  

Closing table F0902,... 
Closed table F0902.  

Freeing user JDESVR,... 
Freed user JDESVR successfully.  

Cleaning up environment M733ASD2,... 
Cleaned up environment M733ASD2 successfully.  

Congratulations! Porttest completed successfully.  

All Done! 
BYE!  

If the F0902 table in the environment you specified is empty, the total number of rows 
printed will equal zero.  

4. Enter the command:  
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WRKACTJOB SBS(JDErelease)  

mple, JDEB733).  

s 

d are 

arding the number of these programs 
that are available and in use resides in a user space called JDE_PGMCTL 

 system creates 

Automatically Starting the Enterprise Server for AS/400  

► To 

The variable release is your site's ERP 8.0 release level (for exa

Verify the entry NETWORK with function PGM-JDENET_N and status of SELW i
running (until a "net request" is performed, the CPU will be 0).  

The STRNET command also starts a second job called SENTINEL. SENTINEL 
monitors the number of JDB_x programs, where x is an integer, that exist an
available. These JDB_x programs connect to the AS/400 database (DB2) and 
monitor commitment control. Information reg

(*USRSPC). When ERP 8.0 starts JDENET for the first time, the
these programs based on .INI file settings.  

automatically start the enterprise server for AS/400  

1. Create a CL program. You will use this program to establish the appropriate ERP 8.0 
t the ERP 8.0 AS/400 server job 

(JDENet).  

:  

library list and execute the command to star

The CL program should be similar to

PGM  

CHGLIBL LIBL(B733SYS QTEMP QGPL)  

STRNET  

  ENDPGM

2. Identify and modify the program called during the AS/400 IPL to submit a job to call 
the program described above. The program name and location are set in the AS/400 

DSPSYSVAL SYSVAL(QSTRUPPGM)  

system value, QSTRUPPGM.  

3. Determine the QSTRUPPGM value by entering the command:  

4. Determine where the source of the program is located by executing the following 

DSPPGM LIBRARY/PROGRAM NAME  

command against the library/program (as set in the system value):  

5. d 

 

tup 
ry 

ecommendation 

Modify the source of the startup library/program by inserting a SBMJOB comman
calling the program created in Step 1.  

6. Verify that the startup program is created correctly by re-creating it and ensuring that
it is created in the library specified by the system value. Use CRTCLPGRM and 
prompt (using F4) for the appropriate parameters.  

J.D. Edwards recommends that you separate the ERP 8.0 add library list entry (ADDLIBLE) 
and startup (STRNET) commands from the AS/400 startup program. Instead, you should 
create a separate ERP 8.0 startup program and call that program from the AS/400 star
program. This action ensures that commands subsequent to the ERP 8.0 add library list ent
and startup are not associated with the modified library list. Following this r
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also ensures that your ERP 8.0 library list is set correctly prior to issuing the STRNET 
command. In addition, the separately called program provides you with a single location in 

400.  

Shutting Down the Enterprise Server for AS/400  

You can  

and. See 

t down the enterprise server for AS/400  

which to locate and maintain ERP 8.0 startup commands on the AS/

 manually shut down the enterprise server for the AS/400. 

Before You Begin  
 Ensure that your library is set correctly before performing this comm

Understanding the AS/400 Library Structure for ERP 8.0.  

► To shu

From an AS/400 console, end JDENet using the following command:  

ENDNET  

This command is in the system library - for example, B733SYS - causes ERP 8.0 to end the 

Using AS/400 Integrated File System Logging Support  

tion, 
ERP 8.0 generates log files for the AS/400 in the Integrated File System (IFS) rather than the 

 system on the AS/400.  

P 8.0 generates log files as stream files (STMF) in an IFS directory based on the 
i file settings. The following examples provide possible jde.ini settings:  

JDENet jobs and clean up all JDENet runtime structures.  

To achieve better performance and to allow easier access to log files from the worksta

traditional file

With IFS, ER
AS/400 jde.in

Example 1  

[DEBUG]  

DebugFile=jdedebug  

JobFile=jde.log  

ERP 8.0 generates log files in the IFS root directory.  

Example 2  

 [DEBUG]  

ugFile=/jdeb7Deb 33_a/jdedebug  

JobFile=/jdeb733_a/jde.log  

ERP 8.0 generates log files in the IFS directory called 
"/jdeb733_a."  

Note:  
The directory must exist with proper authority granted to the logging job.  
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► To wvie  log files on the AS/400  

Fro nsole, enter either of the following commands:  

• WRKLNK to show directory and stream files in the IFS. Page up and down to 

• DSPSTMF (shipped with ERP 8.0 in the SYSTEM library) to view the IFS stream 

Cle

P 8.0 ends abnormally, you might need to manually perform clean up tasks on the 
 

ms 
trying to start JDENet. If the IPC structures are not properly removed by ENDNET, you can 

essful clean 
up.  

The ERP 8.0 AS/400 server is shipped with the DSPIPC and CLRIPC commands, which 

If tracing is turned on in addition to IPC, you should clear the jde.log and jdedebug files. This 
action keeps the files from becoming too large and clears out old messages.  

Caution:  

m an AS/400 co

locate the log files.  

file.  

For example:  

DSPSTMF STMF(`/jdeb733_a/jdedebug_248135.log')  

aning Up the Enterprise Server for AS/400  

If ER
AS/400 enterprise server. It is possible that IPC (Inter-Process Communication) structures
may not be cleaned up following an execution of ENDNET. This may cause further proble

manually remove them. IPC structures may become locked by an interactive job. For 
example, you may have to sign off and sign back on in order to perform a succ

allow you to display the IPC-related information and to remove IPC structures.  

You sho

 

uld never clear IPC structures unless you are ready to restart the JDENet process.  

You Begin  
You should ensure that your library list is correct before executing the following IP
commands. Each of the command

Before 
 C 

s calls the IPCS command for all of the IPC types. 
Each command has two parameters: "from" and "to". Use these parameters to 
specify the starting and ending IPC addresses on which you want to operate. The 

based on the value of the "from" parameter. For example, you could specify 999 
more than the "from" parameter.  

Not

default for the "from" parameter is *INI. This is the address specified in the .INI file. 
The default for the "to" parameter is *CALC. This means that the value is calculated 

e:  
IBM dress 9999. Avoid 
sett  of 9000 to 9999.  

 

 Opti-Connect and Opti-Mover products use the IPC shared memory ad
ing the jde.ini file setting IPCStartKey to a starting value using the range

► To clean up the enterprise server for AS/400  

From an AS/400 command line, enter the following IPCS commands:  

DSPIPC  
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CLRIPC  
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► To clear the jde.log and jdedebug files for AS/400  

1. To clear the JDE.LOG stream files, enter the command:  

DEL `/JDErelease/jde_*'  
where release is the ERP 8.0 release - for example, JDEB733.  

2. To clear the JDEDEBUG log, enter the command:  

DEL `/JDErelease/jdedebug_*'  
where release is the ERP 8.0 release - for example, JDEB733.  

Setting p

For rs generate PostScript, PCL, or line printer reports. The 
line printer OUTQ configuration is similar to most typical AS/400 OUTQ configurations. This 
sec   

Unless otherwise specified in the printer definition, the default OUTQ used for printing batch 
he user submitting the job.  

See Also  
more 

information about setting up printers  

 U  a Printer for AS/400  

 printing, ERP 8.0 AS/400 serve

tion provides the steps necessary to set up the Postscript and PCL OUTQ configurations. 

process reports is the same as the default OUTQ of t

 Working with the Printers Application in the System Administration Guide for 

► To create the OUTQ  

Enter the following of commands:  

CRTOUTQ OUTQ(QGPL/outqname) RMTSYS(*INTNETADR) RMTPRTQ(`') 
CNNTYPE(*IP) DESTTYPE(*OTHER) TRANSFORM(*NO) INTNETADR(`IP Address of 
your printer')  

Note:  
Som an `'. See 
the r ust set 
this par r the IBM Network Printer 4317).  

 

e printers require that you set the parameter RMTPRTQ to something other th
inst uction manual for your printer for additional information (for example, you m

ameter to "PASS" fo

► To start the OUTQ  

1. 

STRRMTWTR

Enter the command:  

 outqname  

For example:  

STRRMTWTR QGPL/JDE_HP4PSB  

You might have to release the outqueue before using it. If so, enter the following 
command:  

2. 

RLSOUTQ outqname  
For example:  
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DEL '/JDErelese 
Where release is the ERP 8.0 release - for example, JDEB733. 

Printing Multiple Copies to a Remote Printer 

This task is necessary only if the output queue does not support printing multiple copies, and 
it applies to remote output queues only. Only system administrators can print multiple copies 
to a remote printer. 

► To print multiple copies to a remote printer  

End the remote writer to which the output queue is connected.  

Use the Change Output Queue (CHGOUTQ) command to change the Display 
Options (DSPOPT) parameter so that it contains the value "XAIX".  

Restart the remote writer.  

th

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. Your output queue should now be able to send multiple copies of your documents to 
e remote printer.  

Ad

Administrating batch processes involves knowing what processes run when ERP 8.0 starts, 
rinting, and how to watch those processes.  

Depending on how the software is installed, jobs run under several subsystems on the 

an use other subsystems to distribute the workload.  

► To monitor batch processes  

ministrating Batch Processes for AS/400  

where files are placed before and after p

AS/400. The first subsystem, JDEB733, is created during the installation process, and is 
responsible for running the ERP 8.0 net and kernel processes. QBATCH is the default 
subsystem that jobs run in, but you c

Monitoring Batch Processes  

1. Log on to the AS/400 enterprise server using an administrative account.  
2. Enter the following comman

subsystem name:  
d, substituting Subsystem with the appropriate 

WRKACTJOB SBS(Subsystem)  

For WRKACTJOB SBS(JDEB733), the output appears similar to the following example:  
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This output shows that two NETWORK processes are running.  

When
jobs ar s 
respon
WRKA

For WRKACT

 you send a batch process report to an AS/400 server for processing, the NETWORK 
e responsible for accepting and queuing the request, while the QBATCH subsystem i
sible for the execution of the report. To monitor the batch requests, use the 
CTJOB command, specifying QBATCH as the subsystem.  

JOB SBS(QBATCH), the output appears similar to the following example:  

 

 

The R0006P job is the actual report running at this time. The program PRINTUBE is the job 
responsible for running and printing the request. When the job is finished, it leaves the queue, 

If users submit a batch report to run on the AS/400, a corresponding output file is created on 

The default location for Portable Document Format (PDF) files is based on the library 
nam fo
installa

The sys ort 
request each time a PDF report is completed.  

► To 

and the print job is either printed and deleted, or saved in the B733SYS/PRINTQUEUE file.  

Reviewing Batch Output Files  

the enterprise server. It can then be displayed on the user's workstation when the report is 
completed or printed on the server.  

e r the system programs. This name is normally B733SYS, but the site 
tion can override the default setting.  

tem library contains a PRINTQUEUE file. This file is the location for PDF rep
s. Members are added to this file 

review batch output files  

Sign on to the AS/400 enterprise server using an administrative account.  1. 

2. Enter the following command:  

  WRKMBRPDM B733SYS/PRINTQUEUE

Output for this command appears similar to the following example:  
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ch member is based upon the ERP 8.0 job number, which is a 
n the report is submitted. This number is a unique print request 

ID and is incremented each time that a report is submitted to the enterprise server, 
 or job 

number that the AS/400 assigns the batch job.  

 jde.ini file settings for the workstation. You must make the following changes to the 
workstation and enterprise server jde.ini files:  

• Change the default OUTQ specified in the jde.ini file of the enterprise server. This 
ion and is called 

DefaultPrinterOUTQ. This OUTQ is used if an OUTQ is not passed to the enterprise 
nterprise 

Two other settings, based upon the jde.ini file on the workstation, tell the server 
 whether to save the 

ollowing 
manner:  

The naming convention for ea
unique number assigned whe

regardless of whether the job is successful or fails. It is not related to the process ID

If you submit a batch process report to a specific server, the OUTQ for printing is dependent 
on the

setting is under the [Network Queue Settings] sect

server from the workstation or if the OUTQ name that is passed to the e
server is Default.  

whether to print the report immediately upon completion, and
output from the report or delete it. Both of these settings are set in the f

 [NETWORK QUEUE SETTINGS]  

SaveOutput=TRUE  

PrintImmediate=TRUE  
Setting SaveOutput to TRUE causes the enterprise server to save the PDF files in 
B733SYS/PRINTQUEUE until you explicitly delete them. Setting PrintImmediate to 

completion of the 
report.  

 
ut, you should 

encourage them to periodically delete the entries using the correct ERP 8.0 Job 

TRUE tells the enterprise server to print the job immediately after 

You should encourage workstation users to use the SaveOutput=FALSE entry in
their jde.ini files. If users at workstations decide to save their outp

Master Search in the Submitted Reports application (P986116).  
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Note:  
To display job numbers, end-user workstations can use the Submitted Reports application 
(P986116). Similarly, system administrators can use the Work With Servers application 

tors. 
 

te 

 

(P986116). While both applications perform similar functions, most sites generally use 
security to restrict access to the Work With Servers application to system administra
Both applications use the Job Master Search form to display job numbers that correspond to
member names. You can use either application to delete .PDF files by deleting appropria
entries.  

Encoding the Passwords of Users Who Submit Batch Jobs  

On the AS/400, when you want to encode user passwords for batch jobs, you need to chan
s in the [SECURITY] section of the JDE.INI file.  

To encode passwords of users who submit batch jobs  

nge the following setting in the JDE.INI file to FALSE to deactivate encoding:  

[SECURITY]  

ServerPswdFile=TRUE  

ge 
setting

► 

Cha

Running Batch Process Reports from the Server Command Line  

 

line  

If you have the proper authority, you can run batch process reports from the server command
line.  

► To run batch process reports from the server command 

On the command line, enter the following command:  

RUNUBE USER(USER) PASSWORD(PASSWORD) ENVIRON(ENVIRONMENT) 
REPORT(REPORTNAME) VERSION(VERSION)  

Exa  Line for AS/400  

UBE USER(SF5488324) PASSWORD(PASSWORD) ENVIRON(PD7334) 

mple: Running Reports from the Command
This example shows a command for executing R0006P batch process report:  

RUN
REPORT(R0006P) VERSION(XJDE0001)  

This command begins processing version XJDE0001 of the batch process report R0006P
the PD7334 environment. After com

 in 
pletion, the PostScript spool file resides on the printer_1 

OUTQ. The spool file leaves printer_1, and the .PDF file is not deleted.  

Scheduling Reports from the Command Line for AS/400  

You can schedule a report from the command line for processing on a future date. You do 

command, but the general form will be similar to the following example:  

SBMJOB CMD(RUNUBE USER(SF5488324) PASSWORD(PASSWORD) ENVIRON(PD7334) 

this with the SBMJOB (submit job) command. There are many options available for this 

REPORT(R0006P) VERSION(XJDE0001)) SCDDATE(*FRI) SCDTIME(0600)  
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This 06P to run on the next Friday at 
06:00am ault job queue for the user who submitted the job. 
You n r by prompting (F4) for more information.  

n view reports that have been submitted in this method by using the WRKSBMJOB 
is command displays all jobs submitted by the current user for batch 
fo layed from this  includes the job name, the user who 

ted the job, the type of job (BATCH), and the status. Using F11 also displays any 
or d, b

Output from the WRKSBMJOB command looks similar to the following example:  

 command schedules the XJDE0001 version of R00
. This job is submitted in the def

 ca  specify overrides on the command line o

You ca
command. Th
processing. In
submit

rmation disp command

scheduling inf mation for jobs submitte ut not yet run.  

 

This outp
batch pr

he default job description) was submitted

but not ye The sche  indicate when this job is started.  

 

ut shows that a job, QDFTJOBD (t  for 
ocessing by KL5595218. The status, SCD, means the process has been scheduled, 

t run. dule date and time

Running Multiple Instances of ERP 8.0 on the AS/400 

S/400 
server: 

pack 

ew version of ERP 8.0 

You n le instances of ERP 8.0 on the same enterprise server by following a few 
simple guidelines: 

Note: 

There are several reasons you might want to run multiple instances of ERP 8.0 on an A

• To test a new service 

• To upgrade to a n

 ca  run multip

You cannot use ERP 8.0 Planner to help set up data for multiple instances of ERP 8.0. Be 
prepared to manually copy data and to set up new Object Configuration Manager (OCM) 
mappings for each new instance. 

 

Identifying a ERP 8.0 In  on the AS/400 

A ERP 8.0 instance on the AS/400 server is uniquely identified by the following: 

• ERP 8.0 system directory (integrated file system, or IF
system) 

stance

S) and library (QSYS file 
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• Path codes (IFS and QSYS file systems) 

• Use of selected INI file settings 

INI settings you use to uniquely define a ERP 8.0 instance are summarized in the following 

Section in server 
jde.ini file 

Parameter Purpose 

table: 

[INS ALL] DefaultSystem= The name of the ERP 8.0 System library. This value 
must be unique for each ERP 8.0 instance. 

T

[JDE
ID (of a range of keys, which JDEIPC uses for shared 
memory. This value, plus the value of the 

urces parameter, defines the range 
 will use for an instance of ERP 

8.0. 

IPC] StartIPCKeyValue= The value of the first interprocess communication (IPC) 

maxNumberofReso
of IPC IDs that JDE

[JDENET] ServiceNameListen= The TCP/Ip port number the server uses for receiving 

other ERP 8.0 servers. 
communications packets from workstations and/or 

[JDENET s for sending 
communications packets to workstations and/or other 

rs. 

] ServiceNameConnect= The TCP/IP port number the server se

ERP 8.0 serve

[DBSYS
SETTINGS] 

The default environment for an instance of ERP 8.0. TEM Default Env= 

[DB SYSTEM
SETTING

 
S] 

Default PathCode= The data source for an instance of ERP 8.0. 

[DB SYSTEM
SETTING

 library that stores the system tables 
8.0 at startup. 

 
S] 

Library= The database
used by ERP 

Identifying a ERP 8.0 Instance for Applying Security on the AS/400 

Addition  these items to 
uniq

• Database 

ult user ID under which ERP 8.0 jobs start) 

INI ti niquely define a ERP 8.0 instance when you are applying security 
over mu are summarized in the following table: 

Section in server jde.ini file Parameter Purpose 

ally, to apply ERP 8.0 security over multiple instances, you use
uely identify an instance: 

• OCM mappings 

• ERP 8.0 User Profile (owner and defa

• Selected INI settings 

set ngs you use to u
ltiple instances 

[DEBUG DebugFile Specifies the location of the 
jdedebug.log file. 

] 

[DEBUG] JobFile Specifies the location of the 
jde.log file. 

[DEBUG Specifies the location of the lock 
manager trace file on the AS/400. 

] JDTSFile 
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[DB SYS
database where the system tables 
reside. 

TEM SETTINGS] Database Specifies the name of the 

[SECURITY] 
8.0 data source that contains the 

DataSource Specifies the name of the ERP 

security tables, used for user 
vaidation. 

 

For r ERP 
8.0 Dat ection. 

.0 on the AS/400 

To create an instance of ERP 8.0 on the AS/400, you 

eded libraries and directories and modify the values of selected parameters 

• ces of ERP 8.0, if you desire to do so 

• Create a new ERP 8.0 subsystem identification 

rvices 

Before You Begin 
 Check to see if there is enough space on the Direct Access Storage Device (DASD) 

 Assess data storage and backup requirements. 

 Consider the procedure you will follow for updating the ERP 8.0 server with new 

 rming server package builds and updates. This might 
include, for example, setting up a second deployment server. 

 

For info ment 
in the C ble Network Computing Implementation guide. 

pying Libraries and Directories 

System library 

• System directory 

• Path code directory 

► To raries and directories 

 mo e information on securing multiple instances of ERP 8.0, see Setting Up AS/400 
abase Security in this s

Creating an Instance of ERP 8

• Copy ne
in the INI library 

Apply security to multiple instan

• Start ERP 8.0 se

to create a new instance of ERP 8.0. 

versions of ERP 8.0. 

Determine the strategy for perfo

Create a new environment for use with each new ERP 8.0 instance. 

rmation on creating a new environment, see the section Working with an Environ
onfigura

Co

To create an instance of ERP 8.0 on the AS/400, you copy the following: 

• 

• Path code library 

copy lib

1. .0 services, if necessary. 

2. Remove ERP 8.0 security, if necessary. 

End ERP 8
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3. From the AS/400 main menu, copy the ERP 8.0 system library in the QSYS file 
system by typing the following command: 

S B734CST CPYLIB B7334SY

where B734CST is the name for the system library in the new instance of ERP 8.0. 

4. From the AS/400 main menu, copy the ERP 8.0 system directory in the IFS by first 

CRTLIB TEMPLIB 

creating a temporary library with the following command: 

5. Create a save file in the temporary library for the system directory by typing the 
following command: 

CRTSAVF FILE (TEMPLIB/b734SYS) 

6. 

SAVE DEV ('/QSYS.LIB/TEMPLIB/B734SYS.FILE') OBJ(('/B734)) USEOPTBLK(*NO) 

Save the system directory into the save file by typing the following command: 

DTACPR(*YES) 

7. 

RST DEV('/QSYS.LIB/TEMPLIB/B734SYS.FILE') OBJ(('/B734sys/*' 

Restore the save file for the system directory to a directory with a new name by 
typing the following command: 

*INCLUDE/B734cst')) 

where B734cst is the name of the new system directory. 

Note: 
Throughout the entire copying procedure, the name for the new directories and libraries must 

 

match. 

8. From the AS/400 main menu, copy the path code library in the QSYS file system by 
ng the following command: typi

CPYLIB PRD734 CST734 

where CST734 is the name for the path code library in the new instance of ERP 8.0. 
brary for the new instance cannot exceed eight characters in 

Note: 

The name of the li
length. 

The path code directory for any environment that you intend to use for a new instance of ERP 
8.0 must be copied to the new directory. You cannot share path code directories between two 
or more

 

 instances of ERP 8.0 as this could cause specification file corruption. 

9. From the AS/400 main menu, copy the path code directory in the IFS by first creating 

CRTSAVF FILE(TEMPLIB/PRD734) 

a save file in the temporary library using the following command: 

Note: 
You must follow the pro
you copy. 

cedure for copying the path code directory for each path code 
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10. Save the path code directory into the save file by typing the following command:  

SAV DEV('QSYS.LIB/TEMPLIB/PRD734.FILE') OBJ(('/prd734/*')) USEOPTBLK(*NO) 
DTACPR(*YES) 

11. ry with a new name by 
typing the following command: 

RST DEV('QSYS.LIB/TEMPLIB/PRD734.FILE') OBJ(('/prd734/*' INCLUDE '/cst734')) 

Restore the save file for the path code directory to a directo

where cst734 is the name of the new path code directory. 

create a ERP 8.0 subsystem from the system library by 
typing the following command: 

me> <system library> 

12. From the AS/400 main menu, 

CRTOWSBS <subsystem na

where <subsystem name> is the name you give to the ERP 8.0 subsystem for the 
new instance of ERP 8.0, and <system library> is the name of the ERP 8.0 system 

 in the QSYS file system for the new instance of ERP 8.0. 

Note: 

library

You can use the same subsystem for multiple instances of E
create a separate subystem for each instance of ERP 8.0 th

RP 8.0. If you decide to 
at you run, see Creating 

ERP 8.0 Subsystem for Multiple Instances of ERP 8.0 on the AS/400 in this chapter. 

 
13. Modify the following parameters in the INI library: 

 [INSTALL] 

DefaultSystem=<System Library> 

[JDEIPC] 

startIPCKeyValue=<Unused start key not within another instance's IPC range> 

[JDENET] 

serviceNameListen=<Available port> 

serviceNameConnect=<Available port> 

[DB SYSTEM SETTINGS] 

Default Env=<New environment> 

Default PathCode=<New path code> 

Applying Security to Multiple Instances of ERP 8.0 on the AS/400 

t, you can follow the steps to create a ERP 8.0 subsystem and 
start ERP 8.0 service. 

n for more 

► To tances of ERP 8.0 on the AS/400 

If you want to apply security to multiple instances of ERP 8.0, complete the next five 
steps. If you do no

See Setting Up AS/400 ERP 8.0 Database Security in this sectio
information on securing multiple instances of ERP 8.0. 

apply security to multiple ins

1. ry. 

2. ch as SYSB7334, B7334MAP, and so on. 

Copy the OCM libra

Copy the database libraries, su
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3.  a new AS/400 user profile for each new instance of ERP 8.0. 

4. 
mand: 

CRTDIR DIR('/B7334CSTLOG') 

Create

From the AS/400 main menu, create a new log path in the IFS by typing the following 
com

Where CSTLOG  is the name of the new IFS log directory. 

5. 

DEBUG] 

Modify the following parameters in the INI library: 

DebugFile=<new log path>/JDEDEBUG.LOG 

=<new log path?/JDE.LOG 

le=<new log path>/JDETS.LOG 

JobFile

JDETSFi

[DB S SY TEM SETTINGS] 

e=<new OCM library> Databas

[SECURITY] 

DataSource=<Location of new F98OWSEC library> 

ameter va

Note: 
The par lues in the [DEBUG] section must be uppercase. 

 

Creating a ERP 8.0 Subsystem on the AS/400 

, 
r application jobs. ERP 8.0 network and kernel jobs run 

under the AS/400 subsystem, which J.D. Edwards ships with a default description. For 
n is JDEB7334. You can use this description 

without modification if you are running a single instance of ERP 8.0 on the AS/400 server. 

If you decide to run multiple instances of ERP 8.0, you need to create a new subsystem with 
description for each instance of ERP 8.0 that you create. To create a new ERP 8.0 

sub t

For mor n on subsystems, see Working ERP 8.0 Subsystems in the ERP 8.0 
System Administration Guide. 

Before You Begin 
WSBS command. 

On the AS/400 platform, a subsystem is a logical process that is used to run system jobs
whether they are ERP 8.0 or othe

example, for OneWorld Xe, the default descriptio

a unique 
sys em description, you use the CRTOWSBS command. 

e informatio

 Stop ERP 8.0 services before you run the CRTO

► To create a ERP 8.0 subsystem on the AS/400 

1. From the AS/400 main menu, type the following command, and then pres
press the F4 key: 

s Enter or 

CRTOWSBS 

The CREATE New OneWorld Subsystem (CRTOWSBS) form appears. 

2. In the CREATE OneWorld Subsystem form, enter character values for the follo
parameters and press Enter: 

wing 

• SYSLIB 

• SUBSYSTEM 
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Note: 
The maximum number of characters allowed for the description of each parameter is 
10. 

 
Caution: 
Be sure the name of the system library matches the name that you created when
copied the ERP 8.0 system library in the QSYS file system. 

 

 you 

The CRTOWSBS command creates a new subsystem description in the ERP 8.0 
system library and updates the STRNET and ENDNET programs with the new 

3. To delete the old subsystem description from the system library, type the following 

OBJTYPE(*SBSD) 

subsystem name as the default parameter. 

command and then press Enter or press the F4 key: 

WRKOBJ OBJ <SUBSYSTEM NAME>/<SYSTEM LIBRARY NAME>) 

Where SUBSYSTEM NAME is the subsystem description you want to delete and 

bjects form, type 4 for Delete and press Enter. 

SYSTEM LIBRARY NAME is the system library where the subsystem description is 
located. 

4. In the Work with O

Starting ERP 8.0 Services on the AS/400 

You start ERP 8.0 services by clearing IPC memory using CLRIPC command and then 
running the STRNET command. 

► To start ERP 8.0 services on the AS/400 

1. From the AS/400 main menu, clear IPC memory by typing the following command: 

CLRIPC 

2. From the AS/40
command: 

0 m  sta v  

STRNET 

ain menu, rt ERP 8.0 AS/400 ser ices by typing the following

 AS/400 0 Databas urity  

d, a form appears that 
he authority is 
executed.  

 security inform
S/400 machine

n for your syst
re the commaented only o

Setting Up  ERP 8. e Sec

You can secure profiles and objects for ERP 8.0 on the AS/400 with the Set Up OneWorld 
Authority (SETOWAUT) command. When you enter this comman
allows you to enter specific atio em. T
implem n the A  whe nd is 

The SETOWAUT command allows you to set up security for a single instance of ERP 8.0 or 
for multiple instances of ERP 8.0. If you run multiple instances of ERP 8.0, you can set up 
separate user profiles for each instance. The SETOWAUT command sets up the authorities 
for each ERP 8.0 instance, adds profile names to an authorization list, and sets object 
ownership for each ERP 8.0 instance.  

Note that there are two separate authorization lists that maintain security. Values in two 
parameters of the SETOWAUT program specify the authorization lists.  
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The USRPRF parameter value specifies the ERP 8.0 user profile. When you run the 
SETOWAUT program, the program automatically creates a user profile authorization list with 
the same name. This list secures all ERP 8.0 objects with the exception of the SYSTEM 
lib ated within.  

Note

rary and the objects loc

:  

SETOWAUT form. 
 details se e Objects for Coexistence and Secure All Objects in this chapt

AUTL par
OWAUT pr

lue specifies
program

 the administra
tomatically cr

n list. When you run 
trative authorization 

at CRTOWADPRF is a supp
WADPRF is a supplied com

e instance of ERP 8.0 or f
 form appears when you run the
s that you enter and the para

and that will remo

ultiple instances, the 
 SETOWAUT 

 security for o

To secure all objects in a library, directory, or both when you are running a single instance of 
ERP 8.0, you must enter *ALLOBJ in the Secure Objects Coexistence parameter of the 
SETOWAUT form. If you are running multiple instances of ERP 8.0, and you want to secure 
all objects, you must enter Y in the Secure All Objects parameter of the 
For more e Secur er.  

 
The user profile authorization list also secures all database tables in a coexistence 
environment.  

The USR ameter va tive authorizatio
the SET ogram, the  au eates an adminis
list that secures the SYSTEM library and all objects within it.  

Any user who will perform basic ERP 8.0 administration (Start, End, Clear IPC, etc.) on the 
AS/400 must be added to this list. Note th lied command that will 
add administrative users to this list; RMVO m ve 
such users from the list.  

Whether you want to set up n or m
Setup OneWorld Authority (SETOWAUT)
command. However, the parameter value meter fields that 
appear in the form differ, depending on what you have decided to do.  

Fo ach of the parame TO
Ex atab ty 

r more information on e
planations of AS/400 D

ters that appear in the SE
Parameters

WAUT form, see 
ase Securi  in this chapter.  

These pa ifferences are explained in the three following tables:  

Parameters Present in 
SETOWAUT Form for 

 and Multiple 
f ERP 8.0  

M
V
f
o

 
ipl

USRPRF ERP 8.0 ERP 8.0 
igurable - enter a new 

value for each instance of 

USRAUTL 
. 

rameter d

Both Single
Instances o

eaning  
alue to be Entered 

or a Single Instance 
f ERP 8.0  

Value
Mult
8.0  

Conf

to be Entered for 
e Instances of ERP 

User Profile ERP 8.0. 

Admin

List ERP 8.0. 
Authorization OWADMINL 

Configurable - enter a new 
value for each instance of 
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Parameter
WA
 Inst
8.0

red 

ONEWORLD 
 

Y is default.  
 a 

value other than 
ONEWORLD for the 
USRPRF parameter. 

JDE  
 

er. 

ALLOBJECTS 
Secure 

Objects for have World Software 

er is not 
present if you enter a 
value other than 

e 
er. 

Paramete
SETOWAUT Form for 
ultiple Instances of ERP 

8.0 Only 

Meaning 
Value to be Entered for 

Multiple Instances of ERP 
8.0 

Value to be Entered 
for Single Instance of 

ERP 8.0 

N is default. Enter Y if you 

recommended because it 

t 
er 

e 

RF parameter. 

Library  Description of Security  

Non-
Coe
Non-Sys
Library  

er profile owns the 

he 
LIC has *ALL authority to these objects. The library authority to create 

bjects within the library is set to *ALL (*PUBLIC will have *ALL authority).  

Coexiste
Non-Syst
Library  

l 
P, that secures datapath libraries. This profile has *USE authority 

to the library. For WorldSoftware, the SBMJOB command requires *USE authority to all 

s Present in 
UT Form for 
ance of ERP 
 Only 

Meaning Value to be Entered for a 
Single Instance of ERP 8.0 

Value to be Ente
for Multiple Instances 

of ERP 8.0 

SETO
Single

OWPRF 
Modify 

Parameter is not 
present if you enter

Profile

PRF Modify JDE 
Profile Y is default.  

Parameter is not 
present if you enter a 
value other than
ONEWORLD for the
USRPRF paramet

Coexistence installed. *ALLOBJECTS 
secures all objects contained 
in one or more directories.  

ONEWORLD for th
USRPRF paramet

r Present in 

*NONCOEXIST is default. 
*COEXIST is used if you Paramet

M

OBJOPT  Secure All 
Objects 

want to secure all objects 
contained in one or more 
directories. Entering Y is not 

Parameter is no
present if you ent
ONEWORLD as th
value for the 

can degrade performance.  USRP

The following information provides a summary of the security model when you run a single 
instance of ERP 8.0:  

xistent, 
tem 

object libraries. The libraries are secured by the ONEWORLD AUTL. All objects within 
these libraries remain unchanged, which means that either JDE or ONEWORLD owns t
objects and *PUB

The JDE user profile owns datapath libraries and the ONEWORLD us

o

nt, 
em 

All libraries are the same as in a non-coexistence environment, except an additiona
profile such as JDEGR

the libraries in the library list to function properly. The JDE user profile for table objects
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owns all of these objects.  

The ONEWORLD user profile owns the ERP 8.0 system library and the *PUBLIC 
authority is *AUTL, which is OWADMINL. All objects associated with ERP 8.0 server 
administration are secured with the *AUTL OWADMINL authorization list. All other obje
are secured by the *AUTL ONEWORLD. Administrative programs, such as CLRIPC, 
STRNET, ENDNET, and PORTTEST (among others) are set to adopt the authority of the
owner.  

ng information provides a summary of the security model when you run multiple 
s of ERP 8.0:  

Description of Security  

nt, 

The configurable ERP 8.0 user profile owns the datapath libraries and the object librari
for a particular instance of ERP 8.0. You specify the user profile name in the USRPRF 
parameter of the SETOWAUT program. The user profile authorization list has the same 
name as the configurable user profile (USRPRF parameter in the SETOWAUT program). 
All objects within these libraries are owned by the configurable user profile. These 
libraries are also owned by the configurable user profile and secured by the AUTL with 
the same name. The library authority to create objects within the library is set to *ALL 
(*PUBLIC will have *ALL authority).  

Configurable user profiling is not supported in a coexistence environment.  

em 

The configurable ERP 8.0 user profile owns the ERP 8.0 system library for a particular 
instance of ERP 8.0, and the *PUBLIC authority is *AUTL, which is the administrative 
authorization list that you specify in the USRAUTL parameter in the SETOWAUT 

ERP 8.0 
System 
Library  

cts 

 

The followi
instance

Library  

Non-Coexiste
Non-System 
Library  

es 

Coexistent, 
Non-System 
Library  

ERP 8.0 Syst
Library  command. All other objects are secured with the configurable user profile authorization 

list. Administrative programs, such as CLRIPC, STRNET, ENDNET, and PORTTEST 
(among others) are set to adopt the authority of the owner.  

  

Setting Up AS/400 ERP 8.0 Database Security  

You can set up security for a single instance of ERP 8.0, or you can set up security for 
separate ERP 8.0 instances. In the latter case, the SETOWAUT program creates a user 
profile and individual authorization lists for each instance, establishing object ownership.  

Setting up AS/400 Database Security for a Single ERP 8.0 Instance  

You can set up security for a single instance of ERP 8.0. To do so, you enter ONEWORLD as 
the USRPRF (user profile) parameter value and OWADMINL (admin. authorization list) 
parameter value. 

► To set up AS/400 database security for a single ERP 8.0 instance  

1. In the SETOWAUT library, on the command line, type the following command and 
press F4 and F11:  

SETOWAUT  
Note: Make sure the SETOWAUT library is in the library list. If it is not, run the 
ADDLIBLE command.  

The Set Up OneWorld Authority (SETOWAUT) form appears.  
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neWorld User Profile field (USPRF), type OneWorld and press enter.  

 You can determine 
various security settings, including library access and whether the secured 
environment is coexistent.  

 

2. In the O

The form expands to reveal additional security parameters.
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Complete the following required fields and press Enter:  

USRAUTL (enter OWADMINL)  

TYPE (FULL, DTAPATH Only, PROF Only, SYSTEM Only)  

INILIB  

Complete additional fields as necessary and press Enter.  

ution when you lock a library with ERP 8.0 security that contains third-party software.
s does not support AS/400 ERP 8.0 database security with third-party software.  

3. 

• 

• 

• 

4. 

Caution:  
Use ca  
J.D. Edward

 

Setting up AS/400 Database Security for Multiple ERP 8.0 Instances  

You  so, you enter a value other 
than er than OWADMINL for the 
Adm .  each 
instance of ERP 8.0 that you run.  

Before You Begin  
arameters, you should 

make sure that the name is not used for an authorization list for any other instance of 

ou intend to use to make sure that it is unique.  

 can set up security for separate instances of ERP 8.0. To do
 ONEWORLD for the User Profile parameter and a value oth
in Authorization List parameter. You enter different values for these parameters for

 Before you enter a value for the USRPRF and USRAUTL p

ERP 8.0. To do so, run the DSPAUTL command. In the Display Authorization form, 
you can enter the name y
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► To set up AS/400 database security for multiple ERP 8.0 instances  

1. In the SETOWAUT library, on the command line, type the following command and 
press F4:  

SETOWAUT  

2. In the OneWorld User Profile field (USPRF), type in a user profile name and press 
enter.  

veal additional security parameters. The Modify OneWorld 
Profile (OWPRF) and Modify JDE Profile (JDEPRF) parameters, which appear when 
you hen you 
ente

The SETOWAUT program uses this name when it creates a user profile authorization 
list.  

The form expands to re

 enter OneWorld as the User Profile parameter value, do not appear w
r a value other than OneWorld.  

 

 

3. Com

• USR  authorization list).  

• TYPE (FULL, DTAPATH Only, PROF Only, SYSTEM Only)  

• INILIB  

4. Comple

See Explanation ase Security Parameters

plete the following required fields and press Enter:  

AUTL (enter a name that will identify the administrative

te additional fields as necessary and press Enter.  

s of AS/400 Datab  in this chapter for details on the 
available options for each field.  
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Explanati

You use the AS/400 database security parameters to modify user and administrator profiles, 
so on. These parameters appear in the Setup OneWorld Authority 

Type  

Depending on the value you enter in this field, you can implement a full security setup, modify 
only the files, or modify only the datapaths authority. A full security setup includes 
the syst atapath, pathcode, and user profiles.  

 *FULL:  

Use *FULL when you initially implement SETOWAUT. This will direct 

Wh

tapaths.  

Wh

OF to perform only the user profile routines. SETOWAUT will use 
 profile settings in the command to direct the process.  

Wh

Use *SYSTEM to perform the "System" library authority functions. *SYSTEM 
nd all of the objects contained within it with the AUTL 
re running a single instance of ERP 8.0. If you are running 

e 
 ERP 8.0.  

*PGM objects with attributes of *CLP, *CLLE, or *CLE will 
have the program attributes modified for adopt authority. The system library is 
treated differently in order to allow administration of ERP 8.0.  

You can use this parameter to lock other non-system libraries containing objects 
that you can use to administer ERP 8.0.  

F  

Type *FULL or *PROF, SETOWAUT:  

already exist) if you are running a single instance of ERP 8.0. If you are 

ons of AS/400 Database Security Parameters  

to secure objects, and 
form (SETOWAUT). 

 security pro
em library, d

When to use

SETOWAUT to perform all the security routines.  

en to use *DTAPATH:  

Use *DTAPATH only if you need to secure one or more da

en to use *PROF:  

Use *PR
the user

en to use *SYSTEM:  

secures the library a
OWADMINL if you a
multiple instances of ERP 8.0, *SYSTEM will secure the library and all the 
objects contained within it with the administrative authorization list created by th
SETOWAUT program for each individual instance of

Additionally, all the 

More PROFILE work SETOWAUT does using Types *FULL or *PRO

When you enter 

• Creates the ONEWORLD and OWADMINL authorization lists (if they do not 

running multiple instances of ERP 8.0, SETOWAUT creates both 
authorization lists and uses the names you specified for each instance of 
ERP 8.0.  

• Changes owner of both lists to ONEWORLD if you are running a single 
instance of ERP 8.0. If you are running multiple instances of ERP 8.0, 
SETOWAUT changes the owner of both lists to the user profile name you 
specified for each instance of ERP 8.0.  
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• Adds JDE to both lists if you are running a single instance of ERP 8.0.  

CLUDE in both lists.  

LIB - (INI Library)  

e.ini file is either not 
needed or not available.  

• Changes *PUBLIC entry to *EX

INI

This field identifies the library in which the jde.ini file resides to the security 
application. The *NONE value allows you to specify that the jd

Caution:  
You cannot use the parameter value *NONE if the Type parameter value is *FULL or 
*SY

 

STEM.  

When ollowing are all true:  

If there is a ERP 8.0 INI library located on the host system  

If the  located on the host system  

Wh

 or *SYSTEM, the library and all the objects will be secured with 
SYSTEM attributes. SETOWAUT will use the jde.ini file to perform all the INI 

 *NONE:  

uirements are false. This will require actual 
values in any parameter that allows the value *INI.  

DTAPATH Datapath (library)  

Not

 to use a library name if the f

 control files (OCM) are

If the jde.ini file references the OCM library  

at it does:  

If Type = *FULL

retrievals.  

When to use

Use *NONE if any of the above req

e:  
If you set the INI library field to *NONE, you must manually set datapaths in this field.  

 
Typ n also type 
specific datapaths in this field. You can type up to 10 datapaths at a time.  

When to 

SETOWAUT will modify each library based upon the ALLOBJECTS parameter.  

U  * tains the library name where the jde.ini 
). This parameter tells SETOWAUT to 

ries. SETOWAUT retrieves the 
library name from the jde.ini value in `[DB SYSTEM SETTINGS] Library' and 

ccess the OCM files (F986101 and F98611). SETOWAUT 
selects all the library names (F98611.OMLIB) that meet the following criteria: 

MSTSO = `AV', 
OMSRVR = the host name.  

e *INI in this field to use the datapaths set in the jde.ini file. You ca

use *INI:  

se INI when the INILIB parameter con
file is located (INILIB value is not *NONE
use the jde.ini file to retrieve the datapath libra

uses this setting to a

F986101.OMDATP = F98611.OMDATP, OMUGRP = *PUBLIC, O
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Modify ONEWORLD Profile  

A value of Y or N is valid for this field.  

Note  
This field does not appear if you are setting up authorization for multiple instances of ERP 8.
and you enter a value other than ONEWORLD in the USRPRF field.  

0 

 
When to use `Y':  

• GRPPRF set to *NONE  
• SUPGRPPRF set to *NONE 

S set to *USER  

• INLPGM set to *NONE  
T set to *JOBCTL  

y to change profile ONEWORLD to *USE profile QSECOFR.  

L authority from *PUBLIC.  

Use only if the profile ONEWORLD has the correct attributes.  

M

A va

Note: 

Use to modify/create the ONEWORLD profile that has not yet been modified.  

• USRCL
• INLMNU set to *SIGNOFF  

• SPCAU

Grants authorit

Revokes *AL

When to use `N':  

odify JDE Profile  

lue of Y or N is valid for this field.  

This field do stances of ERP 8.0 
and you enter a value other than ONEWORLD in the USRPRF field.  

 

es not appear if you are setting up authorization for multiple in

When to use `Y':  

Use to modify/create the JDE profile that has not been modified.  

• GRPPRF set to *NONE  
PPRF set to *NONE  
S set to *USER  

• SUPGR
• USRCL
• INLPGM set to *NONE  
• SPCAUT set to *JOBCTL *SAVSYS 

Revokes *ALL authority from *PUBLIC.  

When to use `N':  

Use only if the profile JDE has the correct attributes.  
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M

Note

odify Security Profile  

:  
 is recommended that y
ETOWAUT. After running SETOWAUT and creating ERP 8.0 Security Profiles, the 
asswords must be changed to correspond with passwords that were set up using ERP 8.0 
ser Security. The Securit
ample Results of SETOWAUT for more information about specific profile properties.  

It ou delete existing ERP 8.0 Security Profiles prior to running 
S
p
U y user is used as the System user in ERP 8.0 User Security. See 
S

 
You can ent is field to modify with the SETOWAUT 
program. If you enter a security profile that does not already exist, SETOWAUT creates the 
profile and m

 

er up to 10 security profiles at a time in th

odifies the profile accordingly.  

When to use:  

• USRCLS set to *USER  
• 

• 

• 

• GRPPRF set to ONEWORLD if you are running a single instance of ERP 8.0. If you are running 
multiple instances of ERP 8.0, GRPPRF is set to the ERP 8.0 User Profile name you entered in the 
USRPR

• SUPGRPPRF set to JDE if you are running single instance of ERP 8.0. If you are running multiple 
instances o
USRPRF p

ERP 8.0 DB 

If yo  from 
the  you type a value in this field that does not 

WAUT creates a profile with a password that is the same as the profile 
 profile exists, SETOWAUT modifies the profile to be a ERP 8.0 database 

administrator.  

When to use:  

Enter a profile to be used as a database administrator. This profile will have all 
inistrator profiles are allowed 

to perform certain ERP 8.0 processes (RUNUBE and PORTTEST) that an 
ith normal privileges cannot perform.  

sword to expire 
(PWDEXP = *YES).  

Use to create/modify the profile.  

INLMNU set to *SIGNOFF  
INLPGM set to *NONE  
SPCAUT set to *NONE  

F parameter field.  

f ERP 8.0, SUPGRPPRF is set to the ERP 8.0 User Profile name you entered in the 
arameter field.  

Revokes *ALL authority from *PUBLIC.  

Grants profile ONEWORLD *CHANGE authority to security profile.  

Grants security profile *CHANGE authority to ONEWORLD.  

Admin Profile  

u type *INI in this field, SETOWAUT retrieves the user and password values
[SECURITY] section in the jde.ini file. If

exist, SETO
name. If the

rights to all ERP 8.0 objects. These database adm

administrator w

If the profile does not exist, it creates the profile with a password that is the same 
name as the profile. Also, if the profile does not exist, set the pas
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• ill place this program as the initial program (this program will 
list all the ERP 8.0 occurrences to allow the user to select one occurrence at signon).  

• USRC
• SPCAU
• GRPPRF set to ONEWORLD if you are running a single instance of ERP 8.0. If you are running 

multiple instances of ERP 8.0, GRPPRF is set to the ERP 8.0 User Profile name you entered in the 
USRP

• SUPGRPP
instances o
USRPRF p

BSFNLIB (Libs or *INI (Default PathCode))  

Important:  

If BV3C is in library list, SETOWAUT w

LS set to *PGMR  
T set to *NONE  

RF parameter field.  
RF set to JDE if you are running a single instance of ERP 8.0. If you are running multiple 
f ERP 8.0, SUPGRPPRF is set to the ERP 8.0 User Profile name you entered in the 
arameter field.  

Revokes *ALL authority from *PUBLIC.  

Grants ONEWORLD *USE rights to DB ADMIN profile.  

If you set th

 

e INI library field to *NONE, you must set pathcodes in this field.  

Type *INI in this field to use the pathcode library and the associated specification file directory 
set in the jd n type 
up to 10 pa e.  

 

e.ini file. You can also type specific pathcode libraries in this field. You ca
thcodes at a tim

Wh

s the library name where the jde.ini 
file is located (INILIB does not contain *NONE). This parameter tells SETOWAUT 

s the library name from the jde.ini value in "[DB SYSTEM SETTINGS] 
Library" and uses this setting to access the OCM files (F986101 and F98611). 

e library names (F98611.OMLIB) that meet the 
following criteria: F986101.OMDATP = F98611.OMDATP, OMUGRP = *PUBLIC, 

cord in the F00942 for each library (F98611.OMLIB).  

directory (specifies path) accordingly.  

Secure Log

A v nded value is N.  

Wh

 do not want to secure JDE log paths.  

 
ng deleted without permission.  

Only DB administrators have permission to access the logs in the log path.  

en to use *INI:  

Use *INI when the INILIB parameter contain

to use the jde.ini file to retrieve the application pathcode libraries. SETOWAUT 
retrieve

SETOWAUT will select all th

OMSTSO = `AV', OMDBNM = F00942. SETOWAUT will retrieve EMPATHCD 
(pathcode) from each re

For each pathcode, SETOWAUT will modify the library and associated IFS 

 Path  

alue of Y or N is valid for this field. The recomme

en to use `N':  

Use if you

When to use `Y':  

Use `Y' only if there is a need to secure the log paths. One reason to secure JDE
log paths might be if logs are bei
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Secure

AUT form only when you set authority for a 
single instance of ERP 8.0 by entering ONEWORLD in the USRPRF field.  

 all the objects contained in a library, 
directory, or both. If there is a chance of a user getting past the library authority, 

ssary to secure all the objects in the library. This option is not 
 to performance considerations.  

The LIBCRT attribute will be set to *AUTL.  

wnership of 

Use if you have WorldSoftware installed on the AS/400 and it is sharing 
datapath(s).  

Not only will the datapath libraries have restrictions, but all the objects contained 
LUDE).  

Secure All

 Objects for Coexistence  

Use this field to secure all objects, coexistence objects, or non-coexistence objects. 
The parameter appears in the SETOW

When to use *ALLOBJ:  

Use this only if there is a need to secure

then it may be nece
recommended due

Not only will the libraries and root directories have restrictions, but all the objects 
contained in the libraries/directories will be restricted (*PUBLIC *EXCLUDE).  

Datapath libraries and all the objects contained within will have o
JDE.  

When to use *COEXIST:  

in the datapath libraries will be restricted (*PUBLIC *EXC

The LIBCRT attribute will be set to *AUTL.  

The datapath libraries and all the objects contained within will have ownership of 
JDE.  

When to use *NONCOEXIST:  

Use if you do not have WorldSoftware installed, or if it is installed but not sharing 
any ERP 8.0 libraries.  

Only the libraries or root directories will have restrictions placed on *PUBLIC.  

Objects contained in any ERP 8.0 library with the exception of the SYSTEM 
library will allow *PUBLIC *ALL. The LIBCRT attribute will be set to *ALL.  

Datapath libraries will have ownership of JDE.  

Pathcode libraries/directories will have ownership of ONEWORLD.  

 Objects  

Use this field to secure objects in a noncoexistence environment when you are 
running multiple instances of ERP 8.0. The parameter appears in the SETOWAUT 
form only when you configure an instance of ERP 8.0 by entering a value other than 
ONEWORLD in the USRPRF field.  
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N is the default value for the Secure All Objects parameter, and J.D. Edwards 
his value. A value of N secures directories but not the files 

uivalent of entering Noncoexist when you are 
run

Entering Y secures the files as well as the directories. Entering Y can degrade 
 must check authority for every object the user 

wants to access. Entering Y is the equivalent of entering *ALLOBJECTS when you 
are

Addin A

You can ad
CRTOWAD ws you to designate levels of authority to 
the administrators you are adding to the list.  

► To add

recommends that you use t
in the directories. Entering N is the eq

ning a single instance of ERP 8.0.  

performance because the system

 running a single instance of ERP 8.0.  

g dministrators  

d administrators to the administrative authorization list by running the 
PRF command. The command also allo

 administrators  

the command line, enter the f1. On ollowing command and press F4:  

 

 

The Setup O

CRTOWADPRF USRPRF  

neWorld User Profile (CRTOWADPRF) form appears.  
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2. Complete the following fields and press Enter:  

 

administrators sign on to ERP 8.0, *SAME to use the current initial program 
setting, or *NONE to remove the initial program setting.  

• ADMIN USER Profile  

Type the name of an administrator you want to add to the administrative 
authorization list. You can add up to 10 administrators at a time.  

• ONEWORLD USER Profile  

Your entry must match the ERP 8.0 user profile name that you entered during 
setup (USRPRF parameter).  

• ADMIN Authorization List  

Your entry must match the Admin. Authorization List name that you entered 
during setup (USRAUTL parameter).  

• Profile Type  

Type *USER to grant the profiles with basic administration capabilities, such as 
STRNET, ENDNET, CLRIPC, SAW, CLRLCK, DSPIPC, DSPSTMF, IPCS, 
LINKBSFN, and PID2JOB.  

Type *ADMIN if the profiles need rights to PORTTEST and RUNUBE as well as
the basic administration capabilities.  

• Initial program to call  

Type BV3C if you want the system to display a list of environments when the 

Note: 
The initial pro
AS/400 to pro

gram to call is BV3C by default for ERP 8.0. This program sets the 
vide a choice of environments at signon. A user with an 

ERP 8.0 
commands on the AS/400 server.  
administrator profile who signs on to an environment can then perform 

 

Removing Administrative Authority from User Profiles 

To remove 
complete th  form.  

a user's administrative authority, you run the RMVOWADPRF command and 
e Remove OW Profile Authority

► To remove administrative authority from user profiles  

Note:  

Submit this command to a batch subsystem.  

1. On the command line, enter the following command and press F4:  

RMVOWADPRF  

The Remove OW Profile Authority (RMVOWADPRF) form appears.  
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Complete the following fields and press Enter:  

• User Profile  

Enter the name of the user from whom you want to remove authority.  

2. 

 Admin. Authorization List  

Your entry must match the Admin. Authorization List name that you entered 
USRAUTL parameter).  

• ERP 8.0 User Profile  

Your entry must match the ERP 8.0 user profile name that you entered during 
setup (USRPRF parameter).  

Sample Results for SETOWAUT (Non-Coexistence)  

You can expect the following examples for each of the various commands. Using Client 
Access, sign onto the AS/400, type each command on the command line, and press F4. For 
libraries (data sources and pathcodes), the required parameters are object type (*LIB) and 
the name of the library.  

Note that if you set up multiple instances of ERP 8.0, the owner for each instance is the ERP 
8.0 user profile you entered in the ERP 8.0 User Profile parameter during the authority setup. 
If you set up a single instance of ERP 8.0, the owner is JDE or ONEWORLD.  

Similarly, if you set up multiple instances of ERP 8.0 and you display object authority, the 
value displayed is the name of the user profile for all objects except the SYSTEM library. The 

•

during setup (
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object authority for the SYSTEM library when you run multiple instances of ERP 8.0 is the 
name of the  

se

Data sourc

Admin. Authorization List. If you set up a single instance of ERP 8.0, all objects
are secured by the ONEWORLD authorization list, except the SYSTEM library, which is 

cured by the OWADMINL authorization list.  

e DSPOBJAUT:  

 

 

Pathcode DSPOBJAUT:  
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Data source DSPLIBD:  
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Pathcode DISLIBD:  
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Note:  
Authority for objects in data sources and pathcodes should remain the same after you run 
SETOWAUT. You can see this by displaying the authority for an object in each library before 
and after you run SETOWAUT. The forms should be identical. The required parameters are 

ILE or *PGM), and the library name where the object resides.  

 

object name, object type (*F

The followi

Note: 

ng illustration is an example. Your test results might not look exactly the same.  

mber that owner, object security, and authority creation will differ depending on whether 
ng a single instance of ERP 8.0 or multiple instances.  

Reme
you are runni
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DSPOBJA
illustratio
param e 
objects

Syst

 

SETOWAUT changes the authority on system libraries. You can view this for both 
UT and DSPLIBD on system libraries. The shaded information in the following 

ns should correspond to the information that appears on your form. The required 
eters are the object name, object type (*PGM), and the name of the library where thes
 reside.  

em library DSPOBJAUT:  

 

 

em library DSPLIBD:  Syst

 

 

rity will change for objects within system libraries that either contain the attributes 
r CLP or that share the same name. You can view the authority on these objects 

g the following commands. The required parameters are object name, object type (*PG

The autho
CLLE o
usin  
or *CMD), and the name of the library where these objects reside.  

M
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Sample Results for SETOWAUT (Coexistence)  

When you run SETOWAUT for a coexistence environment, the authorities will be different. 
verify these authorities.  

aded information in the following illustrations represents the information you need to 
verify for authority. The required parameters are object name and object type (*LIB).  

You need to 

The sh

Note:  
Remember that you cannot run multiple instances of ERP 8.0 in a coexistence environment.  

 
Data source DSPOBJAUT:  

 

 

Data source DSPLIBD:  

 

 

Pathcodes DSPOBJAUT:  

 

Pathcodes DSPLIBD:  
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 you run SETOWAUT on a coexistence environment, the system modifies the authority 
cts in data sources and pathcodes. You can view this by displaying the authority for 

When
for obje
an obje ach library before and after you run SETOWAUT. The required parameters are 
object name, object type (*FILE, *PGM, or *CMD), and the library name where the objects 
reside.  

Note:  

ct in e

The owne

 

rs for data source objects differ from the owners for pathcode objects.  

ng illustrations provide examples of these modifications.  

AUT (objects in data sources):  

The followi

DSPOBJ

 

 

DSPOBJAUT (objects in pathcodes):  
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Use the following commands to display the authority on system libraries. The required 
parameters are object name and object type (*LIB).  

System library DSPOBJAUT:  

 

 

System library DSPLIBD:  

 

nt. You need to verify the authority 
of object  name for 
the program and the command. You need to move these programs and commands to an 

Use the following commands to view the authority on these objects. The required parameters 
are object name, object type (*FILE, *PGM, or *CMD), and the name of the library where the 
objects reside.  

DSPOBJAUT:  

 

The authority for objects in system libraries will be differe
s that contain the CLLE or CLP attributes and objects that share the same

outfile.  
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DSPPGM:  

 

 

Displaying User Profile Information  

SETOWAUT, you can view the following user profiles and authorization lists to 
verify that the information is correct. Compare the shaded information in the following 

r accuracy.  

To display user profile information  

On the command line, enter the following command:  

splay User Profile (DSPUSRPRF) form appears.  

Type the name of a user profile in the User Profile field and press Enter.  

similar to the following appears:  

After you run 

illustrations fo

► 

1. 

DSPUSRPRF  

The Di

2. 

Information 
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Sample Results for Authorization Lists  

Use the following commands to view the authorization list authorities. The name of the list is 
the only necessary parameter.  

DSPAUTL  
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IFS directories (specification files)  

WRKLNK - option 9 Work with authority  

 

 

 

Important:  
This folder o   

 

 sh uld be inaccessible through Windows Explorer.
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Server Administration - UNIX 

J.D. Edwards supports ERP 8.0 enterprise servers for UNIX operating systems on the 
Hewlett-Pa
Solari
server
enterpri

The followi
CD. Th
/u01/jded
directori

Directory 
Name  
pathcode  

ill 

system  

• libv32 - System-level shared libraries provided by third-party vendors.  

ini  The JDE.INI is located here.  

PrintQueue  All .PDF file outputs for reports are written here.  

log  

package e 
e 

es 

ckard HP 9000 (HP-UX), the IBM RS/6000 (AIX), and the Sun Microsystems 
s platforms. You can operate the enterprise server for UNIX in a logic or database 
 environment. You need to perform certain administration procedures on your 

se server to ensure that ERP 8.0 will run properly.  

ERP 8.0 Directory Structure for UNIX  

ng is a list of directories that are shipped on the UNIX ERP 8.0 Server Installation 
ey should be installed under the ERP 8.0 base directory (for example, 

wardsoneworld/b7334). Indented names indicate subdirectories of the unindented 
es.  

Description  

This is the main directory for the business function shared libraries, C header files, object 
files, source files, and specification ("spec" or "TAM") files. Upon installation, this directory w
be copied to the proper path codes (for example, PRODB7334 and DEVB7334).  

bin32 - Business function shared libraries.  

spec - Specification files. These binary data files are in a J.D. Edwards proprietary format.  

This is the main directory for the system-level executables, shared libraries, C header files, 
libraries, and localization files.  

• bin32 - System-level executables and shared libraries.  
• include - System-level C header files.  
• includev - System-level C header files provided by third-party vendors (for example, 

Vertex).  
• lib - System-level shared libraries and export files.  

The jde_xxx.log and jdedbug_xxx.log files are written here.  

s  This is the server package installation base directory. Directories exist here only if a packag
has been installed. Under the package directory are subdirectories named for each packag
that has been installed. Located under each package are the following directories:  

• bin32 - Business function shared libraries.  
• include - Business function header files.  
• obj - Business function object files. These are divided among lower level subdirectori

that correspond to each shared library in the bin32 directory.  
• source - Business function source files. These are divided among lower level 

subdirectories that correspond to each shared library in the bin32 directory.  
• spec - Specification files. These binary data files are in a J.D. Edwards proprietary 

format.  
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ERP 8.0 A

The follo

rchitecture and Process Flow for UNIX  

wing host server processes perform the indicated actions.  

 

6. The master jdenet_n process spawns the slave jdenet_n and jdenet_k processes at 

7. The jdequeue process spawns the runbatch process whenever a relevant UBE job 
o 

complete the job and update the F986110 table. Then runbatch quits. The jdequeue 
process stays running until stopped by the system administrator.  

ly all jdenet_k processes access 

 

9. The Message Queues are UNIX IPC resources. They are allocated by the jdenet_n 

n be obtained by 

 

The process flow is explained below:  

startup, or as they are needed. The definitions for the number of processes to start 
and what type to start are stored in the JDE.INI file.  

request has been placed in the F986110 table. The runbatch lives long enough t

8. Although not shown in the graphic above, near
various other database tables as needed. The runbatch process, for instance, will 
access and modify any database table relevant to the particular UBE it is running. 

processes by calls to the UNIX operating system. While ERP 8.0 is running, 
operating system information concerning the message queues ca
using the UNIX command ipcs.  
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When message packets are routed to the jdenet_n job from a client or another 
server, the jdenet_n process places them in the appropriate message queue
according to the type of packet (for example, U

 
BE, CallObject, security, and so on).  

e in the JDE.INI file.  

jdene

The jde s is usually started by running the supplied ERP 8.0 startup script, 
RunOne o en responsible for starting up all other processes shown except for 
jdequeue processes.  

The jdenet_ ss listens to the socket as specified in the JDE.INI file by the keywords 
Service m  and ServiceNameConnect. These two keywords should be set to the 
same n ct to 
the ERP

The f
They ar
lists the
start of 

The num nder the 
keyword
process he 
messag sses to finish.  

jdenet_k Operation  

jdenet_
enterpri
the jden

The
func n
UNIX sh
called d

The jde  jobs from 
the clien
by the j

Many o

NIX  

sed as a command line argument to the 
program (for example, porttest, jdequeue in system/runque.sh).  

• This environment may be translated to a different environment based on the settings 
in the [SERVER ENVIRONMENT MAP] section of the JDE.INI.  

Each message queue has a UNIX identifier (IPC key) so that multiple processes can 
access them. The identifiers are determined by ERP 8.0 using the key 
startIPCKeyValu

t_n Operation  

net_n proces
W rld.sh. It is th

n proce
Na eListen
umber. This number should be set the same for every client who wishes to conne
 8.0 server.  

 de initions for the particular jdenet_k processes to start are also given in the JDE.INI file. 
e listed in the sections headed by [JDENET_KERNEL_DEFx]. Each of these entries 
 type of jdenet_k processes to start and maximum number of jdenet_k processes to 
this type.  

ber of slave jdenet_n processes to start is listed in the JDE.INI file u
 maxNetProcesses. The purposes of these slave processes is to provide parallel 
ing for the job of listening to the socket and putting the associated messages on t
e queues for the jdenet_k proce

k processes are referred to as "kernel" processes. They do the actual work on the 
se server. When a jdenet_k process starts, it can be any type of kernel process. It is 
et_n process which instructs each kernel process to be a certain type.  

 jdenet_k process which becomes a CallObject kernel has the job of calling business 
tio  logic on the server. Business function logic is written in C code and compiled into 

ared libraries. The shared libraries are loaded onto the jdenet_k processes and then 
irectly through a C function call.  

net_k process which becomes a UBE kernel waits for requests to run UBE
t. These UBE jobs are then placed in the F986110 table. The jobs are then picked up 

dequeue processes that launch runbatch processes as required.  

ther types of jdenet_k processes exist. See your JDE.INI file for a complete list.  

Understanding ERP 8.0 Initialization for U

The following ERP 8.0 initialization occurs when starting ERP 8.0 programs (for example, 
jdequeue, runbatch, and so on).  

• The ERP 8.0 environment name is pas
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• The environment that is used must be a valid entry in the Environment Master 
(F0094) table. Likewise, it must have a valid corresponding pathcode in the 
Environment Path Code Tag (F00941) table.  

• The followin
determine w

g JDE.INI settings in the [DB SYSTEM SETTINGS] section are used to 
here the ERP 8.0 server startup tables are located (for example, F98611 

• 

• Database  

• 

• 
le) is used for the given object or user and environment. 

 is 

J.D. Edwards highly recommends that you do not have any default 
DEFAULT) records for reports (OMFUNO=UBE) on the server. These 

terconnections (that is, one report calling another 

• ld correspond to one entry in the 
F98611 table.  

• The corresponding information in the F98611 table must be correct. In particular, the 

ut 
the driver files required for HP-UX and AIX.  

• 
in the tnsnames.ora file. This tnsnames.ora file must be set up correctly (check with 

• cess, or Client Access database, the OMDATB field from the 
F98611 table maps to a data source specified in the ODBC Data Source 
Administrator applet in the Windows NT Control Panel. This data source must be set 
up correctly. If multiple users are going to log on to this Windows NT platform and run 

e defined on the "System DSN" tab. 
Otherwise, "User Data Sources" can be used.  

Startin h

You can
when th he 
automa

Not

and F986101:  

• Base Datasource  

• Object Owner  

Server  

• Load Library  

• Type  

Using the above information, the server's F986101 (OCM) table in the specified 
database is opened.  

If an override for a given table or the current user exists, that data source (OMDATP 
column in the F986101 tab
Otherwise, the data source where OMOBNM=DEFAULT for the given environment
used. Ignore any inactive records (that is, OMSTSO=NA).  

(OMOBNM=
records might prevent report in
report) from starting correctly.  

Each unique data source in the F986101 table shou

OMDLLNAME field must show the correct library for the database to which the data 
source points. See Database Driver Files in this guide for specific information abo

For an Oracle database, the OMDATB field from the F98611 table maps to an entry 

an Oracle database administrator).  

For a SQL Server, Ac

ERP 8.0 or PORTTEST, the data sources must b

g t e Enterprise Server for UNIX  

 start the enterprise servers either manually at the command line or automatically 
e server boots. The manual process is the same for HP-UX, AIX, and Solaris, but t
tic process varies slightly by platform.  

e:  
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If you are running ERP
Oracle is run

 8.0 on the same server as your Oracle database, you must make sure 
tart ERP 8.0. In particular, if you are starting ERP 8.0 at system 

boot tim y  the Oracle startup processes are completed first.  

RunOneWo
This is the script that starts the ERP 8.0 system on the enterprise server. This script 
complet  the following functions:  

• Starts jdenet_n. This is the ERP 8.0 network listener that receives requests from ERP 
tions.  

• 

•  runque.sh for batch processes. This is the 
job queue that controls the processing of batch jobs submitted to the server.  

• cess using runque.sh for Object Packages. Object Packages 
or example, tables, business functions, and reports) that are 

bein

See anagement Guide for more information 
ct Packages.  

RunOneWorld.sh script runs runque.sh, which, in turn, runs jdequeue. The runque.sh 

Paramet
UID  I

PWD  Identifies the password of a valid ERP 8.0 user ID (UID).  

ENV a ERP 8.0

BATCH  I onds to 
t n.  

TYPE  r report 

SLEEP   process. Typically, 

  

rprise server for UNIX  

ning before you s
e, ou must make sure

rld.sh  

es

8.0 worksta

Starts one specification installation queue.  

Starts at least one jdequeue process using

Starts one jdequeue pro
are groups of objects (f

g installed on a server.  

 Package Build in the ERP 8.0 Package M
about Obje

The 
script has the following parameters:  

er Description  

dentifies a valid ERP 8.0 user ID.  

  Identifies  environment.  

dentifies the batch name being used. The default batch name is QBATCH. This corresp
he workstation jde.ini UBEQueue setting in the [NETWORK QUEUE SETTINGS] sectio

Identifies the queue type. This is either 001 for specification installation queues, UBE fo
queues, or PKG for Object Package Queues.  

Identifies the number of seconds between polling for new UBEs or PKGs to
this value is 5 seconds.  

► To manually start the ente

This pro

1.  up during the installation 
process.  

 recommended user ID as described in the ERP 8.0 
 ID is jde.  

cedure is the same for HP-UX, AIX, and Solaris operating systems.  

Sign on to the machine using the appropriate user ID as set

If you used the J.D. Edwards
Installation Manual, the user

2. Enter the following commands:  

cd log_directory  

rm -f jde*log*  
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RunOneWorld.sh  
• cd log_directory  

 
administrator determines the name of this directory.  

• rm -f jde*log*  

command deletes the log files in the directory.  

This command moves the user's current directory to the log directory. The

This 

Caution:  
Use extreme care when you enter this command. A syntax error in this command
cause severe problems on your system

 can 
.  

 
• RunOneWorld.sh  

This script starts the ERP 8.0 system. See RunOneWorld.sh at the beginning of 

► To 

this section for details about this script.  

3. Sign off.  

automatically start the enterprise server for HP-UX  

Create a script named oneworld in /sbin/init.d with all necessary permissions
execution.  

1.  for 

 the following:  

#! /sb

The script should contain only

in/sh  

/bi n/su - oneworld -c `$SYSTEM/bin32/RunOneWorld.sh'  
The value oneworld is the name of the user who owns the shell script 
$SYSTEM/bin32/RunOneWorld.sh. Make sure that RunOneWorld.sh has all 

ssions for execution.  

eate a soft link named S995oneworld to the 
med /sbin/rc2.d.  

ln -s /sbin/init.d/oneworld /sbin/rc2.d/S995oneworld  

necessary permi

2. Using the following command, cr
oneworld script in the directory na

3. Verify that the following line is present in the .profile of the user who owns 
RunOneWorld.sh.  

/usr/local/bin/oraenv  
Before you execute oraenv, ensure that the Oracle environment variables of 
ORACLE_BASE, ORACLE_HOME, ORACLE_SID, ORACLE_TERM and 
ORAENV_ASK are properly assigned and exported. Also, you must add 

5. Set ORAENV_ASK to NO.  

6. If the following command is in the .profile, you must delete it.  

unset ORAENV_ASK  

$ORACLE_HOME/bin to the PATH environment variable.  

4. Set ORACLE_TERM to hp.  
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► To automatically start the enterprise server for AIX and Solaris  

1. Create a script named rc.oneworld in /etc with all necessary permissions for 
execution.  

The script should contain only the following:  

#! /bin/sh  

/bin/su - oneworld -c `$SYSTEM/bin32/RunOneWorld.sh'  
The value oneworld is the name of the user who owns the shell script 

that RunOneWorld.sh has all the 
necessary permissions for execution.  

2. Add the following line at the very end of the text file named inittab in /etc:  

oneworld:2:wait:/etc/rc.oneworld  

$SYSTEM/bin32/RunOneWorld.sh. Make sure 

3. Verify the following line is present in the .profile of the user who owns 
RunOneWorld.sh.  

. / rus /bin/oraenv  
Before you execute oraenv, ensure that the Oracle environment variables of 

ORAENV_ASK are properly assigned and exported. Also, you must add 
t variable.  

ORAENV_ASK to NO.  

t of valid values for ORACLE_SID, look at the oratab text file in /etc.  

6. he .profile, you must delete it:  

unset

ORACLE_BASE, ORACLE_HOME, ORACLE_SID, ORACLE_TERM and 

$ORACLE_HOME/bin to the PATH environmen

4. Set ORACLE_TERM to hp.  

5. Set 

To see a lis

If the following command is in t

 ORAENV_ASK  

 verify the ERP 8.0 installation

ter you start ERP 8.0, execute the following commands:  

cd YSTEM/bin32  

est userID password environment  

► To   

Af

$S

portt

The PORTTEST program initializes an environment, initializes a user, opens a table (F0902), 

Note:  

and displays up to 99 rows of data.  

The r vironment should be the same ones you used 
in RunOneWorld.sh when runque.sh is executed. However, these parameters can be any 

ssword, or environment.  

 

 pa ameters for userID, password, and en

valid ERP 8.0 user ID, pa
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Database Settings  

The default database parameters for UNIX might not fully support multiple users. You might 
reach the maxprocess limit for the database. The initial settings are for a small database. 
should change these parameters to a medium setting to avoid database problems. These 
settings reside in the init.ora file. The following path is an example of where you migh
typically find this file:  

You 

t 

/u01/app/oracle/product/8.0.5/dbs/init.ora  

Shuttin

The shut-down process is identical for HP-UX, AIX, and Solaris systems.  

ge queue that was started by RunOneWorld.sh  

n jdenet_n and jdenet_k processes  

ue type and name 
combination. It also runs a program called endnet. The following parameters apply to 

Parameter

PWD  Identifies the password of a valid ERP 8.0 user ID (UID).  

ENV  Identifies a ERP 8.0 environment.  

BAT ed. The default batch name is QBATCH. This corresponds to 
the workstation jde.ini UBEQueue setting in the [NETWORK QUEUE SETTINGS] section.  

TYPE  Identifies the queue type. This is either 001 for specification installation queues, UBE for report 

► To n the enterprise server for UNIX  

g Down the Enterprise Server for UNIX  

EndOneWorld.sh  
This is the script that stops the ERP 8.0 system on the enterprise server. This script 
completes the following functions:  

• Shuts down the specification installation queue  

• Shuts down the job queue that was started by RunOneWorld.sh  

• Shuts down the Object Packa

• Shuts dow

The EndOneWorld.sh shell runs a script, killque.sh, for each que

killque.sh:  

 Description  
UID  Identifies a valid ERP 8.0 user ID.  

CH  Identifies the batch name being us

queues, or PKG for Object Package Queues.  

shut dow

1. 

2. Execute the following commands:  

cd $SYSTEM/bin32  

Sign on under the appropriate user ID as set up during the installation process.  

EndOneWorld.sh  
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Set

HP-UX, AIX, s 
a tool calle
uses
the spe
information 
documen

See Also 
 

Administrating Batch Processes for UNIX  

Processes running for ERP 8.0 are owned by the userID that started the ERP 8.0 software. 
, a 

Pro
jden This is the network listener that listens for connection requests.  

jden

jdeq

ses  

ting Up a Printer for UNIX  

and Solaris systems use different processes for setting up printers. HP-UX use
d SAM to help in setting up a printer, AIX uses a tool called SMIT, and Solaris 

 a tool called Admintool. Each of the processes requires a privileged account to access 
cific setup tasks. If possible, use the root account of the system. For more 

about printer setup, see the appropriate HP-UX, AIX, or Solaris 
tation.  

 
Printing ERP 8.0 Reports in the System Administration Guide for information specific 
to ERP 8.0 printer setup  

Administrating batch processes involves knowing what processes run when ERP 8.0 starts, 
where files are placed before and after printing, and how to watch those processes.  

Generally this user ID is oneworld or jde, but this is site dependent. When ERP 8.0 starts
number of processes start and run under the environment and security of the user that 
started them. These processes are:  

cess  Description  
et_n  

et_k  The jdenet_n process starts the jdenet_k processes, which control ERP 8.0 components such as 
the security server, the transaction monitor, and data replication.  

ueue This is the queue job that searches the database queue and starts report processing. The 
runque.sh shell script starts jdequeue.  

  

Monitoring Batch Proces

► To monitor batch processes  

From the operating system prompt, enter the following command, substituting oneworld 
ed ERP 8.0:  

ry that uses the UNIX "ps" 
command to display job information.  

with the user ID that start

jdejobs  

jdejobs is a script in the ERP 8.0 $SYSTEM/bin32 directo
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Output from this command looks similar to the following:  

 

 

utput above, there are three jdenet_n jobs listening for requests, five jdenet_k jo
ng various ERP 8.0 "kernel" functions, and four queues waiting for requests to process. 

From the o  
handli
A runbat b is processing a report.  

The firs  
process you can look for the files in the 
log directory that have the same process ID as part of the file name.  

g t Files  

ess of whether it is a preview, is placed in the PrintQueue 
directory under the installation directory of OneWorld before printing. Depending on the jde.ini 

ttings  the job might not be deleted after printing.  

bs are printed to the location specified in the jde.ini file, unless overridden through the ERP 
8.0 app pecify default printers. See Printing ERP 8.0 

orts in the System Administration Guide for more information about printers.  

Two settings in the jde.ini file for the workstation tell the server whether to print the report 
medi e output from the report or delete it. 

These settings are as follows:  

 [NETW

bs

ch jo

t column of the output displays the UNIX process ID that is associated with each
. To get more information about a particular process, 

Listin  Batch Outpu

All output from each report, regardl

se  for the workstation,

Jo
lication. Use the Printers application to s

Rep

im ately upon completion, and whether to save th

ORK QUEUE SETTINGS]  

tput=TRUE  

mmediate=TRUE  

SaveOu

PrintI

Setting SaveOutput to TRUE causes the jde.ini to hold the jobs within the PrintQueue 
directory, until the user explicitly deletes them. Setting PrintImmediate to TRUE tells the 
jde.ini to print the job immediately after completion of the report.  

► To list batch output files  

1. From the operating system prompt, enter the following command:  

cd PrintQueue  
This command changes the directory to the PrintQueue directory.  

2. Enter the following command to list the files:  
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ls -al  
Output looks similar to the following:  

 

d when the job was 

File Name  Description  
R31

XJDE00001 The report version executed  

UBE The type of request  

1914

PS  

PDF ion 

te 
 

anually 

Run

e by issuing the following 
command (you must have the proper authority and path equal to the description in the 

ns):  

ame VersionName JobQueue 

 

These file names are the actual reports that were generate
executed. The file names follow these conventions:  

515  The report name  

  

  The request number assigned by ERP 8.0  

A PostScript file  

  A PDF file, meant for viewing on the workstat

You should encourage workstation users to use the SaveOutput=FALSE entry in 
their jde.ini file. If users at workstation decide to save their output, you should 
encourage them to periodically delete the entries through ERP 8.0. When you dele
.PDF files from the operating system, this does not delete the corresponding ERP 8.0
print job entries in the Job Control Status Master (F986110) table. You must m
delete these entries from ERP 8.0 using the Work with Servers application.  

ning Reports from the Command Line for UNIX  

You can initiate batch process reports from the server command lin

installation instructio

runube UserName Password Environment ReportN
Interactive|Batch Print|Hold Save|Delete [OutQ]  

For the command parameters, only the first character of the parameter name is required. The 
n either side of vertical bar symbol "|" indicates that you must specify one of the parameters o
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the ve  bracket symbols "[" and "]" indicate an optional parameter. The following 
options apply to the runube command:  

e  
ctive has been processed.  

  unbatch job and returns control of the terminal to the user.  

  The batch process report is spooled to the PrintQueue directory and then printed on the 
t specify a printer, the system uses the default printer you 
er in the Printers application.  

 
request.  

Sav

Dele y after the report prints.  

ess report:  

runube KL5595218 KL5595218 PROD R0006P XJDE0001 QBATCH Interactive 

rtical bar. The

Valu Description  
Intera The system holds the current terminal session until the entire report 

Batch The runube command starts a r

Print
specified printer (OutQ). If you do no
have specified for the enterprise serv

Hold  The system places the the spool file in the PrintQueue directory for later printing at the user's

e  The system saves the file after printing. If you specify Delete, the system will remove the file 
from the PrintQueue directory after it is printed.  

te  The system removes the file from the PrintQueue director

Example: Running Reports from the Command Line for UNIX  
This example shows a command for executing a batch proc

Print Delete printer_1  

Scheduling Reports from the Command Line for UNIX  

You a report from the command line for processing on a future date, daily, or 
even a recurring day of the week. This task can be accomplished by using the operating 

t", "batch," and "cron". The "batch" and "at" utilities are used to schedule 
 jobs while "cron" can be used to schedule recurring jobs.  

► To schedule a single occurrence report  

 can schedule 

system utilities "a
single occurrence

Use the "at" command or the "batch" command to schedule a rep
command line structure of these commands is identical, bu

ort at a later time. The 
t you use them differently.  

The "batch" command is intended to run a job immediately in the background, providing 
th  If the system load is not low 
enough, the job is held until system activity is low enough to handle the new request load.  

The "at" command also runs jobs in the background but allows you to schedule the job to 
ru h job during off-peak hours.  

he co lows:  

e system load is low enough to handle the request.

n at a future time. You can use this utility to run the batc

T mmand format for the "batch" command is as fol

batch command  

The command format for the "at" command is as follows:  

at -t CCYYMMDDHHMMSS command  

The -t switch is used to schedule the time. The following table describes the 
CCYYMMDDHHMMSS variable:  
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Valu

CC  Century (first two digits of the year)  

YY  

MM 

DD  The day of the month (01 - 31)  

HH  

MM 

command The command to run at the specified time. To schedule a report, use the runube command. 

This example shows a command line used to schedule a report to run at 06:00 on February 
mand Line for UNIX in this guide for 

mand.  

e  Description  

Year (last two digits of the year)  

 Two digit value of the month (for example, 02 for February)  

The hour to start the job (00 - 23)  

 The minute to start the job (00 - 59)  

SS  The second to start the job (00 - 59)  

Example: Scheduling Single-Occurrence Reports from the Command Line for UNIX  

26, 2000. See Running Reports from the Com
information about how to construct the runube com

at -t20000226060000 runube KL5595218 KL5595218 PROD R0006P XJDE0001 
QBATCH Interactive Print Delete printer_1  

► To schedule a recurring report  

You can use the "cron" UNIX utility to run 
variable times, such as once a year 

jobs at a scheduled time. You can specify 
or once every hour. The operation of this utility is 

ased upon each user.  

Enter the following command to modify the cron schedule and edit the cron table for the 

crontab -e  

controlled by a table of events b

current user:  

The format of the cron table is as follows:  

mm HH DD MM W command  

The following table describes the variables for this command:  

Valu

MM 

HH  

DD  

MM 

W  th 0 being Sunday) 

command The command to run at the specified time  

e  Description  

 The minute to run the job (00 - 59, or * for any minute)  

The hour to run the job (00 - 23, or * for any hour)  

The day of the month to run the job (0 - 31, or * for any day)  

 The month to run the job (1 - 12, or * for any month)  

The day of the week to run the job (0 - 6, wi
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After ex e 
crontab has been modified.  

ommand Line for UNIX  
e a report to run at 06:00, any Sunday 

in the month of February (by use of * for the day of the month and 0 for the day of the week).  

00 06 * 02 0 runube KL5595218 KL5595218 PROD R0006P XJDE0001 QBATCH 

iting the editor, the operating system should respond with a message stating th

Example: Scheduling Recurring Reports from the C
This example shows a command line used to schedul

Interactive Print Delete printer_1  

intaining File Security for UNIX  Ma

Overall, only two accounts ever need operating system access to the ERP 8.0 environment 
at starts and stops ERP 8.0, and the account 

that builds the environment SPEC and BSFN files. These accounts are normally the same.  

Setting Specification File Security  

s by 
ting 

system user. Because of this, security on these files should be read/write for the user and 
he executable option for any 

files and version executables: the account th

Specification (SPEC) files are the first part of the environment files. You access these file
the ERP 8.0 kernel processes. These files should never be accessed directly by an opera

group. They are not executables, so there is no need to set t
user, group, or other.  

► To set specification file security  

Enter the following command:  

chmod 660 *db  

The security for your SPEC files should look similar to the following example:  

-rw-rw---- oneworld oneworld jdeblc.xdb 

-rw-rw oneworld oneworld jdeblc.ddb 

This command modifies only the .ddb and .xdb files in the current directory.  

Setting Business Function File Security  

ns secure. In an environment where development takes 
plac f version control on these source and object files. If the 
busi ge without the knowledge of the ERP 8.0 administrators, 

 unknown or undesired results. A developer could be working to 
possibility always exists that the problem could become worse.  

► To set business function file security  

You should keep business functio
e, you must have a strict form o
ness function (BSFN) files chan

rebuilding them could have
correct a problem, but the 

1. Enter the following command in the BSFN Source directory:  

chmod 600 *.c  

2. Enter the following command in the BSFN Include directory:  

chmod 600 *.h  
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The security for your BSFN files should look similar to the following example:  

 -rw------ oneworld oneworld b4200100.c

-rw------ oneworld oneworld b4200100.h 

Setting ERP 8.0 Executables Security  

You should prevent access to the ERP 8.0 executable files to prevent other users from 
attempting to start up ERP 8.0. Running the same version of ERP 8.0 on the same system 

► To set ERP 8.0 executables security  

and using the same jde.ini settings can cause unpredictable results. In most cases, the 
second startup will fail, but giving users access to the shutdown procedures allows them to 
shutdown ERP 8.0.  

Enter the following command:  

chmod 540 *..sh  

The security for your ERP 8.0 executables should look similar to the following example:  

-r-xr----- oneworld oneworld RunOneWorld.sh 

-r-xr----- oneworld oneworld EndOneWorld.sh 

The access granted by this command allows all users in the ERP 8.0 group read-only 
permission to the files, but does not grant them execute privilege. You can omit read access 

Setting jde.ini File Security  

You u .ini file as secure as possible. This file contains a database user name 
and password that enables ERP 8.0 security to function. This database account is given read 

 F98OWSEC table, which controls ERP 8.0 access.  

Acc  table, which contains privileged database user names and 
pas o e ability to manipulate any data in the database, 
regardless of its sensitivity or security. Because of this, you should keep access to the 
jde.  f s possible.  

► To set jde.ini file security  

if desired.  

 m st keep the jde

authority to the

ess to the F98OWSEC
sw rds, could give a user th

ini ile as restricted a

Enter the following command:  

chmod 600 JDE.INI  

This m  maximum security for the jde.ini file.  

Not

 co mand sets

e:  
The file name is case-sensitive.  
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The security for your jde.ini file should look similar to the following:  

-rw------- oneworld oneworld jde.ini 

Denying write access to the user "oneworld" is not entirely necessary, but prevents accidental 
modification of jde.ini settings, which could adversely affect the operation of ERP 8.0.  

If you want to deny write access, enter the following command:  

chmod 400 JDE.INI  

Bec
also lim  
8.0) to a ould obtain the F98OWSEC user 
names and passwords, and, thus, gain privileged access to the database.  

Setting

You can
versions of ERP 8.0 processes. By using enhanced security you prevent other UNIX system 

rs from obtaining password and security-related values by viewing certain processes 

ERP 8.0 automatically invokes these processes when you enable enhanced UNIX 
security in the jde.ini file and also when you omit certain command line arguments 
from
and the shell scripts from which to remove them:  

rguments  

password  

• environment  

• RunOneWorld.sh

• EndOneWorld.sh  

• 

wing ERP 8.0 processes support enhanced UNIX security:  

runbatch  

ses l

parameters from the shell script command line, the enhanced security processes use a 
system of pointers

These pointers are le processes. The processes read values obtained 
from temporary password files, which they create on an as-needed basis. Each temporary file 

ause it is so important to keep access to the jde.ini file as secure as possible, you should 
it the amount of access to the user "oneworld" (or the user that starts and stops ERP
 minimum. Users with access to this account c

 Up Enhanced UNIX Security in the jde.ini File  

 provide a higher level of security in UNIX environments by running enhanced 

use
using the ps -ef command.  

 certain shell scripts. The following lists provide these command line arguments 

Command Line A

• user_id  

• 

Shell Scripts  

  

runqueue.sh  

• killqueue.sh  

The follo

• jdequeue  

• killqueue  

• 

These proces
the server passwo

ook first to the jde.ini to determine if enhanced UNIX security is enabled. If 
rd file flag is set in the jde.ini and you omit all three security-related 

 to obtain the values for the user ID, password, and environment.  

 created by the applicab
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contains values fo

The temporary pas  are uniquely created by three security-related parameters (user 
ID, password, and environment) and are associated with the process ID of each currently-
runn RP 8.0 maintains a set of pointers that 
ass rom 
values t

► To  file  

r all three security-related parameters (user ID, password, and 

sword files

environment).  

ing jdequeue, killqueue, and runbatch process. E
ociates these files with the appropriate process and parameters, which are passed f

hat you specify in the jde.ini file.  

set up enhanced UNIX security in the jde.ini

1. Locate the enterprise server jde.ini file. You can locate the jde.ini file by examining 
). 

For example, you might enter the command:  
the UNIX environment variable $JDE_BASE (the variable name is case-sensitive

echo $JDE_BASE  
Generally, this file is located in a directory called "ini" in the directory tree under th
base installation directory - for example, /u04/jdedwardsoneworld/b733. In this case, 
the directory with the file is JDE_BASE=/u04/jdedwardsoneworld/b733/ini.  

e:  

e 

Not
The file name is case-sensitive.  

 
2. In the [SECURITY] section, verify or change your settings for the server pass

parameter:  

 [SECURITY]  

word file 

ServerPswdFile=TRUE/FALSE  

ing  Sett Description  

Serv y.  

 
specify the values in all upper case.  

ETWORK QUEUE SETTINGS] section, verify or change your settings for the 

erPswdFile=TRUE/FALSE 

Specifies whether the jdequeue process will pass the password to the 
jdequeue, killqueue, and runbatch enhanced security processes. When 
you set the value of TRUE, you activate encoding for enhanced securit

The parameter values TRUE and FALSE are case-sensitive. You must

3. In the [N
security-related parameters:  

 [NETWORK QUEUE SETTINGS]  

QUSER=user_ID  

QPassword=password  

QEnv=environment  

Setting  Description  

QUS
Identifies a valid ERP 8.0 user ID. The value you specify here functions identically 

nt. 

QPa ould have specified in the 
command line argument.  

ER=user_ID  to the user ID parameter you would have specified in the command line argume

ssword=password 
Identifies the password of a valid ERP 8.0 user ID. The value you specify here 
functions identically to the PWD parameter you w
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QEnv=envi
entifies a ERP 8.0 environment. The value you specify here is functionally 

4. Save the changes and close the jde.ini file.  

 

command from displaying these parameters.  

Understa

 kernels for HP-UX and Solaris comprise a long list of kernel parameters. These 
parameters control the quantity of various resources available within the HP-UX and Solaris 

rs 

he 
UNIX system in question and recompile the operating system kernel using the modified set of 
kernel parameters. For Solaris, you must reboot the system after you modify kernel 

s with the System Administration 
/system file with the editor of your choice 

value or an e
must
function

When
HP-UX or an 
can 
runni
settings.

Note for Sol

ronment  identical to the ENV parameter you would have specified in the command line 
argument.  

Id

5. Modify the RunOneWorld.sh and EndOneWorld.sh scripts so that the user ID, 
password, and environment parameters do not pass from these scripts to the 
runque.sh and killque.sh scripts. This modification prevents the output from the ps 

nding HP-UX and Solaris Kernel Parameter Settings for ERP 8.0  

The

kernels. Also, the ERP 8.0 server software, specifically the inter-process communication 
(IPC) facilities, are sensitive to numerous kernel parameters for operation. These paramete
differ across the various vendor implementations of UNIX and do not follow POSIX 
standards. To change the values of kernel parameters for HP-UX, you must shut down t

parameters. The proper values of these parameters depend on various criteria, such as 
number of users on the system, active applications, and the resource requirements for the 
active applications.  

In most cases for HP-UX, you set kernel parameter
Management (SAM) tool. For Solaris, open the /etc
to modify these parameters. You can set any given parameter to either a simple numerical 

xpression based on the values of other parameters. The system administrator 
 set the kernel parameters. UNIX security refers to users with access to administrative 

s as superusers.  

 you first setup an HP-UX or a Solaris machine for ERP 8.0, you should run SAM for 
editor for Solaris, and change the kernel parameters. On an HP-UX system, you 

see the current values of kernel parameters by viewing the /stand/system file, or by 
ng SAM. On a Solaris system, type the command sysdef -i to see the current kernel 

  

aris:  
es might require an additional parameter in the /etc/system file to activate 

ng and semaphore processing. After you enter the sysdef -i command, if some 
eters appear with 0 (zero) values, you might need to add one or more of the following

 to the /etc/system file:  

forceload: sys/msgsys  

forceload: sys/semsys  

forceload: sys/shmsys  

t the only software to use the resources that the kernel parameters control. 
Therefore, for each parameter, the requirements for ERP 8.0 are either the minimum defaults 

d with HP-UX and Solaris, in addition to the defaults provided with HP-UX and Solari
quirements of other software installed on the system.  

aris 

Some machin
messagi
param  
parameters

 
• 

• 

• 

ERP 8.0 is no

provide s, 
or the re

The following list provides the definitions of terms essential to the understanding of HP-UX 
and Sol kernel parameters:  
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Para
jdenet_n   

n 
nce of ERP 8.0.  

 number of jdenet_k (kernel) processes that can be created for an instance of 
y the maxKernelProcesses 

parameter in the JDENET section of the jde.ini file for each instance of ERP 8.0. Note that the 
maxNumberOfProcesses parameters in the JDENET_Kernel_Def sections do not matter here.  

Jdequeue  

Note:  

meter Description  

The maximum number of jdenet_n (net) processes that can be created for an instance ERP 8.0
server software running on the system. This is controlled by the maxNetProcesses parameter i
the JDENET section of the jde.ini file for each insta

jdenet_k  The maximum
ERP 8.0 server software running on the system. This is controlled b

The maximum number of jdequeue processes that can be created, including across all 
instances of ERP 8.0 server software running on the system. The number of invocations of 
runque.sh in the RunOneWorld.sh scripts controls this.  

The 
serv

number of ERP 8.0 users that a machine serves, the number of instances of ERP 8.0 
er

primar
of jden

 software running on a machine, and the size of any databases on the machine are 
y factors that affect the settings for HP-UX and Solaris kernel parameters. The number 
et_n, jdenet_k, and jdequeue processes running should reflect this information.  

 
llowing illustration provides an example of a Solaris editor that displays information
 memory segments. The parameter name appears at the end of each line in the editor 
ample, shmmax at the end of the following line):  

set shmys shminfo_shmmax=4294967295  

The fo  for 
shared
(for ex
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Message Queues  

Generally, the system clears queues quickly, but if a problem arises, you can revise values 
for the following parameters to rectify the situation:  

Parameter Description  
mesg  This value must be 1. System-V style message queues are valid.  

msgmni  The value of msgmni represents the number of message queue identifiers. These identifiers 
determine the number of message queues that can exist throughout the system. In addition to 

instance). If you are modifying the maxKernelProcesses parameter, 
you can use the following equation to estimate the number of message queues necessary for 

1 + jdenet_n + 2 x jdenet_k + 2 x jdequeue  

ents. 

msgmnb  
at the same time. You should set the value for msgmnb at only a fraction of 

msgseg x msgssz. For ERP 8.0, a value of 32768 is reasonable. You can set a larger value as 

msgmax  
 with a larger value than the value of msgmnb. The recommended setting is msgmax = 

msgmnb.  
the value 

Inside the HP-UX and Solaris kernels, messages in message queues reside in message 
segments.
throughou

Parameter Des
msgssz  he value of msgssz represents the size of each message segment in bytes. For ERP 8.0, a 

value of 64 is adequate in most situations.  

msgseg  The
addi
requ

the system default value and the requirements of other software, add 64 for a typical ERP 8.0 
installation (per ERP 8.0 

ERP 8.0:  

msgtql  The value of msgtql represents the number of message headers. This number determines the 
total number of messages that can be in all the message queues at the same time. In addition to 
the requirements of other software, allow a value equal to 10 x msgmni for the requirements of 
ERP 8.0 (640 for a typical installation).  

msgmap  The value for msgmap represents the number of entries in the map of free message segm
The default value of msgtql + 2 should suffice (642 for a typical installation). If the value of 
msgmap is less than the value of msgtql + 2, attempts to create a message queue or to send a 
message might fail. Unfortunately, you cannot effectively quantify what ERP 8.0 requires as the 
value for msgmap.  

The value of msgmnb represents the maximum number of bytes that can reside on a single 
message queue 

long as the product of msgseg x msgssz is large enough. The minimum value is 8192. 
Additional requirements of this parameter might increase the value of msgmnb.  

The value of msgmax represents the maximum size, in bytes, of a single message. Do not set 
msgmax

The minimum value is 1024. Additional requirements of this parameter might increase
of msgmax.  

 The following parameters determine the size and number of segments available 
t the system:  

cription  

T

 value of msgseg represents the number of message segments throughout the system. In 
tion to the requirements of other software, allow a value equal to 50 x the msgmni 
irement for ERP 8.0, or approximately 4096 per ERP 8.0 instance.  
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Semaph

Parameter Description  

sema  

semmni  The value of semmni represents the maximum number of semaphore identifiers that can exist 

 

 semmap, attempts to 
ate a semaphore set, which occurs during JDEIPC initialization, might fail. Unfortunately, you 

nnot effectively quantify what ERP 8.0 requires as the value for semmap.  

semmns  r of semaphores that can exist 
oughout the system. Each instance of ERP 8.0 allocates 200 semaphores by default. 
wever, you can customize this value in the jde.ini file. In the [JDEIPC] section, modify the 

parameter maxNumberOfSemaphores to customize the number of semaphores that an instance 
of ERP 8.0 allocates.  

f ERP 8.0, the ERP 8.0 requirement is in addition to the requirements of other 
software. A good starting point for a typical ERP 8.0 installation (single instance) with Oracle 

.  

semmnu The value of semmnu represents the maximum number of semaphore undo structures across 
the entire system. Effectively, this value is the maximum number of semaphores that the system 

 for each ERP 8.0 process that can exist 
across all installations of ERP 8.0 on the system. Use the following equation to determine this 

+ 

Note:  

ores  

 

This value must 

 

throughout the system.  

For ERP 8.0, two identifiers exist for each instance of ERP 8.0, so the default value suppled with
the HP-UX and Solaris systems should suffice.  

semmap  The value of semmap represents the number of entries in the map of free semaphores. The 
default value of semmni + 2 should suffice. If you decrease the value of
cre
ca

The value of semmns represents the maximum numbe
thr
Ho

For all releases o

should be 500

can lock at the same time. For ERP 8.0, allow one

value:  

1 + jdenet_n + jdenet_k + 2 x jdequeue + maximum number of jdeprint processes 
maximum number of runube processes  

This equation is similar to the equation used to calculate the value for msgmni. A 
good estimate for a typical ERP 8.0 installation would be 128 (per ERP 8.0 
instance), but if you will be running a large number of UBE queues or print jobs, 
you might need to increase the value of this parameter.  

 
The number of outstanding print requests at a given time, whether printing or 
waiting for a printer, determines the number of jdeprint processes. A reasonable 

r the upper limit of this value is 10. However, this estimate is application 
. For example, a large warehouse where pick slips constantly print 

might have more requests.  

 

estimate fo
dependent

The number of UBEs (batch jobs) that run directly on the server, not from a client, 
 

 

determine the number of runube processes. This value depends on the use of the
system. Theoretically, this value has no limit.  
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The jdequeue parameter is double because each jdequeue process might cre
runbatch process. The requirement for ERP 8.0 is in addition to the system default 
value and the requirements of other software.  

e value of semume represents the maximum number of semaphore undo structures per 
ocess. Effectively, this value is the maximum number of semaphores that a given process can
ck at the same time. ERP 8.0 requires a minimum value of 4 for semume. This minimum value

n additio

s only) The value fo

setting in the jde.ini file. For the default installation, you should set this parameter to 200.  

e value for semaem represents the maximum "adjust on exit" value for any semaphore. This 
lue must be at least 1024. (The default value is greater than 1024.)  

ate a 

 

semume  Th
pr  
lo  
is not i n to the system default and the requirements of other software. This value is a 
simple minimum. The default value provided with the system should suffice.  

semmsl  (Solari r semmsl represents the maximum number of semaphores per unique 
identifier. For ERP 8.0, this must be set equal to or higher than the maxNumberOfSemaphores 

semaem  Th
va

  
sem e of semvmx represents the maximum value for any semaphore. This value must be at 

he default value is greater than 1024.)  

Shared Memory 

Parameter 

shmem  mory.  

shmmax  e shared memory 
s possible that other 

software packages such as Oracle might require an increase to this value.  

shm t 
the system. For ERP 8.0, allow 20 per instance of the ERP 8.0 server software running on the 

m. This requirement is in addition to the system default and the requirements of other 
are.  

shmseg  T  of shmseg represents the maximum number of shared memory segments to which 
any one process can attach at a given moment. The default value provided with the system 

Para cription  

 
nfile  The value of nfile represents the maximum number of open files, or sockets, throughout the 

system. The default value should be enough to handle most ERP 8.0 needs. However, you 
must make explicit allowance for the maximum number of sockets that jdenet_n processes 

vmx  The valu
least 1024. (T

  

Description  

 

This value must be 1 to enable shared me

The value of shmmax represents the maximum size, in bytes, of a singl
segment. The default value provided with the system should suffice. It i

mni  The value of shmmni represents the maximum number of shared memory segments throughou

syste
softw

he value

should suffice.  

File Descriptors  

meter  Des

can create to communicate with clients. This number is the sum of all sockets across all
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instances of ERP 8.0 server software running on the s
parameter in the [JDENET] section of each jde.ini file 

ystem. The maxNetConnections 
indicates this sum. This requirement is 

 the system default and the requirements of other software.  

 call can raise the soft limit of a process as high as 
maxfiles_lim. For ERP 8.0, the minimum value for maxfiles should equal at least the largest of 
all the maxNetConnections values in all the jde.ini files in use + 10. This requirement is a 

o the system default and the requirements of other software.  

Note:  

pen the log file to generate an 

maxfiles_lim The value of maxfiles_lim represents the hard limit of file descriptors any given process can 

e + 10. This requirement is a minimum 

 
maxuprc  The value of maxuprc represents the maximum number of processes that can run under a 

er is of particular concern on systems with either a very large ERP 8.0 
i tances of ERP 8.0 running under the same user ID. For ERP 8.0, allow 
2 x jdenet_n + jdenet_k + 2 x jdequeue. Figure this value across all instances of ERP 8.0 

bling allows ample capacity for all the ancillary 
processes, such as runube and runprint.  

Understanding AIX Kernel Parameter Settings for ERP 8.0  

AIX con ystem parameters) that determine functionality and 
set of performance parameters (tune parameters) that determine performance.  

o  
 Appropriate Oracle and IBM documentation for more information on AIX performance 

System

Setting uires you to run the system management tool (SMIT). AIX 
 very few configurable parameters that influence ERP 8.0 software. Of the parameters 

that inf use ERP 8.0 to become inoperable. This parameter is 
roc.  

in addition to

maxfiles  The value of maxfiles represents the default soft limit on the number of file descriptors any 
given process can have. A system

minimum value not in addition t

If this parameter is too small, ERP 8.0 might not o
error message.  

have. For ERP 8.0, the minimum value for maxfiles should equal at least the largest of all the 
maxNetConnections values in all the jde.ini files in us
value not in addition to the system default and the requirements of other software.  

Processes  

Parameter Description  

single user ID. This numb
nstallation or multiple ins

software running on the system. The dou

tains a set of kernel parameters (s
a separate 

See Als

tuning  

 Parameters  

 the kernel parameters req
has

luence ERP 8.0, just one can ca
maxup
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The ERP 8.0 requirements for maxuproc are as follows:  

Para
maxuproc  T

► To set the value of maxuproc  

meter Description  

his parameter controls the number of processes a single user can run simultaneously. The 
value of maxuproc should be 400.  

1. Log on as the root user.  

2. On the command line, enter the following command:  

smit  

3. In SMIT, choose the System Environments item and then choose the Change/Show 

um number of processes allowed per user to 400.  

er system parameters can remain at default values. The following list provides these 
 parameters for general reference:  

Parameter  Description  
max uffer cache  

max x real memory for MBUFS  

autorest auto reboot after crash  

iost inuously maintain disk I/O history  

max

min r mark for pending write I/O per file 

keyl

fullc

pre4 re dump (AIX 4.3 only)  

logfi

memscrub  enable memory scrubbing  

dcache  ta  bytes  

icache  che in bytes  

realmem hysical memory  

primary  

conslogi  cons

Characteristics of Operating System item.  

4. Change the value of Maxim

All oth
system

buf  max pages in block I/O b

mbu  ma

art 

at  cont

pout  high water mark for pending write I/O per file 

pout  low wate

ock  state of system keylock at boot time  

ore  enable full core dump  

3core  use pre-430 style co

lesize  error log file size  

size of da cache in

size of instruction ca

  size of usable p

primary dump device  

n  system ole login  
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► To view the system parameters  

Enter the following command:  

 

To change a system parameter, you must navigate to the correct SMIT menu option.  

meters:  

no  

 

lsattr-E-lsys0  

Tune Parameters  

Setting the tune parameters requires you to run the following commands:  

• For network para

• For device parameters:  

chd  ev  
For nfs parameters:  • 

chnfs  
• For general tuning parameters:  

vmtune  

Tune parameters can also be kept at their defaults. Changes to tune parameters are 
general d only for performance reasons. Proper settings for optimal performance may 
vary wit
configur

Perform
which c Raid, disk system types, and CPU scheduling. The 
following brief example explains how you can tune AIX performance:  

Exa
Disk
can be l drives at once. If striping is used, then the following 
tune parameters are set:

a
strip

max_coalesce 64KB  

maxpgahead  16 x number of disk drives 

ly neede
h changes in the underlying database, hardware configuration, and ERP 8.0 
ation.  

ance tuning for AIX running ERP 8.0 or Oracle involves the setting of parameters 
ontrol virtual memory for paging, 

mple: Disk Striping  
 striping is the technique of spreading sequential data across multiple disk drives so data 

accessed in parallel from severa
  

Par meter  Description  
e size  64KB  

minpgahead  2  

maxfree  minfree + maxpgahead  
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For AIX machines with multiple processors, it is possi
particular processor in the machine. Doing so provide

ble to bind a particular process to a 
s higher priority to those processes and 

can u

Running Multiple Instances of the ERP 8.0 Enterprise Server  

stances of the ERP 8.0 enterprise 
w service pack or upgrading to a new version of 

Not

 be sed to evenly distribute the load across the machine.  

There are several reasons you may want to run multiple in
server. Common reasons are testing a ne
ERP 8.0. You can run multiple instances of the ERP 8.0 server on the same machine by 
following a few simple guidelines.  

e:  
These s
be using
installed
instructi onment in the Configuration Network Computing 
Implementation Guide.  

 

teps do not create a new database or any new database tables. Therefore, you will 
 the same data tables that are used by the original instance of ERP 8.0 that was 
. If you want to create a completely separate set of database tables, follow the 
ons on setting up a new envir

Before You Begin  

opies of your current ERP 8.0 
ry.  

► To 

• Make sure you have enough disk space to create c
system directory and at least one path code directo

run multiple instances of the ERP 8.0 enterprise server  

1. The system administrator should create a new UNIX user ID that owns the new ERP 
stance. Create the ID using the appropriate administration tool, such as smit, 8.0 in

sam, or admintool.  

Note:  
Althoug
UNIX u

h it is possible to run multiple instances of the ERP 8.0 server using the same 
ser ID, this is not recommended. ERP 8.0 depends on certain UNIX 

tly, and these variables are easier to manage 
under different UNIX user IDs.  

 

environment variables to function correc

2. Using the new UNIX user ID, sign onto your original ERP 8.0 instance.  

D's home directory to the 

4. 

5. Change the new user ID's .oneworld file to reference the new directory path where 
ill create your new ERP 8.0 instance. For example:  

port EVRHOME=/u01/jdedwardsoneworld/b7332  

3. Copy the .profile and .oneworld files from the original user I
new user ID's home directory.  

Change the .profile file for the new user ID as appropriate.  

you w

Original .oneworld file:  

ex
New .oneworld file:  

wardsoneworld/b7332  export EVRHOME=/u02/jded

6. Create the directory where your new ERP 8.0 instance will reside. For example:  
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mkdir -P /u02/jdedwardsoneworld/b7332  

7. Copy the system directory, the ini directory, and at least one path code directory from
the original instance of ERP 8.0 to the new directory path. The following sample 

 

commands would accomplish this:  

cp -R /u01/jdedwardsoneworld/b7332/system 
/u02/jdedwardsoneworld/b7332  

cp -R /u01/jdedwardsoneworld/b7332/ini /u02/jdedwardsoneworld/b7332  

cp -R /u01/jdedwardsoneworld/b7332/DEVB7332 
/u02/jdedwardsoneworld/b7332  

Note:  
Th
in

e path code directories for any environments that you intend to use for this second 
stance of ERP 8.0 must be copied to the new directory. You cannot share path 
de directories between two or more instances of ERP 8.0 as this could cause 
cification file corruption.  

co
spe

 
8. Create an empty log directory under the new path, using a command such as the one 

below:  

mkdir -P /u02/jdedwardsoneworld/b7332/log  

9. In the new jde.ini file, change all references to the original directory name to the new 
directory name. This includes the [INSTALL], [DEBUG], and [BSFN BUILD] sections. 
For example:  

[DEBUG]  

DebugFile=/u02/jdedwardsoneworld/b7332/log/ jdedebug.log  

JobFile=/u02/jdedwardsoneworld/b7332/log/jde.log  

[INSTALL]  

B733=/u02/jdedwardsoneworld/b7332  

 

[BSFN BUILD]  

BuildArea=/u02/jdedwardsoneworld/b7332/packages  

10. Change the new jde.ini file to reference a port number and starting IPC key that are 
different from the original ERP 8.0 instance. These are defined by the following 
parameters, the numbers shown are examples only:  

[JDENET]  

serviceNameListen=6009  

serviceNameConnect=6009  

 

[JDEIPC]  

startIPCKeyValue=9000  
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11. From the client workstation jde.ini file, change the serviceName parameters to match 
ni file.  

Once you have made all of the changes described in this chapter, you can start and stop the 

t 

smit  

those of the server jde.i

new ERP 8.0 instance independent of the original ERP 8.0 instance.  

All existing ERP 8.0 environments will be valid for the new ERP 8.0 instance, provided that 
you have copied the corresponding path code directory for a given environment. All curren
logical data sources and OCM mappings will be recognized by the new instance.  

lsattr-E-lsys0  

no  

chdev  

chnfs  

vmtune  

bindprocessor 1234 0  
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Server Administration - NT 

J.D. Edwards supports ERP 8.0 enterprise servers running the Microsoft Windows NT 
Server. The server can use either an Intel Pentium processor or the Compaq AlphaServer 
proces
server
enterpri

The followi en 
ERP 8.0 is in e, 
z:\jded
directori

 

Directory 
Name  
pathcode   

 

system  This is the main directory for the system-level executables, shared libraries, C header 
files, libraries, and localization files.  

• bin32 - System-level executables and shared libraries.  

e, 

• lib - System-level shared libraries and export files.  
raries provided by third-party vendors.  

PrintQu
log  The jde_xxx.log and jdedbug_xxx.log files are written here.  

packages  on base directory. Directories exist here only if a 
stalled. Under the package directory are subdirectories 

e 
ctories:  

are divided among lower level 
subdirectories that correspond to each DLL in the bin32 directory.  

ietary 
format.  

sor. You can operate the enterprise server for Windows NT in a logic or database 
 environment. You need to perform certain administration procedures on your 

se server to ensure that ERP 8.0 will run properly.  

Understanding the ERP 8.0 Directory Structure for Windows NT  

ng is a list of directories that are copied to the Windows NT enterprise server wh
stalled. They should be installed under the ERP 8.0 base directory (for exampl

wardsoneworld\b733\ddp). Indented names indicate subdirectories of the unindented 
es.  

Description  

This is the main directory for the business function shared libraries, C header files, object
files, source files, and specification ("spec" or "TAM") files. Upon installation, 
this directory will be copied to the proper path codes (for example, PRODB733 
and DEVB733).  

• bin32 - Business function shared libraries.  
• spec - Specification files. These binary data files are in a J.D. Edwards proprietary

format.  

• include - System-level C header files.  
• includev - System-level C header files provided by third-party vendors (for exampl

Vertex).  

• libv32 - System-level shared lib

eue  All .PDF file outputs for reports are written here.  

This is the server package installati
package has been in
named for each package that has been installed. Located under each packag
are the following dire

• bin32 - Business function shared libraries.  
• include - Business function header files.  
• obj - Business function object files. These 

• source - Business function source files. These are divided among lower level 
subdirectories that correspond to each DLL in the bin32 directory.  

• spec - Specification files. These binary data files are in a J.D. Edwards propr
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Understanding ERP 8.0 Architecture and Process Flow for Windows NT  

The following host server processes perform the indicated actions.  

 

 

All communi
communica  memory. jdenet_n and 
jdequeu  table.  

The followin

1. At W ystem startup, the following occurs:  

tart automatically. Otherwise, it 

• cally runs jdesque if it is installed to start automatically. Otherwise, it 

tem\bin32\jdesnet.exe.  

cts to this server, jdesnet may start 

 field value in the [JDENET] section of the JDE.INI file.  

ay start another jdenet_k process until 
rnelProcesses field value in the 

cations between the client and the host server take place using sockets. The 
tions between jdenet_n and jdenet_k occur with shared

e communicate using the F986110 database

g text explains the process flow:  

indows NT s

• Automatically runs jdesnet if it is installed to s
must be started manually.  

Automati
must be started manually.  

2. The following facts apply to the JDE network service:  

• The program is sys

• Each time a new server or workstation conne
another jdenet_n until the number of jdesnet and jdenet_n jobs equals the 
maxNetProcesses

• Each time a new request, such as a batch application or CallObj, is submitted, 
jdesnet (and any jdenet_n processes) m
the number of jdenet_k jobs equals the maxKe
[JDENET] section of the JDE.INI file.  

• Jdenet_n may be run manually by running system\bin32\jdenet_n.  
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3. 

• r of instances of jdequeue specified in the UBEQueues, 

of the JDE.INI.  

rd, environment/data source (for 
, QBATCH), the string "UBE", and 

table F986110.  

4. When a user submits a batch application, jdesnet or jdenet_n (as part of the host 
rv

• The host server programs are system\bin32\jdesnet.exe and 

• The client tells the host server (using a socket) to initialize its environment.  

• The host server (for example jdenet_n) initializes its environment, and gets 

• The host server passes the environment and user handles to the client (using a 

• The client launches the batch application. He then sends data to the host server 

If the maximum number of kernel (for example, jdenet_k; the "k" stands for 
 

been met, jdesnet or jdenet_n 

r 

s its environment.  

5. et_k (the kernel) writes to the database (batch application only), 
the following occurs:  

•  is system\bin32\jdenet_k.exe.  

• cord in the F986110 database table. The record has a status 
).  

6. e eriodically checks contents of the F986110 database table and runs a 

stem\bin32\jdequeue.exe.  

The following facts apply to the JDE queue service:  

• The program is system\bin32\jdesque.exe.  

Runs the numbe
PackageQueues, and SpecInstallQueues fields in the [NETWORK QUEUE 
SETTINGS] section 

• Jdequeue may be run manually by running system\bin32\jdequeue followed by 
the required parameters: user name, passwo
example, PD7334), queue name (for example
the time interval in seconds between fetches of the next record in the database 

se er) communicates with the client:  

system\bin32\jdenet_n.exe.  

• The client environment is initialized.  

environment and user handles.  

socket).  

(using a socket).  

• 
"kernel") processes has not been met, jdesnet or jdenet_n may start a new
jdenet_k process.  

• If the maximum number of jdenet_k processes has 
puts the message ina queue for a jdenet_k process..  

• The client frees the user environment.  

• The client tells the host server (using a socket) to free the user environment fo
the server.  

• The host server frees its user environment.  

• The client tells the host server (using a socket) to free the environment for the 
server.  

• The host server free

When the UBE Jden

The program

Jdenet_k adds a re
of "W" (Waiting

Jd queue p
runbatch process (batch application only):  

• The program is sy

• Initializes the environment. This includes the batch name (for example, 
"QBATCH"), machine name, and status.  
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• At a specified interval, fetches the next record in the database table F986110.  

• If a fetch is successful, changes the status in F986110 to "S" (Submitted) and
runs runbatch.  

• If a fetch was not successful, waits f

 

or a predetermined amount of time and then 

7. processes the batch application, the following occurs:  

ation.  

 

• If the batch application, it changes the status in F986110 to "E" (Error).  

8. 

Understa

The ll
runbatc

• ssed as a command line argument to the program (for 
example, porttest, jdequeue) or retrieved from the "QEnv" key in the [NETWORK 
QU

• This nment based on the settings 
in th e.ini.  

• The  Environment master 
(F0094) table and must have a valid corresponding path code in the Environment 
Pat

• The TEM SETTINGS] section are used to 
dete s are located (for example, F98611 
and

• 

• 

• Server  

• Database  

• 

• 

• Using the above information, the server's F986101 (OCM) table in the specified 
data

• If an urrent user exists, that data 
source (OMDATP column in the F986101 table) is used for the given object or user 
and environment. Otherwise, the data source where OMOBNM=DEFAULT for the 

tries another fetch.  

When runbatch 

• The program is system\bin32\runbatch.exe.  

• Changes the status stored in database table F986110 to "P" (Processing).  

• Starts the batch applic

• If the batch application completes successfully, it changes the status in F986110
to "D" (Done).  

As opposed to the many processes that execute when a batch application is 
submitted, jdenet_k performs the processing when a user submits a CallObject.  

Could not start the service name service on enterprise server name.  

Error 1069: The service did not start due to a signon failure.  

nding ERP 8.0 Initialization for Windows NT  

 fo owing ERP 8.0 initialization occurs when starting ERP 8.0 programs (jdequeue, 
h, and so on).  

The environment is pa

EUE SETTINGS] section of the jde.ini by jdesque.  

 environment may be translated to a different enviro
e [SERVER ENVIRONMENT MAP] section of the jd

 environment that is used must be a valid entry in the

h Code Tag (F00941) table.  

 following jde.ini settings in the [DB SYS
rmine where the ERP 8.0 server startup table
 F986101):  

Base Datasource  

Object Owner  

Load Library  

Type  

base is opened.  

 override for a given table, BSFN, and so on, or the c
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given environment is used. Ignore any inactive records (that is, OMSTSO=NA). J.D. 
Edwards highly recommends that you do not have any default 
(OM cords for batch applications (OMFUNO=UBE). These 
records might prevent report interconnections (for example, one report calling 
ano

• Eac correspond to one entry in the 
F98

• The ation in the F98611 table must be correct. In particular, the 
OMDLLNAME field must show the correct DLL for the database to which the data 
sou  information about 
which driver files to use.  

• For maps to an entry 
in th This tnsnames.ora file must be set up correctly (check with 
an O inistrator).  

• For  
OMDATB field from the F98611 table maps to a data source specified in the ODBC 
Dat tor applet in the Windows NT Control Panel. This data source 
must be set up correctly. If multiple users are going to log on to this Windows NT 
plat he 
Sys

If yo soft Windows 2000, to open the ODBC Data Source 
Administrator, go to the Start menu, then Programs, the Administrative Tools, then 
Dat

• Here are some particulars for the setup of different types of ODBC drivers (using the 
pplet):  

SQL Server:  

2) The Description can be anything that you want.  

5) Network Library should be set to Default.  

ault.  

te Stored Procedure for Prepared Statement should be off.  

10) Use ANSI Quoted Identifiers should be on.  

se ANSI Nulls, Padding and Warnings should be on.  

OBNM=DEFAULT) re

ther report) from starting correctly.  

h unique data source in the F986101 table should 
611 table.  

 corresponding inform

rce points. See Database Driver Files in this guide for more

 an Oracle database, the OMDATB field from the F98611 table 
e tnsnames.ora file. 
racle database adm

 a Microsoft SQL Server, Microsoft Access, or Client Access database, the

a Source Administra

form and run ERP 8.0 or PORTTEST, the data sources must be defined on t
tem DSN tab. Otherwise, User Data Sources can be used.  

u are using Micro

a Sources (ODBC) .  

ODBC Data Source Administrator a

1) The Data Source Name must match the name found in the F98611 table.  

3) The Server is the name of the database server.  

4) The Network Address includes the database server name, a comma, and a 
port where the database user listens.  

6) Click the Options button for more settings.  

7) The Database Name is usually set to JDE. It could be set to Def

8) The Language Name should be set to Default.  

9) Genera

11) U

12) Convert OEM to ANSI characters should be off.  
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Client Access:  

1) The General tab:  

2) The Server tab:  

e.  

4) The Other tab:  

If the data that you are transferring using this data source does not contain a 
BLOB, Translation should be set to "Translate CCSID 65535."  

Setting Up a Printer for Windows NT  

Setting up a printer for a Windows NT enterprise server involves setting up accounts under 
tablishing printer ownership, and defining the printer. The default 
 reports will be the system default printer.  

issions  

Bef sfully set up a printer for Windows NT, you should understand ERP 
8.0' l counts, and permissions. This involves:  

 

nts under which ERP 8.0 services run  

• 

• 

As show
owners

Printer 
Type  
Local  The service account type can be local or network. The printer owner account can be local or 

Network  The service account type must be network. The printer owner account must be network.  

The Data Source Name must match the name found in the F98611 table.  

The System is the name of the database server.  

The Default libraries should be the AS/400 library to us

The Commit mode should be "Commit immediate (*NONE)."  

3) The Format tab:  

The Naming convention should be "System naming convention (*SYS)."  

If the data that you are transferring using this data source contains a BLOB 
(Binary Large Object), Translation should be set to "Do not translate CCSID 
65535."  

which ERP 8.0 runs, es
printer used for printing

Understanding Windows NT Services, Accounts, and Perm

ore you can succes
s re ationship to Windows NT services, ac

• Assigning permissions to the accou

Making printers accessible from the service programs  

Assigning ownership for accounts to enable access to printers  

n in the following table, there are two types of service accounts and printer 
hips that you must define for the two types of printers:  

Description  

network.  
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Windows NT services allow programs to run on a Windows NT platform even when there
no user logged onto the machine. For the ERP 8.0 enterprise server, you must have two E
8.0 service programs running:  

 is 
RP 

• Network. This provides the network connection between the ERP 8.0 workstation and 

• Queue. This starts jobs (either batch reports or server package installations) on the 

The c  
services

•  administrator and guest accounts), or  

s (note that this is the plural and different 
from an individual administrator) and everyone groups)  

The sions to start and stop services include:  

r  

ed by the Administrator user  

Caution:  

the ERP 8.0 enterprise server.  

enterprise server.  

 ac ounts under which Windows NT services run must have permissions to start and stop
 on the local machine. You must specify permissions for:  

Individual users (for example,

• Groups of users (for example, administrator

 accounts that automatically have permis

• The Administrator use

• Users specifically designat

• Users that belong to the group Administrators (note this is the plural, and different 
from an individual administrator)  

• Users that belong to the group Power Users  

J.D. Edwards highly recommends that you use a user that belong
group.  

s to the local Administrators 

 

Adding a Printer  

You

► To add a printer  

 must add a printer in Windows NT before you can use it in ERP 8.0.  

1. Click the Windows NT Start button.  

2. 

3. 

r is 
ere 
ecting 

e. If 
r.  

Every Windo s owner. 
When ERP 8.0 runs a batch report, service programs must be able to access a printer. You 

Choose Settings, then choose Printers.  

Choose Add Printer.  

The system displays the Add Printer Wizard to guide you through the remaining 
steps. For a local printer, these steps include selecting the port where the printe
attached, what kind of printer is being installed, the name for the printer, and wh
the drivers are located, if needed. For a network printer, these steps involve sel
a print server and printer, and whether the printer is the default printer for the 
enterprise server.  

Note: When you are defining a printer, do not use a space character in the nam
you do, ERP 8.0 will not be able to correctly read or access the physical printe

Determining or Changing Printer Ownership  

ws NT printer is associated with one network account called the printer'
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can defi
accessi
specify 
network  the printer through the Control Panel.  

e 

 

► 

ne this printer to be locally accessible only by the enterprise server or remotely 
ble by other network resources (for example, attached to a print server). You can 
a printer that is connected directly to a ERP 8.0 enterprise server as a local or 
 printer, depending on how you added

The type of account that is used to run ERP 8.0 services depends on how you set up th
printer:  

• Local printer. Only local accounts can access the printer.  

• Network printer. Only network accounts, (that is, accounts that do not belong to the
local domain) can access the printer. For example, the printer name is in the form 
\\print_server\printer_name.  

To determine or change printer ownership  

From Control Panel, start Printers.  

Choose a printer and click the right mouse button.  

Choose Properties.  

Choose the Security tab.  

Click the Ownership button. The Owner dialog box displays the current owner of the 
printer.  

To have the account you are currently logged onto be the owner of the printer, from 
the Owner dialog box, choose Take Ownership.  

Setting Up User Accounts on an Enterprise Server  

se these procedures to create local user accounts and to add local and network 
 to groups.  

To set up user accounts on an enterprise server  

P

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

You can u
accounts

► 

1. On the enterprise server, under Windows NT, from the Start button, choose 
rograms and then Administrative Tools.  

2. Choose User Manager for Domains.  
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The main User Manager window shows the domain (listed in the title bar) and all the 
f the window) in that domain. In this example, the JDEMD1 

in, the name of the local 

► To 

users (in the top half o
domain is a network domain. If you display a local doma
machine is displayed in the title bar.  

set up user accounts on an enterprise server (Windows 2000 users only)  

On the enterprise server, under Windows NT, from the Start button, choose 
Programs and then Administrative Tools, then Computer Manag

1. 
ement.  

2. On the Tree tab, choose Local Users and Groups, then click on the Users folder.  

 

Chang

When y ith one of 
two domains:  

• Local. This domain is associated with a particular Windows NT machine. For 
example, each Windows NT machine has a local "administrator" account. Local 
accounts cannot access network resources, such as network printers. Any account 
names that do not begin with a domain name are considered to belong to the local 
domain.  

• Network. This domain is spread across a Windows NT network. Users in the network 
domain can access network resources, such as printers and disk drives on other 
servers. Account names assigned to the network domain must begin with a domain 
name. For example, domain1\john_doe.  

 

ing the Domain  

ou create a Windows NT user account, you must associate that account w
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► To change the domain  

From User Manager, on the main menu, choose User.  

Choose User Domain.  

The Select Domain window will show all domains. The local domain is named the 
same as the enterprise server and will not be displayed in the list. However, you
still type the name of the enterprise server in the Domain field.  

In this example, the name of the local machine is the same as the domain: DEV
That name is displayed in the title bar as \\DEVS5. Although that syntax might 
typically indicate a network machine, in this case it represents a local machin
because the name of the machine and the domain are the same.  

1. 

2. 

 can 

S5. 

e name 

 

 

er window displays all the accounts for the domain you chose. If you 
choose a network domain, all listed names represent network accounts. Likewise, if 

ocal domain, all listed names represent local accounts.  

3. Click OK.  

The User Manag

you choose the l
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Adding a

If you a ou can use either a local or network account to run the ERP 
8.0 services ou how to create a local account.  

► ount  

 

 Local Account  

re using a local printer, y
. This task shows y

To add a local acc

1. Log onto Windows NT as a user with administrative privileges in the local domain.  

4. From the User Manager main window, select User.  

5. Choose New User.  

Description  

• Password  

• Confirm Password  

7. Complete the following options as appropriate for your installation:  

• User Must Change Password at Next Logon  

• User Cannot Change Password  

• Password Never Expires  

• Account Disabled  

8. Click Add.  

9. Click Cancel.  

2. Run User Manager for Domains.  

3. Choose the local domain. The local machine name should be displayed in the title 
bar of the User Manager window.  

6. Complete the following fields:  

• Username  

• Full Name  

• 
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► To add a local account (Windows 2000 users only)  

Log onto Windows NT as a user with administrative privilege

Go to Computer Management, then System Tools, then Local User 

From the Action menu, choose New User.  

The New User form appears.  

Complete the following fields:  

• User name  

• Full Name  

• Description  

1. s in the local domain.  

2. and Groups.  

3. 

4. 

• Password  

• Confirm Password  

• User must change password at next logon  

7. 

This pro t (either local or network) 
ng the local domain.  

► 

5. Complete the following options as appropriate for your installation:  

• User cannot change password  

• Password never expires  

• Account disabled  

6. Click Create.  

Click Cancel.  

Adding a User to the Administrators Group  

cedure outlines the steps required to add an existing accoun
to the Administrators group. This procedure assumes you are usi

To add a user to the Administrators group  

From the User Manager main window, double-click on

The user "Administrator" belongs to the Administrators gro
preceded by a domain name, and network accounts are prec
name. For example, the domain member with a name JDE is 
member with the name JDEMD1\AY5600427 is a network account

1.  the Administrators group.  

up. Local accounts are not 
eded by a domain 
a local account, and a 

.  
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2. Click Add. In the top half of the window, a list is displayed of all users in the selected 
domain.  

 

 

Choose the domain of the user you want to add to the Administrators grou

Choose the user whom you want to add to the Administrators group.  

Click Add to add the user to the group and then click OK.  

Working with ERP 8.0 Network and Queue Services  

3. p.  

4. 

5. 

ERP 8.0 uses the Network and Queue services on the enterprise server. As described in the 
ERP 8.0 Installation Guide (Windows NT Systems), these services are installed during the 
installation process using the following programs from the system\bin32 directory:  
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• jdesnet -i  

• jdesque -i  

Wh e system adds entries to the Windows NT registry 
including:  

layed in the Services dialog (used when 

le files  

e Network and Queue services only 
when d to uninstall these services only in cases 
wher ed, moved, or deleted.  

Assu re installed, you must set up the services 
unde rk printer) or a local account (if you are 
usin , it must be in either the "Administrators" or 
"Power 

Caution:  

en you install these services, th

• The names of the services that are disp
controlling the services)  

• The location of the ERP 8.0 executab

After the initial installation, you will need to reinstall th
 they have been uninstalled. You will nee
e the ERP 8.0 directory tree is renam

ming that the Network and Queue services a
r a network account (if you are using a netwo

g a local printer). If a network account is used
Users" group.  

wards highly recommends that you use a us
rs" group.  

J.D. Ed er that belongs to the local 
"Administrato

 

Setting Up the Network and Queue Services  

This  Queue services are installed. Set up the services 
und  are 
usin
"Ad i

► 

 task assumes that the Network and
er a network account (if you are using a network printer) or a local account (if you
g a local printer). Whether a network or a local account is used, it must be in either the 
min strators" or "Power Users" group.  

To set up the Network and Queue services  

1. From Control Panel, choose Services.  
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2. Choose the ERP 8.0 Network service. The name of the service is in the form "JDE 
release Network" where release is the current ERP 8.0 release. For example, the 

3 is JDE B733 Network.  

3. 

Network service's name for Release B73.

Click the Startup button.  

 

.  

ERP 8.0 to start automatically when the enterprise server boots, click the 
ption under Startup Type.  

 

4. Click the This Account option.  

5. Enter the account name under which the ERP 8.0 Network service will run

6. If you want 
Automatic o

7. Enter the password for the account and a confirmation of the password.  

8. Click OK.  

9. From the Services window, choose the ERP 8.0 Queue service. The name of the 
service is in the form JDE release Queue where release is the current ERP 8.0 
release. For example, the Queue service's name for Release B73.3 is JDE B733 
Queue.  
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10. Click the Startup button.  

 

 

Click the This Account option.  11. 

12. Enter the account name under which the ERP 8.0 Queue service will run.  

13.  you want ERP 8.0 to start automatically when the enterprise server boots, click the 
Automatic option under the Startup Type heading.  

14. assword.  

15. Click OK.  

► ers only)  

If

Enter the password for the account and a confirmation of the p

To set up the Network and Queue services (Windows 2000 us

From the Start menu, choose Programs, then Administrative Tools, 

Choose the ERP 8.0 Network service. The name of the servi
release Network" where release is the current ERP 8.0 relea
Network service's name for Release B73.3 is JDE B733

Click Action, then Properties.  

1. then Services.  

2. ce is in the form "JDE 
se. For example, the 

 Network.  

3. 
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On the General tab, if you want ERP 8.0 to start autom
server boots, click the Automatic option under Startup Type.  

4. atically when the enterprise 
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5. On the Log On tab, click the This Account option.  

6. ce will run.  

7.  of the password.  

8. 

9. rvice. The name of the 
 is the current ERP 8.0 

ase B73.3 is JDE B733 

10. 

Enter the account name under which the ERP 8.0 Network servi

Enter the password for the account and a confirmation

Click OK.  

From the Services window, choose the ERP 8.0 Queue se
service is in the form JDE release Queue where release
release. For example, the Queue service's name for Rele
Queue.  

From the Action menu, choose Properties.  

 

 

11. On the General tab, if you want ERP 8.0 to start automatically when the enterprise 
server boots, click the Automatic option under the Startup Type heading.   .  
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12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

st start the 
service

Follow the ork service before 
you start the Queue service because the Queue service requires access to the Network 
service program.  

► rvices  

 

On the Log On tab, click the This Account option.  

Enter the account name under which the ERP 8.0 Queue service will run.  

Enter the password for the account and a confirmation of the password.  

Click OK.  

Starting the Network and Queue Services  

After you have installed and set up the Network and Queue services, you mu
s before ERP 8.0 can use them.  

se steps in the proper sequence. You must always start the Netw

To start the Network and Queue se

1. ervices window, choose the ERP 8.0 Network service. The name of the 
rm "JDE release Network" where release is the current ERP 8.0 
ple, the Network services name for Release B73.3 is JDE B733 

From the S
service is in the fo
release. For exam
Network.  
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2. 

3. ce. The name of the ERP 
e." For example, the Queue 

 

Click the Start button.  

When the Network starts, choose the ERP 8.0 Queue servi
8.0 Network service is in the form "JDE release Queu
services name for Release B73.3 is JDE B733 Queue.  

 

4. 

5. Use the Windows NT Task Manager to ensure that the following processes are 

• jdesque.exe  

• jdequeue.exe (there could be one or more identically named jdequeue 

 

Click the Start button  

running:  

• jdesnet.exe  

processes)  

• jdenet_k.exe processes (there could be none, one, or more)  
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► To start the Network and Queue services (Windows 2000 users only)  

 

1. From the Services window, choose the ERP 8.0 Network service. The name of the 

33 

se the ERP 8.0 Queue service. The name of the ERP 
8.0 Network service is in the form "JDE release Queue." For example, the Queue 

4. 

 

 (there could be one or more identically named jdequeue 

• jdenet_k.exe processes (there could be none, one, or more)  

service is in the form "JDE release Network" where release is the current ERP 8.0 
release. For example, the Network services name for Release B73.3 is JDE B7
Network.  

2. From the Action menu, click the Start button.  

3. When the Network starts, choo

services name for Release B73.3 is JDE B733 Queue.  

From the Action menu, click the Start button  

5. Use the Windows NT Task Manager to ensure that the following processes are
running:  

• jdesnet.exe  

• jdesque.exe  

• jdequeue.exe
processes)  
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Stopping the Network and Queue Services  

Follow these steps in the proper sequence. You must always stop the Queue service before 
you stop e e.  

► To stop the Network and Queue services  

 th  Network servic

1. es window, choose the Queue service. The name of the ERP 8.0 
 is in the form "JDE release Queue." For example, the Queue 

services name for Release B73.3 is JDE B733 Queue.  

5. Use the Windows NT Task Manager to ensure that all ERP 8.0 processes are 
ocesses do not terminate in a 
rver for Windows NT in this guide. 

ear in 

exe  

n.exe  

• runbatch.exe  

• ipcsrv.exe  

► To nd Queue services (Windows 2000 users only)  

From the Servic
Network service

2. Click the Stop button.  

3. Click Yes at the next prompt.  

4. When the Queue stops, choose the Network service. The name of the ERP 8.0 
Network service is in the form "JDE release Network." For example, the Network 
services name for Release B73.3 is JDE B733 Network.  

terminated. This may take several minutes. If the pr
normal manner, see Cleaning Up the Enterprise Se
The following processes should be terminated and, therefore, should not app
the Task Manager list of processes:  

• jdesnet.

• jdesque.exe  

• jdequeue.exe  

• jdenet_

• jdenet_k.exe  

• killque.exe  

stop the Network a

1. From the Services window, choose the Queue service. The name of the ERP 8.0 

services name for Release B73.3 is JDE B733 Queue.  

etwork 
services name for Release B73.3 is JDE B733 Network.  

5. ask Manager to ensure that all ERP 8.0 processes are 
terminated. This may take several minutes. If the processes do not terminate in a 

se Server for Windows NT in this 
t 

• jdesnet.exe  

• jdesque.exe  

Network service is in the form "JDE release Queue." For example, the Queue 

2. From the Action menu, click the Stop button.  

3. Click Yes at the next prompt.  

4. When the Queue stops, choose the Network service. The name of the ERP 8.0 
Network service is in the form "JDE release Network." For example, the N

Use the Windows NT T

normal manner, see Cleaning Up the Enterpri
chapter. The following processes should be terminated and, therefore, should no
appear in the Task Manager list of processes:  
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• jdequeue.exe  

• jdenet_n.exe  

• jdenet_k.exe  

• 

• runbatch.exe  

are processes that did not complete 
normally. If so, you need to clean up the enterprise server. Unforeseen circumstances can 

se ERP 8.0 processes not to terminate as expected. Processes that do not terminate 

 any exist, manually terminate the processes.  

► To clean up the enterprise server for Windows NT  

killque.exe  

• ipcsrv.exe  

Cleaning Up the Enterprise Server for Windows NT  

After ERP 8.0 is shut down, you can determine if there 

cau
normally are called runaway processes. After shutting down ERP 8.0, look for any runaway 
processes, and if

1. In the Processes tab of Task Manager, search for any ERP 8.0 Host Server 
processes (for example, jdesnet, jdesque, jdenet_n, jdenet_k, jdequeue, killque, 

erminated. This is especially 
do not need to 

perform any clean up tasks; skip to the next section. Otherwise, continue with the 

2.  Manager.  

 

4. In Task Manager, right click on the process and select debug.  

5. When the Visual C++ main window appears, from the Debug menu, choose the Stop 
debu

eat for each runaway process.  

If none o naway process, reboot the enterprise server.  

As a  the 
ERP 8.0 s. This 
uninsta

• The names of services that show up in the Services dialog (see Starting the Network 

• The location of the ERP 8.0 executable files  

or new installations, you should 
ueue Services.  

runbatch).  

Wait until all the ERP 8.0 Host Server processes are t
applicable to the killque processes. If all processes terminate, you 

next step.  

Choose a process in Task

3. Click End Process. If this does not terminate the runaway process, continue with the 
next step.  

gging option.  

6. Exit from Visual C++. Rep

f the above procedures stops the ru

Uninstalling the Network and Queue Services  

n administrator, it is important to consider that before you rename, move, or delete
 directory tree, you must uninstall ERP 8.0's Network and Queue service

llation process removes entries from the Windows NT registry including:  

and Queue Services)  

After you have renamed or moved the directory tree, or f
reinstall the services. See Setting Up the Network and Q
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► To uninstall the Network and Queue services  

Run the ystem\bin32 directory:  

• 

Manually Starting the Enterprise Server for Windows NT  

If ERP 8  
Queue m the applicable steps 
in Setting Up the Network and Queue Services.  

Not

 following programs from the \s

• jdesnet -u  

jdesque -u  

.0 does not run through the Control Panel Services applet, you can run Network and
anually. For instructions on automatically starting ERP 8.0, see 

e:  
If you start ERP 8.0 manually, you must stop the ERP 8.0 processes using the Windows NT 
Task Manager.  

 
The jdequeue command launches a program that sets up the queue environment for ERP 8.0 
and has the following parameters:  

Parameter  
$USER  ERP 8.0.  

$PWD  

$EN

$BATCH ld match that of the Qname field in the 
[NETWORK QUEUE SETTINGS] section of the jde.ini file on the workstation.  

$TY

atch reports.  

Que

nually start the enterprise server for Windows NT  

Description  

Identifies the account name of any valid user of 

Identifies the password for the user.  

V  Identifies the environment.  

  Identifies the name of the batch queue. This value shou

PE  Identifies the batch process engine. Valid values are:  

• UBE. Identifies the engine used for processing b
• PKG. Identifies the engine used for processing server package installations.  

ueDelay Identifies the time in seconds that the host server checks for new jobs to process. Generally, 
this value is specified as 30 seconds.  

► To ma

1. Log on to the enterprise server for Windows NT with administrator privileges.  

2. Click the Windows NT Start button, choose Run and then enter the following 
commands in the Open field:  

If you used the J.D. Edwards recommended user ID as described in the ERP 8.0 
Installation Guide, the user ID value is JDE.  

drive: OneWorldpath\system\bin32\jdenet_n  

drive: OneWorldpath\system\bin32\jdequeue  
where parameters controls such queue values as user, password, environment, 
queue name, and delay, and OneWorldpath is the path to the ERP 8.0 installation.  
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• jdenet_n  

This command launches an executable program that starts the ERP 8.0 netw
(JDENet) internal processes.  

ork 

• rameters  

p the queue environment 
for ERP 8.0. The parameters for this command are described in the overview for 

king 
directory for both commands is the subdirectory \system\bin32.  

Verifyin

jdequeue pa

The jdequeue command launches a program that sets u

this task.  

If you run jdenet_n and jdequeue from a command prompt, ensure that the wor

g the ERP 8.0 Installation  

You can verify your ERP 8.0 installation with the PORTTEST program.  

Note:  
When you run PORTTEST, make sure that one of the following is true:  

 
• If the network service, such as jdesnet.exe, is running, make sure that you are logged 

on to NT under the same user account as the net service is running. You can then 
run PORTTEST from a command prompt.  

s jdenet_n.exe, is run from the command prompt, you 
command prompt.  

• If the network process, such a
can run PORTTEST from the 

► To verify the ERP 8.0 installation  

In the command line, enter the following commands:  

\system\bin32  cd \jdedwardsoneworld\b733\ddp

porttest <userid> <password> <environment>  

The program initializes an environment, initializes a user, opens a table (F0902), and disp
up to 99 rows of data. The number of rows of data that the program displays depends on the
data in the table. If you run the program before anyone enters data into the table, you will n
see any data on the screen. In this case, the lack of d

lays 
 

ot 
ata does not indicate an error. Review 

 the 

Not

the messages on the screen and the corresponding jde.log file to determine the results of
program.  

e:  
The parameters for user ID, password
you used in jdequeue. However, thes

, and environment would most likely be the same ones 
e parameters can be any valid ERP 8.0 user ID, 

nt.  

 

password, or environme

Ad

 

ministrating Batch Processes for Windows NT  

Administering batch processes involves knowing the processes that run when ERP 8.0 starts, 
where files are placed before and after printing, and how to watch those processes.  
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Processes running for ERP 8.0 are owned by the user who started the ERP 8.0 software, 
although this cannot be tracked by Windows NT Task Manager. When ERP 8.0 starts, a 
number of processes start and run under the environment and security of the user that 

Pro
jdesnet.exe  This is the network listener that listens for connection requests.  

jdesque.exe  

jdequeue.exe 

jdenet_n.exe  e jde.ini 

jdenet_k.exe  

runbatch.exe  

ipcsrv.exe  This is the process responsible for passing Binary Large Objects (BLOBs) between other 

  

Monito

You can use the Task Manager to continuously monitor the performance of each job, the 
nt ng, and the amount of memory it is utilizing. By default, the 

display refreshes every second.  

viewing Batch Output Files  

report, regardless of whether it is a preview, is placed in the PrintQueue 
ctor being printed. Depending on the 

s of the workstation that submitted the job, the job may or may not be deleted 
fter be bmitter identified a printer, jobs are printed to the default 
inter you have specified for the enterprise server.  

Two set  workstation's jde.ini file, tell the server whether to print the 
report immediately upon completion and whether to save the output from the report or delete 
it. Both of these workstation settings are shown below:  

 [NETWORK QUEUE SETTINGS]  

started them. These processes are:  

cess  Description  

This is the process responsible for starting the queues.  

This is the process that searches the database queues and starts report processing.  

This is also a network listener that listens for connection requests. Depending on th
setting, zero, one, or more of these processes can run simultaneously.  

This is the job responsible for coordinating efforts between the net and queues. It is not 
started until the first batch job is submitted to the server.  

This is the job responsible for executing the submitted reports.  

processes.  

ring Batch Processes  

amou  of CPU time it is consumi

Re

All output from each 
dire y under the ERP 8.0 installation directory before 
jde.ini setting
a ing printed. Unless the su
pr

tings, based upon the

SaveOutput=TRUE  

PrintImmediate=TRUE  

Setting SaveOutput to TRUE causes the enterprise server to hold the jobs within the 
PrintQueue directory until the user explicitly deletes them. Setting PrintImmediate to TRUE 

terprise server to print the job immediately after completion of the report. 

E entry in their jde.ini file. 

tells the en  

Users should be strongly encouraged to use the SaveOutput=FALS
If users should decide to save their output, they should be encouraged to periodically delete 
the entries through ERP 8.0. Deleting the output files from the operating system will not 
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delete the corresponding ERP 8.0 print job entries (for example, entries might still exist in the 
database). These print job entries still have to be cleaned up manually.  

To list all files waiting in the PrintQueue directory, use Windows Explorer to change your 
e directory.  

Output r to the following:  

working directory to the PrintQueu

 looks simila

 

 

These file names are the actual reports that were generated when the job was executed. The 
nam

Convention Description  
S_   was performed by 

the workstation. The system will omit this prefix if no specification installation was performed.  

R0006P  Identifies the report name.  

XJD

UBE t.  

216  

PS  

PDF ates a PDF (Portable Document Format) file. This file can be viewed on the workstation 
using Adobe Acrobat.  

 for Windows NT  

If you are a user with the proper authority and path (equal to that described in the installation 
ing 

 system\bin32 directory  

runube UserName Password Environment ReportName VersionName JobQueue 

file es follow these conventions:  

Identifies the first part of a file name. This indicates that a spec installation

E0001  Identifies the report version.  

  Identifies the type of reques

Identifies the request number assigned by ERP 8.0.  

Indicates a PostScript file.  

  Indic

Running Reports from the Command Line

instructions), you can run batch report processes from the server command line by issu
the following commands:  

cd to ERP 8.0's

Interactive|Batch Print|Hold Save|Delete [OutQ]  

For the command parameters Interactive, Batch, Print, Hold, Save, and Delete, only the first 
character of the parameter name is required. The vertical bar symbol "|" indicates that you 
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must specify one of the parameters on either side of the vertical bar. The bracket sy
and "]" indicate an optional parameter. The following options apply to the runube co

mbols "[" 
mmand:  

Para
Interactive Runube processes the report and outputs a .pdf file. The queueing mechanism is skipped 

ether.  

Batch  The runube d returns control of the terminal to the user. 
Runube writes a record to the Job Control Maintenance (F986110) table. Jdequeue retrieves 
this record a report and outputs a .pdf file. 

The batch p
ified printer (OutQ). If you do not specify a printer, the system uses the default printer that 

e specified for the enterprise server.  

Hold  he system places the spool file in the PrintQueue directory for later printing at the user's 
quest.  

Save  The system saves the file after printing. If you specify Delete, the system will remove the file 
from the Pri

Delete  The system removes the file from the PrintQueue directory after the report prints.  

Out tion is not 

cd \jdedwardsoneworld\b733\ddp\system\bin32  

meter  Description  

altog

 command starts a runbatch job an

nd starts a runbatch process. Runbatch processes the 

Print  
spec

rocess report is spooled to the PrintQueue directory and then printed on the 

you hav

T
re

ntQueue directory after it is printed.  

Q  Optional. This is the printer name on which the given report is printed. If this op
specified, the report will be printed on the enterprise server's default printer.  

Example: Running Reports from the Command Line for Windows NT  
This example shows commands for executing a batch process report:  

runube KL5595218 KL5595218 PROD R0006P XJDE0001 QBATCH Interactive 
Print Delete printer_1  

Scheduling Reports from the Command Line for Windows NT  

ommand line for processing on a future date, daily, or 
ule one-time only reports, use the "at" 

, they run in the background. However, the "at" 
chedule a future time of execution. You can use this 

Not

You can schedule a report from the c
even on a recurring day of the week. To sched
command.  

If you issue jobs with the "at" command
command is designed to allow you to s
command to run a batch job during off-peak hours.  

e:  
Use of the "at" command is dependent on the security configured on the Windows NT 

ss that users have to 
f scheduling should only be done by the 

 

enterprise server. You should be careful to limit the amount of acce
submit jobs on the server. If possible, this type o
administrator.  

The command format for the "at" command is:  
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at [\\comput ime [/INTERACTIVE] [/EVERY:date[,...] | ername\ t

where the follow

Parameter  
\\computername  alue, 

l machine.  

/Windows 
INTERACTIVE  

Allows the program to interact with the Windows NT operating system desktop.  

/EVERY:date   

/NEXT:date  Specifies the next date for the first execution. If you do not specify a value, the 

command  fies the command to run. To run batch jobs here, use the runube command 

Example: Scheduling Reports from the Command Line for Windows NT  
le sh

ort to run on 

at \\DEPLOY 06:00 /EVERY:Su z:\b731\system\bin32\runube KL5595218 

ing options apply:  

Description  

Identifies the computer on which to run the program. If you do not specify a v
the default is the loca

time  Specifies the time to run the job (for example, 08:00).  

Specifies the days to run the job. Valid values are M, T, W, Th, F, S, and Su. 

default is today's date.  

Speci
with any of its parameters.  

This examp
rep

ows a sample "at" command that you can use to schedule a ERP 8.0 batch 
the DEPLOY machine at 06:00 every Sunday:  

D R0006P XJDE0001 QBATCH Interactive Print Delete 

Understanding s on Windows NT  

The following jde.
server.  

 [NETWORK QUEUE SETTINGS]  

jde.ini Settings for Starting Batch Queue

ini settings are used to start batch queues on the Windows NT enterprise 

UBEQueues=number of batch queues  

tch queue name  

ch queue name  

=number of package queues  

PkgQueue2=package queue name  

SpcQueue1=sp  ec install queue name 

QEnv=queue environment  

QUser=

/NEXT:date[,...]] command  

KL5595218 PRO
printer_1  

UBEQueue1=ba

UBEQueue2=bat

PackageQueues

PkgQueue1=package queue name  

SpecInstallQueues=number of spec install queues  

queue user  

QPassword=queue user password  
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Variable Value  Description  

num
que

ber of batch 
ues  

Identifies the number of batch queues available.  

Note:  

If you do not define a number of batch queues that matches the 
number defined here, ERP 8.0 uses QBATCH when a missing 
queue is called.  

batch queue name  Identifies the name of the batch queue. For example, for UBEQueue2, you might 

You should define a number of batch queue names equal to the 
value you define for the number of batch queues.  

define the queue as QBATCH2.  

Note:  

num
que

age queues available.  

Note:  

number defined here, ERP 8.0 uses QBATCH when a missing 
 called.  

ber of package 
ues  

Identifies the number of pack

If you do not define a number of package queues that matches the 

queue is

package que
nam

Identifies the name of the package queue. For example, for PkgQueue2, you might 

age queues.  

ue 
e  define the queue as XBATCH2.  

Note:  

You should define a number of package queue names equal to the 
value that you define for the number of pack

number of spec 
inst

Identifies the number of spec install queues available.  

s 
re, ERP 8.0 uses QBATCH when a missing 

queue is called.  

all queues  
Note:  

If you do not define a number of spec install queues that matche
the number defined he

spe
nam

uld define a number of spec install queue names equal to 
the value you define for the number of spec install queues.  

c install queue 
e  

Identifies the name of the spec install queue. For example, for PkgQueue2, you might 
define the queue as XBATCH2  

Note:  

You sho

queue environment  Identifies the ERP 8.0 environment under which the Windows NT operating system 

que

que
pas

starts the queues.  

ue user  Identifies a valid ERP 8.0 user.  

ue user 
sword  

Identifies the password for the queue user.  
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Utilizing Active Directory  

Windows 2000 Active Directory is Microsoft's impleme
directory service for managing system resources, including developers, end users, and 

g 
 Active Directory.  

ntation of a hierarchical, object-based 

groups. If you publish ERP 8.0 server information in Active Directory, client workstations use 
this information to locate and connect to the server dynamically. If ERP 8.0 service changes 
from one server to another, workstations can still connect to the server by referencin
published server information in

Note:  
Active Directory is a Windows 2000 feature, and its use with ERP 8.0 is platform specific a
optional. If you are running ERP 8.0 enterprise servers on Unix or AS/400 platforms, ERP 8.0 
client workstations will still reference their jde.ini files to connect to the server.  

nd 

 

SCP Object in Active Directory  

ERP 8.0 NT service installation creates a Service Connection Point (SCP) object in Active 

• 

 port number  

For ta  Installation Guide (Windows NT-Based Systems).  

Sta g  updates the SCP object with the server 
name and port number and establishes the SCP object status as "running." If service stops, 
the t es to "stopped."  

Note: 

Directory. The SCP object specifies:  

The server name  

• The

 de ils on NT installation, see ERP 8.0

rtin  ERP 8.0 service on a server automatically

sta us of the SCP object automatically chang

ERP 8.0 NT service installation creates the SCP object in Active Directory only if you have
added an [Active Directory] section to the server's jde.ini file before installation

 
. See Additions 

 

to the Server jde.ini File in this chapter for more details on adding an [Active Directory] 
parameter value to the server jde.ini file.  

When a user signs on to ER
a service name that matches t

P 8.0, earc ith 
he parameter valu ectory] section of the 

tion jde.ini file. ERP 8.0 ch P
retrieves the server name and por ich enables the workstation to make a 
connection to the server.  

Additions to the Server jde.ini file  

For each server that you publish in Active Directory, you must add an [Active Directory] 
's jde.ini file. In  you include the 
, which identif b  Directory.  

The value of the SCPToPublish parameter should be unique for each object, and you should 
consistently adhere to a naming convention for ease of administration. For example, the 
value of each SCPToPublish parameter might represent a version of ERP 8.0.  

The following table demonstrates a sample entry to the [Active Directory] section of the 
server jde.ini file.  

 ERP 8.0 s hes Active Directory for an SCP object w
e in the [Active Dir

worksta ooses an SC
t number, wh

 object whose status is "running" and 

section in the server
SCPToPublish entry

 the [Active D
ies the SCP o

irectory] section,
ject in the Active
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Parameter of [Active Directory] Section of Server jde.ini File Parameter Value  
SCPToPublish  

er or change the service port number, 
no changes to the workstation jde.ini file are needed, so long as the name of the SCP object 
in A v ctive Directory] section of the 
workstation jde.ini file match.  

Note:  

JDEDWARDS_ONEWORLD_B733_SP12 

If you move ERP 8.0 service from one server to anoth

cti e Directory and the parameter values of the [A

Although users can automatically connect to a new server if a change in service is made, 
t automatically be mapped to the new server. Therefore, 

you will likely have to change users' OCM mappings in order to point them to the new data 

 

UBEs and business functions will no

source.  

Additions to the Workstation jde.ini File  

You also add an [Active Directory] section to the workstation jde.ini file that specifies the 
name of the me information.  

The followi on of the workstation 
jde.ini file:  

• 

• 

• 

• 

For ea of the SCP object in the 
Active Dire 733_SP12.  

The followi at you add to the [Active 
Director arameter is the SCP 
objec

Parameter of [Active Directory] 
Section of W rkstation jde.ini File  

Meaning  Parameter Value: name of SCP Object in 
Active Directory  

JdenetSCP  Connection JDEDWARDS_ONEWORLD_B733_SP12  

Sec

Lock

Unifi

SCP object that contains port number and server na

ng parameters are included in the [ActiveDirectory] secti

JdenetSCP (the connection port)  

SecurityServerSCP (the security server)  

LockManagerSCP (the Lock Manager)  

UnifiedLogonServerSCP (unified logon server)  

ch of these parameters, you assign as the value the name 
ctory file, for example, JDEDWARDS_ONEWORLD_B

ng table presents an example of the parameters th
y] section of the workstation jde.ini file. The value of each p

t name in Active Directory.  

o

port  

urityServerSCP  Security 
server  

Same as above  

ManagerSCP  Lock manager Same as above  

edLogonServerSCP  Unified logon Same as above  
server  
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Maintaining File Security for Windows NT  

erver. 

e account that starts and stops ERP 8.0  

• The account that builds the environment specification (SPEC) and business function 
m the startup and shutdown account)  

8.0 
s should never be accessed directly by an operating system 

r similar to the following:  

You should be aware of the security that is set for the files on a ERP 8.0 enterprise s
On a system-wide basis, only two accounts will ever need operating system access to the 
ERP 8.0 environment files and version executables:  

• Th

(BSFN) files (if this account is separate fro

Specification File Security  

SPEC files are the first part of the environment files. You access these files by the ERP 
kernel processes. These file
user. Because of this, security on these files should be read/write for the user and group. 
They are not executables, so there is no need to set the executable option for any user, 
group, or other.  

You should assign SPEC file security in a manne

 

Busine

You sho re development takes 
place, you must have a strict form of version control on these source and object files. If the 

ge of the ERP 8.0 administrators, 
results. Most likely a developer is working 

 

ss Function File Security  

uld keep business functions secure. In an environment whe

business function files change without the knowled
rebuilding them could have unknown or undesired 
to correct a problem, but the possibility always exists that the problem could become worse.  

You should set security on the source, include, and object files at a higher level of 
security.  
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ERP 8.0 Executables Security  

You should prevent access to ERP 8.0 executable files to prevent other users from 
mpting to start up ERP 8.0. Running the same version of ERP 8.0 on the same system, 

ng the same jde.ini settings can cause unpredictable results. In most cases, the second 
ures allows them to shutdown 

ERP 8.0.  

 (Enterprise Server) Security  

You mu  jde.ini file on the Windows NT enterprise server as secure as possible. 
This file contains a database user name and password that enables ERP 8.0 security to 
func en read authority to the F98OWSEC table, which 
con

The F9 ivileged database user names and passwords, which 
could then give a user the ability to manipulate any data in the database, regardless of 

s situation, access to the enterprise server 
imum.  

t the operation of ERP 8.0.  

 
 ERP 8.0 account (or the user account 

rts ERP 8.0) to m. Users with acces nt could 
ta WSEC use and passwords, and  access 

base.  

Running Multiple Instances of ERP 8.0 on Windows NT/2000 

You can run multiple instances of ERP 8.0 on a Windows NT/2000 server. You might do so to 
test a new service or to upgrade to a new version of ERP 8.0. It is not necessary to install a 

te ma le in ng as  series of 
prescribed steps. 

 You
 Make sure you have enoug e to create copies of your current ERP 8.0 

sys t lea

 Make sure that you install  8.0 in a separate directory tree 
and that the version-level d 1 
might installed in the z:\On 8.0 version 2 
might be installed in the z:\ . 

erati ique ERP 8

Each instance of ERP 8.0 must ha  the value of this identifier in 
the CLSID parameter of the server i file. To generate the identifier, you run the uuidgen 
program. 

► To generate a unique ERP 8.

atte
usi
startup will fail, but giving users access to the shutdown proced

jde.ini File

st keep the

tion. This database account is giv
trols ERP 8.0 access.  

8OWSEC table contains pr

its sensitivity or security. Because of thi
jde.ini file should be kept to the bare min

Denying written access to ERP 8.0 is not entirely necessary but prevents accidental 
modification of jde.ini settings that could adversely affec

Because it is so important to keep access to the jde.ini file as secure as possible, you
should also limit the amount of access to the
that sta
easily ob
to the data

and stops 
in the F98O

 a minimu
r names 

s to this accou
gain privileged

separa chine to run multip stances of ERP 8.0, so lo you follow a

Before  Begin 
h disk spac

tem directory and a st one path code directory. 

each new instance of ERP
irectories are different. For example, ERP 8.0 version 
eWorld\b73_1 directory tree, while ERP 
OneWorld\b73_2 directory tree

Gen ng a Un .0 Identifier 

ve a unique identifier. You set
 jde.in

0 identifier 

1. From the Run window under the Start menu on the Windows NT taskbar or from a 
command prompt, type the following command: 
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uuidgen-oFILENAME 

me of the file that wwhere FILENAME is the na ill contain the new identifier. 

Note: 
For help on the uuidgen program's options, run the command 

 

uuidgen-? 

The uuidgen program creates a unique ERP 8.0 identifier and stores it in the
specified. 

 file you 

2. p 0 identifier. 

3. Ope r under 
the file's [JDEIPC] section. 

Modifying

For  jde.ini 
file. Each value for each ERP 8.0 instance must be unique. 

The following table presents the server jde.ini file parameters that require modification, the 
purpose of 

Section of 
server jde.ini 
file 

er Purpose Example value 

Co y the ERP 8.

n the server jde.ini file and paste the identifier into the CSLID paramete

 the Server jde.ini Files 

 each new instance of ERP 8.0, you modify the values of parameters in the server

each, and example values for each: 

Paramet

[DEBUG] 
debugging data. 

\jdedebug.log DebugFile= Name of log file that will contain z:\OneWorld\b733_2\log

[DEBUG] Name of log file that will contain 
log data. 

z:\OneWorld\b733_2\log\jde.log JobFile= 

[INSTALL] StartServicePrefix= Prefix that will be used for 
names of the JDE network and 
queue services. 

Instance 2 

[INSTAL
installation. 

_2 L] B733= Base directory of the ERP 8.0 z:\OneWorld\b733

[JDEIPC] Integer that indicates an arbitrary 

values of the parameter must be 
at least 1000. 

6000 StartIPCKeyValue= 
starting point in memory for 
interprocess communications. 
For multiple instances of ERP 
8.0, differences between the 

[JDEIPC]  Unique string generated by the 1E0CF350-AF81-11D0-BD7B-CLSID=
NT guidgen program. The string 
identifies each instance of ERP 
8.0. 

0000F6540786 

[JDENET] serviceNameListen= The TCP/IP port number used 
by the server to receive 
communication packets from 
workstations. 

6005 
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[JDENET] 

 
servers. 

serviceNameConnect= The TCP/IP port number used 
by the server to send 
communications packets to

6005 

► To modify the server jde.ini file 

1. In th r 
jde.

2. In th ing 
parameters: 

• 

og file that will contain debugging information. 

• 

n. 

3. In th i file, modify the values of the following 
parameters: 

 

• B733= 

ts the base directory of the ERP 8.0 
 of the 

section of the jde.ini file, modify the values of the following 

The value of this parameter indicates a starting point in memory for interprocess 
tances of ERP 8.0, you should be sure that the 

difference between starting point values for each instance is at least 1000. The 

e system\bin32 subdirectory for each new ERP 8.0 instance, open the serve
ini file. 

e [DEBUG] section of the jde.ini file, modify the values of the follow

DebugFile= 

This is the name of the l

JobFile= 

This is the name of the file that will contain log informatio

e [INSTALL] section of the jde.in

• StartServicePrefix= 

The value of this parameter will be used for the names of the JDE network and 
queue services. The names are listed in the Services window under Control 
Panel. 

The default is JDE followed by the current version number, for example, B733.
The default produces the service names JDE B733 Network and JDE B733 
Queue. 

The value of this parameter represen
installation. The ERP 8.0 server uses this value to determine the location
executables and DLLs used to run ERP 8.0 programs. 

4. In the [JDEIPC] 
parameters: 

• StartIPCKeyValue 

communications. For multiple ins

default value is 5000. 

Caution: 
To ensure that the difference between starting point values is at least 1000, check 

arameter in the [JDEIPC] section of the jde.ini file. If the 
par han 1000, change the value. 

 

maxNumberofResources p
ameter value is less t

• CLSID= 
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The value of this parameter is a unique string that is generated by the NT 
guidgen program. For directions on running the guidgen program, see 

5. In the [JDENET] section of the jde.ini file, modify the values of the following 

• serviceNameListen= 

ies the TCP/IP port used by the server to 
receive communications packets from the workstations. Each instance of ERP 

icate with workstations through a different port. 

rviceNameConnect= 

sed by the server to send 
communications packets to the workstations. Each instance of ERP 8.0 must 

mmunicate with workstations through a different port. 

er. 

For complete details on installing network and queue services, see To install network and 
ling ERP 8.0 on the Enterprise Server of 

the Windows NT Systems Installation Guide. 

Modifying the Workstation jde.ini File 

After you have installed services for each ERP 8.0 installation, you must modify the 
wor match those you set up 
in the server jde.ini file: 

• serviceNameConnect= 

► 

Generating a Unique Identifier in this chapter. 

parameters: 

The value of this parameter specif

8.0 must commun

The default value is jde_server. 

• se

The value of this parameter specifies the TCP/IP port u

co

The default value is jde_serv

Installing Services for a ERP 8.0 Instance 

You are not required to install network and queue services for an existing ERP 8.0 instance 
unless you change the location of the system\bin32 directory for the new instance. For 
example, you might decide to put the directory on a new disk. 

queue services in the section Configuring and Instal

kstation jde.ini file so that the values of the following parameters 

• serviceNameListen= 

To modify the workstation jde.ini file 

1. In the workstation's Windows directory, for example, c:\winnt or c:\windows, locate 
en the jde.ini file. 

2. 

 serviceNameConnect= 

and op

Modify the values of the following parameters to match the values in the server jde.ini 
file: 

• sericeNameListen= 

•
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Uninst

If you w u must uninstall 
the ERP 8.0 services for that instance before you delete the ERP 8.0 directory tree. 

► To uninstall ERP 8.0 services 

alling ERP 8.0 Services 

ant to delete an instance of ERP 8.0 after you install its services, yo

1. From a command line prompt, change directories to the ERP 8.0 instance's 
system\bin32 directory. For example: 

C:\> d:\b7\system\bin32 

2. To uninstall network services, type the following command: 

jdesnet -u 

3. To uninstall queue services, type the following command: 

jdesque -u 

These commands remove some settings in the NT registry that were created when 
you installed ERP 8.0 services. 

Moving or Changing a ERP 8.0 Directory Tree 

If you want to move or rename a ERP 8.0 instance's directory after you install its services, 
you must uninstall the network and queue services and uninstall the IPC Automation Server 
(ipcserv.exe). You can then move or rename the ERP 8.0 directory and reinstall network and 
queue services. The IPC Automation Server automatically reinstalls itself when it is first used. 

► To move or change a ERP 8.0 directory tree 

1. From a command line prompt, change directories to the ERP 8.0 instance's 
system\bin32 directory. For example: 

C: \> d:\b7\system\bin32 

2. To uninstall network services, type the following command: 

jdesnet -u 

3. To uninstall the queue services, type the following command: 

jdesque -u 

4. To uninstall the IPC Automation Server, type the following command: 

Ipcsrv -UnregServer 

Note: 
You do not need to reregister ipcsrv.exe in the new directory because the executable 
is automatically registered when a binary large object is first transferred via 
interprocess communications. 

 
5. Move or change the directory tree. 

6. Reinstall ERP 8.0 Services. 
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For complete details on installing
and queue services in the section

 network and queue services, see To install network 
 Configuring and Installing ERP 8.0 on the 

Enterprise Server of the Windows NT Systems Installation Guide. 
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Server Administration Workbench 

rver administrator needs to be aware of the two main components of ERP 8.0 to 
RP 8.0 functions properly. These components are JDENET and JDEQUEUE. 
Server Administration Workbench (SAW) provides a unified interface for 

trators to use while monitoring the processes of these components.  

ng table provides detail information about the main processes in ERP 8.0:  

Description  

JDENET starts child processes that control additional communications functions and kernel 
processes that determine the actual ERP 8.0 client requests. For example, these client 
requests might include Security Server or JDE CallObject.  

JDEQUEUE reads a Job Control Status Master table (F986110), which controls the status of 
batch applications running on a given server, then starts a child process to run the the batch 
application. When ERP 8.0 completes a child process, JDEQUEUE reads the next record in 
F986110.  

Setting up Security Access for SAW  

security access for SAW to ensure that only those individuals with responsibility 
ng the server have privileges to do so. Using the ERP 8.0 Security Workbench 

The se
ensure that E
The ERP 8.0 
adminis

The followi

Process  

JDENET  

JDEQUEUE 

  

You set up 
for monitori
(P00950) application, you can restrict permission to run the SAW application (P9861100) and 
the executable found in the \B7\system\bin32 directory.  

Res t AW ensures that only administrators will have access to the 
application and executable, and only those administrators will have the ability to change 
kern

For
Wo curity ERP 8.0 System Administration 

► 

tric ing access to S

el and network settings on the server.  

 more information on setting up group and user security and on using the Security 
rkbench application, see the section Se in the guide.  

To set up security access for SAW  

1. On the System Administration Tools menu (GH9011), choose Security Workbench 
(P00950).  

2. In the menu bar of the Security Workbench form, click Form, and then choose Setup 

3. In the Security Workbench - [Application Security] form, enter the user's ERP 8.0 ID 

4. Enter P9861100 in the Application control in the Display Unsecured Items field and 
click Find.  

5. Expand the Unsecured node in the tree at the bottom of the form.  

6. Choose the Run and Install options.  

7. Drag the Server Administration Workbench node to the Secured node in the tree and 
click Find.  

The SAW application name and ID should appear under the Secured node.  

Security and Application.  

in the User/System Role control.  
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8. Click Close.  

p 

rnal Calls Security] form, enter the user's ERP 8.0 ID 
in the User/System Role control.  

menu that contains the SAW executable (for example, 

secured node in the tree at the bottom of the form.  

13. Choose the Run Security option.  

 to the Secured node in the tree and 

9. In the menu bar of the Security Workbench form, click Form, and then choose Setu
Security and External Calls.  

10. In the Security Workbench [Exte

11. Enter the ID of the ERP 8.0 
GH9011) in the Menu control of the Display Unsecured Items field and click Find.  

12. Expand the Un

14. Drag the Server Administration Workbench item
click Find.  

The Server Administration Workbench item should appear under the Secured node.  
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15. Click close.  

After yo a AW application and 
executa ser access to SAW, you 
simply drag the application node and the Server Administration Workbench item from the 
Secured o

 processes  

u h ve completed these steps, you have secured the S
ble from access by unauthorized individuals. To grant a u

 n de to the Unsecured node.  

► To monitor batch

Start Windows NT 
a command line.  

Task Manager by pressing Ctrl-Shift-Esc or running taskmgr.exe from 

Monitorin

The Server Administration Workbench (SAW) provides a unified interface where 
adm .0 server processes. Administrators can 
monitor e processes that they access using SAW. For example, you can 
change the maximum number of kernels and net processes that SAW monitors. From SAW, 
adminis to access the jde.ini file for the local ERP 8.0 server and access log files 
for any server on the network.  

The Query tab lets you add servers and view statistics about their components at a particular 
point in time.  

g ERP 8.0 with SAW on Windows NT  

inistrators can view information regarding ERP 8
 and modify th

tra rs can also 

The interface has two tabs:  

• Query  

• Monitor  
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The Mo
configur y 
see whe n the server are running. Under the monitor tab, SAW also 
maintains an ongoing record of each test of the server processes.  

Ad

Bef m ith SAW, you should add a variable to the 
[JDENE n of the Windows NT enterprise server JDE.INI file. The variable allows SAW 
to creat er, and remove temporary files larger than 5 MB.  

 [JDEN

nitor tab allows you to monitor periodically the ERP 8.0 servers that you have 
ed for monitoring. When you have configured a server for monitoring, you can quickl
ther processes o

ding to the JDE.INI File  

ore onitoring ERP 8.0 on Windows NT w
T] sectio
e, transf

ET]  

netTemporaryDir=<temp_dir>  

In the new JDE.INI entry, <temp_dir> is a temporary directory that JDENET uses to create 
temporary files, transfer the log files, and remove them after the transfer.  

that resides by default in the \B7\SYSTEM\Bin32 
directory.  

When e and password as a 
validation for ng after signing on, SAW uses 
the ca  you added.  

In orde W, you must have system 
adminis

 

For a di Setting Up Security Access for 
SAW 

► To access SAW  

Accessing SAW  

SAW is a separate ERP 8.0 executable 

 you log in to SAW, you must enter your ERP 8.0 user nam
all servers. If you add a new server for monitori

ched login information as a validation against the server

r to perform the following operations when you work with SA
tration privileges:  

• Change the maximum number of net processes  

• Change the maximum number of kernel processes 

• Delete server log files  

scussion of granting SAW administrative rights, see 
in this section.  

1. Open the \B7\SYSTEM\Bin32 directory and then run 
SERVERADMINISTRATIONWORKBENCH.exe.  

The

2. ds and click OK:  

Adding a ERP 8.0 Server for Querying  

o enables you to administer ERP 8.0 
der 

 Sign On form appears.  

Complete the following fiel

• User ID  

• Password  

From SAW, you can add servers for querying. Doing s
processes and resources on the server and view statistics at a specific point in time. In or
to add a server for querying, you must know the server name and port number.  
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Note: When you add a server for querying, SAW displays it under the Query tab. 
SAW does not display the server under the Monitor tab until you have configured it 

► To add a server for querying  

for monitoring.  

1. In the Server Administration Workbench form, click the Query tab.  

2. Click the Add button on the toolbar.  

Note:  
You can identify the purpose of any button in the toolba
the cursor over the button.  

 

r of the SAW form by passing 

The Server Information form appears.  

 

 

r type field, choose the NT option if you want to 
monitor a ERP 8.0 server on Windows NT.  

4. r you want to monitor or click 
a ERP 8.0 server running on the Windows 

UNIX or AS/400.  

5. r for the server you are adding and 

Checking ERP 8.0 Server Configurations  

SAW ou add a ERP 8.0 
server for querying. You can check each server name and port connection and change a port 
connection, if necessary.  

3. In the ERP 8.0 enterprise serve

In the Server Name field, enter the name of the serve
the ellipsis button and choose the name of 
NT platform.  

The ellipsis button is disabled if you choose 

In the Port Number field, enter the port numbe
click OK.  

 stores the server name and port connection number each time y
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► To check server configurations  

In the Server Administration Workbench form, click the Query tab.  1. 

The r

2. Click the Settings button.  

 Se ver Configuration form appears.  

 

e Server 

you choose a server name.  

4. 

want to monit  
to connec
correc

► 

 

3. Choose a server name.  

If you added more than one server for monitoring, click the scroll button in th
Name control and choose a name. SAW shows the connection port number when 

To change the connection port number, enter a new valid number in the Connection 
Port control and click OK.  

Checking ERP 8.0 Server Connectivity  

SAW allows you to run a test to ensure that you are connecting to the ERP 8.0 server you 
or. SAW returns an error message if you fail to make a connection. If SAW fails

t to the server, you should verify that the name of the server you want to monitor is 
t. You might also need to verify where the connection to the server exists.  

To check ERP 8.0 server connectivity  

In the Server Administration Workbench form, click the Query tab.  

In the menu bar, click File, Servers, and Connectivity.  

r Connectivity form appears  

1. 

2. 

The Serve

 

Start.  

 

3. Choose a server name from the combo box and click 
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SAW displays in the Attempts and Successes controls the number of attempted 
ber of successful connections made. If 
d consistently, the connection is sound.  

4. If SAW connects to the server several times successfully, click the Stop button.  

5. If SAW displays a form with the message Unable to Resolve <Server Name>, click 

At any time, you can use SAW to remove a server from your list of monitored ERP 8.0 

► 

connections to the server as well as the num
these numbers increment simultaneously an

OK and investigate the problem.  

Removing a ERP 8.0 Server from the Query List  

servers.  

To remove a server from the query list  

In the Server Administration Workb1. ench form, click the Query tab.  

3.  tree, click the icon of the server that you want to remove.  

2. If necessary, expand the Query Servers node in the SAW form.  

In the expanded

Note: You must click the server icon, not a server component, such as Processes.  

 

 

4. Click the Remove button.  

Configuring ERP 8.0 Server Monitoring Settings  

You use the Settings button under the monitor tab to configure each ERP 8.0 server you want 
to monitor. Server monitoring configuration allows you to:  
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• Choose the servers you want to monitor  

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

SAW displ s 
server

You config onitor 
Settings form ng settings:  

• umbers, 

• ents that will 
uency 

• r and the 

After you app  for each 
server  and displays 
in a wind

Selecting

Using the ERP 8.0 Server Monitor Settings form, you can set up ERP 8.0 servers, ports, and 
processes for monitoring. Once you do so, you can use SAW to quickly see whether the 
processes you chose for monitoring are running on the server.  

► 

Choose the processes that SAW monitors  

Choose the server events that will trigger notification to you  

Set up the way you are notified  

Set up the frequency of notification  

Set up thresholds that determine when server events will trigger notification  

ays information on servers that you configure for monitoring each time it retrieve
 data.  

ure your server monitor settings in SAW using the ERP 8.0 Server M
. You make choices under three tabs to configure your monitori

Port/Server Selection, which allows you to set up servers, port connection n
and server processes to monitor.  

Notification Configuration, which allows you to choose the server ev
trigger administrator notification, the ways that you will be notified, and the freq
of notification.  

General, which allows you to configure how frequently SAW tests the serve
thresholds that must be met for server processes in order for you to receive 
notification.  

ly the server configuration parameters, SAW displays a server icon
 you configured. SAW runs periodic tests on the processes you specified

ow whether the processes are running or not.  

 a Server, Port, and Processes to Monitor  

To select a server, port, and processes to monitor  

1. In the SAW form, click the Monitor tab.  

2. In the toolbar, click the Settings button.  

The ERP 8.0 Server Monitor Settings form appears.  
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.  

 and enter a port number.  

• 

• UBE  

• Lock Manager  

• 

Not

 

3. Click the Port/Server Selection tab

4. In the Port field, click the + button

5. In the Server field, click the + button and enter a server name.  

6. If the server is a web server, choose the This is a WebServer option.  

7. To set up server processes to monitor, choose any, all, or none of the following 
options:  

Off line  

Replication  

• Security  

e:  
Choosing Off line means that SAW will not monitor ERP 8.0 server processes for the server 
that you spe

 

cified.  

8. Click Apply to save the settings.  
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Setting 

After yo a s 
that you a u, 
as well as th

► To set up event notification  

up Event Notification  

u h ve chosen the ERP 8.0 server and port for monitoring and chosen the processe
 w nt to monitor, you can specify the type of events that will trigger notification to yo

e methods of notification.  

1. In the ERP 8.0 Server tor Settings form, click the Notification Configuration tab.  

2. Under Notification Events, choose from the available options to specify the server 
er inistrator notification:  

• UBEs exceed run-time threshold  

• Disk usage excee reshold  

ue exceeds threshold  

• System errors in web CallObjects  

 + button in the E-mail address field, enter an e-
mail address, and click OK.  

4. To set up pager notification, click the + button in the Pager address field, enter a 

5. Under Notification Settings, set up how you will be notified:  

• Choose the Repeat Notification option if you want SAW to renotify after the first 
notification  

• Enter the interval between notification (referred to as "frequency" in the form), in 
seconds  

• Enter the pager message size in number of lines  

6. Click Apply to save the settings.  

Setting up SAW Run-time Parameters  

You can also use the ERP 8.0 Server Monitor Settings form to configure SAW's run-time 
parameters. For example, after you have established the server events for which you want to 
receive notification, you can set up the thresholds that will trigger notification. You can also 
set up how often you want SAW APIs to retrieve and display server information, and you can 
specify the directory to which you want SAW to write server log files.  

Under the General tab, you specify the following run-time parameters:  

• Log file, which specifies the directory to which you want SAW to write log files.  

• Test frequency, which specifies in seconds how frequently you want SAW APIs 
to retrieve and display server information.  

• Outstanding request threshold, which specifies the maximum number of requests 
for a kernel process that SAW will allow to back up on the server before 
administrator notification is triggered.  

• Disk usage percent threshold, which specifies the maximum percentage of used 
space on a server disk that SAW will allow before administrator notification is 
triggered.  

 Moni

events that will trigg  adm

• Dead processes  

ds th

• Number of jobs in que

3. To set up e-mail notification, click the

pager address, and click OK.  
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• UBE run-time threshold, which specifies the number of minutes that SAW will 
red.  

 SAW will 

The followi

Threshold Pa
Test freque

Outstanding

Disk usage th

UBE run-time

Queue thres

► 

allow a batch process to run before administrator notification is trigge

• Queue threshold, which specifies the number of jobs in a queue that
allow before administrator notification is triggered.  

ng table gives recommended threshold settings:  

rameter  Recommended Threshold Setting 
ncy (seconds)  300  

 request threshold  10  

reshold (percentage) 80  

 threshold (minutes)  90  

hold (number of jobs)  20  

To set up SAW run-time parameters  

In the ERP 8.0 Server Monitor Settings form, click the General tab.  

ays under a General heading monitoring parameters for which you ca

1. 

SAW displ n assign 
values.  
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2. Set values for the following parameters:  

og file  

Test fr

• Outstanding request threshold  

• Disk u

• UBE run-time threshold  

Queue

lick Appl

Note:  

 

• L

• equency  

sage percentage threshold  

•  threshold  

3. C y to save the settings.  

If you set a parameter's value at 0, SAW does not test that parameter.  
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Monito

After you have configured ERP 8.0 servers for monitoring, SAW runs tests at regular intervals 
ck if the servers you are monitoring are up 

or down and if the server processes you are monitoring are running.  

 

SAW displays this information in the Server Monitor window of the SAW form.  

ring ERP 8.0 Server Processes  

on the processes you chose. You can quickly che

 

The inform

while a 

The followi
Monitor wind

Parameter in 
Monitor Wi
Date & Time  

n. 

Server  

Service Name  

Server Type  

Status  The status of the server process, either Up, Down.  

Deta

Bef  
  configured the monitoring settings for each ERP 8.0 server 

rocesses you want to monitor. If you have not done so, you will not be able 

 

ation in the Server Monitor window allows you to see, at a glance, whether a SAW-
monitored server process is up or down. A stop sign icon indicates a server process is down, 

stoplight icon indicates a process is running.  

ng table summarizes the server process parameters displayed in the Server 
ow.  

Server 
ndow  

Parameter Value  

The date and time that SAW ran a server check. The frequency of the checks is 
determined by the parameter value you set during server-monitoring configuratio

The name of the ERP 8.0 server you are monitoring. "Sleep" indicates the Server 
Monitor has entered sleep mode.  

The port connection number.  

The server process you are monitoring, such as UBE or Lock Manager.  

ils  Additional information about a server process.  

ore You Begin  
Be sure that you have
whose p
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to monitor the server processes in the Server Monitor window. Adding a ERP 8.0 
server for querying is not sufficient.  

► To monitor ERP 8.0 server processes  

1. Log in to SAW.  

On initial login, there is a brief delay as SAW retrieves data on server processes.  

2. When SAW populates the Server Monitor window, check Date & Time and Status 
parameters for Stop values, which indicate if a server is down or a process on the 
server has died.  

Note: 
If you change the view in the SAW form and need to return to the Server Monitor 
window, click the Restore icon in the menu bar.  

 

Monitoring ERP 8.0 Enterprise Server Statistics  

The SAW form displays performance statistics for each ERP 8.0 enterprise server you 
ure for monitoring. A clock icon designates a parent node in the Statistics window. The 
t node displays the date and time of each data retrieval.  

config
paren

 

 

ode to view performance statistics on each server. You can view detailed 
statistics on:  

• Kernel processes  

• Network proce

UBEs  

You expand the n

sses  

• 
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• Server disks  

The Statistics window offers you another quick way to identify server problems. If a process 
r

connection node, and t

 for the pr  causing the 
problem are highlighted in yellow in a separate window.  

has died or some othe  problem has occurred, SAW displays the monitoring time, the port 
he server node in red.  

The statistics ocess or server component, such as a disk, that is

 

 

Finally, SAW allows you to view and print log files for kernel and network processes running 
on s v r monitoring. You can also turn logging on or off for any 
serv  p

Monitoring Process Statistics for Enterprise Servers  

The a ws you to view network and kernel processing data for each 
monitored enterprise server. To display the processing statistics, you click a server icon. 

tistics on each process appear in the Process Statistics window.  

arameter in Process 
Statistics Window for 
Ente

Parameter Values  

Process twork process.  

PID  

Start Time  

er ers you have configured fo
er rocess.  

 St tistics window allo

Sta

The following table summarizes the parameters displayed in the Process Statistics 
window:  

P

rprise Servers  
 Name  The name of the kernel or ne

The process identification number.  

The date and time the process began.  
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Total Pr  time, in milliseconds, the server required to run the process.  

Tota tal number of requests for a particular process handled by the server up 
to the time that SAW retrieved server process data.  

In Connection

Outstanding

Avg. Processi
Overall  

Avg. Processi
Last Period  the 

Lock Condit

Kernel Max

Kernel Curre

Version  

You can e 
addition

• iew Debug Log  

• Print Debug Log  

Not

ocess Time  The total

l Requests  The to

s  The number of workstations connected to the server.  

 Requests  The number of requests in a queue for a process.  

ng Time The average amount of time the server required to handle a kernel process 
request (Total Process Time divided by Total Requests).  

ng Time - The average amount of time the server required to handle a kernel process 
request during the last server session. Compare this parameter value with 
value for the Avg. Processing Time - Overall parameter to assess server 
performance.  

ions  The number of processes trying to access the same resource.  

 Count  The maximum number of kernel processes that can run.  

nt Count  The number of kernel processes that are currently running.  

The current version of SAW. The value is for internal use only  

right click any kernel or network process to view additional information and complet
al tasks:  

V

• View JDE Log  

• Print JDE Log  

• Process Users  

• Turn on Server Logging  

• Turn off Server Logging  

• Change maximum number of a process type  

• Disable kernels  

e:  
You can change the maximum number of a process type and disable kernels only if you have 
SAW administrative privileges.  

 

► To monitor process statistics for enterprise servers  

1. In the SAW form, click the Monitor tab.  

2. In the toolbar, click the Refresh button to get the latest server information  

3. In the Statistics window, expand the top clock icon node.  

4. Expand the port connection icon node for the enterprise server you want to monitor.  
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5. Click the server icon.  

Statistics for kernel and network processes running on the enterprise server appear i
Process Statistics window.  

n the 

 

6. column heading.  

Changing Pr

If you have administrative rights, you can use SAW to change the number of NET (jde_n) and 
KERNEL (jde_k) processes. You might do so if the server is experiencing performance 

Your ability to use SAW to increase the number of jde_k processes running on the 
ser he 
max
maxKe ENET] section. The maximum number of 
processes that you can increase for a kernel of a specific type, such as CallObject, or 
for a co product of the following 
formula:  

maxKernelProcesses minus the sum of individual kernel type 

For example, if the maxKernelProcesses parameter value is 50, and the sum of the 
values for the maxNumberofProcesses parameter is 34, you can use SAW to increase 

ation of kernel types 
ect kernel is 10, you 

can use SAW to increase the number of processes to no more than 26 (50-34=16; 

 

To sort the items in a column, click the 

ocess Settings  

problems. You can also disable processes that are causing problems.  

ver is constrained by the server's jde.ini file, specifically t
NumberOfProcesses parameter in the [JDENET_KERNEL_DEF_x] section and the 

rnelProcesses parameter in the [JD

mbination of kernel types must not exceed the 

maxNumberofProcesses.  

the number of processes for an individual kernel type or a combin
by no more than 16. If the maxNumberofProcesses for the CallObj

10+16=26).  
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For further discussion of the maxNumberOfProcesses parameter and the 
maxKernelProcesses parameter, see Understanding JDENET Communication 
Mid w

► To 

dle are in the ERP 8.0 System Administration guide.  

change process settings  

1. 

2. er you want to monitor  

on each NET and KERNEL 
process running on the server.  

 KERNEL process, choose Disable Kernels.  

s  

SAW l al kernel and network 
proc

ed from the server, SAW 
displays a message saying the file is no longer available.  

In the SAW form, click the Monitor tab.  

Click the server icon for the serv

SAW populates the Process Statistics window with data 

3. Choose a kernel or network process and right click.  

4. To change the number of NET or KERNEL processes, choose Change max number 
of this process type, enter a new value, and click OK.  

5. To disable a

Viewing Log and Debug Log Files for Enterprise Server Processe

 a lows you to view server log and debug log files for individu
esses running on enterprise servers that you have configured for monitoring.  

Note: If you attempt to view a file that has been delet

 

 

► To view log and debug log files for enterprise server processes  

1. In the Statistics window, click an enterprise server icon.  

2. In the Process Statistics window, right click a network or kernel process and choose 
View Debug Log or View JDE Log.  

The log or debug log file appears in a text editor.  

Note:  
You can also choose a network or kernel process in the Process Statistics window and click 
the Debug Log or JDE Log buttons in the toolbar.  

 

Printing Log and Debug Log Files for Enterprise Server Processes  

You can print server log or debug log files from your workstation. SAW prints a text editor 
document to your local printer. Keep in mind that debug log files can be very large, which 
might make printing impractical.  
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► To print log and debug log files for an enterprise server process  

In the Statistics window, click an enterprise server icon.  

In the Process Statistics window, right click a network or kernel process and choos
Print Debug Log or Print JDE Log.  

SAW prints the file to your local printer. For server logs, you can also click the Print 
JDE Log button in the toolbar.  

Turning Logging on and off for Enterprise Server Processes  

control logging for processes running on enterprise servers. If you observe that there 
blem with a process, you might turn on logging so that SAW adds information to the 

t process. When you have enough information, you can turn off logging, so that 
re easily isolate in the log file where an error occurred. Even with logging turned 

off, you can still view the log file for a process, although the entries stop at the point that you 
gging off.  

To turn logging on and off for enterprise server processes  

In the Statistics window, click an enterprise server icon.  

In the Process Statistics window, right click a network or kernel process and choos
Turn on Server Logging or Turn off Server Logging.  

e 

1. 

2. e 

You can 
is a pro
log file on tha
you can mo

turned lo

► 

1. 

2. 

Viewing Process User Statistics for Enterprise Servers  

rs who are running business functions on the enterprise server. 
A separate window in the SAW form displays the user's ID and machine name for each 

s for enterprise servers  

You can view statistics on use

CallObject kernel process you choose.  

► To view process user statistic

1. In the Statistics window, click an enterprise server icon.  

s window, right click a CallObject kernel process and choose 

SAW i  information for the CallObject process 
you cho

2. In the Process Statistic
Process Users.  

 d splays in a separate window user and machine
ose.  
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The UBE icon appears as a child of the enterprise server icon in the Statistics window only if 
 view additional 

information on the batch process:  

• Process ID number  

• 

• 

► To 

 

Viewing Statistics for UBEs  

a UBE is running on the enterprise server. If you click the UBE icon, you can

• UBE name  

Date and time the process began  

Running time for the process, in minutes  

view statistics for UBEs  

In the Statistics window, expand an enterprise server icon.  

Click a UBE icon, if one appears.  

Statistics for UBEs running on the enterprise server appear in the Monitor UBE 
window.  

 Statistics for Server Disks  

 appears at all times as a child of the enterprise server icon. If you click the di

1. 

2. 

Viewing

The disk icon sk 
icon, you can view additional information about server disks:  

• Disk name  

• Used space  

• Total space  
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• Available space  

• Percent used  

pe

To view statistics for server disks  

• Disk ty

► 

  

isk icon.  

Stati or each server disk appear in the Monitor Disk window.  

Monitorin

SAW to monitor statistics on ERP 8.0 web servers from your fat client 
tatistics window in the SAW form displays no data on kernel and network 
 servers, be

functions runni n enterprise servers.  

workstation using the Web Server Monitor utility. See Monitoring ERP 8.0 with the Web 
his secti

Keep in mind a  that when you configure a web server for monitoring in SAW, you can set 
ers to let you know when there are system errors in business functions 

1. In the Statistics window, expand an enterprise server icon.  

2. Click the D

stics f

g ERP 8.0 Web Server Statistics  

You can also use 
workstation. The S
processes for web cause these processes run on enterprise servers. However, 
you can monitor data on web server users, connections to enterprise servers, and business 

ng o

If you are working on a thin or zero client workstation, you can monitor web servers from your 

Server Monitor in t on for additional details.  

lso
up notification trigg
running on enterprise servers connected to the web server. The Web Server Monitor does 
not allow you to set up notification triggers.  

Monitoring Data on Enterprise Servers Connected to the Web Server  

Wh rate 
win

en you click a web server icon in the Statistics window, SAW displays in a sepa
dow information about each enterprise server connected to the web server.  

 

 

This window contains important connection information as well as information on business 
ing on the enterprise servers.  functions runn
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The following table summ
to the web server:  

Parameter for SAW 
playing 
 Data  

Parame

  The en

The en

Max Conn Pool  The maximum number of enterprise servers that can be connected to the web 
server, 

Max Pool Wait  The number of users waiting for a connection once the Max Conn Pool value has 
been ex ers are 
waiting to connect, the Max Pool Wait value is 5. The value is incremented with 
each new user who attempts to connect once the Max Conn Pool value has been 
exceeded.  

Cur re waiting for a server connection. This parameter has 

Current Con The number of users currently connected to the enterprise server from the web 

No. of CallO ss functions that have run on the enterprise server during a 

► To monitor data on enterprise servers connected to the web server  

arizes the data SAW displays on each enterprise server connected 

Window Dis
Host Server

ter Value  

Host Name terprise server name.  

Port  terprise server port connection number.  

as defined in the server INI file.  

ceeded. For example, if the Max Conn Pool value is 30 and five us

rent Pool Wait  The number of users who a
a value only if the Max Conn Pool value is exceeded.  

nections  
server.  

bjects  The number of busine
session.  

1. 

et the latest server information  

3. In the Statistics window, expand the top clock icon node.  

5. Click the web server icon.  

SAW populates the Monitor WebServer window with the name of and data on each 
enterprise server connected to the web server.  

Monitoring Web Server CallObjects  

SAW allows you to view additional data on business functions running on an enterprise 
server connected to the web server you are monitoring. You can troubleshoot the data on 
business functions from SAW. For example, SAW displays system errors and application 
errors that occur during the running of business functions.  

 

The following table summarizes the data that SAW displays on business functions running on 
an enterprise server connected to the web server:  

Web Server CallObjects 
Window Parameter  

Parameter Value  

CallObject Name  The name of the business function.  

In the SAW form, click the Monitor tab.  

2. In the toolbar, click the Refresh button to g

4. Expand the port connection icon node for the web server you want to monitor.  
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Min Time  .  

Max Time  .  

Avg. Time  

Timeouts  

System Erro

Application Errors  

Times Calle

► 

The minimum time, in milliseconds, required to run the business function

The maximum time, in milliseconds, required to run the business function

The average time, in milliseconds, required to run the business function.  

The number of times a business function timed out before completion.  

rs  The number of system errors that occurred during the running of a 
business function.  

The number of application errors (usually related to business logic) that 
occurred during the running of a business function.  

d  The number of times a business function was called to run on the 
enterprise server.  

To monitor web server CallObjects  

In the Monitor WebServer window, right click a line containing the name of an 
enterprise server and choose Display CallObjects and Connections.  

SAW opens a new window with two tabs:  

• Web Server CallObjects  

•

1. 

 Web Server Connections Statistics  

2. Click the Web Server CallObjects tab.  

web server session.  

nec

e Web Server Connec
from the web server to the enterp

SAW populates the window with data on each business function that has run on the 
enterprise server during a 

Monitoring Web Server Con tion Statistics  

You click th tions Statistics tab to view data on the connections made 
rise server.  
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The following table summarizes the data that SAW displays on connections between the web 
server and the enterprise server:  

Web onnection Statistics 
Window Parameter  

Parameter Value  

Connection ID  A number that identifies the socket connection between the web 

In U The status of the connection, either Active or Inactive.  

Bytes Sent  The number of bytes transmitted from the connection socket.  

Bytes Received  The number of bytes received from the connection socket.  

Messages Sent  The number of JDENET messages transmitted from the 
connection socket.  

Messages Received  The number of JDENET messages received from the connection 
socket.  

► To monitor web server connection statistics  

 Server C

server and the enterprise server.  

se  

1. In the Monitor WebServer window, right click a line containing the name of an 
enterprise server and choose Display CallObjects and Connections.  

2. Click the Web Server CallObjects tab.  
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SAW populates the window with data on each business function that has run on the 
enterprise server during a web server session.  

 

 

Monitoring Web Server User Statistics  

You can also use the Statistics window in the SAW form to view statistics on web server 

 

When you expand a User icon appears as a child of the 
on.  

users.  

 the node for a web server, only 
server ic
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The Web Use
The followi

Web Users W
Parameter  
Session ID  

User Name  

Environmen

Computer Na

Login Time  

Idle Time  

Browser  

User Type  The way information is displayed on the workstation: JavaApplet, HTML, or Portal. 

m Users 
(Allo

The maximum number of users that can be connected to the web, as defined in 

Max
sed)  

The number of users currently connected to the server.  

Session Timeout 
(Min

es 

rs window displays information about each user connected to the web server. 
ng table summarizes the data SAW displays on each web user:  

indow Parameter Value  

Unique numeric identifier for each user session.  

User ID.  

t  The ERP 8.0 environment in which the user is working, such as PDEVNIS2. 
Environment = Path Code + Object Configuration mappings.  

me  Name of user's local workstation.  

Date and time user logged on to the web server.  

The amount of time, in minutes, that the user has been inactive.  

Web browser name.  

Maximu
wed)  the server INI file.  

imum Users 
(U

utes)  
The amount of time, in minutes, that a user can be idle before the session tim
out and the user is disconnected from the server.  
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► To monitor web server user statistics  

1. In the SAW form, click t

2. In the toolbar, click the R et the latest server information  

s window,

4. Expand the port connec the web server you want to monitor.  

5. Expand the server icon.  

nt 

Monito

You n y 
right clic  Users window.  

Choosin onnections opens a window in the SAW form that displays each 
web server user's connection to the enterprise server.  

he Monitor tab.  

efresh button to g

3. In the Statistic  expand a clock icon node.  

tion icon node for 

6. Click the Users icon.  

SAW populates the Web Users window with data on web server users for the curre
session.  

ring Web Server User Connection Statistics  

 ca  gain additional data on connections web server users make to enterprise servers b
king a line in the Web

g Show Web User C

 

 

Note:  
After you open the window that displays the connection data, you can view each user's 
connection data simply by passing the cursor over a line in the Web Users window.  

 
The following table summarizes the connection data SAW displays for each web user:  

Web Users Connection Statistics 
Parameter  

Parameter Value  

Host  The name of the enterprise server to which the web user connects. 
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Port Number  

Number of

Kernels Bein

► To monitor web server user connection statistics  

The number of the port used for the connection.  

 Kernels  The number of kernel processes the user is running on the 
enterprise server.  

g Used (PID)  The process ID number for each kernel the user is running on the 
enterprise server.  

1. In the Web Users window, right click a line containing a user ID and choose Show 
Web User Connections.  

ction data for the user you chose.  

SAW changes the connection data in the window to reflect the line selected by your 

Wh server, SAW presents additional buttons on the toolbar. You can 
use these buttons to:  

ine, which functions as an interface 
prise server.  

•  JDE log from the web server.  

 debug log from the web server.  

log, which enables you to turn on or off JAS logging. JAS log 
er.  

contains information on JDENET processes.  

tive 

• Delete the debug log from the web server, provided you have SAW 
administrative privileges  

You can accomplish any of these tasks simply by clicking the appropriate button in the 
toolbar. If you want to get the JDE log or the debug log from the web server, SAW 
displays a form that states the length of the file in kbytes.  

You can shorten the file by entering the number of bytes you want. You must enter an 
integer between 0 and 20,000.  

SAW opens a window containing conne

2. To view connection data for another user, pass the cursor over another line in the 
Web Users window.  

moving the cursor.  

Monitoring Web Server Logs  

en you monitor a web 

• Get details on the Java virtual mach
between the web server and the enter

Get the

• Get the

• Get the JAS 
gathers information on processes running on the Java Application Serv

• Get the NET log, which enables you to turn on or off Net logging. Net log 

• Delete the JDE log from the web server, provided you have SAW administra
privileges  
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Querying ERP 8.0 Enterprise Servers  

ave not configured an enterprise server for monitoring, you can get detailed 
on server components, resources, and log files using the Query tab in the SAW 

ry a server, you must add the server for monitoring. See Adding a ERP 8.0 Server for 
g in this chapter for details.  

g an enterprise server offers the following types of enterprise server data:  

Processes  

Even if you h
statistics 
form.  

To que
Queryin

Queryin

• 

• isks  

SAW update
enterpri
review info

SAW arrang
Servers, se

D

• Interprocess communications (IPCs)  

• Logs  

• Users  

• Job queues  

s the server component information each time it retrieves data from the 
se server. Unlike the Statistics window under the Monitor tab, however, you cannot 

rmation from previous data retrievals when you query a server.  

es server component data in a tree with Query Servers as the parent node. 
rver components, and server subcomponents are child nodes.  
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Wh y omponent or subcomponent icon, SAW displays data on the 
com n indow.  

For a e Kernel component under the Processes node, SAW displays 
data on all kernel processes for the time of SAW's latest data retrieval.  

 

en ou click on a c
po ent in a separate w

 ex mple, if you click th
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You can also display data on any component by clicking a server icon, then clicking File in
the toolbar 

 
and choosing Open and the name of a component or subcomponent of the server 

node.  

Note:  
SAW i hat you added for monitoring. 
How e  Servers tree. Web server 
monitori  Statistics window under the Monitor tab.  

 

 d splays in the Query Servers tree each web server t
ev r, you cannot monitor web servers form the Query

ng must be done from the

Queryi mponents  

itor kernel, network, and queue processes. When you 
click a process component, SAW displays in a separate window the most recent data for 
each pro
well as
logs for in
chapter.

SAW display

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

You can gai
line in the 

If y
Kernel Process form appears.  

ng Enterprise Server Process Co

Querying a server allows you to mon

cess of the type you chose. You can also view and print JDE and debug logs, as 
 turn logging on or off for a process. For more information on using SAW to monitor 

dividual processes, see Monitoring Process Statistics for Enterprise Servers in this 
  

s the following data for each server process type:  

Process Type, such as kernel, network, or queue  

Process ID  

Parent Process ID  

User Name  

Start Date/Time  

Last Date/Time  

OW - Status  

OS - Status  
n additional data on each kernel and network process by right clicking a 

window and choosing Information.  

ou choose Information after right clicking on a kernel process, the Detailed Info - 
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The e Process form displays the following data on each kernel 
proces

irectory, for example, /usr/oneworld/b733/system  

• INI file location on server, for example, /usr/oneworld/b733/system/ini  

• Kernel process out requests  
If you choose Information after right clicking on a network process, the Detailed Info - 
Networ  appears.  

 D tailed Info - Kernel 
s:  

• Server system d

• Total kernel processing time, in milliseconds  

• Total kernel requests  

• Kernel process range index  

k Process form

 

splays the following data on each network 
process:  

• Total network process time, in milliseconds  

• 

• 

A separ  the Detailed Info - Network Process form displays the following 
connection information:  

• Connection number  

 

The Detailed Info - Network Process form di

• Server system directory  

• INI file location on server  

Network stream port number  

• Network data port number  

Number of in connections  
ate window in
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• Connection type  

Internet Protocol (IP) address  • 

 address  • Long

► To query enterprise server process components  

1. In the SAW form, click the Query tab.  

the Processes node for an enterprise server you want to monitor and click 

e  

n the process type you chose.  

 in a column.  

5.  off for the process or to view and print logs, right click and 
o ropriate option.  

Queryi E r Disk Components  

Querying th nents produces the same information that is available under 
the Mon r tatistics for Server Disks in this chapter for further details on 
the disk t t SAW gathers.  

mponents  

2. Expand 
one of the following icons:  

• Kernel  

• Network  

• Queu

• All  

SAW populates a form window with data o

3. Click a column heading to sort the data

4. For additional information on a process, right click and choose Information.  

To turn logging on or
ch ose the app

ng nterprise Serve

e server disk compo
ito  tab. See Viewing S
 da a tha

► To query enterprise server disk co

1. In the SAW form, click the Query tab.  

2. Expand the Disks node for an enterprise server you want to monitor and click one of 
the following icons:  

• ERP 8.0 Disks  

• All Disks  

Que n

SAW al rprocess communications, which allow applications to share 
data and memory, as well as allow one application to control another.  

SAW monitors the following IPC types:  

• 

• SWMR locks, which allow only one writer to change data, but allow multiple 

s exist. The system grants writer locks if no outstanding reader 

• Message queues, which allow one process to pass packets to another process.  

ryi g Enterprise Server IPC Resources  

lows you to query inte

Mutexes, which are locks that allow only one process to hold the lock. This is 
the most common type of lock.  

readers to access the data. The system grants reader locks if no outstanding 
writer lock
locks exist.  
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•  
e a 

rocesses and their status.  

SAW displays the following data for each server process type:  

• 

• 

•  number the operating system uses to identify one or more 
groups of IPC resources  

• User ID  

Shared memory, which is a segment of memory that appears in the address
space of more than one process. For example, network processes might us
shared memory segment to monitor existing p

• All  

Resource Name  

IPC ID  

Key, which is an ID

• IPC Type  

• Group  

► To query enterprise server IPC resources  

1. In the SAW form, click the Query tab.  

 node for an enterprise server you want to monitor and click one of 
ons:  

• Message Queues  

• Shared Memory  

Queryi

SAW allows you to query for summary server log and debug log information, as well as 
. You can also choose and display any log or debug 
SAW administrator privileges, you can delete log 

and debug server log files.

2. Expand the IPC
the following ic

• Mutexes  

• SWMR Locks  

• All  

ng Enterprise Server Log Files  

summary information on print queue logs
log from your SAW sessions. If you have 

  

► To query enterprise server log files  

1. In the SAW form, click the Query tab.  

node for an enterprise server you want to monitor and click one of 
:  

A list of log files on the server appears in the workspace with the names of the files, 

3. To view a file, right click a line containing the name of a log and choose View 
Selected.  

SAW displays in a text editor the log file or debug log file.  

4. To delete the file, click File in the menu bar and choose Delete Selected.  

2. Expand the Logs 
the following icons

• Server Logs  

• Print Queue Logs  

the dates and times when ERP 8.0 created the files, and the sizes of the files.  
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If you have administrator privileges, SAW deletes the file and then refreshes the 

► 

workspace. If you do not, SAW displays a form advising you that you must have 
administrative privileges to perform the deletion.  

To query the enterprise server users  

In the SAW form, click the Query tab.  

Expand the node for an enterprise server you want to monitor and click View Users.  

SAW populates a separate window with information on current users on the 
enterprise server.  

To view the ERP 8.0 processes being run for an individual user, double click a line 
containing an asterisk in the Using Processes column.  

e Enterprise Server Job Queue  

SAW allows you to query for data on job queues on the enterprise server. When you click the 
e icon, SAW displays in a separate window information on each job in the queue. The 

n is displayed under the following columns:  

Queue Name  

Q

1. 

2. 

3. 

Querying th

Queu
informatio

• 

• ueue Type  

• Queue Max Jobs  

• Queue Status  

► To query the enterprise server job queue  

1. In the SAW form, click the Query tab.  

2. Expand the node for an enterprise server you want to monitor and click Queues.  

SAW populates a separate window with information on jobs in the queue on the 
enterprise server.  

Querying the Enterprise Server Users  

SAW allows you to query for data on users connected to the enterprise server. When you 
click the View Users icon, SAW displays in a separate window information on each user. The 
information is displayed under the following columns:  

• User Name  

• Machine Name  

• Using Process  
An asterisk in the Using Process column indicates that a user currently is running ERP 
8.0 processes on the server.  

You can view the list of active processes for a user by double clicking a line that 
contains an asterisk in the Using Process column.  
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SAW 

The Server Administration Workbench (SAW) provides a unified web interface for 
administrators to monitor ERP 8.0 Servers (Enterprise, Java, and XPI) remotely through a 
browser. From the web, administrators can set up a Server Monitoring Configuration (SMC) 
to monitor different instances of ERP 8.0 servers and notify assigned users via e-mail or 

t detects a faulty event with any of the instances.  

SAW for the web can be installed as a standard part of the ERP 8.0 Java server. In future 

ponents. 
 

P 8.0 
servers.  

 

displays identifying data on the process that is active.  

Configuring SAW and monitoring ERP 8.0 Servers from the web 

pager when an assigned agen

releases, SAW for the Web will be installed as standalone. If you install a Java server, SAW 
is automatically installed and can be accessed like any of the other Java server com
However, if you want to use SAW as a stand-alone product, you must purchase the SAW
package and install the included jar file on a web server connected to the ERP 8.0 network. 
The SAW package includes all the components needed to run SAW and monitor the ER
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The pro

 

cess of setting up an SMC is shown in the figure below: 

 

 

 
 

Creating  an SMC File 

Before you  web, you must first access an administration web 
server and create a Server Monitoring Configuration (SMC) file. This file stores the 
informa  P 8.0 servers, such as server names, port 
numbers, monitored processes, etc. The SMC file stores all the vital configuration data that is 
accessed b rforms the monitoring duties. 

 
 

► To create an SMC file 

can monitor server ports via the

tion that is required for monitoring ER

y an agent that runs on the web server and pe

From a web
located 
saw/sm

For example, use the following format for the url: 

_number is the number of the port that the server is running on, and 

 browser, enter the url of the Server Administration Workbench (SAW) web page 
on the web server where the SAW package is installed. The path to the html page is 
c/smc.html. 

http://host_name:port_number/web_alias/saw/smc/smc.html 

where host_name is the name of the web server where the SAW package is 
installed, port
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web_alias is the alias of the configuration for accessing the web pages on the web 

Add the url to

server.  

The web_alias can point to a directory on the server (for example, 
c:\internet\distribution) that is configured to access Web Server documents. 

 your list of favorites. 

 

 

On the Server A ing 
fields: 

• 

Host name of the web server 

• 

• Agent SMC File Name 

ame for the configuration file, for example, c:\saw\saw.smc. 

Not

dministration Workbench (SAW) WEB Version page, complete the follow

Agent Web Server Name 

Agent WEB Server port number 

Port number on which the Web Server runs 

Type a path and file n

e: 
The Agent Web Server Name and the Agent WEB Server Port number must be 
ente  
acc

red the first time you access SAW. These values will default in the next time you
ess this page. 

 
In the Action field, verify that Work with SMC is selected, and click the action button . 

If the file name s 
OK to creat

you entered does not exist, the program prompts you to create the new file. Pres
e the file. 
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On , complete the following fields: 

r or the SAW package 

rch for the file “saw.css” on your web server.  
ctory “/dir1/dir2/saw”, then the correct value for 

 agent. 

he user under which the web server is running 

• 

 

SAW agent uses this server to send e-mail/pager notifications when it detects 
faulty processes. 

 

the SAW Home Page

• JAS Install Directory  

Install directory for the ERP 8.0 JAS serve

To enter the correct value for this field, sea
For example, if saw.css is found in the dire
this field is “/dir1/dir2”. 

• SAWDB Root directory 

Enter a path for the directory to store data collected by the SAW

Note that for AS400 and UNIX®, t
needs full access rights to this directory. 

HTML Status Page 

Name of the HTML Page that SAW agent will create as an interface to SAW. 
(Use the default value if you run only one SAW Agent, or enter new names if you
run additional SAW Agents.) 

• Java Install directory 

Directory path to the “java.exe” file, or “java” for UNIX® and AS400, on the SAW 
Agent host.  

To enter the correct value for this field, look for the file “java.exe” (or “java” for 
UNIX® and AS400).  If the file is found in the directory “/dir1/dir2/bin”, then the 
correct value for this field is “/dir1/dir2/bin”. 

• Mail Server 

Enter your company mail server, for example, mail.company_name.com. The 
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Note: 

To access more information about any of the fields, click on the Help button  at 
 een. 

 

the top of the scr

Click on Submit. 

 
 

To regenerate an SMC file 

If you updat our 
SMC file is 

Each time you change or save your SMC file, SAW creates a text file that contains the same 
informa   in a text file format.  If your SMC file is called “saw.smc”, 
then each ti
“saw.smc.tx

To rege ra text file, enter the name of the text file field (for example, 
“saw.sm tx e Name” field and then select “Importing SMC from text 
file” from th

SAW will re ext file, but 
without the “.txt” extension (for example, “saw.smc”). 

Modifying

The SMC file includes a list of global parameters that govern the general monitoring process. 
These s in ult values that should work fine under most SMC configurations. 
However, you can easily change these settings to suite your requirements. 

► To mod d SMC settings 

e SAW to a new version for which the SMC file is no longer compatible, or if y
corrupted for any reason, you can regenerate your SMC file from a text file. 

tion as your SMC file, but
me you change or save your SMC file, the system will save a text file called 
t”. 

ne te an SMC file from the 
c. t”) in the “Agent SMC Fil

e action. 

generate your SMC file with the same name as the name of the t

 Advanced SMC Settings 

ett gs all have defa

ify the advance

On the SAW o ttings from the Action field.  H me Page, select Advanced Se
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On creen, modify any of the following fields to suite your SMC 
configuration: 

Time (in seconds) between the start of one agent monitoring cycle and the next. 

 Check e-mail address 

ange this value to false if you do not want the system to verify that the e-mail 

• Server timeout 

Time (in seconds) to wait for the response from a server before it assumes the 

d 

 

Verify that 

After cre , 
 want to monitor.  

the SMC – Advanced Settings s

• Agent cycle 

See “Performing SMC Actions” for more information about Agent cycles. 

• SAWDB used 

Change this field to false if you do not want to save statistics or event data in the 
SAW database. 

• Auto Monitoring SAW Agent 

Change this field to false if you do not want the SAW agent to automatically 
restart when the agent fails. 

• HTML page refresh 

Time (in seconds) to refresh all html pages (including collected data) used in 
SAW. This value is not related to the agent cycle. 

• Agent read SMC cycle 

Time interval (in seconds) between times when the SAW Agent checks if the 
user forced the Agent Cycle. If the user forced the Agent cycle since the last 
read, the Agent will automatically start a new monitoring cycle. 

•

Ch
addresses you enter have the correct format. 

server is down. 

• HTML page secondary path 

Enter a valid network path to store an additional status page. This path is useful if 
you want to access SAW data from another web server that cannot access the 
primary web page. This path is required to access the Port View, which is define
in “Working with SMC Views.” 

• HTML first favorite link 

Enter the web addresses for up to three web links that you want to include in the
result pages of SAW. 

• Name of first favorite link 

Enter the names for each of your favorite links. 

Submit Changes is selected in the Action field and press the Action button.  

Adding ERP 8.0 servers 

ating the configuration file, you can then create a list of the ERP 8.0 Web, Enterprise
and XPIe Servers that you
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► To rs  add ERP 8.0 serve

On SAW Home and click the 
Action button. 

 Page, verify that Work with Servers is selected in the Action field, 

 

 

Note: 
By default, the agent server name is automatically added to the list.  This is to make 
sure that the agent will be restarted if it accidentally dies. 

 
In the Action field, verify that Add new Server is selected, and click the Action button. 

 

Complete the following fields: 
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• Server Name 

Click the Acti

Type the name of the ERP 8.0 Server (Enterprise, Web, or XPI). 

• Server OS 

Select the type of operating system for the server. 

on button. 

The program adds a new row to the Work with Servers screen listing the server you 
entered. 

 

 

Repeat the ditional servers to the SMC configuration. 

Verify each 

rner of the SMC screen, click on the Global View link to view the 
current configuration. This screen shows at-a-glance the global settings and all the 
erver/port information that you enter as you configure SAW. You can return to this 

screen at any time during the configuration process to view all the information you 
enter. 

steps above to add ad

of the server names and operating systems you entered.  

In the upper right co

s
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If you discover an error, return to the Work with Server screen, and click Modify Server next to the 
server you n d hen correct the error. 

When you have ent  following options: 

• To add a port number for several servers at the same time, complete the 
ding Ports for Multiple Servers.” 

• To ing Server 
Ports.” 

t

ee  to change, t

ered all the servers you want to monitor, select one of the

following task, “Ad

add ports to a single server, complete the task named: “Customiz

No e: 
If you want to monitor several servers that have similar port configurations, it is 
quic g the first 
task listed above.  

 

ker and easier to assign a port number to multiple servers by completin

 

The followi rts 
to several 
config

► 

Adding Ports for Multiple Servers 

ng task describes how to add port numbers to the SMC file and assign these po
servers at once. Complete this task to configure servers with similar port 

urations. 

To add ports to multiple servers 

ge, select Work with Ports from the Action field. 

– Work with Ports screen, select Add new Port from the Action field and press the 
 

On the SAW Home Pa

On the SMC 
Action button.
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Complete the

 

 following sub steps to configure a port number: 

1. On SMC – Adding new Port, complete the following fields: 

• Port Number 

Enter the port number you want to monitor (for example, 6004) 

• Description 

Enter a description of the port (for example, Xe_SP20) 

• Server Type 

Click the down arrow and select the type of server from the list. 

2. Check the box to the left of each server that you want to assign this port number.

3. Click the action button to accept this configuration. 

The program adds the port number to SMC – Work with Ports screen. 

 

 

Repeat the above steps for each port number that you want to add to multiple servers. 
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The screen displays the complete list of ports that you entered. 

 

To view the complete configuration, click on the Global View link: 

 

 

Adding events to multiple server ports 

Once you have assigned port numbers to servers in SMC, you can assign a predefined event 
to each of the server ports, and alert administrators if the event indicates a malfunction. SMC 
includes two types of events: 
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• Events that are either true or false (such as Server down) 

d 

This ta
particula

 

administrators if the used disk space exceeds the threshold.  

• Kernal Outstanding Request – Administrator enters a warning and alarm 

. 

 

are as  to 
monitor a
“Custo

To add even

9. n the SAW Home Page, select Work with Events from the Action field and click the 
Action button. 

For these events SMC will alert assigned administrators if the event occurs.  

• Events that require threshold values (such as Disk Percent Used) 

You assign Warning and Alarm values to these types of events. For all threshol
events, Warning = write in the event file, Alarm = write in the event file and send 
notification. 

sk describes how to set up each of the following events and to assign these events to 
r port numbers: 

• Server Down – Monitor alerts administrators if it cannot communicate with a 
server port. 

• Dead Process – Monitor alerts administrators if it detects a dead process on an 
enterprise server. 

• Disk Percent Used – Administrator enters a warning and alarm threshold for the
percent of disk space used (for example, 80%), and the monitor alerts 

threshold for the number of unprocessed kernal requests, and the monitor alerts 
administrators if either threshold is exceeded

• Web CallObject Errors – Administrator enters a warning and alarm threshold for 
the number of CallObject kernal process errors for a business function activated 
through a web server, and the monitor alerts administrators if the threshold is 
exceeded. 

• UBE Runtime Limit – Administrator enters a warning and alarm threshold for the
maximum time (in minutes) that a UBE can run, and the monitor alerts 
administrators if either threshold time is exceeded. 

• XPIe Disk Low – Monitor alerts administrators if an XPI server port indicates it is 
low on disk space. 

Note that this task assigns an event to a port number – it assigns the event to all servers that 
sociated with the port number. If you want to customize a port number on one server

n event differently than other servers, you must complete the alternate task: 
mizing server ports.” 

ts to multiple server ports 

O
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On the SMC – Work with Events screen, click Activate next to the event you want to 
configure (in this example, Disk Percent Used). 

10. 

 

 

11. For each of the following events, enter a Warning Value and Alarm Value, or accept 

Event Parameter 

the default values: 

Disk Percent Used Number (in %) of disk space used.  

Kernal Outstanding Request Number of unprocessed kernal requests.  

Web CallObject Errors Number of CallObject kernal process errors for a business 
function activated through a web server.  

UBE Runtime limit Time (in minutes) that a UBE should normally take to 
complete. 
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12. Check the box next to each port number you want to monitor for this event. 

Note: 
The event will be monitored on every server you assigned to the selected port 
numbers. 

 
13. 

14. 

15. 

Click the Action button. 

Repeat this task to assign other events to port numbers. 

You can click on the Global View to see the current configuration. 

 

Adding statistics to multiple server ports 

Currently the only choice of monitoring statistics is the User Connection Graph. The User 
Connection graph is a bar chart showing the number of users connected to a server port as a 
function of time. In this task you can configure multiple server ports to view this graph. 

► To add statistics to multiple server ports 

 

On the SAW Home Page, select Work with Statistics from the Action field and click the Action 
button. 
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– Work with Statistics screen, click Activate next to User Connection Graph. On the SMC 

 

 

On the SMC – Activate Ports for Statistics screen, check the box next to each port number for 

Clic

You

which you want to include statistics. 

k the Action button. 

 can click on the SMC Global View icon to see the current configuration. 
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Once you ha s 
of administ
threshold ex

The e-mail an
profile
assign a p

same eve

► To add profiles to events 

 

Adding Profiles to events 

ve assigned events to server ports, you can assign e-mail and pager addresse
rators to each event so that they are notified when an error is detected or a 

ceeded with any of the server ports assigned to that event.  

d pager addresses of administrators are assigned to events as individual 
s. Each profile includes the administrator’s name and up to three addresses. When you 

rofile to a particular event, this profile becomes attached to all server ports to which 
that event is assigned. If you want to assign different profiles to different server ports for the 

nt, see the task titled “Customizing Server Ports.” 

16. On the SAW Home Page, select Work with Profiles from the Action field and c
Action button. 

lick the 
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On the SMC – Work with Profiles screen, verify that Add New Profile is selected, and 
click the Action button. 

17. 

 

ail 
l. However, if you do not enter an e-mail address in the 2nd and 3rd 

E-mail fields, make sure to delete the default values from these fields. 

19. Check each of the events for which you want the person to be notified. 

 

18. Enter the name and e-mail addresses of a person you want to include on the 
notification list. 

You must enter an e-mail address in the First E-mail field. The 2nd and 3rd E-m
fields are optiona
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Note: 
The person will be notified for every selected event on every server port to which the 
event is assigned. 

 
20. 

21. 

22. 

Click the Action button. 

Repeat this task to configure other profiles. 

You can view the current configuration in the SMC Global view. 

 

er Ports 

 and their events, statistics, and 
profiles without affecting other ports. For these tasks you must configure each port for each 

 with Ports from the SMC action field, you will affect the 
er. Instead, you must “drill down” 

into a particular server configuration and modify each port number and its associated 

 

Customizing Serv

In some cases you will want to modify individual server ports

server separately. If you select Work
configuration of every server that uses the same port numb

parameters individually.  
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► To change servers 

ge, select Work with Servers in the Action field, and click the action button. On the SAW Home Pa

 

Select one of 

To add a ser
1. Verify 

2. On the SMC 

3. Click the Acti

4. Contin

To remove a server 
Click Remove Server next to the server you want to delete. 

To mod tion 
1. Click Modify  server you want to modify. 

2. Change the fields as needed and click the action button. 

 

the following subtasks: 

• To add a server 

• To delete a server 

• To modify a server configuration 

ver 
that Add new Server is selected in the Action field, and click the Action button. 

– Adding new Server screen, complete the following fields: 

• Server Name 

• Description 

• Server OS 

on button to add the new server to the SMC configuration.  

ue with other tasks in this section to add ports, events, statistics, and profiles. 

ify a server configura
 Server next to the

► To change server ports 

On the SAW Home Page, select Work with Servers in the Action field, and click the action button. 
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In the row that lis

 

ts the server you want to configure, click Work with Ports for this Server.  

 

 

Select one of the following subtasks: 

• To add a port 

• To remove a port 

• To modify a port 

To add a port 
5. Verify that Add new Port is selected in the Action field, and click the Action button. 

6. On the SMC – Adding new Port screen, complete the following fields: 
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• Port Number 

7. Click the Acti

To remov
Click

To modi
3. 

4. Cha

► 

• Description 

• Server Type 

on button to add the new port to the SMC configuration.  

e a port 
 Remove Port next to the port number you want to delete. 

fy a port 
Click Modify Port next to the port number you want to modify. 

nge the fields as needed and click the action button. 

To change statistics on a server port 

ge, select Work with Servers in the Action field, and click the action button. 

ts the server you want to configure, click Work with Ports for this Server.  

 

 

On the SAW Home Pa

In the row that lis
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Click Work with statistics next to the port number you want to modify. 
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Select one of the following subtasks: 

• To add a statistic 

• To remove a statistic 

tistic 
Verify that Add new Statistic is selected in the Action field, and click the Action button. 

g SMC Statistic, click the Action button. 

Note: 

To add a sta
8. 

9. On Selectin

SMC currently includes only one statistic you can add. 

 

To delete a s
Click Remov

► 

tatistic 
e Statistic. 

To change events on a server port 

ge, select Work with Servers in the Action field, and click the action button. On the SAW Home Pa
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In the row that lists the server you want to configure, click Work with Ports for this Server.  

 

Click Work with Events next to the port number you want to modify. 
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Select one of the following subtasks: 

• To add an event 

• To remove an event 

To add an 
1. Verify 

2. On the SMC 

3. If the event in
config

4. Click the Acti

To delete an
Click 

To modi
5. Click 

6. Cha

► To change the profiles of a single event 

• To modify an event 

event 
that Add new Event is selected in the Action field, and click the Action button. 

– Selecting new SMC Event screen, select an event and click the action button. 

cludes threshold values, confirm the default values or modify them to suite your 
uration. 

on button. 

 event 
Remove Event next to the event you want to delete. 

fy an event 
Modify Event next to the event you want to modify. 

nge the fields as needed and click the Action button. 

On the SAW Home Page, select Work with Servers in the Action field, and click the action button. 
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In the row that lists the server you want to configure, click Work with Ports for this Server.  

 

 

Click Work w   port number you want to modify. 

 

ith Events next to the
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Clic vent you want to modify. k Work with Profiles next to the e

 

 

Select one of the following subtasks: 

• To add a profile 

1. Ver  selected in the Action field, and click the Action button. 

• To remove a profile 

• To modify a profile 

To add a profile 
ify that Add new Profile is
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2. On son you 
want to notify. 

3. Click the Action button. 

To d
Click Re  person you want to delete from the notification list. 

2.  the name and e-mail address as needed, then click the Action button. 

Adding new SMC Profile, complete the name and e-mail address(es) of the per

elete a profile 
move Profile next to the

To modify a profile 
1. Click Modify Profile next to the person whose profile you want to change. 

Change

Note: 
You can add new e-mail addresses, modify or delete an existing address, or change 

 

the person’s name. 

 
 

 Agent 

e SMC, you ca  SAW agent and begin monitoring the 
r ports. When the agen r ports, 

monitors the assigned events, and no  assigned users when a malfunction or warning 
threshold is crossed. The agent also collects and stores the statistical and event data in the 

se. 

Before you run the agent, it is importa our monitoring interval is longer than the time it 
server ports. The cycle time depends on the number 

of assigned server ports, the monitori mails it 
sends out. You can measure the cycl  running the agent manually from the 
command prompt and noting the start times for each subsequent cycle. You can change or 

ime on the SMC – Ad ifying SMC Settings 
earlier in this section. 

s an e-mail message to assigned users when it first detects a malfunction or 
event threshold, but does not send ad equent 
cycles unless a new threshold is exce a new event occurs. 

► To run the SMC agent 

Running the SAW

Once you conf
assigned serve

igur n then run the
t is started, it cycles through each of the serve
tifies the

SAW databa

nt that y
takes the agent to cycle through all the 

ng events, the statistics, and the number of e-
e time by

verify the cycle t vanced Settings screen. See Mod

The agent send
ditional messages for the same event on subs
eded or 

  SawAgent_

 of the current SMC file (for e

For UNIX® and

The script file for the SMC file that you create is created under the SAW database directory. 

For Windows 
The name of the file is: 

SMCFILE.bat 

Where SMCFILE is the name xample, saw.smc). 

 AS400 
The name of the file is: 

  SawAgent_SMCFILE.sh 
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Where SMCFILE is the name of the current SMC file (for example, saw.smc). 

For Windows 
Windows Explorer, ctory and double click on the 

SAW Agent script file. 

S400 
tabase directory and run the script by typing the name of the script and hit 

24. Make sure that the SAW database directory has full access rights for the user 
ll be running. 

The SMC Action field is a pull down menu of functions that help administrators configure and 
mon r  The action field is available at the top of most SMC screens. 
Alth g he functions in the Action field are discussed in detail in other sections that 
describe how to configure the server ports, this section gives a brief description of all the 
ava l

Action F d Description 

 

23. From go to the SAW database dire

For UNIX® and A
1. Go to the SAW da

return 

under which the agent wi

Performing SMC actions 

ito  ERP 8.0 servers.
ou h some of t

ilab e functions. 

iel  Function 
Work w S

Displays the Work with Servers configuration 
ith ervers 

screen 

k with Ports Wor
Displays the Work with Ports configuration 
screen 

Work with E

screen 

Wor  Statistics 
Displays the W
configuration screen 

Wor  Profiles 
Displays the Work with Profiles configuration 
screen 

Wor
 SM – creen – 

me page

Stop Monitoring All 
ivates all serv

so the agent will not r them.  
Servers/ports ar o
file. 

Start Monitoring All Servers 
Activates all servers file so 
the agent will m ito

Force Agent Cycle Manually restarts an a nt

Submit MC settings

vents 
Displays the Work with Events configuration 

k with
ork with Statistics 

k with

k with SMC 
Displays the
same as ho

Servers 
Deact

C  Global Settings s
. 

ers/ports in the SMC file 
 monito

e n t removed from the SMC 

/ports in the SMC 
on r them. 

ge  cycle 

Validates the S  you have entered 
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Action Field Function Description 
Advanced Settings ed SMDisplays the advanc C settings 

If the SAW agen
cancels the monitori

nni , stops the agent and 
le 

bal iew 

 screens 

Working with

SMC includes t u to view th
problems with t

• Work w

• Port Vie

• Table View 

e 

SMC G

These views ar eens b cl  
right side of the screen. 

 

Each view gives administrators a different perspec  them to 
perform unique functions: 

 SMC Views 

he following views that allow yo
he servers and processes: 

ith SMC 

w 

e status of each port and identify 

• Fram

• 

View 

lobal View 

e accessible from most SMC scr y icking the appropriate link on the

tive on the data and allows

Stop SAW Agent t is ru ng
ng cyc

SMC Global View Displays the SMC Glo  V

View Agent log files Displays agent logs 

Delete Agent log files Deletes agent logs 

Perform SMC Actions Access SMC configuration

View Description Available functions 

Work with 
SMC 

Displays the SMC configuration 
screens. 

• Access configuration screens 

Frame View* Lists all the servers/ports by the type 
of server (enterprise, web, XPI). This 
text-based frame view allows users 
to view the result of their requests in 
a separate frame in the same 
window. 

• Force Agent Cycle 
• Delete Agent logs 
• Perform SMC Actions  
• Display status of server ports (up or 

down) 
• Link to a monitoring interface that is 

specific to the server type (enterprise, 
web, XPI)  

• Display agent logs 
• Display event logs 
• Display User Connection Chart 
• Display statistics file 

Table View* Lists all the server ports by the • Force Agent Cycle 
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type of server (enterprise, web, 
XPI). Graphical interface 

• Delete Agent logs 
• Perform SMC Actions  

Port Vie n) 

SMC Globa
View 

• Start or stop monitoring all ports on a 
single server.  

• Display events and profiles for each 
server port. 

• Display global SMC settings 

illustrates the status of a server 
port. The result of the requests 
will be displayed in a new 
window. 

• Display status of server ports (up or 
down) 

• Link to a monitoring interface that is 
specific to the server type (enterprise, 
web, XPI)  

• Display agent logs 
• Display event logs 
• Display User Connection Chart 
• Display statistics file 

w* Displays an array of server ports 
by server name and port number. 
Graphical interface shows the 
status of each port. This view is 
only created by the agent if you 
enter a path for the HTML page 
secondary path on the Advanced 
Settings page.  

• Display status of each port (up or dow
• Link to a monitoring interface that is 

specific to the server type (enterprise, 
web, XPI)  

l Displays the contents of the 
entire SMC file and allows users 
to modify some of the settings. 

• Force agent cycle 
• Modify events and e-mail addresses 
• Start or stop monitoring all servers 

* Th nd Table View show the same information in different formats. 

The Work with SMC and SMC Global View screens are illustrated in previous sections. 
Frame View are shown in the screens below. 

e Frame View a

Examples of the Port View, Table View, and 
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Frame View 

 

 

Organized by server type at left frame. 

Result of requests displayed at the right frame. 

Table View 

Result of the request in a separate window. 
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Port View 

 

 

One server name per column.   

One port number per row. 

Result of the request in a separate window. 

Accessing the server monitoring interface 

From the Port View, Table View, and Frame View, you can access a monitoring interface for 
each server by clicking on the link for that server. Each interface allows you to monitor 
specific data and parameters for the selected server, and the interface is the same regardless 
of the view from which you start. Although the information available depends on the type of 
server being monitored (Enterprise, JAS, or XPI), the look and feel of each interface is the 
same.  

The screens below show the monitoring interface for each of the three types of servers. For 
more information on each of the three interfaces, refer to the following sections: 

• Monitoring ERP 8.0 Enterprise Servers from the Web 

• Monitoring ERP 8.0 JAS Servers from the Web 

• Monitoring ERP 8.0 XPIe Servers from the Web 
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 These sections include detailed descriptions of each of the screens and describe how to 
access various functions and views. 

Enterprise Server 
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Web Server 

 

 

rver XPI Se

 

 

Monitoring ERP 8.0 Enterprise Servers from the web 

ws you to use the web to monitor a ERP 8.0 enterprise 
serv . erver Monitor uses SAW APIs that have been converted to Java 
cod T  interface for the Enterprise Server Monitor, the JAS server calls 
new d prise 
server. 

The Enterprise Server Monitor allo
er The Enterprise S
e. o create the web
ly eveloped servlets, which in turn call SAW APIs to retrieve info from the enter
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To m n
you mu id host name and port number in the Enterprise Server Monitor 
wor a  the combo box to choose a view, and then click the Monitor button to 
view a  
server: 

• name and port number, such as sundev/6012 

• ice Pack 13.0 

• 

• 

Ser

The 8.0 
enterpri

o itor an enterprise server from the OW-XPI workspace, or from the sawent.html page, 
st enter a val

ksp ce. You use
 d ta. Each view contains a header with the following information on the enterprise

Enterprise server 

ERP 8.0 release, such as B733 - Serv

Server status, either up or down 

• Percentage of disk space used 

Server log file size, in kilobytes 

• Number of server log files 

• Size of log files, in kilobytes, of process currently running on the server 

ver Summary View 

 Server Summary view allows you to conveniently monitor the status of the ERP 
se server and the processes that are running on it. 

 

 

The Server Summary view displays in a table the following essential information on 
processes running on the server: 

• Process name 

• Log file information. Click the magnifying glass to view the process log file. 
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• Debug log file information. Click the magnifying glass to view the process debug file. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

The Serve
are mo

• 

• 

Note: 

Process ID 

Process status. A check mark indicates the process is active. If the entire row 
displaying information on the process is red and the status is ZOMBIE, the server 
process is dead. 

Total number of requests processed. 

Number of outstand requests for the process. An increase in this number indicates a 
potential problem with the process. 

Users of server processes. Click the magnifying glass to view the list of users 
connected to a kernal process. 

Zombie. Click the icon to remove the zombie process from the table. 

r Summary view displays the following essential information only if the server you 
nitoring supports them: 

Max #.  Maximum number of processes to be created on the server.  Click on the 
number to change the value. 

Trace.  Click on on_off to activate/deactivate the debugging for the process 

ed discussion of enterprise server processes that you monitor using SAW, see For a detail

Monitoring ERP 8.0 Server Processes in the chapter Monitoring ERP 8.0 with SAW on Windows 
NT in this section. 

 
You can view further details on server processes by clicking on the process name in a row of 

Clic he rver process name to view detailed information 
about network, kernel, and queue processes. 

When y cess info view appears. 

the table. 

Process Name 

k t  URL that identifies an enterprise se

ou click the URL, the Pro
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In a it
log d
running
resourc

A table displays the parameters for the process, with values for each. Many of these 

additional information: 

s, the time and 

• Parent ID of the process 

 Job ID of the process 

• Group ID of the process 

If the process is a security kernel or a CallObject kernel and there is a current user for the 
process, additional information appears. See the topic Users in this chapter for more details. 

You can view the log file and debug log file for a process by clicking the magnifying glass 
icon under the appropriate column in the table. 

 

dd ion to general server information, the Process info view also displays the size of the 
an  debug log files for the process you chose, as well as the total number of processes 

 on the server and the total number of running interprocess communication (IPC) 
es. 

parameters also appear in the Server Summary view. However, the view for a specific 
process contains some 

• Time and date the process started 

• Time and date the process was last active, or for zombie processe
date the process died. 

•

• User ID of the process 

• User name 
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Note: 

You can al

Dependin
informatio

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

If you choose a kernel process, the Process info view displays the following kernel-specific 
information: 

d of kernel process that is running. For example, 
the value of the index range parameter for a security kernel is 3. These values are 

 server's jde.ini file. 

• Number of outstanding requests for the process 

P 8.0 environment on the server on which the UBE is running 

• Name of the UBE batch queue and its number 

Log 

From the Server Summary view, you can view the log file for a server process by clicking the 
magnifying glass icon in the Log column of the table containing the process information. 

When you click the magnifying glass icon, an HTML page containing the log file appears. 

so view the log file or the debug log file for a process by clicking the magnifying glass 

icon in the appropriate row and column of the table in the Server Summary view. 

g on the kind of process that you choose, the Process info view displays additional 
n. For example, if you choose a network process, the Process info view displays 

the values for the following network messaging parameters: 

Time of the last message 

Total processing time, in milliseconds 

Total number of messages 

Average processing time 

Stream port, which is the connection port for the movement of data 

Data port, which is the transfer port for the movement of data 

Number of in connections 

Number of out connections 

Connection type (incoming or outgoing) 

IP address 

• Index range, which defines the kin

defined in the

If you choose a queue process, the Process info view displays the following queue-specific 
information: 

• Server on which the UBE is running 

• ER
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The HT
proces

ML page displays the log file with a header that contains the process name, the 
s ID, and the file size, in kilobytes. 

From the Se rocess by 
clicking ning the process 
information. 

When g log file 
appears. 

Debug 

rver Summary view, you can view the debug log file for a server p
 the magnifying glass icon in the Debug column of the table contai

 you click the magnifying glass icon, an HTML page containing the debu
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Users 

If you clic
view, the 

k a magnifying glass icon in the Users column of the table in the Server Summary 
Enterprise Server Monitor displays a User List.  
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e 
time the user connected to the process. 

s in the 
-

cess is not present in the operating system on the Server, 
the process will be listed in the process table until the Administrator removes it. 

w containing the summary information for a process that 
has died appears in red, and the Zombie parameter column contains a trash can icon. If you 

the 

All Log Files View 

If you click All Log Files in the combo box in the Enterprise Server Monitor workspace, the 
Log File Summary view appears. 

 

The User List contains the user name, the name of the user's machine, and if available, th

Zombie 

Zombie is the status of a process that dies on the server. When a process dies on the 
enterprise server, a mechanism on the server keeps the dead process in SAW registration 
shared memory and changes its status from Active to Zombie. The process appear
process list with a status of Zombie even if a process is created and dies between SAW data
retrieval cycles. Although the pro

In the Server Summary view, the ro

have SAW administrative rights, you can click the icon to delete the dead process from 
server. 
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The Log File Summary view displays the names of all the log files and debug log files on the 
me each file was created, and the size of each file, in kilobytes. You 

can use the combo box in the view to set the threshold file size for the files to be deleted. If 

 log file for a process, you click the URL in the Name column of the 
table in the Log File Summary view. An HTML page containing the file appears. A header on 
the page id

the trash can 

For info
Access

The Active Lo
proces

server, as well as the ti

you have SAW administrative rights, click the Delete button to start the deletion process. 

To view a log file or debug

entifies the file name and its size. 

If you have SAW administrative rights, you can delete a log file or debug log file by clicking 
icon in the Delete column of the table in the Log File Summary view. 

rmation on assigning SAW administrative rights, see the chapter Setting up Security 
 for SAW in this section. 

Active Log Files View 

g Files view displays log file and debug log file information only on those 
ses currently running on the server. 
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Dis

If yo c combo box of the Enterprise Server Monitor, the Disk Usage 

 

k Usage View 

u lick Disk Usage in the 
Summary view appears. 
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The Disk Usage Summary displays the followin
enterprise server you are monitoring: 

g information on the disks that make up the 

Disk name 

• Used space, in kilobytes 

• Free space, in kilobytes 

• Percentage of space used 

• Type of disk mount\ 

A g e 
is red, 80 pe isk has been used. 

Monitoring the ERP 8.0 JAS Servers from the Web  

The  a unified interface administrators can use to monitor 
proc  business functions running on enterprise servers 

eb Server Monitor, you can monitor, in real time:  

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

in:  

• 

• 

 
on a Java o
Server Admin

You use the 

server
Serv

monitori g from one web server to another by typing in the name of a different server.  

• 

• Volume ID 

reen line in the table indicates the disk on which the enterprise server is running. If a lin
rcent or more of the space on the d

 Web Server Monitor provides
esses on the web server and

connected to the web server. Using the W

Web server users and their use of the server  

JDENET connection pools to enterprise servers  

Business functions running on enterprise servers connected to the web server  

Drivers used by the web server to connect to data sources  

Log and debug files  

The Web Server Monitor provides a continuous stream of web server data that can aid you 

Troubleshooting  

Performance tuning  

The Web Server Monitor enables you to monitor a web server when you are running ERP 8.0
r HTML client. Thus, even with a light or zero client configuration that lacks the 

istration Workbench executable, you can monitor the web server simply by 
typing in the server's Universal Resource Locater (URL).  

Web Server Monitor Technical Considerations  

Web Server Monitor only for monitoring of web server activities. You cannot use 
it to monitor enterprise servers, although you can monitor the CallObject tasks that a web 

 submits to an enterprise server. For detailed monitoring of enterprise servers, use the 
er Administration Workbench.  

The Web Server Monitor will monitor only one server at a time, although you can change your 
n
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Accessing the Web Server Monitor  

Caution:  
The URL is case sensitive. If you enter characters in caps, a Page Not Found error appears.  

 
 

► To access the Web Server Monitor  

1. Log on to the internet and enter a URL in the address control with the following:  

• Name of the ERP 8.0 web server  

• Directory where the Web Server Monitor files are located  

Example: http://owweb1/jde/saw/sawWeb.html 

2. Press the Enter button.  

The Web Server Monitor form appears.  
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Configuring the Web Server Monitor  

Using th eb Server Monitor, you can set the values of four 
monitori e monitor's default values for the parameters:  

• CallObject Timeout, in minutes. The default setting is 1.5 minutes.  

• Maximum Host Pool, in number of enterprise server connections. The default setting 

0 kbytes.  

• .  

In addition, the Configure view contains a Flush OCM button. If the Object Configuration 
can click this button to flush the OCM cache. 
apping.  

Not

e Configure view of the W
ng parameters or accept th

is 50 connections.  

• Maximum JAS Log Retrieve Size, in kbytes. The default setting is 5

Maximum JAS Debug Log Retrieve Size, in kybtes. The default setting is 50 kbytes

Manager mappings on the server change, you 
Subsequent caching will reflect the new OCM m

e:  
The parameter values that you set in the Configure view are not persistent. You must reset 
them each time that you use the Web Server Monitor.  

 
 

► To configure the Web Server Monitor  

1. In the System Summary view of the Web Server Monitor, click the scroll b
choose Config.  

utton and 

The Configure view appears.  
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2. Click ype in new parameter values to make changes to the 
following controls:  

• 

• Maximum Host Pool  

• 

utton.  

Monitoring the Web Server System  

erver Monitor form initially displays system summary information for the web 
. The Sy  synopsis of the system's operations at the 

point in time that you access it. The page will refresh automatically.  

The System Summary view displays the following server operation data:  

Lengt

• The n  to the web server  

e n

• Information about enterprise servers connected to the web server  

• Statistical data on tasks performed by the virtual machine software  

, the g file exceeds 1 

The most detailed information in the System Summary view relates to the enterprise servers 
o t e 

table in the Sy

System 
le 

Description  

N

ax Waited  The number of users waiting. For example, if the maximum number of connections 
allowed, as defined in the server's jde.ini file, is 10, you see no value for the Max Waited 
parameter until the eleventh user tries to connect. The Max Waited parameter value then 

nnect, the value is 2, and so on.  

Waiting  

Cur

Bus ber of socket connections currently in use.  

CallObjs

 the scroll buttons or t

CallObject Timeout  

Maximum JAS Log Retrieve Size  

• Maximum JAS Debug Log Retrieve Size  

3. Click the Update button.  

4. To flush the OCM cache, click the Flush OCM b

After you click the Flush OCM button, the sentence above the button should read, 
"The OCM cache has 0 entries."  

The Web S
server stem Summary view offers a quick

• h of time the system has been running  

umber of users currently connected

• Th umber of web server users who have been active in the last 10 minutes  

In addition  System Summary view displays a warning message if the lo
mb in size.  

connected t he web server. The following table summarizes the information displayed in th
stem Summary view:  

Summary Tab
Parameter  
Host  ame of the enterprise server connected to the web server and port number.  

M

is 1. If another user tries to co

Number of users currently waiting for a socket connection. The parameter has no value 
until the number of users trying to connect exceeds the number of socket connections 
allowed by the server's jde.ini file.  

rent Size  Number of socket connections in the connection pool.  

y  Num

  Total number of business functions run on the enterprise servers while the system has
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been up.  

SysErrors  nctions running on the enterprise 

Timeouts  rvers. 

For more information on connections to the enterprise server, see Monitoring Connection 
Poo in ing on an 

ng 

To navigate to another view from the System Summary view or from any other view in the 
 the scroll button in the upper left-hand corner of the form. A 

nu displays each available view in the Web Server Monitor:  

Web Server Information Displayed  

User List  D

  D ted to the web 
server.  

Log Files  JAS.log, JASdebug.log file information; WebSphere application server information 
w

nt  P

Config  C

T Pool  D

JDBC Pool  Data on database drivers and pools of connections to the database.  

Virtual Clients  Data on clients using the HTML interface. The parameter represents a subset of the 
U  both the HTML and JavaApplet 
in

Out
Req
Thre

 

Monitoring Web Server Users  

The Sys  displays aggregate information about web server users. The 
nected to the web server. The list of 
rrently logged on. The Web Server 

Monitor updates the user data each time you click the Refresh button.  

You can use the User List view to view user data that is not displayed in the System 
Summary view:  

• The maximum number of users allowed on the server  

Total number of system errors logged from business fu
servers.  

Total number of business functions that timed out while running on the enterprise se

ls  this chapter. For more information on monitoring business functions runn
enterprise server connected to the web server, see Monitoring Business Functions Runni
on Connected Enterprise Servers, also in this chapter.  

Web Server Mo
drop-down me

nitor, you click

Monitor View  

ata on individual web server users.  

CallObject Info ata on business functions running on each enterprise server connec

ritten to the stdout and stderr files.  

Environme roperties of the platform's virtual machine, including its full version and path.  

onfiguration parameters for the Web Server Monitor. You can change these.  

JDENE ata on pools of enterprise server connections to the web server.  

ser List parameter; the User List includes clients using
terfaces.  

standing 
uests  

List of all users waiting for a response from the web server.  

ad List  List of all threads, thread groups, and thread pools running on the web server.  

 

tem Summary view
User List view displays data about individual users con
users displayed in this view includes users who are cu
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• The maximum number of users who have connected to the server at any point during 

• 

• 

• 

• 

followin

Parameter in 
of User Li
User Name  

Environmen

Display Type

Computer Name  The name of the user's workstation.  

Login Time  The time and date the user connected to the ERP 8.0 web server.  

Idle Time  

sers active in the last five 

Hos er has connected during the session. This 
parameter can be blank.  

Age

Ses

The table provides at a glance user information that can be useful in troubleshooting. For 
example, you might check the Agent ID parameter to see if the user has a browser that is out 
of date. You might also correlate problems with business functions running on an enterprise 
server with a particular environment.  

 

► To monitor web server users  

a session  

The number of user sessions serviced by the server  

The number of minutes a session can be idle before it times out  

The users who are currently active, meaning those who have not timed out of a 
session  

Active users who have accessed the web server in the last 10 minutes  

A table in the User List view displays parameters and values for each user session. The 
g table summarizes the information displayed in the table in the User List view:  

Table 
st View  

Description  

User's ERP 8.0 login ID.  

t  The path code and OCM mappings that define the particular environment in which the 
user is working, such as PDEVNIS2.  

  The way that the ERP 8.0 web page is displayed, such as HTML.  

The amount of time, in minutes, that a user has been inactive during a ERP 8.0 
session. The parameter value is "Active" for any user who has performed an action in 
ERP 8.0 within the last minute A row is shaded green for u
minutes.  

t  The enterprise server to which the us

nt ID  The workstation's browser type.  

sion ID  A unique numerical identifier for each user session.  

1. In the System Summary view of the Web Server Monitor, click the scroll button and 
choose User List.  

The Web Server Monitor displays the User List view.  
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eb server 
 run.  

The or 
each en ected to the web server. The information is displayed in a table.  

 

2. Click the Refresh button to get the latest user information.  

The Web Server Monitor displays information on users connected to the web server. 

3. Click on any table column heading to sort the column data.  

Monitoring JDENET Connection Pools  

The Web Server Monitor allows you to monitor socket connections made from the w
across the network to an enterprise server, where business functions

 JDENET Connection Pool Information view displays connection and messaging data f
terprise server conn
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nnection data displayed in the JDENET Connection Pool Information view and 
the System Summary view correlate. For example, the Current Size parameter value in the 
System Summary view represents the current number of socket connections made between

server and an enterprise server. The Connection Pool Information view also displa
nt Size parameter value.  

nnection Pool Information view also displays the maximum number of connections 
ade between the web server and the enterprise server, as well as the number 

waiting for a connection. Information on the volume of data and messages 

Note that co

 
the web ys 
the Curre

The Co
that can be m
of users 
transmitted and received is contained in another set of parameters:  

• Bytes Tx, the value of which represents the number of bytes transmitted from the 
connection socket  

• Bytes Rx, the value of which represents the number of bytes received from the 
connection socket  

• msgtx, which represents the number of JDENET messages transmitted from the 
connection socket  

• msgrx, which represents the number of JDENET messages received from the 
connection socket  

► To monitor connection pools  

1. In the System S
choose JDENE

ummary view of the Web Server Monitor, click the scroll button and 
T Pool.  

tion Pool Information view.  

2. Click the Refresh button to get the latest connection information.  

The Web Server Monitor displays connection and messaging information for each 
enterprise server.  

The Web Server Monitor displays the JDENET Connec
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Monitoring Business Functions Running on Connected Enterprise Serve

The Web Server Monitor maintains an ongoing, cumulative list of information a

rs  

bout each 
business function that runs on an enterprise server connected to the web server.  

n view displays data on each business function that has run on a 
terprise serv . The Web Server Monitor separates 

the business function data by enterprise server and presents the data in sortable lists.  

The CallObject Informatio
connected en er during a web server session

 

 

Not a list of business 
functions. Items in the list continue to accumulate until a server session ends. To make 
searchin
can disp nding order by amount of time required to run the business 
function, thereby displaying at the top of the list those that took the most time to run. These 
busi

The We  each 
enterpri

A table displays business function data for each enterprise server. Each table displays 
gen

• Total number of business functions run on the server  

• Number of timeouts that occurred during the running of a business function  

e th t the Web Server Monitor does not perform a periodic flush of the 

g easier, you can sort the items in the list by clicking a heading. For example, you 
lay the list in desce

ness functions might cause performance problems.  

b Server Monitor displays in red the total number of business function errors for
se server and the total number of errors for each business function.  

eral and cumulative information at the top:  

• Server name  

• Total number of system errors  
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The b
during a  The following table summarizes the information displayed for each 
business function in the CallObject Information view:  

Parameter in
Call
Call

Call led for processing on 

max
when it was called.  

minTime The minimum time, in milliseconds, that a business function took to run 
 was called.  

avgTime ge time, in milliseconds, required to run a business function.  

sysE The total number times a business function produced an error. If there is a 
value for this parameter, it appears in red.  

Timeouts  The total number of times that a business function timed out before 

The Call
progre er 

can inve

► 

 ta le also displays cumulative data about each type of business function that has run 
 server session.

 Table of Description  
Object Information View  
Object  Name of the business function.  

ed  Total number of times the business function was cal
the enterprise server.  

Time  The maximum time, in milliseconds, that a business function took to run 

  
when it

  The avera

rrors  

completion. If there is a value for this parameter, it appears in yellow.  

Object Information view also displays the number of business function processes in 
ss, if any. This number can be important for troubleshooting purposes. A large numb

of in-progress processes is an indication that the enterprise server is running slowly, and you 
stigate the possible causes.  

To monitor business functions running on connected enterprise servers  

In the System Summary view of the Web Server Monitor, click the scroll button and 
choose CallObject Info.  

The Web Server Monitor displays the CallObject Information view.  

Click the Refresh button to get the latest connection information.  

The Web Server Monitor displays connection and messaging information for each 
enterprise server.  

To find business function errors, choose an enterprise server and click the sysErro
column heading of the table.  

If the calls with errors are not grouped at the top of the table after you click the 
column heading, click the heading again.  

Click any of the other column headings to sort the parameter values.  

Monitoring Database Connection Pools  

1. 

2. 

3. rs 

4. 

The Jdbc Connection Pool Information view allows you to monitor web server connections to 
the database and the drivers that facilitate the connections.  

From the Jdbc Connection Pool Information view, you can view data on each available 
database connection, including:  
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• Last used, the value of which represents the number of seconds since a con
was last used  

nection 

since a connection was first created.  

The Jdb tion view contains a Pool Cleaner button, which, when you 
click it, kicks off a thread that goes through all the connections in pools and immediately runs 
a st m ool Cleaner program finds a 

nection that does not work, it replaces the connection automatically.  

ing 
e 

Valid connection string, which is the URL for the database  

• Valid database user ID  

The Jdbc Connection Information view displays connection information for the pool key you 
chose.  

• First access, the value of which represents the number of seconds that have elapsed 

c Connection Pool Informa

ate ent to determine the healthiness of each one. If the P
con

You can also view additional information about an individual database connection by click
the name of a pool key. The pool keys represent the database connections that meet thre
criteria:  

• 

• Valid database password  
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In addition to the connection string, database user ID, and database password, the 
Connec

• 

• 

• 

Note:  

tion Information view displays:  

Product information, which includes the database and version and driver and version  

Connection properties, which lists the database-specific properties used to establish 
the database connection  

Supports, which are the attributes of the connection  

 the Connection Information view indicating that a connection could not be 
hed means either that the connection criteria have not been met or that the data 

ce is unavailable. You might use this information in debugging if you are having trouble 
ng applications.  

Finally, you can view the list of database drivers that are available to the web server by 
 the Loaded Drivers heading.  clicking

A message in
establis
sour
runni

 

 

 

For mor ni 
Settings in the ERP 8.0 System Administration guide.  

► To 

e information on database connections see Understanding Java Server jas.i

monitor database connection information  

1. In the System Summary view of the Web Server Monitor, click the scroll button and 
choose JDBC Pool.  

The Jdbc Connection Pool Information form appears.  
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2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

You can m
you can vie

• A log file summary, which displays the size of all logs and the last time they were 

formation on Java Application Server functions and 
records server errors  

ements that were used  

• The stdout file, which displays all of the outputs written by Java applications, 
s and business function processes running on the 

WebSphere Application Server  

• h displays the error output from the main WebSphere servlet Java 
process  

 

Click the Refresh button to get the latest additions to the files.  

To view information on an individual database connection, click the name of a 
connection string under the Pool Key column.  

To view information on database drivers used to make connections, click Loaded 
Drivers.  

If you are experiencing database problems, scroll to the bottom of the view and click 
the Pool Cleaner button.  

Monitoring Web Server Log Files  

onitor web server log files from the Web Server monitor. From the Log File view,
w:  

 

written  

• The JAS.log file, which contains in

• The JASdebug.log file, which contains detailed information on the tasks running on 
the Java Application Server, including the SQL stat

including instantiation of servlet

The stderr file, whic
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You n  of the JDENET 
messag

Caution

 ca  also enable the Net Trace function, which offers a detailed view
es. You must enable JASdebug.log to enable Net Trace.  

:  
g both JAEnablin Sdebug.log and Net Trace produces very large files, which could degrade 

server performance. Do not configure the Web Server Monitor to write these files unless you 

 

are performing a specific debugging task.  

The Log Files view contains buttons you use to access log files and log file summaries.  

 

 

imum size of the JAS.log and 

tation, and they cannot be retrieved. Do not 
delete the files unless you have administrative privileges.  

► To monitor web server log files  

You configure the Web Server Monitor to determine the max
JASdebug.log files that can be retrieved.  

You can also delete JAS.log and JASdebug.log files. However, if you do so, the files are 
deleted from the server, not from your works

1. In the  vi lic
choose Log Files.  

The Web Server Monitor displays the log file summary.  

 System Summary ew of the Web Server Monitor, c k the scroll button and 
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2. Click  to es

3. Click the JAS Log or Debu he entire ja g file.  

 To tro  the log file  text file and perfo n 
"error."  

nabl g and Ne

the Refresh button  get the latest additions to the fil

g Log buttons to view t

.  

s.log or jasdebug.lo

4. ubleshoot , click inside the rm a keyword search o

► To e e Debug.lo t Trace  

the sawLogButtons.jsp file
w\ directory.  

is typically in the 

value

• bo

s to "true," a

olean includeDele

:  

Buttons = true  

3. Clic Save.  

g and D

, as should

1. On the web server, locate , which 
\b7\internet\dist\jdewww\sa

2. Open the sawLogButtons.jsp file, locate the following parameters and change the 
s follows

te

• boolean includeTraceOnOffButtons = true  

k 

These parameter changes will also enable the Delete JAS Lo elete Debug 
Log buttons in the Log File view of the Web Server Monitor.  

4. In the Log File view, choose the Debug Log option.  

The Debug Log and Net Trace options should both be visible  the Delete 
buttons for both JAS Log and Debug Log.  

You can enable Net Trace only if you have enabled the Debug Log option.  

elete JAS Log and Delete Debug Log files are visible in the Log File 

► To delete log files  

5. If you want to enable Net Trace, choose the Net Trace option.  

6. Make sure the D
view.  

7. Click the Refresh button to update the file.  

1. In the System Summary view of the Web Server Monitor, click the scroll button and 
choose Log Files.  

th on to g st additions 

3. To dele ick the Delete JAS Lo tton.  

4. To delete the JASdebug.log files, click the Delete Debug Log button.  

Troubleshooting with the We  

The available Web Server Monitor views offer data that can be useful to administrators in 
otenti o ists Web S itor parameters that you 

can monitor for troubleshooting purpo

W ver Monitor 
View(s)  

Parameter Meaning  
tion  

MaxWaited  System 
S  
P

Number of users demanding socket 
co ceeds the n
de rameter 
has a value.  

Graphic user interface 
presentation might be too 
slow.  

2. Click e Refresh butt

te the JAS.log files, cl

et the late to the files.  

g bu

b Server Monitor  

spotting p al problems. The foll wing table l erver Mon
ses:  

Parameter  eb Ser Possible Problem 
Indica

ummary/JDENET
ool  

nnections ex umber 
fined in jas.ini if this pa
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Log file size  S W ppear
file s 1 mb.  

Numerous error messages 
might be in the log  

U Us r.  Browser might be out of 
date.  

In Progress  CallObject 
In

Many business functions currently 
ru rise serv
parameter value for the "In 
Pr e is anything 
ot None."  

Enterprise server is 
running slowly, possibly 
because of problems with 
business functions.  

Connection could 
not be established  

Connection 
Information (JDBC 
Pool)  

M the server 
ha ecting to the 
database.  

Connection parameters 
might be wrong or the data 
source is unavailable.  

Troubleshoot path if 
processing problems 
occur.  

java
machine upgrade if 
processing problems are 

Locations of Key Parameter Values for Web Server Monitor Settings  

The  displayed by the Web Server Monitor are defined in various locations 
in the ERP 8.0 system.  

The plays selected Web Server Monitor parameters, the Web Server 
Monitor  each is displayed, and the ERP 8.0 location where each Web Server 
mon typically defined.  

Web
Monitor View  

ERP 8.0 File Where Property Is  

Defined  

System Summary  Heap Memory java.mx  C:\WebSphere\AppServer\properti

Con

Con   Maximum Host Pool  [JDENET]  

maxPoolSize=  

jas.ini file  

Syst

parameter)  

RVER

serviceNa

ile  

ystem Summary  arning message a s only if 
 size exceed

Agent ID  ser List  er's browse

formation  nning on enterp er if the 

ogress" messag
her than "

essage appears only if 
s a problem conn

java.class.path  Environment  Virtual machine path.  

.fullversion  Environment  Version of virtual machine.  User might need virtual 

occurring.  

 parameter values

 following table dis
 view in which

itor parameter is 

 Server Parameter  ERP 8.0 Property  

Allocated by VM (Java 
Virtual Machine)  

es  

figuration  CallObject Timeout  [JDENET]  jas.ini file  

enterpriseServerTime
out=  

  

figuration

em Summary  Host    Object Configuration Manager 
table (F986110)  

System Summary  Port (displayed 
together with Host 

[SE ]  jas.ini f

meConnect 
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User List  Max users allowed  [OWWEB

MAXUse

User List  Session Timeout  [CACHE]

UserSess

 Jdbc URL  [JDBC U

construct
follows:  

Monitoring OneWorld XPIe Servers from the Web 

The On onitor an XPIe Broker 
Ser . n Java code, and ERP 8.0 
use onitor. 

To m n ou must enter a valid host name and port number in 
the One From the combo box in the workspace, you 
can cho

 Broker Summary 

ypes 

 Client Groups 

s Administration and Analysis Tools guide. 

Server. The broker provides essential system services, such as 
receiving, sending, and queuing events. Events are messages sent to and received by 

To view broker summary information, enter a host name and port number in the XPIe Server 

The Broker Summary view appears. 

er Summary view contains a table w lues of which 
nformation about one or more broker ble 

he parameters and offers a brief ex

Parameter in Table of Broker Summary View Para et

]  jas.ini file  

r=  

  jas.ini file  

ion=  

Jdbc Connection
Information  

RL]  

ed as 

jas.ini file  

<environment>=<jdbc
url|type|owner|user|pa
ssword>  

eWorld XPIe Server Monitor allows you to use the web to m
ver The server-monitoring APIs for ActiveWorks are available i
s them to provide the OneWorld XPIe Server M

o itor a OneWorld XPIe server, y
World XPIe Server Monitor workspace. 
ose from five views: 

 Event T

 Client States 

 Broker Logs 

For detailed information on using ActiveWorks' server administration tools, consult the 
ActiveWork

Broker Summary View 

The Broker Summary view allows you to monitor information about one or more brokers 
running on the Broker 

resources in the system, including client workstations and other servers. 

Monitor workspace, then choose Broker Summary from the comb box and click the Monitor 
button. 

The Brok ith various parameters, the va
provide i s running on the server. The following ta
identifies t planation of each one: 

m er Meaning 
ber of the broker. 

 na e of the broker. The default name is Broke
Number The num
Broker Name The m r 

# 1. 
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Broker Host The Brok r is running. er Server on which the broke
t o brokers that share information about ev

d client groups. 
Description A full description of the broker, provided when the 

broker is installed on the server. 
Event Types r. Types of messages received and sent by the broke

Information a

Territory A se f ent 
types an

Client States bout a client maintained by the broker. 
Clients connect to brokers. 

nt Groups A list of all client groups on the broker. A client groupClie  
is a set of properties shared by broker clients. 

The Event Types, Client States, and Client Groups parameter columns contain magnifying 

he XPIe Server Monitor workspace. For more information on these 
parameters, see the topics Event Types View, Client States View, and Client Groups view in 

nnections 

• Number of SSL connections 

erver n which s running by clicking the Server 

Event Types View 

An event type defines the properties of an eve
he event's unique name, and a storag  

ord "events," when it is used in discussi
corresponds to the word "messages," as that 
Server Monitor. Events are messages exchan  
an event might be processing a purchase order. To process a purchase order, the client and 

and 
nt Types view appears. 

The Event Types view contains a table with various parameters, the values of which provide 
nt types handled by the broker. The following table identifies the 

parameters and offers a brief explanation of each one: 

Para

glass icons you can click to view more detailed information on each one. Each of these 
parameters has its own view, which you can also access from the comb box in the Broker 
Summary view or in t

this chapter. 

The Broker Summary view also displays: 

• Number of non-SSL (Secure Sockets Layer) co

• Highest number of non-SSL connections 

• Highest number of SSL connections 

• Server disk space, in megabytes 

You can view details about the s  the broker i
Statistics URL. 

nt, including the data fields that the event 
carries, t e type, which defines how the broker stores
the event. 

The w ng the XPIe Server Monitor, roughly 
word is used in discussing the Enterprise 
ged by resources in the system. For example,

broker communicate. 

When you choose Event Types in the combo box of the XPIe Server Monitor workspace 
click the Monitor button, the Eve

information about the eve

meter in Table of Event Types View Parameter Meaning 
Event Name The unique name of the event. 
Description A description of the function of each event. 

age Type An event attStor ribute that determines how the event is 
stored in the broker. Storage types are: 

t. 
ersistent, which means that events are 

stored on disk usin

• Guaranteed, which means that events are 
stored on disk using a logged commi

• P
g operating 
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asynchronous input/output. 

stored in memory. 
• Volatile, which means that events are 

Time to Live The amount of time that an event type can exist in 
the broker. 
The names and types of each dat
event type. 

r each event type by clicking on the magnifyin
glass icon

ield name for the event type, as well as the field 

Client Groups Vie

A client g rticular properties. For examp
define  broker. 

 box of the XPIe Server Monitor wo

Fields a field within the 

You can view information on the data fields fo g 
 in the Fields column. 

The Event Types Fields view appears. 

The Event Types Fields view identifies each f
type, such as string. 

w 

roup is a set of broker clients with pa le, a client group 
s the server on which clients access the

When you choose Client Groups in the combo rkspace and 
click the Monitor button, the Client Groups view appears. 

 contains a table with various parameters, the values of which provide 
information about the client groups that provide control of client access to the broker. The 

Para

The Client Groups view

following table identifies the parameters and offers a brief explanation of each one: 

meter in the Client Groups View Meaning 
Client Group Name The name of the client group. Each group has a 

ger. 
specific set of properties defined using the 
ActiveWorks Mana

ACL Access Control List, which is a list of SSL certificates 
ntities with permission to access the 

broker or create a client within a client group. 
that define the e

Can Publish t a client group can publish. The event types tha
Can Sub s that a client group can subscribe to. scribe The event type

Additional statiStatistics stics on the client group, such as how 
long the group has been on the server and how 

vents have been published by clients that 
to the group. 

many e
belong 

Click the magnifying glass icon in the ACL, Can Publish, Can Subscribe, and Statistics 
hese parameters. For more information 

about publishing and subscribing to events, consult the ActiveWorks Administration and 

 

t state is information maintained by the broker about a client connected to the server. 
mpl

When you choose Client States in the combo box of the XPIe Server Monitor workspace and 
e Mo

nt S  
information 
parameters and offers a brief explanation of each one: 

columns to view additional information about each of t

Analysis Tools documentation. 

Client States View

A clien
For exa e, the client group to which a client belongs is a client state. 

click th

The Clie

nitor button, the Client States view appears. 

tates view contains a table with various parameters, the values of which provide
about the clients connected to the server. The following table identifies the 
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Parameter in the Client States View Meaning 
Identifier A unique identifier for the client connected to the 

server. 
Client Group The client group to which the client belongs. 
App. Name The name of the application that describes the 

client's connection to the server. 
Access Label 

ient 
. 

Indicates, if appropriate, the value of the access 
label required for a client to connect to the cl
group to which it belongs

Authenticator The name of the certification authority that issued 
the certificate if SSL is enabled for the client. 

Can e 
d 

for a client can be set. 

 Share Indicates whether state sharing is enabled. If stat
sharing is enabled, the number of sessions allowe

High Seq. The highest published sequence number used by 
the client. 

Max Shared Connections The maximum number of server connections that the 
client can share. 

Owner Name The client's owner's user name. 
Ses

view detailed session information. 

sions Information about a client session. Click the 
magnifying glass icon in the Sessions column to 

Bro

erver Monitor to view a broker log containing information about 
 the server during a specified time. You can view all log messages, or 

you s, or information messages. 

the combo box of the XPIe Server Monitor workspace and 
er Log view appears. 

You can u

• 

• 

• 

Click the Vie

The Serve
stand

Application  
Work with 
Servers  

Work with 
Server 
Processes  

rt 

Work with 

ker Log View 

You can use the XPIe S
events that have run on

 can limit your view to warnings, alert

When you choose Broker Log in 
click the Monitor button, the Brok

se the combo boxes in the Broker Log to specify: 

The starting date from which you want to view log files 

The maximum number of entries you want to view 

The type of file you want to view 

w Log button to see the log file entries. 

Monitoring ERP 8.0 with SAW on the AS/400  

r Administration Workbench (SAW) for the AS/400 uses the menu structure that is 
ard to the AS/400 interface. Through this interface, SAW provides access to the 

following information:  

Description  

This option allows you to view ERP 8.0 services running on different ports on the same 
server or on other servers.  

This option provides the ability to start, stop, and view ERP 8.0 services for the local po
and host only. Otherwise, this option allows viewing only of ERP 8.0 services. You can 
view information for other servers that run on the same port as the host server, but you 
can only start and stop services that run on the host server.  

This option allows you to view information about general ERP 8.0 resources on a server,
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Serv
Resources  

 disk space resources, such as CPU utilization and 
disk availability.  

Wor
Serv
Files  

s. 
From this menu, you can view and delete the log files.  

Wor
Server I i

This option starts the Source Entry Utility (SEU) to allow you to view and change settings 
wise, this option is not 
rs.  

Note:  

er such as locks and resource users, and

k with 
er Log 

This option provides a list of all log files for ERP 8.0 network, kernel, and batch processe

k with 
NI F le  in the local jde.ini file on the local port and host only. Other

displayed. You cannot access jde.ini files on remote serve

The nam
form in SAW.  

 

e of the current server and the port for the host server appear at the top of every 

Accessing SAW  

ccess the Server Administration Workbench (SAW) from the command line.  

Before You Begin  
SAW must reside in your ERP 8.0 system library in the library list before you can 
access SAW from the command line.  

To access SAW  

You can a

 

► 

On the command line, enter SAW.  

in menu appears.  The SAW ma
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Monitoring Remote ERP 8.0 Servers  

The t you monitor 
p on the local port and host to run SAW.  

► 

 Work with Servers application allows you to change the server and port tha
using SAW. ERP 8.0 services do not need to be u

To monitor remote ERP 8.0 servers  

From the SAW main menu, choose Work with Servers.  

h Servers form appears.  

1. 

The Work wit

 

2. Enter a new server name in the field.  

When a valid server name and port are entered, the ERP 8.0 Server Administration 
Workbench screen displays the new server name and port shown.  

Starting, Stopping, and Displaying ERP 8.0 Server Processes  

The Work with Server Processes form allows you to start or stop the local ERP 8.0 server 
and to display the ERP 8.0 processes currently running for any server on the network. You 
can only start or stop services for the local server on the local port where SAW was invoked. 
To start or stop services on remote servers, you must work with the server directly.  

Note:  

 

The menu options for starting and stopping ERP 8.0 server processes do not appear when 
you switch the host or port using the Work with Servers option.  
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► To start ERP 8.0 processes on a server  

1. From the SAW main menu, choose Work with Server Processes.  

The Work with Server Processes form appears.  

 

 

2. Choose Start ERP 8.0 Processes.  

If ERP 8.0 processes have already been started, this option will not appear on the 
form.  
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► To stop ERP 8.0 processes on a server  

1. From the SAW main menu, choose Work with Server Processes.  

The Work with Server Processes form appears.  

 

 

2. Choose Stop ERP 8.0 Processes.  

Caution:  
Use caution when you stop ERP 8.0 processes on a server to avoid interrupting 
important server processes.  

 
If ERP 8.0 processes are not active or if the host or port were not the default when 

 

starting SAW, this option will not appear on the form.  
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► To display ERP 8.0 server processes  

From the SAW main menu, choose Work with Server Processes.  

h Server Processes form appears.  

1. 

The Work wit

 

The Display ERP 8.0 Processes form appears. On this form you can view information 
sses, and queue processes. You can also 

s. When you display ERP 8.0 
processes for the host server, you can end the processes and display detail 
information about the processes.  

You can filter, sort, and view different information on this form by using key 
commands and function keys. Press F1 to see a list of these options.  

 

2. Choose Display ERP 8.0 Processes.  

about kernel processes, network proce
display and delete logs for the ERP 8.0 processe
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3. If you are viewing processes for the host server, enter 5 in the Opt field in front of a 
n about the process.  

► To p .0 server processes  

process to view detail informatio

dis lay and delete log files for ERP 8

1. rver Processes.  

The Wo cesses form appears.  

2. 

From the SAW main menu, choose Work with Se

rk with Server Pro

Choose Display ERP 8.0 Processes.  

The Display ERP 8.0 Processes form appears.  
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3.  the Opt field in front of a process, enter one of the following values:  

• Enter 9 to delete all log files for the process  

In

• Enter 7 to view the log file  

• Enter 8 to view the debug log file  

Note: 
If you view log files for a remote server, you see only the data available at the time 
when you open the log. As a process continues, the system might add data to the log 
after you open the file. Reopen the log file at a later time to determine whether the 
system data.   added new 

 

► To end individual ERP 8.0 server processes  

  Note:
You c s 
for rem

 

an only end ERP 8.0 processes for the host server. You cannot end processe
ote servers.  

1. From 

The Work with Server Processes form appears.  

 8.0 Processes.  

the SAW main menu, choose Work with Server Processes.  

2. Choose Display ERP
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The Display ERP 8.0 Processes form appears.  

 

 

Enter 4 in the Opt field in front of the process that you want to stop.  3. 

AW stops the process and then refreshes the form.  

Displaying Server IPC and Disk Space Resources  

The Work with Server Resources form provides information about current IPC resources and 
disk space information on the server. The IPC resources available for viewing are:  

Resource  Description  
Message queues 
(MSG)  

A message queue allows one process to pass packets to another process.  

Single Write 
Multiple Read 
(SWMR)  

SWMR is a lock that allows only one writer to change data, but multiple readers can 
access the data. The system grants reader locks if no outstanding writer locks exist. 
The system grants writer locks if no outstanding reader locks exist.  

Shared memory 
(SHM)  

Shared memory is a segment of memory that appears in the address space of more 
than one process. For example, network processes might use a shared memory 
segment to monitor what processes exist and the status of those processes.  

Mutual exclusion 
(MTX)  

A mutual exclusion lock, or a mutex lock, allows only one process to hold the lock. This 
is the most common type of lock.  

If ERP 8.0 is down on the local port and local host, and you try to display local IPC resources, 
you will come out of SAW.  

S
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► To display ERP 8.0 IPC resources  

From the SAW main menu, choose Work with Server Resources.  

h Server Resources form appears.  

1. 

The Work wit

 

2. Choose Display ERP 8.0 Resources.  

The Display ERP 8.0 Resources form appears.  
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You can filter and sort information on this form by using key commands and function
keys. Press F1 to see a list of these options.  

display disk space resources  

 

► To 

1. From the SAW main menu, choose Work with Server Resources.  

The Work with Server Resources form appears.  

2. Choose Display Disk Space Resources.  

If you display disk space resources for the host server, disk space resource 
information appears in the Display System Status (DSPSYSSTS) utility.  

The following form provides an example of Display System Status:  
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If you display disk space resources for a remote server on the network, the Display 
Disk Space Resources form appears to display the disk space resource information. 
You can sort information on this form by using key commands and function keys. 
Press F1 to see a list of these options.  
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The following form is an example of Display Disk Space Resources:  

 

 

Displaying, Printing, and Deleting Server Log Files  

You can use the Work with Server Log Files option in SAW to access all log files available on 
a given server.  
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► To display, print, and delete server log files  

1. From the SAW main menu, choose Work with Server Log Files.  

The Work with Server Log Files form appears.  

 

 

This form displays all log files for network, kernel, and batch processes. SAW 
measures the size of the log files in Kilobytes.  

You can sort information on this form by using key commands and function keys. 
Press F1 to see a list of these options.  

2.  the Opt field in front of a process, enter one of the following values:  

• Enter 4 to delete the log file  

Note: 

In

• Enter 5 to view the log file  

• Enter 6 to print the log file  

If you view log files for a remote server, you see only the data available at the time 
when you open the log. As a process continues, the system might add data to the log 
after you open the file. Reopen the log file at a later time to determine whether the 
system added new data.  
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Modifying the Server jde.ini File  

s access to the jde.ini file for the server that you are using. You can view and 
modify settings in the jde.ini file only on the local host and local port. You cannot administr
the jde.ini file on remote servers.  

To modify the server jde.ini file  

From the SAW main menu, choose Work with Server INI File.  

This option starts the Source Entry Utility (SEU) editor. Within this editor, you can 
view and modify the local jde.ini file.  

or appears with the jde.ini file displayed.  

SAW provide
ate 

► 

1. 

The SEU edit

 

 

2. View and modify the jde.ini file as necessary and then press F3 when you finish.  

The Exit form for the SEU editor appears.  
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Y in the Change/Create Member 
field.  

Monitoring ERP 8.0 with SAW on UNIX  

The r  to the following information:  

• 

ny 

• 

. You can 
er, but you can 

• 

urces on a 
ch as disk 

• 

, and batch 

 

3. Save your modifications to the jde.ini file by entering 

You can disregard the modifications by entering N in this field.  

 Se ver Administration Workbench on UNIX provides access

Work with Servers  

This option allows you to view ERP 8.0 services running on other servers on a
port.  

Work with Server Processes  

This option provides the ability to start, stop, and view ERP 8.0 services
view information for other servers that run on any remote host serv
only start and stop services that run on the local host server.  

Work with Server Resources  

This option allows you to view information about general ERP 8.0 reso
server, such as locks and local resources, and disk space resources, su
availability.  

Work with Server Log Files  

This option provides a list of all log files for ERP 8.0 network, kernel
processes. From this menu, you can view and delete the log files.  
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• 

view and change 
. You cannot access JDE.INI files on remote servers.  

Note:  

Work with Server INI File  

This option starts the Source Entry Utility (SEU) to allow you to 
settings in the local JDE.INI file

The nam p of every 
form in SAW.  

 

e of the current server and the port for the host server appear at the to

commended terminal to use when you monitor your configuration with SAW is xterm 
m 80 columns and 24 lines (default).  

Accessing SAW  

ccess SAW from the command line.  

To access SAW  

You can a

► 

On the command line, enter the following command:  

The re
with a minimu

 

saw.sh  

Mo o

This ap
on the r

► To 

nit ring Remote ERP 8.0 Servers  

plication allows you to change the server that you monitor using SAW. The services 
emote server can run on any port number.  

monitor remote ERP 8.0 servers  

From the SAW main menu, choose Work w1. ith Servers. 
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You can either use the arrow keys to move focus to the appropriate option and press 
Enter or enter the number of the option on the command line.  

The Work with Servers form appears.  

 

2. 

erver name, the name of the server replaces the previous 
server in the upper left corner of the form.  

If you enter a server name that does not exist on the current port, or if the network 
e process after fifteen seconds. You need to 

reset the server using Work with Servers.  

The Work wit .0 server 
and to displa on the 
netwo op services 
on other 

► 

 

Enter a new server name and port number.  

When you enter a valid s

fails to make a connection, SAW stops th

Starting, Stopping, and Displaying ERP 8.0 Server Processes  

h Server Processes form allows you to start or stop the local ERP 8
y the processes currently running for any server and port number 

rk. You can only stop kernel and queue services on the local server. To st
servers, you must work with the server directly.  

To start a ERP 8.0 server  

From the SAW main menu, choose Work with Server Processes.  

You can either use the arrow keys to move focus to the appropriate
Enter or enter the number of the option on the command line.  

1. 

 option and press 
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The Work with Server Processes form appears.  

 

 

Choose Start ERP 8.0 Processes.  

If the server is already running, the Stop ERP 8.0 Processes option appe
while the Start ERP 8.0 Processes option appears in a normal font.  

To stop a ERP 8.0 server  

2. 

ars in bold, 

► 

1. From the SAW main menu, choose Work with Server Processes.  

The .   Work with Server Processes form appears
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2. Choose the Stop ERP 8.0 Processes option.  

pears in 

► 

If the server is not currently running, the Start ERP 8.0 Processes option ap
bold, while the Stop ERP 8.0 Processes option appears in a normal font.  

To display ERP 8.0 server processes  

From the SAW main menu, choose Work with Server Processes.  

h Server Processes form appears.  

1. 

The Work wit

 

 

Choose Display ERP 8.0 Processes.  

The Display ERP 8.0 Processes form appears. On this form you can view detail
information about kernel processes, network processes, and queue proc
can also display and delete logs for the ERP 8.0 processes. When you displ
8.0 processes for the local host server, you can end the processes.  

You can modify the appearance of this form by using key commands an
keys. Press F1 to see a list of these options.  

2. 

ed 
esses. You 

ay ERP 

d function 
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s. 
 example of detailed information for a kernel process:  

• Option 5 allows you to view more detailed information about the chosen proces
The following screen is an

 

 

cess help form are valid for both 

t

• All other options on the Display ERP 8.0 Pro
local and remote servers.  

No e:  
You . For example, press Shift + 
G o  list or the beginning of the 
list respectively.  

 

 only need to press the key to perform the command
r Shift + H and you automatically go to the end of the
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u are viewing processes for the host server, press 5 to view detail inform
ut the selected process.  

 

3. If yo ation 
abo

► To nd delete log files for ERP 8.0 server processes  display a

1. 

Processes form appears.  

2. hoose Display ERP 8.0 Processes.  

.  

3. 

 form is 

size of the file 
s 

 Press the "R" key to change the maximum time allowed for a UBE process to 
run.  

From the SAW main menu, choose Work with Server Processes.  

The Work with Server 

C

The Display ERP 8.0 Processes form appears

Choose a process, then do one of the following:  

• Press 7 to view the log file.  

Allows you to view the jde.log for the chosen process. If the size of the file you 
want to view is larger than the maximum allowed size, a confirmation
displayed before viewing this file.  

• Press 8 to view the debug log file.  

Allows you to view the jdedebug.log for the chosen process. If the 
you want to view is larger than the maximum allowed size, a confirmation form i
displayed before viewing this file.  

• Press F4 to view the jdedebug file using vi.  

• Press 9 to delete all log files for the process.  

• Press the "A" key to delete all log files for all processes.  

On the confirmation form that appears, enter Yes.  

•
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The value is entered in minutes. The default value is 2880 minutes (48 hours). If 
a UBE process runs for more than this value, the process is marked with the 

nly used in SAW 
es not interfere with the execution 

their execution time exceeds this 

llisions allowed for a kernel 
process.  

 is marked with letter 

the 
n of the process. Kernel processes with the number of collisions set 

larger than this limit are not stopped by the interface.  

A collision occurs when a kernel is processing a manual commit request and the 
r the same process. If a 

is information can be a 
warning for that kernel. The warning can mean the kernel process is taking too 

s not 
normal to have a high number of collisions for a kernel while additional manual 

or the same kernel. For collisions, the number of 
the 

nd inserts it into its own list.  

letter R and will be underlined in the process list. This value is o
to monitor the execution time for UBEs and do
of the UBE. UBEs are not stopped by SAW if 
time limit.  

• Type c to change the maximum number of co

If the number of collisions exceeds this number, the process
C and underlined in the process list. This value is used only in SAW to monitor 
the number of collisions for a kernel process and does not interfere with 
executio

server receives additional manual commit requests fo
kernel's number is much larger than other kernels, th

long to process the commit request and other requests are waiting for the same 
kernel. Kernel process collisions are harmless and normal. However, it i

commit requests wait f
outstanding kernel requests does not increment. The kernel process pulls out 
request a

Note:  
When you view a log file, press the Space key for the next page of the file. Type q to 
stop viewing the log.  

 
The ll ample of a log file:   fo owing form provides an ex
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► To stop individual ERP 8.0 kernel and queue processes  

From the SAW main menu, choose Work with Server Processes.  

The Work with Server Processes form appears.  

Choose Display ERP 8.0 Processes.  

The Display ERP 8.0 Processes form appears.  

Choose the process to stop and press 4. Enter Yes to confirm.  

Option 4 is valid only for the local server. This option allows you to stop a kern
jdequeue process. This option is not active for a remote server or for jden
processes.  

SAW removes the process and then refreshes the form.  

Displaying Server IPC and Disk Space Resources  

h Server Resources form provides information about current IPC reso

1. 

2. 

3. 

el or 
et 

The Work wit urces and 
disk space information on the server. The IPC resources available for viewing are:  

• Message queues (MSG)  

A message queue allows one process to pass packets to another process on the 

• 

ders can 
r locks exist 

• 

ss space of 
red 

 those processes.  

• 

ck. 

This se

• 

• Display disk space resources  

► To display ERP 8.0 IPC resources  

same host.  

Single Write Multiple Read (SWMR)  

SWMR is a lock that allows only one writer to change data, but multiple rea
access the data. The system grants reader locks if no outstanding write
and grants writer locks if no outstanding reader locks exist.  

Shared memory (SHM)  

Shared memory means that a segment of memory appears in the addre
more than one process. For example, network processes might use a sha
memory segment to monitor what processes exist and the status of

Mutual exclusion (MTX)  

A mutual exclusion lock, or a mutex lock, allows only one process to hold the lo
This is the most common type of lock.  

ction consists of the following tasks:  

Display ERP 8.0 IPC resources  

1. From the SAW main menu, choose Work with Server Resources.  

The Work with Server Resources form appears.  
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Choose Display ERP 8.0 Resources.  

splay ERP 8.0 Resources form appears.  

2. 

The Di

 

 

You can modify the appearance of this form by using key commands and function keys. 
Press F1 to see a list of these options. 
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► To display disk space resources  

1. From the SAW main menu, choose Work with Server Resources.  

2. Choose Display Disk Space Resources.  

The Display Disk Space Resources form appears.  

The Work with Server Resources form appears.  

 

 

SAW measures disk space in KB. You can modify the appearance of this form by 
sing key commands and function keys. Press F1 to see a list of these options.  

Note:  

u

The und e represents the ERP 8.0 disk resource for the current server.  

 

erlined disk resourc
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Displaying, Printing, and Deleting Server Log Files  

se the Work with Server Log Files option in SAW to access all lo
rver.  

To display, print, and delete server log files  

From the SAW main menu, choose Work with Server Log Files.  

h Server Log Files form appears.  

You can u g files available on 
a given se

► 

1. 

The Work wit

 

 

This
proc f 
the 

1 to see a list of options for this screen.  

2. 

• Press 4 to delete one or more log files on the server.  

To get a list of options explaining how you can remove files, press the F1 key. 
When log files are removed, they are marked with <Deleted> in the log list at the 
end of each line. These files are marked <Deleted>, but they are not actually 
deleted until you refresh the form by pressing the F5 key. This allows you to undo 
a remove if necessary. Once you choose F5 to refresh the form, the files are 
deleted from the server.  

The following form shows how log files look after they have been marked for deletion but 
before F5 is chosen.  

 form displays all log files for currently running network, kernel, and batch 
esses including log files for previously run processes. SAW measures the size o

log files in KB.  

Press F

Choose a log file, then do one of the following:  
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o the remove by 
sing F5, 

The number is entered in kilobytes. Log files can be big on the server and 
choosing to view them, especially if you are monitoring a remote server, can be 
time consuming. Before viewing or transferring a log file, SAW checks the log 

ze limit, SAW verifies that you do want to 
view the file.  

 

• Press 5 to view the log file.  

• Press 6 to print the log file.  

• Type b to remove all log files bigger than the current size limit.  

The current size limit appears at the top of the form. You can und
pressing b again before refreshing the form. Once you refresh the form u
the files you marked are deleted from the server.  

• Type l to set the size limit for retrieving log files.  

file's size. If the log file exceeds the si

Note:  
When you view a log file, press the Enter key for the next page of the file. Type q
to stop viewing the log. You can press F

 key 
4 to view the chosen file using vi.  
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Working with the Server JDE.INI File  

SAW provides access to the local JDE.INI file. You can view and modify settings in the 
JDE.INI istrate the JDE.INI file on remote 
servers.  

 file only on the local server. You cannot admin

► To modify the server JDE.INI file  

1. 

The Work

From the SAW main menu, choose Work with Server INI File.  

 with Server INI File form appears.  

 

 

A form appears that lists the settings for the JDE.INI section.  

If you don't know the section in which a variable resides but you know the name of 
 a search on the variable. SAW returns a list of 

s.  

3. Choose a setting and then press F6.  

The Changing Value for Current Variable form appears.  

4. Enter a new value for the setting and then press any key to return to the settings list.  

Press the left arrow key to return to the sections list.  

2. Choose a section and then press Enter.  

the variable, press F7 to perform
sections in which the variable reside

5. 
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► To edit the server JDE.INI file  

From the SAW main menu, choose Work with Server INI File.  

The Work with Server INI File form appears.  

Press F8.  

opens to display the full JDE.INI.  

1. 

2. 

The vi editor 

 

 

Change the JDE.INI file as necessary and then save and quit vi.  

ine manual for the commands available in the vi editor. To access the manu
type man vi at the UNIX prompt.  

To turn on or turn off debugging  

From the SAW main menu, choose Work with Server INI file.  

The Work with Server INI File form appears.  

3. 

Note:  
See UNIX onl al, 

 

► 

1. 

2. Press F5.  

g you that debugging was either turned on The Turning Debug On/Off form appears, informin
or off.  
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3. Press F5 again to reset debugging to the previous setting.  

 

 

► To change the port number of the server  

1. I File.  

The Work with Server INI File form appears.  

2. 

The Changing Port Number Value form appears.  

From the SAW main menu, choose Work with Server IN

Press F6.  
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3. Enter a new port number.  

The JDE.INI file immediately reflects the changed port number, but you must stop 
and restart the server to access information based on the new port number.  

Monitoring ERP 8.0 with ERP 8.0 Knowledge Module  

oss large networks and a variety of third-party software packages, including J.D. 
Edwards ERP 8.0. The PATROL console offers a single interface for data monitoring and 

If you are using PATROL to monitor your system, you can use the ERP 8.0 Knowledge 
 (O tor the processes on your ERP 8.0 server. OWKM uses a command 

terface (CLI) to call JDESAW APIs, which retrieve server information and return the 
data to the CLI. The CLI, in turn, sends the information to OWKM, which displays the 

matio

The following table lists the components of the OWKM solution and summarizes the role of 

Component Role  

JDESAW  D
lo

OWKM  Program that sends a request from a ERP 8.0 administrator to a CLI, receives the returned 

CLI  
Standalone, running program that receives a ERP 8.0 administrator's request from OWKM, 

BMC Software has a product called PATROL, which allows companies to monitor and detect 
errors acr

collection across an entire distributed enterprise.  

Module
line in

WKM) to moni

infor n on the PATROL console.  

each component:  

ynamic link library containing SAW APIs, which retrieve data about OW servers running 
cally or remotely.  

server data, and displays the data in the PATROL console.  

calls JDESAW APIs, receives server data from the JDESAW APIs, formats the data, and 
sends it back to OWKM.  
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System and network administrators can read and analyze on the PATROL console the 
following types of information about ERP 8.0 servers:  

• Whether a process on the server is active or inactive  

• les, number of print queue log 
files, total log files, server log file size, total log file size, server log file percentage, 

d total log file percentage  

• Total number of server processes  

• CLI statuses of OK, no data, partial data, or corrupted data  

• nd processing time  

• For network processes, the process status, processing time, incoming connections, 

, the total number of resources and 

ree space, used space, and percentage of disk used  

• For each instance of ERP 8.0, whenever applicable, the time variations of these 

n, 
ommands for each component to gather additional data about each 

  

Op

You n s using OWKM and the PATROL console regardless of the 
operatin m differ 
slightly.

The following table summarizes the operating system considerations for monitoring ERP 8.0 
and PATROL.  

Operating 
Sys

Consideration  

AS/4

Win  NT  To monitor ERP 8.0 servers running on Windows NT, you can either install PATROL on the 
rver and monitor the local server, or you can use a remote workstation with a 

ERP 8.0 install of PATROL.  

UNIX  l PATROL on the 
monitored server and monitor the local server, or you can use a remote workstation with a 

R  PATROL.  

Adding OWKM Files to the PATROL Environment  

You add the
or UNIX system, by running an installation script.  

Log files for a process, including number of server log fi

print queue log file percentage, an

For kernel processes, the process status, outstanding requests, a

and outgoing connections  

• For interprocess communication resources
number of resources for each type  

• For disk resources, f

parameters, displayed in a graph  

The PATROL console, as it is used to monitor ERP 8.0 servers, displays icons for each 
server component. You can double click these icons to monitor each component. In additio
you can choose OWKM c
one.

erating System-Specific Considerations  

 ca  monitor ERP 8.0 server
g system you use. However, the monitoring setups for each operating syste

  

servers with OWKM 

tem  

00  Because PATROL has not been developed for AS/400 systems, you monitor the AS/400 
server by using PATROL and a ERP 8.0 client install from a Windows NT workstation.  

dows
monitored se

To monitor ERP 8.0 servers running on UNIX, you can either instal

E P 8.0 install of

 OWKM files to the PATROL environment automatically, on either a Windows NT 
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► To add OWKM files to the PATROL environment automatically  

 the installation script.  1. Run

T, run the script called OW_install_km.bat with the name 
ECTORY as the argument of the script:  

cd: c:\b7 wkm\psl  

OW s .bat <PATROL_DIRECTORY>  

For
PAT

cd c:/u10/oneworld/system/owpatrol/owkm/psl  

OW s PATROL_DIRECTORY>  

Loading OWKM Files  

This proced KM files so the SYSTEM_SETUP icon appears 
in the PATROL console. Once ERP 8.0 and PATROL are set up, you will use this icon to 
access  i our servers. This procedure needs to be done only once to 

► To load OWKM files  

For Windows N
PATROL_DIR

\system\owpatrol\o

_in tall_km

 UNIX, run the script called OW_install_km.sh with the name 
ROL_DIRECTORY as the argument of the script:  

_in tall_km.sh <

ure explains how to load the OW

the nformation about y
configure your system.  

1. 

2. 

console. If you 
se Skip All to bring up the 

 and PATROL, you must use the 
PATROL ce you have entered the 
require L console. You can monitor 
informatio

► To add a host  

On the PATROL console, choose File, then Load KM.  

Choose OW_ALL.kml.  

The SYSTEM_SETUP icon should appear in the PATROL 
accidentally repeat this procedure at a later time, choo
SETUP icon.  

Adding a Host  

Before you can monitor ERP 8.0 servers using OWKM
console to enter information about the host machine. On

d information, an icon for the host appears in the PATRO
n about the host by double clicking its icon.  

1. On the PATROL console, from the Hosts menu, choose Add.  

2. On the Add Hosts form, complete the following fields:  

the name of the local workstation.  

From the list, choose the name of the operating system for the local workstation.  

• Host Name  

Enter 

• Computer Class  

• Connection Mode  
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This option specifies the network protocol for the agent. If you started PATROL in 
operator mode, this field is disabled. If you started PATROL in developer mode, 

s.  

specifies the mode of communication with the PATROL console. Use 

ed by PATROL to run on the system. It is 
y the ERP 8.0 server. Use the default 

value unless there is a conflict. If there is a conflict, choose an unused port 

Reen

you can check this option to change the alarms and other feature

• Protocol  

This option 
the default value.  

• Port  

This option specifies the port number us
not the same as the port number used b

number.  

• Username  

Enter your network user name.  

• Password  

Enter your network password.  

• Verify Password  

ter your network password.  

 

 

3. Clic

4. e click the PatrolMainMap icon or expand the node.  

An host that you added appears in the PATROL 
console.  

Adding a

Before y  .0 servers using OWKM and PATROL, you must enter 
information about each server. After you enter the information, an icon for each server 
appears in t

k OK.  

In the PATROL console, doubl

icon labeled with the name of the 

 ERP 8.0 Server  

ou can monitor ERP 8

he PATROL console.  
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► To add a ERP 8.0 server  

1. In th e MainMap icon, then choose:  

• 

• 

2. In th tion and click 
Execute.  

The d onitored Server form appears.  

e PATROL console, right click th

• KM Commands  

Configure  

ERP 8.0 Monitored Servers  

e Configure ERP 8.0 Monitored Servers form, choose the Add op

 Ad  ERP 8.0 M

 

 

3. In the Add ERP 8.0 Monitored Server form, complete the following fields:  

• Host Name  

Enter the name of the local or remote server.  

• Port Number  

Enter the server's port number.  

• Web Server  

Choose this option if you are monitoring a web server.  

• ERP 8.0 Userid  

Enter your ERP 8.0 ID.  
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• ERP 8.0 Password  

Enter y assword.  

• JDE Base Path  

Enter t directory on your local workstation. The 
CLI, which communicates with any local or remote server that you monitor, is 

lle
d:\b7\s 15/oneworld/system.  

After you a
indicating t one server.  

figuring OW

e add
ROL console. equently the CLI retrieves 

data from the server or the maximum log size you want to retrieve.  

onf
change them. Othe  that they revert back to default status each 
time you restart PATROL.  

Persistent settings are:

• Max Log Size to Retrieve  

isplay  

• Send Alarm Event When Server Bounced  

• UBE Alarm Timeout  

Nonpersistent settings are:  

• 

• Preserve Non-Error Log Files  

our ERP 8.0 p

he path to the ERP 8.0 installation 

insta d under this directory. For example, for Windows NT, you might enter 
ystem. For UNIX, you might enter /u

4. Click OK.  

dd a server to be monitored, OW_SYSTEM is added to the MainMap icon, 
hat you have configured at least 

Con KM  

After you hav
PAT

ed ERP 8.0 servers for monitoring, you can configure OWKM from the 
You configure OWKM to set, for example, how fr

 

Some OWKM c iguration settings are persistent, meaning that they remain until you 
rs are nonpersistent, meaning

  

• Max Log Lines to D

Data Request Timeout  

• Log Request Timeout  
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The following table lists and briefly describes each OWKM configuration parameter:  

OWKM Conf
Parameter  

Data Requ e range is 1 to 

Log Request T nge is 1 to 

Preserve Non-
Files  

CLI retrieves data from the server. 
 create a large number of 

Max Log Siz
Retrieve  

he CLI retrieves from 
ytes.  

Max Log Line
Display  

he PATROL console. 

Send Al
Server Bounced  

ed. Default is off.  

UBE Alarm T u set. Range is 1 to 2,880 

Use Defaults  ation parameter 

► 

iguration Explanation  

est Timeout  Number of seconds to wait to retrieve data from the server. Valu
300 seconds. Default is 30 seconds.  

imeout  Number of seconds to wait to retrieve log files from the server. Value ra
300 seconds. Default is 180 seconds.  

Error Log Creates a JDEDEBUG log file each time the 
Use for debugging purposes only, as the CLI process will
files in your system. Default is off.  

e to Determines how many bytes from the bottom of the log file t
the server. Range is 100 to 2,000 kbytes. Default is 100 kb

s to Determines how many lines of a log file will be displayed in t
Range is 100 to 10,000 lines. Default is 5,000 lines.  

arm Event When Sends an alarm whenever a server you are monitoring is bounc

imeout  Sends an alarm if a UBE runs longer than the value yo
minutes. Default is 60 minutes.  

Retrieves and sets default values for each configur
after you choose the option and click OK. Default is off.  

To configure OWKM  

•

1. In the PATROL console, right click the OW_SYSTEM icon, then choose:  

 KM Commands  

The ER . appears.  

• Configure  

• ERP 8.0 KM (CLI)  

P 8 0 KM Configuration form 
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ing 

• Log Request Timeout  

• Send Alarm Event When Server Bounced  

• UBE Alarm Timeout  

3. If you want to retrieve the default values for each setting, choose the Use Defaults 
option and click OK.  

4. Review all configuration settings and click OK.  

 

2. In the ERP 8.0 KM Configuration form, make any necessary changes to the follow
configuration settings:  

• Data Request Timeout  

• Preserve Non-Error Log Files  

• Max Log Size to Retrieve  

• Max Log Lines to Retrieve  

• Use Defaults  
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Enterprise Server Components Monitored by OWKM  

After you add a server to be monitored by OWKM and PATROL, the PATROL console 
 se  expand the server name node or double click the 

icon to r nitored components. A yellow, blinking component icon indicates 
ning statu d, blinkin o

runs out of sp disk icon b he Disks icon node, the disk that 
has run out of lin  r

The follow g d briefly describes each monitored enterprise server component 
and briefly de t PA

Component  Expl  

CLI_Status  Indicates if the CLI is communicating with the server. If the status is OK, communication is 
operly. If t re

ic em.  

Detailed 
s  

mmary inf a

Disks  Displays disk usage on the

INI  w  view the E  

Logs  Displays all the log and de enerated by ERP 8.0 server processes.  

p rmation a u  
et, jdequeue y.  

Resources  p  abou rprocess communication resources, such as shared 
mem age qu

TR L le also displa
ce s. You can ble 

click a su m o view info
node, you reveal nodes for each le click an icon for a particular 
disk, you can view detailed s s  
percent used, free space, and used space on the disk.  

  

ome icons in the PATROL console. KM Commands give 
you additional monitoring options for selected server components.  

Note:  

displays the name of the
eveal the mo

rver. You can

war s. A re g c mponent icon indicates alarm status. For instance, if a disk 
links red. If you expand tace, the 

 space also b ks ed.  

in  table lists an
scribes wha TROL and OWKM monitor for each one:  

anation 

occurring pr he  is a CLI error or the server is down, the CLI_Status icon blinks to 
ind ate the probl

Statu
Provides su orm tion of all the other components.  

 server.  

Allo s users to
necessary.  

RP 8.0 server jde.ini file. SAW administrators can edit the file, if

bug log files g

Processes  Dis lays info bo t ERP 8.0 processes monitored on each server, including business
, replication, SAW, Scheduler, and securitfunctions, jden

Dis lays information
ory, mess

t ERP 8.0 inte
eues, and semaphores.  

The PA
Resour

O  conso ys subcomponents of the Disks, Logs, Processes, and 
 expand the node for each of these components and dou
rmation about it. For example, if you expand the Disks 

disk on the server. If you doub

s component
bco ponent t

tatu  information about the disk, as well as data about the

Monitoring Enterprise Servers Using KM Commands

The KM Commands menu item is a ERP 8.0-specific addition to PATROL features. The 
menu appears when you right click s

You can choose any available enterprise server component for monitoring by right cl
the server ico

icking 
n and choosing KM Commands and View.  
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The following table lists and summarizes the KM Commands options for each enterprise 

Compon  

Server  

• Detailed 
  

• View: Allows user to choose an individual server component and 
view information about it.  

ediately rather 
than waiting the normal time of one minute.  

• Stop Monitoring: Deletes the server from the list of servers to be 
monitored by PATROL and OWKM.  

• Detailed Status: Displays information on Disks, Logs, Processes, 
and Resources components in one form.  

Disks  • View  • View: Allows user to view a list of disks and the percentage used 
for each. Choose a disk and click View Details for host, port, path, 
mount point, and usage data.  

INI  s users only to view the server's jde.ini file.  
 users with SAW administrator privileges to edit the 

Logs
• Detailed queue logs. Users can sort, select, and delete logs. Select an 

xecute to view the log.  
• Detailed Status: Displays log type, file count, and disk usage 

Processe

r Missing 

s list of processes with options to view details, view 
error log, view debug log, or delete logs.  
Detailed Status: Displays process ID, type and name of each 
process.  

s Alarms: Allows an administrator to delete 
 for failed processes.  

Resourc
• Detailed 

View: Displays list of resource names and types. Select a resource 
and click View Details to view additional information about the 

esses used, the time, and the state of 
s unlocked.  

Monitoring ERP 8.0 Enterprise Server Components  

Afte  the PATROL console to monitor ERP 
8.0 

Mo nents from the PATROL Console  

You can monitor the components of each enterprise server that you have added for 
monitori

server component in the PATROL console:  

ent KM Commands Comments  
Parameters  

• View  
• Refresh 

Parameters  • Refresh Parameters: Gets server information imm
• Stop 

Monitoring  

Status

• Detailed 
Status  

• View  
• Edit  

• View: Allow
• Edit: Allows

server's jde.ini file.  

  • View  • View: Displays lists of log files, debug files, server logs, and print 

Status  individual log and click E

information.  

s  • View  • View: Display
• Detailed 

Status  • 

• Clea
Process 
Alarms  

• Clear Missing Proces
blinking (alarm) icons

es  • View  • 

Status  resource, including the proc
the process, such a

• Detailed Status: Displays each resource name and type.  

r you have configured OWKM, you are ready to use
enterprise server components.  

nitoring ERP 8.0 Enterprise Server Compo

ng.  
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► To monitor ERP 8.0 enterprise server components from the PATROL console  

In the PATROL console, double click the OW_SYSTEM icon.  

Double click an enterprise server icon to view the components monitored by PATROL
and OWKM.  

Double click one of the following component icons to view its status:  

• CLI_Status  

• Detailed Status  

• Disks  

• Logs  

• Processes  

• Resources  

Enterprise Server jde.ini File  

If you have SAW administrator privileges, you can edit the enterprise server's jde.ini file from 
console. Without administrator privileges, you are permitted only to view the file. 

To edit the enterprise server jde.ini file  

1. 

2.  

3. 

Editing the 

the PATROL  

► 

1. On the PATROL console, double click an enterprise server icon.  

2. Right click the INI icon and choose:  

ver's jde.ini file appears.  

3. Edi ile.  

Monito erver Log Files  

You can c files for each enterprise server that you monitor from the 
PATROL co o sort and select the files using options in the ERP 8.0 Server 
Log File

► To 

• KM Commands  

• Edit  

The enterprise ser

t and save the f

ring ERP 8.0 Enterprise S

 a cess and view the log 
nsole. You can als

s form.  

monitor ERP 8.0 enterprise server log files  

1. On the PATROL console, double click an enterprise server icon.  

2. Right click the Logs icon and choose:  

r Logs  

The ERP 8.0 Server Log Files form appears.  

• KM Commands  

• View  

• All Serve
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3. f the list of logs, choose one of the options in the form:  

  

• Sort by Name  

• Select by Number  

r log file or debug file appears in the PATROL console.  

5. To search the file, right click inside the file, choose Find and enter a word to search 
nd a direction to search, either up or down.  

ember that the maximum size of the file you can retrieve when you use 
OWKM. If the size of the file you want to retrieve 
econfigure OWKM and increase the value of this 

To change the view o

• View Log

• Sort by Size  

• Sort by Date  

• Reverse Selections  

• Clear Selections  

4. To view a log file, select the log, choose the View Log option, and click Execute.  

The ERP 8.0 web serve

for, such as "Error," a

Note: Rem
this form is set when you configure 
exceeds this size, you will need to r
parameter.  
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Viewing r a ERP 8.0 Enterprise Server Process  

You can mo P 8.0 enterprise server process and view the related log files.  

► To w  a ERP 8.0 enterprise server process  

 Log Files fo

nitor a ER

vie  log files for

1. se a server whose processes you want to monitor and 
double click the icon.  

2. Double click the Processes icon.  

3. Right click a process and choose:  

og File  

ATROL displays the contents of the log file or debug log file.  

 8.0 Enterprise Server Process  

ld 

r process  

In the PATROL console, choo

• KM Commands  

• View  

• Log File or Debug L

P

Deleting Log Files for a ERP

You can delete the log or debug log files for a ERP 8.0 enterprise server process. You shou
do this periodically to free up space on your disk.  

► To delete log files for a ERP 8.0 enterprise serve

1. In the PATROL console, select a process whose log file you want to delete.  

se:  

es if you are sure you want to delete the file.  

Vie g  Disk Information  

You can view disk information for each server you monitor from the PATROL console.  

► To 

2. Right click the process icon and choo

• KM Commands  

• Delete  

• Log File or Debug Log File  

3. In the Confirmation form, click Y

win  ERP 8.0 Enterprise Server

view ERP 8.0 enterprise server disk information  

On the PATROL console, double click the icon for the serve
you want to view.  

Right click a disk icon and choose:  

• KM Commands  

• View  

The ERP 8.0 Disks form appears.  

Select the name of a disk and click the View Details button.  

The Disk Detailed Status form appears, containing th

• Host  

• Port  

1. r whose disk information 

2. 

3. 

e following disk information:  
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• Name  

• Volume  

• Used space  

• Free space  

• Percent used  

• Mount Point  

4. Click OK to exit the form.  

Note:  
Clicking Detailed Status after KM Commands launches the Detailed Status form, 
which allows you to view disk name, mount point, used space, free space, and 
percent used.  

 

Changing Alarm Ranges  

Some server component settings have alarm ranges that are adjustable by administrators. 
The alarm settings determine when a component will blink yellow, indicating a warning status, 

ange the alarm status, you must run the 
.  

► To change alarm ranges  

or blink red, indicating an alarm status. In order to ch
PATROL console as a developer, not as an operator

1. Log on to PATROL as a developer.  

2. On the PATROL console, click the KM tab.  

3. Expand the Knowledge Module and Application Classes nodes.  

4. C

5. Expand the Parameters node.  

D

The Parameter Properties form appears.  

hoose an Application Class, such as OW_FILESYS, and expand the node.  

6. ouble click a parameter.  
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7. Click the Alarm Ranges tab.  

8. Change the alarm ranges by making any necessary adjustments to the following 
controls:  

• Border, which is the range of valid values for the alarm  

• Alarm 1, which sets the range for a warning  

You can use PATROL and OWKM to monitor web servers as well as enterprise servers. 
When you add a web server to be monitored, the PATROL console again displays the name 

 or 
OL console again indicates a warning status for a 

component with a yellow, blinking icon, and an alarm status for a component with a red, 

nitoring ERP 8.0 Web S

You can us B  and  server components, including 
logging files, us d conn ti

Web Server C M n

 

The following table lists each mo  briefly describes what 
PATROL and OWKM monito r

  E l   

tus  I ca CLI is com
occur erly. If ther inks to 
indicate the problem.

Detailed P vi mary in

Server Status  Indica her the e

Connection 
Pools  

Provides information on a e 
web server.  

Users  Displays information on all the users connected to the web server.  

subcomponent icon to view more information about it. For example, if you expand the 
rs connect 

to th terprise server, you 
can w l as data on the 
num

• Alarm 2, which sets the range for an alarm  

9. Click Apply.  

of the server, and you can view the monitored components by clicking the server icon node
by double clicking the icon. The PATR

blinking icon.  

Mo

Component

CLI_Sta

Status  

erver Components  

e MC PATROL
ers, an

OWKM to monitor web
ec on pools.  

omponents o itored by OWKM  

nitored web server component and
r fo  each one:  

xp anation

ndi tes if the 
ring prop

municating with the server. If the status is OK, communication is 
e is a CLI error or the server is down, the CLI_Status icon bl

  

ro des sum formation for all the other components.  

tes whet  w b server you are monitoring is running or not.  

ll the ERP 8.0 enterprise servers that users connect to through th

The PATROL console also displays subcomponents of the Connection Pools and Users 
components. You can expand the node for each of these components and double click a 

Connection Pools node, you reveal nodes for each each enterprise server that use
rough the web server. If you double click an icon for a particular en

 vie  detailed status information about the enterprise server, as wel
ber of business functions running on that server.  
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Monitoring  KM Commands  

The KM o m is a ERP 8.0-specific addition to PATROL features. The 
menu a ht click some icons in the PATROL console. KM Commands give 
you additional monitoring options for selected web server components.  

Note:  

Web Servers Using

 C mmands menu ite
ppears when you rig

You can choose any available web server component for monitoring by right clicking the 

 

server icon and choosing KM Commands and View.  

The following table lists and summarizes the KM Commands options for each web server 
component in the PATROL console:  

Component  KM Commands 
a

Comments  

Server  •   
• te  
• Set Logging 

Parameters  

• Detailed 

• View: Allows user to choose an individual web server component 
and view information about it.  

• Delete: Allows user to delete the log file and debug log file for the 
nitored web server.  

r JAS 

• Stop Monitoring: Deletes the server from the list of servers to be 
 by PATROL and OWKM.  

• Detailed Status: Displays information on Users and Connection 

Con
Pools  • Detailed 

ys list of enterprise servers connected to the web 
server. Select an enterprise server and click View Details for a list 

 functions running on the enterprise server.  
• Detailed Status: Displays in one form business function data for all 

ver.  

Users  •

• ed 
  

View: Displays list of users logged on to the web server, by user ID 
and machine name. Select a user and click View Details for 
additional user data.  

tailed Status: Displays in one form data about each user logged 
on to the web server, including user ID, web server host, 

ame, 
and machine name.  

► To monitor ERP 8.0 web server components from the PATROL console  

P rameters  
 View
 Dele

Flags  mo

• Refresh • Setting Log Flags: Allows user to enable or disable logging fo
and network files.  

• Stop 
Monitoring  

• Refresh Parameters: Gets server information immediately rather 
than waiting the normal time of one minute.  

Status  monitored

Pools components in one form.  

nection • View  • View: Displa

Status  of all business

enterprise servers connected to the web ser

 View  • 

 Detail
Status

• De

enterprise server host, environment, log-in time, browser n

Monitoring ERP 8.0 Web Server Components from the PATROL Console  

You can monitor the components of each web server that you have added for monitoring.  

1. In the PATROL console, double click the OW_SYSTEM icon.  

 by PATROL and 

3. Dou ollowing component icons to view its status:  

• CLI_Status  

2. Double click a web server icon to view the components monitored
OWKM.  

ble click one of the f
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• Connection Pools  

• Detailed Status  

• 

• 

Monitor

or web server logs in the PATROL console. You 
access the files from the web server icon.  

Server Status  

Users  

ing ERP 8.0 Web Server Log Files  

There is not a separate component icon f

► To monitor ERP 8.0 web server log files  

1. In the PATROL console, right click the server icon and choose:  

 File  

e .0 web server log file or debug file appears in the PATROL console.  

2. , choose Find and enter a word to search 
for, such as "Error," and a direction to search, either up or down.  

You can d mmand to 
delete the file

► 

• KM Commands  

• View  

• Logs  

• Log File or Debug

Th  ERP 8

To search the file, right click inside the file

Deleting ERP 8.0 Web Server Log Files  

elete ERP 8.0 web server log and debug logs. Again, you access the co
s from the web server icon.  

To delete ERP 8.0 web server log files  

In the PATROL console, right click the server icon and choose:  

• KM Commands  

• Delete  

• Log File or Debug File  

In the Confirmation form, click Yes if you are sure you want to delete the file.  

ing Flags  

ing Flags parameter allows you to enable or disable the log files fo
 and for the network. Note that you cannot view the web network files from

console. When you view the log files for the server, the PATROL cons
notifies you that the the network trace is turned on.  

1. 

2. 

Setting Logg

The Set Logg r the JAS 
server  the 
PATROL ole simply 

► To set logging flags  

1. In the PATROL console, right click the server icon and choose:  

ogging Flags  

• KM Commands  

• Set L
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2. In the Set Web Log Flags form, choose the following options if you want to enable 
JAS and network server logging:  

Monitor

You can monitor the users who are currently logged on to ERP 8.0 web servers. You can 
sele ou can view, in a single form, 
data b

► 

• Enable Java Server Log  

• Enable Net Server Log  

3. Click OK.  

An Information form notifies you whether or not the flag was set successfully.  

ing ERP 8.0 Web Server Users  

ct an individual user and view data about that user, or y
 a out all the logged-on users.  

To monitor ERP 8.0 web server users  

1. In the PATROL console, double click the web server icon.  

2. Right click the Users icon and choose:  

• KM Commands  

• View  

The ERP 8.0 Web Users form appears.  

3. Select a user and click the View Details button.  

The User Detailed Status form appears.  

 

 

4. Click OK.  

To view in a single form data on all of the users, choose KM Commands and Detailed 
Status.  
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Monitoring ERP 8.0 Web Server Connection Pools  

You can monitor the connection pools of enterprise servers that are connected to the ERP 
t 

ion 

 
servers:  

• Names of business functions that have run on an enterprise server during a server 
session  

s function  

ing of a business function  

• Number of application errors that occurred during the running of a business function  

• 

► 

8.0 web server. You can select an individual enterprise server and view business data abou
business functions running on that server, or you can view, in a single form, business funct
data about all the enterprise servers connected to the ERP 8.0 web server.  

You monitor the following types of information about enterprise servers connected to web

• Minimum time required to run a business function  

• Maximum time required to run a business function  

• Average time required to run a business function  

• Number of timeouts that occurred during the running of a busines

• Number of system errors that occurred during the runn

Number of times a business function was called during a server session  

To monitor ERP 8.0 web server connection pools  

In the PATROL console, double click the web server icon.  

Right click the Connection Pools icon and choose:  

• KM Commands  

• View  

The ERP 8.0 Connection Pools form appears  

Select an enterprise server and click the View Details button.  

The Connection Pools Detailed Status form appears.  

Click OK.  

To view in a single form data on all the enterprise servers connected to the ERP 8.0 
web server, choose KM commands and Detailed Status.  

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 
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ER

 TSE client software. You can use less powerful machines to function 
as terminal server clients. These clients connect to a machine set up with TSE software. 

Wind
Wind
reside
applic d 
mouse move
netwo

The followi

P 8.0 on Windows NT Terminal Server Edition 

Windows NT Terminal Server Edition (TSE) provides an excellent solution for ERP 8.0 in a 
WAN environment. TSE allows you to set up multiple terminal server client machines that 
need only contain the

Multiple users can simultaneously connect to the same terminal server to run ERP 8.0.  

Understanding Windows NT Terminal Server Edition  

ows NT Terminal Server Edition (TSE) is a multiuser extension to the Microsoft 
ows NT family of operating systems. TSE allows users to share an application that 
s on the terminal server. The terminal server performs all the processing for an 
ation and then sends a picture of the screen to the client terminal. Only keystrokes an

ment occur at the terminal. These movement commands travel through the 
rk to the server, which returns the modified screen to the terminal.  

ng provides an example of the TSE process flow:  

 

 

Step 1: ERP 8.0 client applications execute on terminal server.  

Step 2: The terminal server sends the video for the user interface across any 
connection.  

ient displays the user interface.  

Step 4: The terminal server client sends actions, such as keystrokes and mouse 
movement, back to the terminal server where processing occurs.  

Step 3: The terminal server cl
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By sending only the information necessary to re-create the screen and convey mouse and 
keyboard events, TSE provides LAN-like performance over WAN and dialed connections.  

TSE allows you to set up multiple users to work with a single client installation of ERP 8.0. By 
sharing a single copy of ERP 8.0 on the terminal server, you reduce the costs of deployment 
and administration.  

The following illustration provides an example of a ERP 8.0 configuration with a terminal 
server:  

 

 

Note:  
o the list oSun-Solaris can be added t f enterprise servers that can run in a ERP 8.0 

configuration with a terminal server.  
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Incorporating Citrix M

TSE provides multiuser technology that uses a pre  
Protocol (RDP). RDP, based on the International T , 
is a viable option if you plan to use only Win16/Wi
configuration.  

If your network comprises multiple platforms and requires optimum performance, Citrix offers 
ser technology that provides additional 

functionality to TSE, such as load-balancing and the support of more client platforms. 
 

Not

etaFrame with TSE  

sentation protocol called Remote Desktop
elecommunications Union T.120 protocol

n32 clients in an uncomplicated 

a product called Citrix MetaFrame with multiu

MetaFrame utilizes the Independent Computing Architecture (ICA) presentation protocol on
which Citrix based WinFrame, a successful multiuser product for Windows NT 3.51.  

e:  
If you start ERP 8.0 as a specified application through ICA, you cannot view the jde.ini, 
jde. ,log  and jdedebug.log files.  

 
The following table lists the capabilities of TSE RDP and MetaFrame:  

ability  TSE RDP  MetaFrame  

nt Platforms  TSE client software 
runs on the

MetaFrame runs on the following platforms:  

Cap

Clie
 following 

platforms:  

• Windows 16-bit  

Windows 

Windows CE  

• DOS  
• Windows 16-bit  

ndows 32-bit  
• X-Term  

• Solaris  
• Windows CE  
• Some ICA-equipped network computers  

lug-in  

Network Top
TCP/IP standard.  

• IPX  
 SPX  
 PPP  

Load-balanci t 
provides load-balancing capabilities.  

Encr e that 

Cap

CCP 00 supports 
cut, copy, paste, drag, 

MetaFrame allows CCPDD between the session 
window and the underlying Windows desktop.  

Device Mapping  TSE RDP allows you to 

around.  

MetaFrame allows you to map devices local to 

x 
modems, and printers.  

• Windows 32-bit  
• Wi

• Some RDP-
equipped • MacIntosh  

terminals  
• 

• Some Internet browsers as a p

ologies  TSE RDP supports the MetaFrame supports the following standards:  

•
•
• NetBIOS  

ng  Windows 2000 supports 
load balancing.  

You can purchase an option for MetaFrame tha

yption  N/A  You can purchase an option for MetaFram
provides the encryption of ICA traffic.  

ability  TSE RDP  MetaFrame  

DD:cut/copy/paste/drag/drop Windows 20

and drop.  

map local devices for 
printing through a work-

the TSE client from the terminal server. For 
example, you can locally map hard drives, fa
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Ses
remote control.  

, TSE supports an 
administration tool called session shadowing. 

on 
shadowing for video conferencing and in a 
support desk role.  

TSE Restrictions in Multiuser Mode  

gnizes the 
 of the configuration 
 terminal server users:  

m Design Aid, Report Design Aid, and Table Design 
Aid, including Object Management Workbench check-in and check-out capabilities  

Not

sion Shadowing  Windows 2000 supports With MetaFrame loaded

Session shadowing helps administrators audit 
remote sessions. You might also use sessi

Starting with version B73.2.1 SP9, ERP 8.0 is "TSE-aware." TSE-aware means that when 
you deploy ERP 8.0 as a client on a terminal server, ERP 8.0 automatically reco
terminal server and configures itself to run in multiuser mode. Because
required by multiuser mode, the following restrictions apply to ERP 8.0

• Disabled development with For

e:  
The restriction on development does not prevent new versions of existing applications, but 
only the modification of current applications and the creation of new applications. The reason 

h 

ient.  

for this restriction is that Microsoft recommends against using Visual C++ remotely throug
TSE under any circumstances. Also, a complete set of development specifications (500+ MB) 
defeats the purpose of a thin cl

 
• Disabled local processing for batch applications  

y access specification files, such as the Universal Table 
Browser application, are not active due to the strain put on the terminal server when 

el locking could prevent access to data in 
the specification files for other users.  

A stand
mutuall  configuration with a terminal 
serv
use a s
support

Hardw

See the  
Guide for complete information about the hardware requirements for the terminal server.  

All batch applications process on a separate batch server to avoid an impact to 
performance on the terminal server.  

• Disabled Just-In-Time-Installation (JITI)  

Because you deploy a full client package to the terminal server, JITI is not 
recommended. For more information, see "Specification Files are Locked" in the 
chapter "Troubleshooting ERP 8.0 on Windows NT Terminal Server Edition" in this 
guide.  

• Disabled intensive specification file access  

Applications that intensivel

the application retrieves data. Also, file lev

ard ERP 8.0 configuration and a ERP 8.0 terminal server configuration are not 
y exclusive within an enterprise. You can mix a standard

er configuration to maximize your overall ERP 8.0 performance. For example, you can 
tandard ERP 8.0 configuration over a LAN and use a terminal server configuration to 
 remote sites across a WAN.  

are Requirements for the Terminal Server  

 chapter ERP 8.0 Hardware and Software Requirements in the ERP 8.0 Installation
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Hardware Requirements for the Terminal Server Client  

See the n 
Guide fo
client.  

Network Considerations  

The term
server o
ERP 8.0 al ERP 8.0 LAN requirements apply.  

For a wi e area network (WAN), you must use a 56 KB or faster line.  

Performance Considerations  

When y  a ion, change the "Window Colors" display properties to 16 color 
mode o g that your software and hardware allow. You can access display 
properti fr right-clicking on your Windows desktop.  

Also, fo
bitmaps  
how to m

Setting Up

Becaus tical to 
running a standard ERP 8.0 client. "TSE-aware" means that when ERP 8.0 performs certain 
processes, such as creating log files and running UBEs, ERP 8.0 functions designed 
specific  for TSE check whether ERP 8.0 resides on a terminal server. If these functions 

s data while simultaneously protecting data integrity and maintaining 
performance on the terminal server. Multiuser mode also masks any of the multiuser activity 

 a standard 

up ERP 8.0 on the Terminal Server  

 chapter ERP 8.0 Hardware and Software Requirements in the ERP 8.0 Installatio
r complete information about the hardware requirements for the terminal server 

inal server must reside on the same local area network (LAN) as the enterprise 
r database server, or both. Include one normal ERP 8.0 client on the LAN to verify 
 performance and function. Norm

d

ou dd any ICA sess
r to the lowest settin
es om the Control Panel or by 

r your Citrix setup, you need to choose the "Compress data stream" and "Cache 
 to disk" options. See the appropriate Citrix documentation for more information about
odify these settings.  

 ERP 8.0 on the Terminal Server  

e ERP 8.0 is "TSE-aware," running ERP 8.0 on a terminal server is almost iden

ally
detect a terminal server, ERP 8.0 automatically switches to multiuser mode. In multiuser 
mode, ERP 8.0 processe

from a user so that a terminal server session of ERP 8.0 looks no different from
ERP 8.0 client session.  

Before you can use ERP 8.0 on a terminal server, you must perform certain setup steps. The 
following list defines these steps:  

► To set 

1. Install Windows NT Terminal Server Edition on the machine that you will use as your 
 

rminal Server edition software.  

2. Install Microsoft Terminal Server Client software onto the machines that you will use 
nect to the terminal server from the Terminal 

Server Client option on the Programs menu. This file also resides in the Terminal 
Server Client subdirectory in the Program Files directory. Refer to Microsoft 
documentation for information about how to set up Terminal Server Client software.  

terminal server. Refer to the Microsoft documentation for information about how to
set up Windows NT Te

as terminal server clients. You can con

3. Depending on the type of database you use, you might need to install software so 
that your client can properly connect with the server where the database resides.  
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Note:  
You must use Add/Remove Programs on the Control Panel to install applications on 
the terminal server. During installation, make sure that you choose the "All users 
begin with common application settings" option on the Change User Option dialog 
box.  

 
Install the following software on the terminal server as necessary. See ERP 8.0 
Hardware and Software Requirements in the ERP 8.0 Installation Guide for complete 
information about any additional requirements or service packs needed to run each 
of the software packages listed:  

 
• Oracle for Windows NT  

lient Access  

B2 Connect  

 
ill 

simultaneously experience Just-In-Time-Installation, which will negatively impact 
performance on the terminal server.  

• SQL Server client  

• C

• D

4. Install a full package of ERP 8.0. You need to install a full package because ERP 8.0
on the terminal server is multiuser. If you install a partial package, multiple users w

Note:  
Use Add/Remove Programs on the Control Panel to install ERP 8.0 on the terminal 
server. During installation, make sure that you choose the "All users begin with 
common application settings" option on the Change User Option dialog box.  

 
Afte cessfully run ERP 8.0 from terminal 
serv

Troubleshooting ERP 8.0 on Windows NT Terminal Server Edition  

This chapte s that can exist when you run ERP 8.0 
on a Micros tion (TSE):  

See Als
 rver Edition installation documentation  

 inal Server Edition in the Server and Workstation 
Administration Guide  

ERP 8.0 UBE Output Security on TSE  

Issue:  
ERP 8.0 TSE user send PDF files by default from the enterprise server to the their local 
\b7\  
View D re 
sav ows 
NT Exp  Adobe Acrobat.  

r you perform these steps, you should be able to suc
er client machines.  

r provides details of the following situation
oft Windows NT Terminal Server Edi

o  
Microsoft Windows NT Terminal Se

ERP 8.0 on Windows NT Term

PrintQueue directories using the Work with Servers (P986116) application. Users choose
 P F from the row exit menu of the Submitted Job Search form. Because the files a

ed to a user's local PrintQueue directory, another user can view the PDF file in Wind
lorer or in
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Resolution  
You can relocate the PrintQueue directory by adding the following section to the jde.ini file:  

 [NETWORK SETTINGS]  

OutputDirectory=C:\WTSRV\Profiles\USERNAME\Windows  

Server administrators need to make the jde.ini file modification of each user on each TSE so 
that the PDF output points to each individual's user profiles directory. With the PrintQueue 

 the files.  

E Locally to TSE  

Issue:  
Users cannot locally submit UBEs to run on the TSE because of resource constraints such as 

wer.  

Users can run UBEs on a dedicated TSE or during hours when no other ERP 8.0 users are 
usin the 
TSE:  

► To 

directory located in the user profiles directory, the PDF files are protected by Windows 
security. Only server and system administrators have access to

Submit UB

CPU po

Resolution:  

g the machine. Complete the following task to submit a UBE locally and run it on 

submit a UBE locally and run it on the TSE  

1. On the System Administration Tools menu (GH9011), choose Logical Data Sources 
(P986115).  

2. In the Logical Data Sources form, choose the TSE machine name with System as the 
ource and click Select.  

r Local Data Source)  

• Database Name (enter OneWorld Local)  

• 

h Batch Versions from, choose 

 bar of the Version Prompting form, choose Form and Advanced.  

he Override Location option and 

8. e Data Selection option and click Submit.  

9. In the JDE Data Sources form, choose TSE Local as the data source and click 
Select.  

data s

3. In the Work with Data Sources form, click Add.  

4. In the Data Source Revisions form, complete the following fields:  

• Data Source User (enter DB, fo

• Data Source Name (enter TSE Local)  

• Data Source Type (enter A, for Access)  

• DLL Name (enter JDBODBC.DLL)  

Server Name (enter LOCAL)  

• Platform (enter LOCAL)  

5. When you run the UBE on the TSE, in the Work wit
the report you want to run and click Select.  

6. In the menu

7. In the Advanced Version Prompting form, choose t
click OK.  

In the Version Prompting form, choose th
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Import/Export between ERP 8.0 and Microsoft Excel  

Issue:  
Importing a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet into a ERP 8.0 grid intermittently fails when users 
are runn SE.  

Resolution:  
J.D. Edwards recommends using Microsoft Office 2000 on TSE. To install Microsoft Office 
200  
http://w a single of Microsoft 
Office 200 on the TSE. Multiple users then connect to the server and run Microsoft office from 
the serv

Specification Files Are Locked  

Issu
In the fo tates that a 
specific

• chine performs a data 
dictionary Just-In-Time-Installation (JITI).  

rror dialog box. Generally, 

In b s will 
be u pletes the JITI process or a user closes the TSE run-
time error dialog box.  

nt the specification files from being locked when ERP 8.0 performs a JITI, reduce 
the frequency that ERP 8.0 performs JITIs. Complete the task appropriate to your release 

► To reduce JITI frequency (B73.2 and B73.3)  

ing T

0 in a TSE environment, please access the following URL: 
ww.microsft.com/Office/ORK/2000/Two/3053.htm. You install 

er.  

e:  
llowing circumstances, ERP 8.0 users get a message box that s

ation file is currently unavailable:  

When another ERP 8.0 session on the same TSE ma

• When another ERP 8.0 session receives a TSE run-time e
this type of error occurs when a memory violation occurs.  

oth of the above cases, the specification file or files are locked. The specification file
nlocked when either the TSE com

Resolution:  
To preve

number to change the frequency of JITIs:  

• Reduce JITI frequency (B73.2 and B73.3)  

• Reduce JITI frequency (B73.3.1, B73.3.2, and B73.3.3)  

1. On a non-TSE workstation, create the business function B98CRTGL.  

enGlbltblSpec in the Function Name field.  

rom the Row menu, choose Parameters.  

4. Type D9800330, click Find, and then click Select.  

Click OK.  

sign form, click OK.  

 the B98CRTGL.c to the ..\b7\PRODB732\source directory and B98CRTGL.h to 
the ..\b7\PRODB732\include directory.  

2. Go to Design and type G

3. Choose the row and then f

5. 

6. On the Business Function De

7. Copy
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Important:  
The contents of the specification files are different for B732 and B733. Make sure that 
you copy the correct specification files for your release.  

 
8. On the Business Function Source Librarian form, click the Build button.  

Verify that the project configuration in BusBuild is Optimize.  

port (UBE) without a business view. On this report, create a group section 
that calls B98CRTGL (business function created in step 1).  

Note:  

9. Create a re

Parameter passing is not necessary.  

 
10. Create a version of the UBE and then run the version locally on the workstation. 

Copy the full glbltbl.ddb and glbltbl.xdb to the TSE machines.  

The UBE should take less than an hour, during which time, you will see that the JITI 
process is running on the machine. The UBE generates the full GLBLTBL 
specification in the ..\b7\PRODB732\spec directory.  

► To reduce JITI frequency (B73.3.1, B73.3.2, and B73.3.3)  

Run the Generate global table spec (R98CRTGL) batch application on a non-TSE ERP 
8.0 client to generate full GLBLTBL specification files. Copy the full glbltbl.ddb and 

 to the TSE machines.  

Occasionally, when a memory violation occurs in a ERP 8.0 TSE session, the terminal server 
event the user from restarting ERP 8.0. The administrator must then sign onto the 

r. 
the user can sign on to ERP 8.0 again.  

glbltbl.xdb

User Cannot Restart ERP 8.0  

Issue:  

might pr
terminal server and end the OEXPLORER.exe process for the user from the Task Manage
After the administrator ends this process, 

Resolution:  
When a run-time exception occurs, ERP 8.0 should immediately exit. To instruct ERP 8.0 to 
immediately exit in this situation, set the following jde.ini setting to False:  

 [INTERACTIVE RUNTIME]  

EXCEPTION_Enabled=False  

Issue:  
Logging off versus disconnecting.  

Resolution:  
 always log off their TSE session rather than disconnecting. Logging off shuts 

down all processes completely for the user.  
Users should
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Shortcuts Do Not Work in E-Mail Messages  

Issue:  
Workflow provides the ability to send shortcuts to ERP 8.0 applications via e-mail messages. 
This function does not work when the e-mail application, such as Microsoft Outlook, is not 

e on the terminal server. When the e-mail application invokes the shortcut, the 
 the 

Data Selection and Sequencing Criteria Lost  

wing situation occurs when two or more users are signed on to the same terminal 
server using the same pathcode.  

The first user submits a batch application from Batch Versions, changes the data selection 
ps at the printer screen. The second user then goes into Batch Versions 

to submit the same version of the batch application, changes the data selection criteria, and 
 

errides the 

A modification to batch processing in ERP 8.0 now saves data selection and sequencing 
ecification files.  

me Error Occurs During Server Connection Test  

The Server Administration Workbench (SAW) application receives a run-time error when 
s a server connection test.  

This situ s not possess the 
auth it

ed  

currently activ
operating system attempts to launch the shortcut on the local machine and not on
terminal server.  

Resolution:  
Run the e-mail application on the same terminal server machine as ERP 8.0 resides.  

Issue:  
The follo

criteria, and then sto

then stops at the printer screen. When the users click OK to send the batch application to the
enterprise server for processing, the data selection criteria for the second user ov
selection criteria for the first user.  

Resolution:  

criteria in memory rather than in sp

Run-Ti

Issue:  

SAW perform

Resolution:  
ation occurs when the user who performs the connection test doe

or y to access the pinging mechanism on the target machine.  

ERP 8.0 Development Tools Are Disabl

Issue:  
ERP 8.0 development tools are disabled on the terminal server.  

Resolution:  
Currently, J.D. Edwards instructs customers to perform all development on non-TSE 
machines.  
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Users Experience Problems Accessing ERP 8.0  

Issue:  
ERP 8.0.  

 Add/Remove Programs application on the Control Panel to 
install ERP 8.0 on the terminal server. During installation, make sure that you choose the "All 
users begin with common application settings" option on the Change User Option dialog box. 
This option ensures that the terminal server maintains ERP 8.0 specific files, such as the 
jde.ini file, across user profiles.  

 Path is Incorrect  

The log path in the jde.ini for individual users is incorrect.  

m sets the WTSLogs setting to False. Users should change 
this setting to True after ERP 8.0 installation and before any users run ERP 8.0.  

 setting is True, the output log directories for each user point to the home 
directory of the user rather than to the root directory of the drive. The output log directories 

Sho c

Issue:  
The sho inal 

 

ly One User Can Log in to ERP 8.0  

The main ERP 8.0 window fails to appear after entering the password for all other users.  

Resolution:  
Service Pack 10 or greater, place the ERP 8.0 command line switch 

"/NoLogo", located in the ERP 8.0 shortcuts, on the desktop and on the Start menu if not 
t" 

ut properties window. Do not include the quotation marks. This will 
prevent the display of the splash screen. There is no resolution for ERP 8.0 version B73.3.2 
Service Pac

Only administrators can run 

Resolution:  
This situation is a result of how ERP 8.0 was installed on the terminal server.  

Administrators should use the

Log

Issue:  

Resolution:  
The ERP 8.0 installation progra

When the WTSLogs

settings are also defined in the jde.ini file.  

rt ut Path is Incorrect  

rtcut path on the terminal server is incorrect. This situation occurs when the term
server uses the server-based profiles.  

Resolution:  
The resolution involves "Shortcuts Created Under TSE 4.0 Resolve to UNC Paths." For more
information, see the following web address:  

• http://support.microsoft.com/support/kb/articles/Q195/8/87.ASP  

On

Issue:  

For B73.3.2 with 

already present. Separated by a space, append the text to the end of the line in the "Targe
edit box of the shortc

k 9.  
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ERP 8.0 o a

ER

n  Cluster 

P 8.0 on a Cluster  

High availability clusters provide redundancy of software and hardware so that a single p
of failure will not interrupt service. If a failure occurs, the clustering so

oint 
ftware automatically 

detects the problem and shifts to an alternate machine without ending processes and 

Clustering allows ERP 8.0 processes running on a machine that fails to continue running 
ithout interruption on a second machine. The second machine has a setup that supports the 

given processes. Essentially, ERP 8.0 "moves" to the alternate machine without requiring you 

Not

interrupting your enterprise.  

w

to restart a process that was active on the machine that failed.  

e:  
Each node in the cluster must have the appropriate software and hardware to ensure that 
processing successfully moves from server to server.  

 
Make sure you understand the clustering software and the tasks necessary to implement the 
software on a given platform.  

Hp-UX

Hewlett e products to manage high 
ava

• 

• 

You must use MC/LockManager when you use Oracle Parallel Server (OPS).  

You wil

ERP 8.0 req rver. With the 
Hewlett-Pac  that can move 
from node t ddress into the WINS or DNS 
database so
using DNS 
file on each

Note:  

 Clustering  

-Packard provides two mutually exclusive softwar
ilability clusters:  

Hewlett-Packard Multi-Computer/ServiceGuard (MC/ServiceGuard)  

Hewlett-Packard Multi-Computer/LockManager (MC/LockManager)  

l set up only one of these products for your HP-UX cluster.  

uires a named IP address for workstations to connect with a se
kard clustering software, you can assign a "floating" IP address

o node within the cluster. You should enter this IP a
 that workstations can access the address. If your enterprise servers are not 

to resolve host names, you must also add the floating IP address to the /etc/hosts 
 node in the cluster where ERP 8.0 might run.  

t assign a floating IP address, then whenever ERP 8.0 moves to another 
the workstations will be unable to conne

ion 

If you do no node in 
the cluster, ct with the servers.  

 

Introduct

Hew
availabi

• Multi–Computer/ServiceGuard (MC/ServiceGuard) 

lett Packard (HP) provides two mutually exclusive software products to manage high 
lity clusters: 
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• Multi–Computer/LockManager (MC/LockManager) 

You must use MC/LockManager when you use Oracle Parallel Server (OPS). 

 
n assign a “floating” IP address that can move from node to node 

within the cluster. You should enter this IP address into the WINS or DNS database so 
g IP address to the 

/etc/hosts file on each node in the cluster where ERP 8.0 might run. 

If you do not assign a floating IP address, you will need to change the configuration of each 
wor de in the cluster. 

 

Co

Oracle 
cluster.  are 
using M racle Package.” 

► 

ERP 8.0 requires a named IP address for workstations to connect with a server. With the HP
clustering software, you ca

workstations can access the address. Also, you must add the floatin

kstation whenever ERP 8.0 moves to another no

nfiguring Oracle Parallel Server (OPS) 

Parallel Server (OPS) allows concurrent database access from multiple nodes in a 
 If you use OPS, you must install MC/LockManager, not MC/ServiceGuard. If you
C/ServiceGuard, complete the task titled “Setting Up an O

To set up Oracle Parallel Server and MC/LockManager  

This tas LockManager. For more information, refer to 
the Hewlett Packard documentation on setting up OPS and MC/LockManager. 

1. Inst ster where it might run. The ERP 
8.0 database should be created on shared disks, or on a machine outside the cluster, 
so that it can be accessed from multiple nodes. 

2. Cre .  

This an be 
rea cify the 
sha RP 8.0 database will reside. 

3. Edi  add the Oracle startup and shutdown commands. 
The es an example of the customer_defined_run_cmds 
func

# ADD customer defined run commands. 
E_HOME=/u01/app/oracle/product/8.0.5 

 export ORACLE_SID=jde1 
ort ORAENV_ASK=NO 

 . $ORACLE_HOME/bin/oraenv 
su oracle –c '$ORACLE_HOME/bin/lsnrctl start' 

 su oracle –c '$ORACLE_HOME/bin/svrmgrl' <<EOF1 
onnect internal 

 startup 

EOF1 
test_return 52 

} 

4. to the 
customer_defined_halt_commands section of the package control script. 

k describes how to set up OPS and MC/

all Oracle client software on each node in the clu

ate a package in MC/ServiceGuard with no services

 package should be set up with an associated IP address so that it c
ched from any node where it might run. This package should also spe
red volume group on which the E

t the package control script to
 following code sample provid
tion from a package control script: 
 function customer_defined_run_cmds 
{ 

 export ORACL

 exp

 

 c

 exit 

 

You can use these same steps to enter the Oracle shutdown commands in
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Setting Up an Oracle Package for MC/ServiceGuard  

when a node fails or during 
sch

You  nager.  

► To set up an Oracle package for MC/ServiceGuard  

If you use MC/ServiceGuard, you should set up a package for Oracle. An Oracle package 
allows the Oracle processes to move from one node to another 

eduled maintenance.  

 do not need to perform this step if you use MC/LockMa

1. Install Oracle on each node in the cluster.  

ase.  

 package in MC/ServiceGuard with no services.  

e with an IP address so that any node on the cluster 
 access a ackage. This package should also specify the shared 
me group where the ERP 8.0 database will reside.  

packa

The following ode sample provides an example of the customer_defined_run_cmds 

Function customer_defined_run_cmds 

Export ORRACLE_HOME=/u01/app/oracle/product/8.0.5 

startup 

it 

F1 

} 

Create the ERP 8.0 database on shareable disks so that multiple nodes can access 
the datab

2. Create a

You should set up this packag
can
volu

nd run the p

3. Edit the ge control script to add the Oracle startup and shutdown commands.  

 c
function from a package control script:  

{ 

# ADD cusomter defined run commands. 

Export ORACLE_SID=jde1 

Export ORAENV_ASK=NO 

.$ORACLE_HOME/bin/oraenv 

su oracle '$ORACLE_HOME/bin/svrmgr1'<<EOF1 

connect internal 

ex

EAO

Test return 52 

You can use the same steps to enter the Oracle shutdown commands into the 
customer_defined_halt_commands section of the package control script.  
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Setting Up a ERP 8.0 Package  

The dard ERP 8.0 enterprise server software requires minimal modifications to function in a 
cluster. These modifications include the following items:  

 script file in the $SYSTEM/bin32 directory  

cript  

.0 package for a cluster  

 stan

• Enterprise server jde.ini  

• owenv

• Package control s

► To set up a ERP 8

1. In the server jde.ini file, locate the [CLUSTER] section, then change the following 
setting:  

 [CLUSTER]  

PrimaryNode=Package IP name  

Variable Value  Description  

ERP 8.0 Pac
Name  e creating. 

 

2. Change the owenv script file in the $SYSTEM/bin32 directory. The owenv script file 
contains the settings for various UNIX environment variables required by ERP 8.0. 

kage IP This value represents name given to the IP address that is associated with the 
ERP 8.0 package that you ar

3. Create a package using SAM.  

Note: 
You can also use the 
details. 

command line to create a package. See HP documentation for 

 
For ER
servic

P 8.0, set up a package with an associated floating IP address, but with no 
es. This setup is necessary because the cluster manager needs to start 
es without environment variables under the root user. To run properly, ERP 8.0 

res you to set environment variables. This setup also allows you to utilize the 
llation defaults and the start and end scripts provided by J.D. Edwards. 

Depending on the needs of your enterprise, you might want to install ERP 8.0 on a 
shared volume group. This setup allows multiple nodes in a cluster to access a single 

lso allows you to easily 
update ERP 8.0 through server package installations. 

4. Usi
8.0.

servic
requi
ERP 8.0 insta

version of ERP 8.0, but only one node at a time. This setup a

ng SAM, modify the package control script on each node to start and stop ERP 
  

Note: 
 might need to vary the control scripts for different nodes in the cluster to 
figure different volume group names or path names. In this case, you must ed

You
con it 
the scripts on each node individually instead of using SAM. 

 
The _cmds 
func

 following code sample provides an example of the customer_defined_run
tion from a package control script: 
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function customer_defined_run_cmds  

{  

# ADD customer defined run commands  

# wait 60 seconds for Oracle to come up  

sleep 60  

. /home/jde/owenv  

su jde << EOF1  

mv $OWHOME/log/jde*.log $OWHOME/log/oldlogs  

M/bin32  

ld.sh  

cd $SYSTE

RunOneWor

EOF1  

test_return 51  

}  
The  
func

 following code sample provides an example of the customer_defined_halt_cmds
tion from a package control script:  

function customer_defined_halt_cmds  

DD customer defined halt commands.  

{  

# A

. /home/jde/owenv  

su jde << EOF2  

cd $SYSTEM/bin32  

EndOneWorld.sh  

sleep 15  

rmics.sh  

EOF2  

test_return 52  

}  

The following list provides explanations for these functions:  

seconds for Oracle processes to start. HP states 
that y t the PKG_SWITCHING_ENABLED parameter to NO for 
applications that access OPS. This setting prevents these applications from 

 
do no  the sleep command from the 
script when you use the control script for a backup node with OPS running. 

. /hom nv 

This line runs the owenv script provided by J.D. Edwards to set up UNIX 
environment variables. The owenv script resides in the $SYSTEM/bin32 
directory. You must edit this script to ensure that the correct setup exists for all 

sleep 60  

The “run” function first waits 60 

• 

ou should se

starting before OPS is active. If you use the sleep command in your script, you
t need to modify this setting. You can remove

e/jde/owe
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necessary environment variables for ERP 8.0 and Oracle. In these examples, the 
script has been moved to the home directory of the jde user. The script might 

 if you use a different SID to access Oracle 
from different nodes.

 

user ID that owns the ERP 8.0 processes. If you omit 

mv $OWHOME/log/jde*.log $OWHOME/log/oldlogs 

This line moves any logs in the ERP 8.0 log directory to a backup log directory, 
which you create. This command is particularly important if your ERP 8.0 
instance resides on a shared disk where a “failed over” instance of ERP 8.0 will 

 
r versions of ERP 8.0 logs. 

These are the standard start and stop scripts that J.D. Edwards provides for the 
UNIX enterprise server.  

The directory that contains the package control script also contains the control.sh.log file, which 
 

if pr utput 
or e

Maint

There are several considerations when you run multiple instances of ERP 8.0 in a clustered 

ultiple instances need to run on the same node. When this happens, 
communication to each ERP 8.0 instance must occur on a different port number, or service 

ameters in 

need to move to the home directory
 

su jde

This line switches to the 
this line, the root user owns the ERP 8.0 processes. 

use the same physical disk space as the failed instance. You might consider 
adding the command rm $OWHOME/log/oldlogs/* before this line to clean out
any olde

RunOneWorld.sh; EndOneWorld.sh 

contains the results of starting and stopping a package. This file is the first place to check
oblems arise when you start or stop a package. In particular, it will contain any o
rror messages from the customer–defined commands you might enter. 

aining Multiple Instances of ERP 8.0  

environment. Even though each instance might begin on a separate node, a situation might 
arise when m

name, and each instance must use a different range of IPC keys. The following par
the jde.ini file control these settings:  

 [JDENET]  

serviceNameListen=Service Name or Port Number  

serviceNameConnect=Service Name or Port Number  

[JDEIPC]  

startIPCKeyValue=Numeric Value  

Var

Ser
Num

Num
IPC key values should differ by at least 1000 between any two ERP 8.0 
nces.  

iable Value  Description  

vice Name or Port 
ber  

The service name parameters can use an actual port number or the name of a 
service that you enter into the /etc/services file.  

eric Value  
The 
insta
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Troubleshooting HP-UX Clustering  

Problems with Oracle Parallel Server (OPS)  
Complete the following steps if you experience problems with OPS:  

• Verify that the cluster software is operational. OPS requires the cluster software to 
tart.  

• Verify that DLM is enabled in the DLM configuration. Oracle Group Management 

• When you start ERP 8.0 using the package control script, first check the control script 
errors in the script that occur before the RunOneWorld.sh 

0 

vironment variable. 

 are in all capital letters, the $JDE_BASE environment variable 
ctly. If you incorrectly set this environment variable, the process 

will be unable to locate the jde.ini file. 

ill 
e 

und. 

orks Improperly on 
the Ser
You u
operatio ations will not connect to the 
server and endnet will not work properly on the server.  

ERP 8.0 e Package Control Script  
Ora
work fro age control script.  

ackup node when the node fails or you 
ample, you 

might want to stop ERP 8.0, you can disable this flag and then halt the package. 

Packag
If ERP 8.0 d
occur if Ora
change the 
JDE proces

start before OPS can s

Services (OGMS) will not start if DLM is disabled.  

ERP 8.0 Does Not Start  
Do the following steps if ERP 8.0 fails to start:  

log for errors. Look for 
command. 

• Check the OneWorldlog directory for log files. If none reside, verify that the ERP 8.
processes exist in the proper directory and that you correctly set the $SYSTEM 
en

• If the log file names
might be set incorre

• Verify whether an entry exists in the /etc/hosts table for the floating IP address. If no 
entry exists, jdenet_n will start, but all other processes will return the following 
message in the log: 239–gethostbyname returned Connection refused. 

• If no entry for the floating IP address exists that the workstation can reference, it w
fail to connect and return the following message in the log: 11001–gethostbynam
returned 11001 (WSAHOST_NOT_FOUND): The host was not fo

Problem with Workstation Connection to a ERP 8.0 Server; Endnet W
ver  

 m st associate an IP address to the ERP 8.0 package. The package must be 
nal for the IP address to be active. Otherwise, workst

 Does Not Work From th
cle must be operational and the owenv must reference the proper SID for ERP 8.0 to 

m within the pack

Package Does Not Switch to the Backup Node Upon Failure or Removal From the 
Cluster  
You must enable automatic switching in the package failover options. If you do not enable 
this setting, the package will not switch to the b
remove the node from the cluster. If you do not want the package to switch, for ex

e Halt Fails  
oes not end cleanly during a package halt, the package halt might fail. This could 
cle is not operational or if ERP 8.0 cannot access the database. You might need to 
test condition in the package control script, or add commands to search for leftover 
ses and end them. 
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Plac m   
Genera
settings
packag  ERP 8.0 bin32 directory on a shared disk, move the owenv file to 
another directory.  

HACMP f

This ch gh Availability Cluster 
Multi-Processor (HACMP) software. If a failure occurs, HACMP provides a transparent 
reco r ons. You can configure a cluster using any RS/6000 processor 
and a variety of network adapters and disk subsystems to satisfy your LAN, disk capacity, 
and per  requirements.  

ces the logs and files from the old 

s planned outages, since users, 
applications and data can be moved to backup systems during scheduled system 

 

n options, including the following:  

y processor in a 
r contention takeover sequence.  

• Mutual takeover for up to eight processors backing each other up by sharing the 
application workloads.  

• Concurrent access for up to eight processors working on the same jobs and sharing 
the same data.  

The configuration flexibility of HACMP allows customers to choose the cluster topology and 
database manager that best suits the requirements of their computing environment. IBM 
states that HACMP can support both concurrent and parallel data access within a common 

llel Database Products such as IBM's DB2 

Nodes are the core of an HACMP cluster. A node is a processor that runs the AIX 
 mission-critical software. Software execution can 
stem load balancing. In the event of a failover, 

ents and start 

e ent of the owenv File
lly, the owenv file should not reside on the shared disk. Different environment 
, particularly ORACLE settings, might exist depending on which node you run a 
e. If you placed the

or AIX Clustering  

apter explains how to set up a cluster environment using Hi

ve y for critical applicati

formance

Shared File Considerations  
Be careful when you delete or write to shared files. You might want to move old log files, 
rather than delete them. If you move a package running on a shared file system from one 
node to another, the new instance of ERP 8.0 referen
instance.  

How HACMP Works  

HACMP for AIX (Version 4.2) allows customers to automatically detect system failures and 
recover users, applications, and data on backup systems, minimizing downtime to minutes or 
seconds. In addition, using HACMP for AIX virtually eliminate

maintenance. HACMP Version 4.2 adds new features such as the Cluster Single Point of 
Control (CSPOC) and Dynamic Reconfig, which allows the system administrator to add
users, files, and security functions without stopping mission-critical jobs.  

HACMP provides several configuratio

• Idle standby for up to seven processors being backed up by a single processor.  

• Rotating standby for up to seven processors backed up by a standb
predefined o

cluster. HACMP also operates with the new Para
Parallel Edition and Oracle 8 Parallel Server.  

Several components make up the HACMP environment, including the following:  

• Nodes  

operating system, HACMP, and the
be spread over several nodes for sy
HACMP executes customer-defined scripts that will establish environm
specific software packages on a standby node.  
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• Shared external disk  

Shared external disks are disks that are physically connected to multiple nodes. The 
on 

Networks  

Networks are the independent components of HACMP. TCP/IP is the protocol with 

• 

Installation Considerations  

Installin MP cluster requires that you crate login accounts and use Oracle Standard 
Enterpri

Use

A m ts. When 
these accounts are created, they are given unique user IDs and unique group IDs. When a 

nique IDs are matched to names in the /etc/passwd 
hes, the unique user and group values are then used 

as IDs. This can create problems with access and security.  

sed in the cluster 
environment. Use the same unique number for all users and the same unique number 

y to do this is to use the add user/group function found 
in the HACMP extension of SMIT.  

If ERP 8.0 has already been installed, use the existing user and group ID numbers to 
cre efined in the resource group.  

se  

nfiguration explained in this 
chapter. The resource control scripts are coded to start and stop the database using standard 

atabase 
res as well as the introduction of commands for Oracle Parallel Server. 

d configuration problems, have the database administrator review 
your installation.  

Creating Group and User Accounts  

component of 
ments are synchronized across all nodes. This 

ensures that when the resource disk volume groups remount on the failover system, the user 

shared disks store mission-critical data, which is shared among processes running 
separate nodes.  

• 

which HACMP was designed to function. It has been tested with ethernet, token ring, 
and Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FDDI) topology.  

• Network adapters  

Clients  

g the HAC
se Database Management System (DBMS). 

r Login Accounts  

ajor consideration when setting up HACMP and ERP 8.0 are the user accoun

node fails over to another node, these u
and /etc/group files. If there are no matc

To avoid this problem, prior to starting the installation or configuration of ERP 8.0, 
create all user accounts and groups on all nodes that will be u

for all groups. The easiest wa

ate accounts on the nodes that are d

Oracle Databa

Oracle Standard Enterprise DBMS is used in the HACMP co

Oracle program calls. These scripts can be easily modified to allow for changes in d
start and stop procedu
To minimize installation an
the commands in the control scripts to ensure that they are correct for 

By performing this operation using the add group/user option in the HACMP 
SMIT, all user accounts and group assign

and group IDs match.  

► To create group and user accounts  

1. Verify that HACMP is running on all nodes within the resource group.  
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2. Select a unique ID number that can be assigned to the new group and user that you 
want to create.  

3. Verify your selection by searching all password and group files on the node where 
eated.  

and on the command line:  

 & Groups, 
dd a Group to the Cluster.  

you want to add the new group. The resource 
group identifies the nodes that will need to be updated. Next, add a group called ERP 

ique ID number that you chose.  

 & Groups panel, choose Users and then Add a User to the 

Choose the same resource group that you chose above for adding a group.  

ld," assign it the pre-selected unique ID number, and choose the 
ERP 8.0 group.  

 Oracle sign on, creating the group "dba".  

standard ERP 8.0 enterprise server software requires only minimal modifications to 
function in a cluster, including editing the enterprise server JDE.INI file, the owenv script, the 

he stop resource control script.  

the new user and group will be cr

4. Enter the following comm

# smit hacmp  

5. From the menu, choose Cluster System Management, then Cluster Users
then Groups, and then A

6. Choose the resource group to which 

8.0 and assign it the un

7. Press Enter.  

8. From the Cluster Users
Cluster.  

9. 

10. Add a user "onewor

11. Repeat this procedure for the

Setting Up ERP 8.0 for HACMP  

The 

start resource control script, and t

► To edit the owenv script  

1. In Windows Explorer, go to the /$SYSTEM/bin32 directory and open the owenv file.  

2. Edit the bold lines shown below:  

#! /bin/ksh  

## set OWHOME to point to the base install path for ERP 8.0  

export OWHOME=/ow2/jdedwardsoneworld/b734  

ENVIRON to the path code from which you want to run business 
ns  

## set 
functio

export ENVIRON=MSTR  

up the path to your ERP 8.0 system and path code  ## set 

export SYSTEM=$OWHOME/system  

export APPDEV=$OWHOME/$ENVIRON  

## set JDE_BASE to teh location of your JDE.INI file  

export JDE_BASE=$SYSTEM/ini/aix  

## set up the Oracle environment  

export ORACLE_HOME=/u01/app/oracle/product/8.0.5  

exp  ort ORACLELIB=$ORACLE_HOME/lib  

## the remaining variables point to libraries and executables  
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export SHLIB_PATH=$SYSTEM/lib:$APPDEV/bin32:$ORACLELIB:$SYSTEM/libv32  
export LD_LIBRARY_PATH=$SHLIB_PATH  

export PATH=$PATH:$SYSTEM/bin32  

3. Save and close the file.  

 control script  ► To edit the start resource

1. In Windows Explorer, go to the /$SYSTEM/bin32 directory and open the 
StartResource.sh file.  

Edit the bold lines as shown below:  

#____________________  

2. 

#Global Variables  

#____________________  

#  

#export PATH=$PATH  

#  

Set environment variables  

#  

./usr/sbin/cluster/scripts/owenv  

#  

loop=0  

StartUpError=false  

ORACLEPROCESS="oracle"  

OWStartupDir=$SYSTEM"/bin32"  

StartUpLog=$OWStartupDir"/OWStartup.log"  

ORACLE_UID=oracle  

APP_UID=oneworld  

LOGFILES=$OWStartupDir"/jde*.log"  
The first bold line executes the script that sets various required ERP 8.0 environment 
variables. This script, as well as others, will be relocated into the scripts directory as 

ripts section under Creating an Application Server.  

 for Oracle and ERP 8.0. These 
 started with the proper 

d, an 
error message will be generated.  

p resource control script  

described in the Control Sc

ORACLE_UID and APP_UID are the login ID names
are used in the script so that the respective applications are
application ownership.  

Note: This script is delivered with these IDs undefined. If the script is execute

3. Save and close the file.  

► To edit the sto

1. xplorer, go to the /$SYSTEM/bin32 directory and open the 
StartResource.sh file.  
In Windows E
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2. Edit the bold line as shown below:  

#____________________  

#Global Variables  

#____________________  

export PATH=$PATH:.  

#  

# Set environment variables  

#  

./usr/sbin/cluster/scripts/owenv  

LogicalVolumn=/ow2  

wnDir=$SYSTEM"/bin32"  Shutdo

StartUpLog=$OWStartupDir"/OWStartup.log"  

APP_UI nD=o eworld  

Sim
nee s 
the 

3. e file.  

Creating

The app a  method that invokes predetermined actions of applications. The 
server is ca s predefined scripts 
depending o uster installation and configuration 
process, and application server must be created and the access path to the control scripts 
defi

► To move the control scripts  

ilar to the script modification described in the previous procedure, the APP_ID 
ds to have the login ID of the application owner. In this example, oneworld own
application.  

Save and close th

 an Application Server  

lic tion server is a
lled in the cluster startup or shutdown sequence and execute
n what activity is occurring. As part of the cl

ned.  

Before You Begin  
The control scripts that are included with ERP 8.0 are located in the /$SYSTEM/bin32 
directory. These scripts are basic in nature and can be modified to address different 
requirements as needed. Before you can create an application server, you must move the 
scripts to a non-shared disk directory.  

1. Sign in as root and enter the following commands:  

#export SYSTEM=<OneWorld system directory path>  
where ERP 8.0 system directory path is the path to your ERP 8.0 system directory. 
An example of the path is /ow2/jdedwardsoneworld/b733/system.  

# cd /usr/sbin/cluster  

# mkdir scripts  

# cd scripts  
Be sure to include the periods, preceded by a single space, in the following 
commands:  
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# cp $SYSTEM/bin32/StartResource.sh .  

# cp $SYSTEM/bin32/StartResource.sh .  

# cp $SYSTEM/bin32/owenv .  

# chmod 755 *  

2. Repeat step 1 on all failover nodes and FTP over the modified script files.  

► To define an application server  

1. From the command line, enter the following command:  

cmp # smit ha  

Applicatio

3

n Servers, and then Add an Application Server.  

• r Name  

2. From the menu, choose Cluster Configuration, then Cluster Resources, then Define 

. Complete the following fields:  

Serve

Enter OneWorldSrv. This adds a label to the resource server that controls the 
starting and stopping of ERP 8.0.  

/usr/sbin/cluster/scripts/StartResource.sh.  

rce.sh script - for example, 
urce.sh.  

4. ter.  

► 

• Start Script  

Enter the path of the StartResource.sh script - for example, 

• Stop Script  

Enter the path of the StopResou
/usr/sbin/cluster/scripts/StopReso

Press En

To define cluster resources  

cedure explains how to let HACMP know tThis pro hat you have defined an application server. 
This is s
cluster 

1. 

2. From the menu, choose Cluster Configuration, then Cluster Resources, and then 

4. ield, enter 

Maintaining Multiple Instances of ERP 8.0  

There are several considerations when you run multiple instances of ERP 8.0 in a clustered 
environm in on a separate node, a situation might 
arise wh ens, 
communication to each ERP 8.0 instance must occur on a different port number or service 

o that HACMP will know to use the server during a cluster-related event. Within the 
parameters display is a field in which this resource is defined.  

From the command line, enter the following:  

# smit hacmp  

Change/Show Resource for a Resource Group.  

3. Choose the resource group - for example, ERP 8.0.  

On Configure Resources for a Resource Group, in the Application Server f
the name of the application server that you defined in the previous procedure.  

ent. Even though each instance might beg
en multiple instances need to run on the same node. When this happ
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nam stance must use a different range of IPC keys. The following parameters in 
the JDE.INI file control these settings:  

[JDENET]  

e, and each in

ServiceNameListen=Service Name or Port Number  

viceNameConnect=Service Name or Port Number  Ser

 

[JDEIPC]  

StartIPCKeyValue=Numeric Value  

able Name  Description  Vari

Serv
Number  

ameters can use an actual port number or the name of a 
service that you enter into the /etc/services file.  

Numeric Value  
The IPC key values should differ by at least 1000 between any two ERP 8.0 
instances.  

Troubl

This
clusterin

ERP 8.0

 8.0 fails to start:  

• When you start ERP 8.0 using the control script, first check the control script log for 

le.  

variable 

To resolve this, verify whether an entry exists in the /etc/hosts table for the floating IP 
 start, but all other processes will return the 

11001 -- gethostbyname returned 11001 (WSAHOST_NOT_FOUND): The host was not 

  

ice Name or Port The service name par

eshooting AIX Clustering  

 section explains how to work through several basic problems that can occur with AIX 
g.  

 Does Not Start  

Follow these steps if ERP

errors.  

• Check the ERP 8.0 log directory for log files. If no log files reside in the directory, 
verify that the ERP 8.0 processes exist in the proper directory and that you correctly 
set the $SYSTEM environment variab

• If the log file names are in all capital letters, the $JDE_BASE environment 
might be set incorrectly. If so, the process will not be able to locate the JDE.INI file.  

address. If no entry exists, jdenet_n will
following message in the log:  

Error 239 -- gethostbyname returned Connection refused  

• If no entry for the floating IP address exists that the workstation can reference, the 
workstation fails to connect and returns the following message in the log:  

found  

► To edit the enterprise server JDE.INI file

1. Open the enterprise server's JDE.INI file.  

2. Edit the following line in the [CLUSTER] section so it looks like this:  
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[CLUSTER]  

Primary Node=Resource IP Name  

r. 
ddress given to this resource. This 

address must be defined on all servers to which this resource may failover.  

3. Save and close the JDE.INI file.  

Resource Does Not Switch to the Backup Node Upon Failure  

Verify that the control scripts are in the correct directory and set to be executable. Verify that 
the p orrect in the resource group.  

Resource Shutdown Request Fails  

 not end cleanly during a failover, the node will not failover. This 
ur if Oracle is not operational or if ERP 8.0 cannot access the 

 script, 

 
mmand 

should remove any processes accessing the file system. Adding a one-second delay 

Sun

This rk with Sun's clustering software. This 
softwar ows you to recover 
almost s 
to be av cheduled downtime.  

This doc the 
SUNClu  
contact ded.  

Requi

at is accessible to all machines in the cluster, and this disk must be 
large enough to accommodate your ERP 8.0 installation. If you wish to place the database on 

essible 
one 

ERP 8.0 Installation Considerations  

If ERP 8.0 has not already been installed, install ERP 8.0 following the procedures in the 
ERP 8.0 Installation Guide for UNIX-Based Operating Systems. Make sure you install ERP 

where Resource IP Name represents the IP address associated with the ERP 8.0 serve
This IP is not a UNIX server IP, but is a separate a

ap lication server name is c

Check the OWShutdown script log to determine why the shutdown request failed. This log is 
located in the /$SYSTEM/bin32 directory.  

• If ERP 8.0 does
failure might occ
database. You might need to change the test condition in the resource control
or add commands to search for leftover JDE processes and end them.  

• If the script is failing during the unmount of the file system, you may need to add a
delay between the fuser command and unmount command. The fuser co

will allow this command to complete before the unmount is attempted.  

 Solaris Clustering  

 chapter explains how to set up ERP 8.0 to wo
e provides higher availability for your applications because it all
instantaneously from a power failure or hardware problem. It also allows application
ailable during s

umentation assumes that you have successfully installed Oracle and 
stering software. If you are having trouble with either of these products, you should

 Oracle or Sun as nee

rements for Clustering on Sun  

You must have a disk th

the same cluster as well, the database file must also be placed on a shared disk acc
to all machines in the cluster (although not necessarily on the same shared disk as the 
that the ERP 8.0 server is on).  

The SUNClustering 2.2 or greater API is recommended.  
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8.0 on a disk that is accessible to all machines in the cluster. When the installation process 
asks for the name of your enterprise server, use the logical host name of the cluster.  

If ERP 8
cluster nces to the enterprise server name in both the client 
and server jde.ini files to reference the cluster name.  

Clustering Scripts and How to Modify Them  

Four clu e delivered with ERP 8.0:  

unStartResource.sh  

ystem/bin32 directory under the base ERP 8.0 installation 
elow.  

Sun

This
regi
hap
"Registe UNClustering" in this chapter for more information.  

The foll ource.sh script to work with a 
cluster.  

unStartResource.sh script  

.0 has already been installed, change your ERP 8.0 data sources to reference the 
name. Also, change any refere

ster-specific scripts ar

• S

• SunStopResource.sh  

• owenv  

• SunOracleMgr.sh  

These scripts can be found in the s
directory. Each script is explained b

StartResource.sh  

 script runs whenever a node in the cluster starts the ERP 8.0 service. It must be 
stered with the SUNClustering software and should handle everything that needs to 
pen when the ERP 8.0 service starts or is switched from one node to another. See 

ring ERP 8.0 with S

owing task explains how to modify the SunStartRes

► To modify the S

1. Under Global Variables, there is a call to 

env script.  

er.  

3. Set ORACLE_UID to the user that is to run Oracle if the database is on the same 

E started/running."  

Sun p

s the ERP 8.0 service. It is also 
registered with the SUNClustering software, and should handle shutting down various 

.  

nStopResource.sh script to work with a 

/suncldata/oneworld/b733_sp7/system/bin32/owenv. Change 
/suncldata/oneworld/b733_sp7/ to the same path that OWHOME was set to in the 
ow

2. Set the APP_UID to the user name that ERP 8.0 is to be run und

cluster as ERP 8.0.  

4. If you are using Oracle, uncomment the section under "Check for ORACLE running" 
and "Check to see if ORACL

Sto Resource.sh  

This script runs whenever a node in the cluster stop

processes and any cleanup that needs to happen when the ERP 8.0 service is stopped

The following task explains how to modify the Su
cluster.  
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► To modify the SunStopResource.sh script  

Under Global Variables, change the call to 1. 
/suncldata/oneworld/b733_sp7/system/bin32/owenv to the same thing that is in the 

2. Set to the users running ERP 8.0 and Oracle, 
respectively. These values will be the same as in SunStartResource.sh.  

3. Under the "Shutdown ERP 8.0" section, set LOGDIR to be the location where all the 
log files are located.  

owenv  

This scr t 
is called esource.sh and SunStopResource.sh scripts.  

The o ster.  

► To modify the owenv script  

SunStartResource.sh script.  

 APP_UID and ORACLE_UID 

ipt sets various UNIX environment variables that are needed by ERP 8.0. The scrip
 from within the SunStartR

 foll wing task explains how to modify the owenv script to work with a clu

1. Set OWHOME to be the base directory of ERP 8.0 - for example, 
ta/oneworld/b733_sp7/.  

2. Set ENVIRON to the pathcode that you are using - for example, PROD or CRP.  

3. Once OWHOME and ENVIRON are set, SYSTEM, APPDEV, AND JDE_BASE 
should be correct.  

4. Set ORACLE_HOME to be the location of the ORACLE installation on the machine, 
for example, /suncldata/app/oracle/product/8.0.5.  

s needed.  

 script may be needed if you are running the database on the same cluster as the ERP 
8.0 server. If you are not running the database on the same cluster, then you can ignore this 

The following task explains how to modify the SunOracleMgr.sh script.  

► To modify the SunOracleMgr.sh script  

/sunclda

5. Set ORACLE_SID a

SunOracleMgr.sh  

This

section.  

1. ID 

2. your Oracle installation.  

Regist in

The followin ow to register ERP 8.0 with the SUNClustering software.  

► To r

In the Setup Global Variables section of the script, set ORACLE_UID to the user 
that is used to start Oracle.  

Set ORACLE_HOME to the appropriate value for 

er g ERP 8.0 with SUNClustering  

g task explains h

egister ERP 8.0 with SUNClustering  

To register ERP 8.0 with SUNClustering, log in as the root user and type the 
following com

1. 
mand:  

stop_net=[absolute path of SunStopResource.sh]  
/opt/SUNWcluster/bin/hareg -r[service name] -m start_net=[absolute path of 
SunStartResource.sh] -m
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where service name can be anything you want, but you may want to make it 

 the following command with no options:  

/opt/SUNWcluster/bin/hareg  

This sets the data service to "on" which allows the data service to switch physical 

3. 

 pulling the plug on the current active host.  

something easy to remember like "oneworld" since you will need to use that name 
when modifying ERP 8.0's registry with SUNClustering.  

2. Type

If the line containing the service name you assigned to ERP 8.0 contains "off," then 
type the following command:  

/opt/SUNWcluster/bin/hareg -y [service name]  

hosts when appropriate.  

To test whether the cluster switches, type the following command:  

/opt/SUNWcluster/bin/haswitch  

Also, try

Note:  
You should not use "reboot" or "shutdown" on the primary node as a test as doing so 
will result in an error and not in a switchover.  

 

Windows NT Clustering  

 

Not

This section provides information regarding the installation of ERP 8.0 on Microsoft Cluster
Services (MSCS).  

e:  
For more information about how to install and set up a Microsoft cluster, see the appropriate
Microsoft documentation.  

 

 

Before You Begin  
 You should partition your disk array to logically divide the software components. 

Typically, you will set up the following partitions:  

• A partition that contains the cluster software  

• A partition that contains the ERP 8.0 database  

• A partition that contains the DBMS software and database if these reside on the 
cluster system  

icrosoft clustering in conjunction with a database management 
 

 If you will be using M
system (DBMS), such as Oracle Fail Safe or SQL Server, consult the installation
documentation for the appropriate DBMS prior to Windows NT enterprise server 
installation.  

 Configure your network. This includes setting up connections between servers, 
workstations, and printers.  
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Note:  
Microsoft cluster server software only supports TCP/IP. Microsoft cluster software does not 
support the use of Dy
addresses.  

namic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) for the assignment of IP 

 
Although you need only one network card in each node, you should use two cards to 

unicate with the public network, 
s setup allows your cluster to 

ly 
s 

g on the cluster, they can be configured 
 

me 
rk name and cluster IP address. This can be the cluster 

group.  

B73.3.  

Tro l

This sec
with Win

Upgrading SQL Server 7.0 From a Pre-Release Build to a Release Build  
In the in sed a passive-active configuration. 
This means that SQL Server 7.0 was installed to the shared disk. During the upgrade J.D. 
Edw
partition
installed luster reinstallation. The 
rein al 
driv a  
it looked
would n d. Editing the registry caused more 
prob y 
deleted. mergency Repair Disk did not 
work as
whole d

Chang
After mo wards had to change the IP 
address for cluster nodes and any virtual machines connected to them. In order to perform 
this k s and 
groups  
SQL Se

ensure recoverability. One network card will comm
and the second card will connect between nodes. Thi
remain active when the primary node loses the network connection. If you use on
one network card, when a node loses the network connection that node also lose
the connection to other nodes in the cluster.  

 If the database and ERP 8.0 are both runnin
to run on separate nodes. To accomplish this, separate ERP 8.0 resources and
database resources into different groups. Also be sure that ERP 8.0 and the 
database do not share disk resources. ERP 8.0 resources will need to be in the sa
group as the cluster netwo

When the ERP 8.0 and database groups are in separate groups, the database group 
must be online before bringing the ERP 8.0 resources online.  

This change becomes effective as of ERP 8.0 release 

If you do not require ERP 8.0 and database resources to run on separate nodes, 
place all database and ERP 8.0 resources in the cluster group.  

ub eshooting  

tion lists issues and solutions that can assist you should you encounter problems 
dows NT clustering.  

itial SQL Server 7.0 installation, J.D. Edwards u

ards uninstalled SQL Server Clustering, then performed the upgrade on node1 to a 
 on the shared disk. Forgetting the active-passive configuration, J.D. Edwards 
 to the local drive on node2 and started the SQL Server c

stallation would not work. SQL Server was confused about whether the shared or loc
e w s the correct installation. Attempting to uninstall SQL Server would not work because

 to SQL Server like SQL Server clustering was still installed. SQL Server clustering 
ot uninstall because it was not completely installe

lems. A registry entry for one of the shared drives in the MCSC cluster was mistakenl
 Restoring the registry from a very recent copy of the E
 an error was received reading the SYSTEM key. The final result was backing up the 
isk, and reinstalling Windows NT 4.0, MSCS, and SQL Server.  

ing an IP Address  
ving the cluster equipment to another area, J.D. Ed

 tas , J.D. Edwards had to uninstall MSCS. This required the removal of all resource
already defined. It also required uninstalling DBMS cluster software, which included
rver Cluster Manager and Oracle Failsafe. The final steps were uninstalling MSCS, 
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changing the physical IP address in the nodes, reinstalling MSCS using the new IP address 
for the virtual machine, and reinstalling SQL Server Cluster Manager and Oracle Failsafe.  

If yo a  
uninsta the Add/Remove Programs tool to uninstall MSCS.  

Setting Up ERP 8.0 on a Windows NT Cluster  

The following procedure explains how to set up ERP 8.0 on a Windows NT cluster. The 
Window  a two-server configuration.  

► To set 

Reinstalling MSCS  
u h ve already installed a version of Microsoft Cluster Server software and you need to

ll it, you must use 

s NT cluster uses

up ERP 8.0 on a Windows NT cluster  

1. Install Windows NT Enterprise Server version 4.0 SP5 or later on each node.  

You can install these nodes as stand-alone servers, PDC-BDC combinations, or 
BDC

that 

Note: If you already installed a version of Microsoft Cluster Software, before you 

3. manage the cluster remotely - for example, at your desk rather than 
physically at the cluster - you can install Cluster Administrator on workstations. Refer 

e installation 

4. ter name as the enterprise server 
nam

P 8.0.  

he 
you 

 ERP 8.0 network and queue services.  

6.  
gen services to allow 
workstations to connect to the ERP 8.0 server.  

tries in the 
ERP 8.0 tables must contain the name of the cluster.  

If you use Oracle Fail Safe or SQL Server Failover support, additional considerations 
 

 or 

8. In the server jde.ini file, set all server parameters, except the database system 
settings, to the cluster name. Set the database system settings to the name of the 
database server. For Oracle Fail Safe, you can set the database server setting to the 
Oracle cluster alias.  

-BDC combinations.  

2. Install Microsoft Cluster Server (MSCS) software on each node using an account 
has administrator authority. Refer to the appropriate Microsoft documentation for 
specific instructions on the installation of MSCS.  

Access the cluster to verify the installation of MSCS.  

reinstall, you must uninstall the software using Add/Remove programs.  

If you want to 

to the appropriate Microsoft documentation for specific instructions on th
of Cluster Administrator.  

Install ERP 8.0 on the cluster disk using the clus
e.  

All nodes will share a single copy of ER

5. Install the ERP 8.0 network and queue services on each node. Make sure that t
ERP 8.0 partition (that is, cluster disk resource) is owned by the node on which 
are installing the

Go to Settings, then Control Panel, then Services, and then Startup to assign a
eric ERP 8.0 user ID and password for the network and queue 

7. If the server database will reside on the cluster disk, then all server en

exist, such as database resource dependencies. For Oracle Fail Safe, the database
must reside on the shared disk storage. For SQL Server, active/passive or 
active/active configurations will be different. Please consult the appropriate Oracle
SQL Server documentation for more information.  
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Adding the ERP 8.0 Network and Queue Resources to the Group  

► To add the ERP 8.0 network and queue resources to the cluster group  

1. From the Cluster Administrator main menu, from the File menu, choose New, and 
then Resource.  

2. On New Resource, complete the following fields for the JDE network resources, and 

• Name  

 Description  

Choose Generic Service from the list.  

• Group Name  

to Run this resource in a separate Resource Monitor.  

xt.  

ext.  

es are available when the 
ll not function if the drive is 

6. 

.  

nk.  

7. 

8. 

9. 

Startin

Important:  

then click Next.  

•

• Resource Type  

Choose the cluster group.  

3. Do not turn on the option 

4. On Possible Owners, verify that the possible owners match the preferred owners, 
then click Ne

5. On Dependencies, choose the ERP 8.0 physical disk resource and the cluster 
network name; click Add; and then click N

You establish this dependency to ensure that the resourc
network service starts. Network and queue resources wi
unavailable.  

On Generic Service Parameters, do the following, and then click Next:  

• Type the JDE network service name as it appears in the NT Services applet

• Leave the Startup Parameters field bla

On Registry Replication, click Finish.  

On Cluster Administrator, click OK.  

Repeat the preceding steps to set up the JDE queue service with the following 
modifications:  

• On Dependencies, choose your JDE network resource from the Available 
Resources listbox, click Add, and then click Next to continue.  

g and Stopping the ERP 8.0 Resources on the Cluster  

In a cluster environment, use Cluster Administrator to start and stop ERP 8.0 network and 
que s they 
are don d then the 
que

 

ue services. ERP 8.0 resources should be started and stopped in the same order a
e in the Windows NT Services applet: first, start the network service an

ue service. When stopping, stop the queue service and then the network service.  
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► To start and stop the ERP 8.0 resources on the cluster  

1. To start network and/or queue services, in Cluste
ERP 8.0 resource and choose Online.  

r Administrator, right-click on the 

 the 
e.  

Tes g

Important: 

2. To stop network and/or queue services, in Cluster Administrator, right-click on
ERP 8.0 resource and choose Offlin

tin  ERP 8.0 Connections on the Cluster  

 
ERP 8.0 e  queue services must be set up before you can test connections on the 
cluster. r in the ERP 8.0 Installation 
Guide.  

 

 n twork and
 See Starting the ERP 8.0 Windows NT Enterprise Serve

► To test ERP 8.0 connections on the cluster  

1. Sign on to Windows NT.  

ll ERP 8.0 resources are online for the ERP 

3.  installed correctly on the cluster server. Enter 
the following commands to run porttest:  

cd \jdedwardsoneworld\ddp\xxxx\System\Bin32  

portte

where xxxx is the specific release of ERP 8.0 - for example, B733 - userID is a valid 
ERP
env
porttest command for each environment.  

The porttest program initializes a user and an environment, assuming that ERP 8.0 is 
installed and configured correctly. The program should display messages indicating 

rds out of a ERP 8.0 table. If it does not, review the jde_####.log 
file 

4. Sign on to a ERP 8.0 workstation, then run a batch application. For example, submit 
the Business Unit Master List - All Companies report (R0006P). Verify that the report 
processed successfully on the UBE server.  

See Working with Server Jobs

2. Using Cluster Administrator, verify that a
8.0 group.  

Run porttest to verify that ERP 8.0 is

st userID password environment  

 8.0 user, password is the password for that user, and environment is the 
ironment you are verifying. These parameters are case-sensitive. Enter the 

the selection of reco
that was specified in the jde.ini file on the enterprise server.  

 in the System Administration Guide for more 
information about verifying batch processing.  

5. Stop ERP 8.0 on the first node using the Cluster Administration tools.  

6. Stop cluster services on the first node by right-clicking on the node name and 
choosing Cluster Service. All groups will failover to the second node.  

7. Verify that all resources are online on the second node and repeat the process.  
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Setting Advanced Options for ERP 8.0 Resources  

► To set advanced options for ERP 8.0 resources  

1. From the Cluster Administrator main menu, open the group that contains the 
resource that you want to modify.  

2. Choose a resource, and from the File menu, choose Properties.  

• Do Not Restart  

4. Review the values on this form. For more information about these values, see the 

► To set failover and failback parameters  

3. Click the Advanced tab, and choose one of the following options:  

• Restart  

If you want to disable failover, choose Do Not Restart.  

appropriate Microsoft clustering documentation.  

Setting Failover and Failback Parameters  

1. From the Cluster Administrator main menu, choose the appropriate group, then from 
the File menu, choose Properties.  

:  

• Period  

mines the period of time during which MSCS attempts failovers.  

e or during a set period of time.  

For more information about these parameters, see the appropriate Microsoft clustering 
doc e

2. Click the Failover tab, then review the following fields

• Threshold  

This field determines the number of failovers attempted by MSCS.  

This field deter

3. Click the Failback tab and review the following options:  

• Prevent Failback  

• Allow Failback  

The setting for this option can be immediat

um ntation.  
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Backing Up ERP 8.0 Tables 

A well-pl
Rigorou  of 
nature, failure, or human error. Your backup strategy must balance the 
level of protection you need against the physical constraints of your system, such as 
info a

J.D dw

• 

k up the deployment server, enterprise servers, and the full database.  

Note:  

anned backup strategy is essential to protect your enterprise's information assets. 
sly following the backup strategy will provide insurance against data lost by acts
hardware or software 

rm tion storage capacity.  

. E ards recommends that your backup strategy includes the following:  

• Perform a full system backup whenever data is at risk, such as when you are 
installing or upgrading software. At least back up the database completely.  

Each night, back up changed objects, such as tables and JDEdwardsOneWorld 
objects.  

• Each week, bac

You should outline and implement your backup strategy before you begin the Prototype 
phase of implementation.  

 

Understanding Backup Requirements for Servers  

eate a backup of the entire server, 
or just back up the changed objects and data. You do not need to perform a complete backup 
of the server nightly. Only directories that change on a daily basis require daily backups.  

Deployment Server  

JDEdwards n the deployment server includes the following items:  

• JDEdwardsOneWorld directory (all subdirectories and contents)  

• jde.ini file on c:\winnt  

• Services file on c:\winnt\system32\drivers\etc  

• Registry export file  

• JDEdwardsOneWorld files in the root directory (c:\):  

• jdeapp.ddp  

p  

a  

 

 

m  

When you perform a backup on a server, you can either cr

OneWorld o

• jdeapp.xd

• jdeauth.dda  

• jdeauth.xd

• jdemod.ddm 

• jdemod.xdm 

• jdesec.dds  

• jdesec.xds  

• jdecode.dd
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• jdecode.xdm  

The change ata on the deployment server include:  

or update the Access database delivered 
tion installation, create backups of the PD7334, DV7334, and 

PY7334 directories.  

• If you modify help files, create a backup of the HELPS directory.  

• If your media objects reside on the deployment server, create a backup of the MEDIA 

s on your deployment server, create 
the ERP 8.0 data sources (Oracle or SQL Server). For example, if 

bject Management Workbench resides on the deployment 
tly backups.  

Enterprise Server  

ERP .0 /400, UNIX, or Windows NT operating 
systems. You backup key libraries on the AS/400 and key files on the UNIX and Windows NT 
operating sy

AS/400  

Note:  

d objects and d

• If you modify objects, build new packages, 
during a worksta

OBJ directory.  

• If important data, such as system data, reside
nightly backups of 
your central objects or O
server, create nigh

 8  on the enterprise server runs on the AS

stems.  

Shut do  se before you create any backups.  

 

wn the databa

•  J dsOneWorld system libraries:  

  

YS  

• SVM7334  

• JDEdwardsOneWorld data dictionary library:  

• DD7334  

• OL7334  

eWorld production libraries (This example is for pristine and 
production)  

• 

• PRISTDTA  

• 

• PRODDTA  

• CRPDTA  

All DEdwar

• JDEOW

• SYS7334  

• B7334S

• JDEdwardsOneWorld Object Management Workbench library:  

• All JDEdwardsOn

• PD7334  

PY7334  

• PRODDTA  

All JDEdwardsOneWorld business data libraries:  
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• PRISTDTA  

• TESTDTA  

• PRODCTL  

• 

• PRISTCTL  

ld versions libraries:  

• JD7334DNT  

• DV7334DNT  

 

• 

• 

• DV7334  

• 

• QCPA  

X  

Not

• All JDEdwardsOneWorld control libraries:  

CRPCTL  

• TESTCTL  

• All JDEdwardsOneWor

• PD7334DNT  

• PY7334DNT  

• IFS (Integrated File System) libraries: 

• PD7334  

• PY7334  

JD7334  

TS7334  

IBM libraries that require backups:  

• QGPL  

• Central objects on the deployment server in Oracle or Microsoft SQL Server 
database.  

UNI

e:  
Shut down the database before you create any backups using Backup Manager. If you 
export/import using Data Manager, you do not need to shut down the database.  

 
• System files  

Create backups of all host files under the jdedwardsoneworld/b73x directory - for 
03/jdedwardsoneworld/b73x/*  

iles  

ckups of all data files that reside in the ERP 8.0 tablespaces.  

Oracle Data Manager Tool on the deployment server to make a .dmp file of 
red database, and then back up the .dmp file on tape or hard disk.  

example, /u

• e fDatabas

Create ba

Use the 
the desi
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Win w

Note:  

do s NT  

Shu o tabase before you create any backups.  

 

t d wn the da

• System files  

neWorld\ddp\B73x directory  

se files  

kup files for the following:  

 files that reside in the JDEdwardsOneWorld tablespaces  

 Oracle Data Manager Tool on the deployment server to make a .dmp file 
esired database, and then back up the .dmp file on tape or hard disk.  

QL Server database files  

ckup files for the following:  

es that reside in the JDEdwardsOneWorld databases  

he SQL Server Database/Object Transfer tool on the enterprise server to 
the desired tables or database (for example, JDE7334) to a backup 

database.  

. Edwards recommends that you use the backup tool provided by the 
 vendor.  

ERP 8.0 Tables and Object Owner IDs  

The ll es provide lists of JDEdwardsOneWorld tables by type with the associated 
obje .  

Note:  

JDEdwardsO

• Oracle databa

Create bac

• All data

Use the
of the d

• Microsoft S

Create ba

• All tabl

Use t
y cop

Note: J.D
RDBMS

 fo owing tabl
ct owner IDs

If an o ol table merges fail, or if the specification merge fails, you might need to 
rest   premerge condition and run the merge again. Follow the restore 
inst t atabase.  

 

y f the contr
ore the tables to a
ruc ions for your d

Sys

• F00921  
• F00924  
• F0093  
• F0094  
• F00941  
• F00942  
• F00945  

tem Tables  

• F00053  
• F000531  
• F000532  
• F0092  
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• F00946  

•  
  

 
  
  
  

•  
  

• F986162  
  
 

•  

  
• F9882  

 

• F9885  

• F9888  
 
 

• F98885  

• F9889  

• F98892  

• F98CONST  
  

G  
• F98DRPCN  

  
  

• F98EVDTL  
  

• F98OWSEC  

• F98VAR  

• F00948  
• F00950  
• F00960  
• F98101  
• F986101  
• F98611  

F986115 
• F986116
• F98613 
• F986150
• F986151
• F986152

F98616 
• F986161

• F986163
• F986164 

F986165 
• F98701  
• F98800D  
• F98810D

• F98825 
• F9883  

• F9886  
• F9887  

• F98881 
• F98882 

• F98887  

• F98891  

• F98980  

• F98DRENV
• F98DRLO

• F98DRPUB
• F98DRSUB

• F98EVHDR
• F98MOQUE  

• F98TMPL  
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Object Owner  

 

Ob t ement Workbench Tables  

Ob t

 

Data Dictionary Tables  

• F9207  

• F9210  

Ob t

Ser  

• F986110  

  

  

Ob t

• sys7334

jec  Manag

• F00165  

• F9860  

• F9861  

• F9862  

• F9863  

• F9865  

jec  Owner  

• obj7334

• F00165  

• F9200  

• F9202  

• F9203  

• F9211  

jec  Owner  

• dd7334 

ver Map Tables  

• F986101  

• F98611  

• F986111  

• F986113  

• F98DRPCN

• F98DRLOG

jec  Owner  

• svm7334 
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Con

• F0002  

• F00825  

Object Owners  

bles - PROD: prodctl  

Versions Tables  

• F983051  

Ob t

• Versions - PY7334: py7334  

• 

s  

• 

• 

• F98710  

• F98711  

• F98712  

trol Tables  

• F00021  

• F0004  

• F0004D  

• F0005  

• F0005D  

• F0082  

• F00821  

• F00826  

• F0083  

• F0084  

• Control Ta

• Control Tables - CRP: crpctl  

• Control Tables - TEST: testctl  

• Control Tables - JDE: pristctl  

• F98306  

jec  Owners  

• Versions - PD7334: pd7334  

• Versions - DV7334: dv7334  

Versions - JD7334: jd7334  

Central Object

• F980011  

• F980021  

F983051  

F98306  
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• F98713  

• F98720  

• F98740  

 F98741  

• F

• F98750  

• F98751  

F

F

• F98760  

• F98761  

F

F

Owners  

Central Objects - PD7334: pd7334  

• Central Objects - PY7334: py7334  

Central Objects - DV7334: dv7334  

C  jd7334  

ss 

B D: proddta  

B : crpdta  

• Business Data - TEST: testdta  

• B istdta  

Backing Up ERP 8.0 Tables on Servers  

g on your platform and database type, the procedures you need to perform for 
vary.  

ou Begin  
 you are using SQL Server or Oracle, verify that you have enough disk space for 

your backup copy before you begin the backup.  

If you are using SQL Server, verify that the Select Into/Bulk Copy option on the 
Options form is turned on for the database into which you will transfer objects. 
D tree structure to access the Options form.  

•

• F98743  

98745  

• 98752  

• 98753  

• 98762  

• 98950  

Object 

• 

• 

• entral Objects - JD7334:

Busine Data  

• usiness Data - PRO

• usiness Data - CRP

usiness Data - JDE: pr

Dependin
backups 

Before Y
 If

 

ouble-click the database in the 
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► To cr /400  eate a backup for AS

On a  following libraries, depending on which pathcodes you have 
instal

e 
 

OL7334  

ata Dic

Central O  

Central O

4  Central O

Central O

  Producti

  Producti

Prototyp

CRPCTL  Prototyp

TESTDTA  Test Bus

TESTCTL  Test Control Tables  

PRI

PRISTC

PY7334DNT  

PD7334DNT

JD7334D    PRIST  

DV7334DNT ns for DEV  

B7334SYS   system library  

JDEOW  

PY7334  Server modules - Prototype  

PY7334FA  Package Library - Prototype  

tape drive, back up the
led:  

 

Library nam Description  
SYS7334 System library  

SVM7334  Server Map  

Object Librarian  

DD7334  D tionary  

COPY7334  bjects - Prototype 

COJD7334  bjects - JDE  

COPD733 bjects - PROD  

CODV7334  bjects - DEV  

PRODDTA on Business Data  

PRODCTL on Control Tables  

CRPDTA  e Business Data  

e Control Tables  

iness Data  

STDTA  Pristine Business Data  

TL  Pristine Control Tables  

Versions for CRP  

  Versions for PROD  

NT Versions for

  Versio

Server

JDEdwardsOneWorld Installation 
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JD7334  

JD7334FA  

PD7334  les - PROD  

PD7334FA  e Library - PROD  

DV7334   - DEV  

DV7334FA  Package Library - DEV  

1. following IFS structure with the subdirectories:  

Library n
JDEB73

B7334SYS  rnel spec and XML  

PY7334  

JD7334  

PD7334  

DV7334  Spec files for DEV  

JDEdwardsOneWorld Contains the spec files for each path code.  

DEdwardsOneWorld\PACKAGES\PY7334FA\SPEC\*.* 

34FA\SPEC\*.* 

\JDEdwardsOneWorld\PACKAGES\PD7334FA\SPEC\*.* 

► To 

Server modules - JDE  

Package Library - JDE  

Server modu

Packag

Server modules

Back up the 

ame  Description  
34  Logging directory  

Ke

Spec files for Prototype  

Spec files for JDE  

Spec files for PROD  

\J

\JDEdwardsOneWorld\PACKAGES\JD73

\JDEdwardsOneWorld\PACKAGES\DV7334FA\SPEC\*.* 

create a backup for Oracle on UNIX or Windows NT  

From the Oracle En1. terprise Manager Tool, open Data Manager and from the Data 
menu, choose Export.  

2. Type the name for your export utility .dmp file.  

Click the Browse button to choose the directory where your .dmp file will reside.  

3. Click Next.  

4. On the Object Selection form, choose the objects you want to back up, then click 

Note:  

Next.  

Objects chosen in the tree on the Data Manager form appear in the Selected Objects 
. You can move objecform ts between forms using the arrow buttons or by dragging 

and dropping.  
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To export objects, expand the Available Objects tree and choose the item to export. 
ects form.  Use the arrows to move objects to and from the Selected Obj

5. On the Tuning form, you can choose to generate a log file, if needed.  

6. Click Next.  

Note:  
Choose the Generate Log File option and enter a log file name or choose a log file 
using Browse.  

 
On the Advanced Options form,7.  take the defaults or choose the desired options, and 

xt.  

8. 

9. 

10. hen the export process is completed, you will receive the following message:  

xport process.  

► To 

click Ne

On the Summary form, very that all of the chosen objects and options are correct.  

Click Finish to begin exporting objects.  

A message window opens that displays information about the progress of the export 
process.  

W

Export terminated successfully without warnings.  

If the message informs you that there were errors or warnings, check your log file to 
review the e

create a backup for SQL Server  

From S1. QL Enterprise Manager, from the Tools menu, choose Database/Object 
Transfer.  

ct Transfer form appears.  

2. Choose a destination server and database on which to create backup copies of your 

The Database/Obje

tables.  

Note:  
The source server and the destination server can be the same, but the database 

 

must be different.  

3. eep all default settings and then click the Start Transfer button.  

 process completes the transfer, you can click the View Logs button to 

nt to verify that your backup tables transferred to the new 
database with data.  

K

The Database/Object Transfer tool moves your objects.  

4. Perform either of the following to verify whether the backup was successful:  

• When the
review the transfer process.  

• Run a SELECT stateme
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► To restore a backup file for Oracle on UNIX or Windows NT  

1. 

3. ext.  

se the objects you want to restore and click Next.  

le in the file you 
n object in the 

tree and click the down arrow.  

Note:  

From the Oracle Enterprise Manager Tool, open Data Manager and from the Data 
menu, choose Import.  

2. Type the name of your import utility .dmp file.  

Click N

4. On the Object Selection form, choo

The Importable Objects tree contains the objects which are importab
specified. To move the object to the Selected Objects tree, choose a

When the .dmp file is on a remote machine, Data Manager uses the Console job and 
event system to retrieve the file before displaying the data through the Import Wizard. 
The Remote Import page of the Import Wizard has a status line at the top of the page 

progress of data retrieval. The Oracle Enterprise Manager Console 

 

which shows the 
must be running.  

ee conditions can be displayed: Job Submitted, Job Started, and Job Completed.  

Important: Data retrieval mus
o ration.  

 Selected Objects/Available Objects tree contains the objects to be imported. To 
ove an object from the list, choose the object and use th

k Next.  

the Associated Objects from, you can accept the defaults and click Next.  

the Tuning form, you can choose to generate a log file, if needed.  

8. k Next.  

N e:  
ose the Generate Log File options and enter a log file name or choose a log fi
g Browse.  

 
the Advanced Options form, choose the Increment Type. If you followed the 

Thr

t complete successfully before beginning the import 
pe

The
rem e up arrow or drag and 
drop.  

5. Clic

6. On 

7. On 

Clic

ot
Cho le 
usin

9. On 
instructions to create a backup, choose None for Increment Type and click Next.  

10. On the Summary form, verify that all chosen objects and options are correct.  

Important:  
You must drop the existing objects in the database that you want to restore, or else 
the import process will fail.  

 
11. Click Finish to begin importing objects.  

12. When the import process is completed, you will receive the following message:  
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Process terminated successfully with no warnings.  

If the message informs you that there were errors or warnings, check your log file to 

ELECT statement to verify that your backup tables are populated with 
data.  

► To ackup file for AS/400  

review the export process.  

13. Perform a S

restore a b

Restore the libraries and IFS directories that you backed up from tape.  

SQL Server Parameters 

The follo line 
- Transa

Variable Name  Description  
database_na e 

owner  ng copied. If no owner is 
specified and you do not own a table of that name, the program will not execute.  

table_name  

in|out  se table 
while the out option copies to a file from the database table.  

datafile  em file when copying a table to or from multiple diskettes; 

/n  tion using the data's native (database) data types as the default. 
This option does not prompt for each field because it uses the default values.  

/u login_id  

/p passw If the 
word, bcp uses the 

/s serve rvername is the name of the server 
m a remote 

wing material on SQL Server parameters is reprinted from SQL Server Books On
ct SQL Reference 6.0 with permission from Microsoft Corporation.  

m Specifies the database. If the table being copied is in your default database, this 
parameter is optional.  

The owner's name. This name is optional if you own the table bei

Specifies which database table to copy.  

Specifies the direction of the copy. The in option copies from a file into the databa

The full path of an operating syst
datafile is a drive specifier only (such as C:).  

Performs the copy opera

User ID.  

ord  A user specified password. If the /p option is not used, bcp prompts for a password. 
/p option is used at the end of the command line without any pass
default password (NULL).  

rname  Specifies which SQL Server to connect to. The se
machine on the network. This option is required when you perform bcp fro
machine on the network.  
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► To restore a backup file for SQL Server  

Verify that the Select Into/Bulk Copy option on the Options form is turned on for the datab
into which you will transfer objects. Double-click the database in the tree structure to acce
the Options form.  

1. From SQL Enterprise Manager, from the Tools menu, choose Database/Object 
Transfer.  

ase 
ss 

The Database/Object Transfer form appears.  

2. ion server and database from which to transfer backup copies of Choose a destinat
your tables.  

Note:  
The source server and the destination server can be the same, but the database 
must be different.  

 
3. Turn off the Transfer All Objects option, but keep all of the other default settings.  

4. Click the Choose Objects button, choose the objects that you want to transfer and 
then click OK to return to the Database/Object Transfer form.  

atabase/Object Transfer tool moves your objects.  

uccessful:  

• When the process completes the transfer, you can click the View Logs button to 

w 

► 

5. Click the Start Transfer button.  

The D

6. Perform either of the following to verify whether the backup was s

review the transfer process.  

• Run a SELECT statement to verify that your backup tables transferred to the ne
database with data.  

To restore a backup file for SQL Server on Windows NT  

Verify that the Select Into/Bulk Copy option on the Options form is turned on for the 
se into which you will transfer objects. Double-click the database in the SQL 

Enterprise Manager tree structure to access the Options form.  

Generate scripts for the tables you want to restore and then drop the tables.  

Use SQL to re-create the scripts for the tables.  

From the command line, type the following command:  

databa

1. 

2. 

3. 

bcp [[ atabase_name.]owner.] table_name(in|out) datafile /n /u /p /s  d

4. Perform a SELECT statement to verify that your backup tables populate with data.  
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Snapshot 

The Sna n a single 
workstation. Use SnapShot to rename the ERP 8.0 installation directory, named \B7 by 

try settings to the renamed directory. Once you 
rena ou can install a new version of ERP 8.0 without 
ove t n. SnapShot also allows you to switch between the versions 
without requiring you to perform any administrative tasks.  

This section contains the following:  

 Using SnapShot  

Using SnapShot  

The SnapSh le versions of ERP 8.0 on a single 
P 8.0 installation directory, named \B7 

settings to the renamed directory. Once you 
rena can install a new version of ERP 8.0 without 
overwriting th ws you to switch between the versions 
without re

To run E  the SnapShot file. You must first restore 
the SnapShot file to a true ERP 8.0 installation before you can run ERP 8.0 from that 
installation.  

The follo

pShot application enables you to install multiple versions of ERP 8.0 o

default, and to move various files and regis
me the ERP 8.0 installation directory, y

rwri ing the previous versio

ot application enables you to install multip
workstation. You can use SnapShot to rename the ER
by default, and move various files and registry 

me the ERP 8.0 installation directory, you 
e previous version. SnapShot also allo

quiring you to perform any administrative tasks.  

RP 8.0, you cannot begin an instance from

wing illustration provides an example of the SnapShot process:  

 

Com

• 

• Restore a SnapShot  

• 

• Run SnapShot from the command line  

 

plete the following tasks:  

Save ERP 8.0 in a SnapShot file  

Delete a SnapShot  
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Before You Begin  
 Before you run SnapShot, copy SnapShot.exe to another directory outside the \B7 

y to run SnapShot from inside the \B7 directory, with ERP 8.0 open, 

► To 

directory. If you tr
or with a ERP 8.0 directory open, you will receive an error message.  

save ERP 8.0 in a SnapShot file  

1. Run SnapShot.exe.  

The default directory for SnapShot is \B7\SYSTEM\Bin32.  

P 8.0 SnapShot foThe ER rm appears.  

 

On this form you can review a list of previously created SnapShot files, create a new 
, or 

delete a SnapShot file.  

2. 

The Make a New SnapShot form appears.  

 

SnapShot of ERP 8.0, restore a SnapShot file to a working installation of ERP 8.0

Click the Save New button.  

 

 

On r 
nam

3. Click OK to complete the SnapShot.  

Your new SnapShot file appears in the listbox on the ERP 8.0 SnapShot form.  

4. You can now install a new version of ERP 8.0 either by installing a new package on 
nother SnapShot file.  

this form, you can define the name of your SnapShot file and determine the folde
e where your SnapShot file will reside.  

the workstation or restoring a
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► To restore a SnapShot  

1. 

he ERP 8.0 SnapShot form appears. On this form you can review a list of previously 
reated SnapShot files, create a new SnapShot of ERP 8.0, restore a SnapShot file 

2. From the listbox, select a SnapShot to restore and then click the Restore button.  

Sna P 8.0 installation and removes the SnapShot file name 
from the listbox.  

Note:  

Run SnapShot.  

T
c
to a working installation of ERP 8.0, or delete a SnapShot file.  

pShot restores your ER

If a viable installation of ERP 8.0 exists on the workstation, SnapShot prompts you to 
save the current installation to a SnapShot directory before you restore the 

 

alternative installation.  

► To delete a SnapShot  

1. Run SnapShot.  

The ERP 8.0 SnapShot form appears. On this form you can review a list of previously 
w SnapShot of ERP 8.0, restore a SnapShot file 

2. Fro

Sna
Sna

You can run ion 
of shortcuts

nd line  

created SnapShot files, create a ne
to a working installation of ERP 8.0, or delete a SnapShot file.  

m the listbox, choose a SnapShot to delete and then click the Delete button.  

pShot deletes the directory that stores your SnapShot file and removes the 
pShot file name from the listbox.  

Runnin  Sg napshot from the Command Line 

 SnapShot from the command line for batch processing, and the implementat
 that automatically save and restore SnapShot files.  

► To run SnapShot from the comma

Enter one of the following commands in the command line:  

• To save the current installation of ERP 8.0 in a SnapShot file:  

SnapShot [/SSnapShot name]  
You do not need to specify a SnapShot name when you save an installation. If 
you do not specify a name when you save ERP 8.0 in a SnapShot file, the 
current version of ERP 8.0 will be used to define the name for the SnapShot, 
such as B732.  

• To restore a SnapShot file:  

SnapShot [/RSnapShot name]  
You do not need to specify a SnapShot name when you restore an installation. If 
you do not specify a name when you restore a SnapShot file, you must specify a 
target directory in which to locate the SnapShot file.  
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Note:  
For SnapShot names that contain embedded spaces, enclose the entire name in 
quotation marks.  

 
Depending on your needs, you can also use the following switches in the command 
line:  

• /U - This switch disables the user interface, including warnings and errors. Use 
the yntax:  

Shot [/S   

following s

Snap SnapShot name] [/U]

 

SnapShot [/R U]  SnapShot name] [/

 switch when ERP 8.0 resides in uniquely na

 The Disable Autosave switch ns off the a

matically saves the c e ERP 8.0 in

restored ERP 8.0 SnapShot file.  

SnapSho SnapShot name] [/A]  

t name in th

entire name 

SnapShot [/R] [/Ttarget dir]  

• /D - This switch informs SnapShot not to rename the installation directory. Use 
this med directories. Use the 
following syntax:  

SnapShot [/SSnapShot name] [/D]  

 

SnapShot [/RSnapShot name] [/D]  
• /A -  tur utosave feature in SnapShot. By 

default, when you restore a previous ERP 8.0 installation, SnapShot 
auto urrent activ stallation. When you turn on the 
Disable Autosave switch, SnapShot overwrites the current active installation with 
the 

t [/R
• /T - This switch designates the target directory where you save your SnapShot 

file. If you do not specify a SnapSho e /R switch, you must specify a 
target directory. For a target directory with an embedded space, enclose the 

in quotation marks. Use the following syntax:  
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Database Driver Files 

For each combination of platform and database, you must use a unique database drive
This file is specified in the [DB SYSTEM SETTINGS] section of the enterprise server jde.ini
file. The following table lists the driver file for specific machines and databases:  

form  Database  Driver File 

00  DB2/400  DBDR  

r file. 
 

Plat

AS/4

AS/4

HP9

HP9000  Microsoft SQL Server  libjdbnet.sl 

HP9 0.5 and 8i) UNIX libora80.sl 

RS6 /400  libjdbnet.so 

RS6000  

RS6000  

Sun Solaris  

Sun Solaris  DB2 and SQL Server  libjdbnet.so 

Windows NT  AS/400  jdbodbc.dll 

Win

Win

Compaq h

Compaq h

Com T  jdbodbc.dll 

00  any other server DBMS  JDBNET  

000  DB2/400  libjdbnet.sl 

000  Oracle (Version 8.

000  DB2

Microsoft SQL Server  libjdbnet.so 

Oracle (Version 8.0.5 and 8i)  libora80.so 

Oracle (Version 8.0.5 and 8.i)  libora80.so 

dows NT  Oracle (Version 8.0.5 and 8i) NT  jdboci80.dll 

dows NT  SQL Server NT  jdbodbc.dll 

 Alp aServer AS/400  jdbnet.dll  

 Alp aServer Oracle (Version 8.0.5 and 8i) NT  jdboci80.dll 

paq AlphaServer SQL Server N
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Generating Serialized Objects for the ERP 8.0 Web Server 

In o r
app r o 
generat and use the Java 
& H L
code all pplications in Java, HTML, or both. The ERP 8.0 
forms and applications that you generate using the tool are Java or HTML objects. ERP 8.0 

ts in a database and retrieves them at runtime. 

You n rated, pristine objects that are 
automatically loaded into two tables (F989998 and F989999) when you install ERP 8.0. If you 

istine set of ERP 8.0 objects or an upgraded an environment with few or no custom 
st choice is to deliver the pre-generated objects.  

 Installation Guide for details on delivering a set of pre-generated, 
P 8.0 JAS objects.  

Before You Begin  
who will use the Java & HTML Generator have installed 

and are running a Win32 (fat) client. For instructions on installing a Win32 client, see 

Set the default storage parameter on your ERP 8.0 database so that you have 
 8.0 Java objects. See ERP 8.0 Java 

Server Installation Guide (Windows 2000/NT-Based Systems) for details. 

Setting up the Win32 Client to Generate Serialized Objects  

With a Win32 client installed you are ready to begin the process of generating serialized 
obje cts.  

► To set up the Win32 client to generate serialized objects  

rde  to run a ERP 8.0 web server, you must generate serialized objects, using the 
rop iate set of ERP 8.0 specifications, so that the server has access to the objects. T

e serialized objects for the web server, your developers must install 
TM  Generator, a ERP 8.0 tool that turns ERP 8.0 specifications into Java code. Java 

ows you to generate ERP 8.0 a

stores the objec

 ca  also deliver the objects from a set of pre-gene

install a pr
modifications, the be

See the Java Server
pristine ER

 Ensure that the developers 

ERP 8.0 Installation Guide for Windows NT-Based Systems.  

 

enough space to transfer all the standard ERP

cts. The Win32 client is the machine you will use for the generation of serialized obje

1. In Windows NT Explorer, find the directory that stores the jde.ini file.  

, add the following parameter and value:  

WebAdmin=1  

2. In the [INSTALL] section of the jde.ini file

Setting the value for this parameter as 1 means that you will be able to view and use 
the eight tabs in the Java & HTML Generator, thus enabling the generation of all 

lt user.  

Copyi  

After you have set up the Win32 client, you copy to this machine the JAS build you want to 
use stem directory on the JAS build 
con

serialized objects for the defau

3. Click Save.  

ng the Jas Build to the Generation Machine  

 to generate serialized objects. In most cases, the Sy
tains all the files you need to run ERP 8.0 properly.  
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► To copy the JAS build to the generation machine  

1. 
et\JAS).  

3. reate the following new 
 \B7 directory: 

\B7\te a

On the Java server, share the drive that includes the JAS directory (located in the 
path JDEdwardsOneWorld\B7334\intern

2. On the ERP 8.0 client machine that you will use to generate Java objects (your 
generation machine), map to the shared drive on the Java server.  

On the generation machine, open a command prompt and c
folder under the

mpj r 

4. ver, locate the following files: 

JAS.JAR 

On the Java ser

Collections.jar 

OWR ueso rces.jar 

gen.bat 

These files are typically located in the following directory: 

\JD aEdw rdsOneWorld\B7334\JAS 

5. Copy the .jar and .bat files from your web server to the tempjar directory on your 
generation machine. 

On your Java s6. erver, locate the following file: 

genapp.ini 

This file is typically located in the following directory: 

\JDEdwardsOneWorld\B7334\JAS 

7. Copy the genapp.ini file from your Java server to the following directory on your 
generation machine: 

C:\WINNT 

Preparing ERP 8.0 for Serialized Objects 

 you must populate the Data 
Dictionary and global specs on the Java generation machine. 

► To populate the data dictionary 

Before you generate serialized Java objects in ERP 8.0,

1. On the Java generation machine, log on to a valid environment in ERP 8.0. 

2. 

3. le Versions], type 
R92TAM in the Batch Application field and click Find. 

4. Choose the XJDE001 version and click Select. 

6. On Batch Applications - [Advanced Version Prompting], choose Override Location 
and click OK. 

7. On Batch Applications - [Version Prompting], click Submit. 

In the Fast Path, type BV and press Enter. 

On Batch Applications - [Work with Batch Versions - Availab

5. On Batch Applications - [Version Prompting], click Advanced on the Form menu. 
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8. On Batch Applications - [JDE Data Sources], choose Local and click Submit. 

The application starts a UBE that populates databases stored in the x:\B7 directory. 
This process runs for an hour or more. 

\B7 directory to the 
\spec directory under the path code of the environment you will use to generate the 
serialized Java objects (for example, x:\B7\PY7334\spec):  

• dddict.xdb 

• ddtext.xdb 

• dddict.ddb 

• ddtext.ddb 

9. When the process is complete, copy the following files from the x:

► To populate the global specs 

1. In the Fast Path, type BV and press Enter. 

2. On Batch Applications - [Work with Batch Versions - Available Versions], type 
R98CRTGL in the Batch Applications field and click Find. 

3. Choose the XJDE001 version and click Select. 

4. ns - [Version Prompting], click Advanced on the Form menu. 

g], choose Override Location 
and click OK. 

6. On Batch Applications - [Version Prompting], click Submit. 

7. On Batch Applications - [JDE Data Sources], choose Local and click Submit. 

The ion starts a UBE that runs for an hour or more. 

Gene n

You need to generate all serialized objects after you initially promote the JAS build. The Java 
& H can generate 
objects of compiled Java bytecode, and you have access to all ERP 8.0 objects when you run 
your Ja

For additional details on running the Java & HTML Generator, see Generating Web 
Applications in the ERP 8.0 Development Tools guide.  

To generate serialized objects  

On Batch Applicatio

5. On Batch Applications - [Advanced Version Promptin

 applicat

rati g Serialized Objects  

TML Generator, once it is installed on your Win32 client with a JAS build, 

va server.  

► 

1. From your generation machine, log off of ERP 8.0. 

2. Under the /JAS directory on your generation machine, run gen.bat.  

This batch file calls an initialization file called genapp.ini. You use this file to configure 
specifications applications for serialized object generation.  

Note: 
Ensure that the genapp.ini file is located in the WINNT directory on your generation machine 
before you run gen.bat. 
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3. Log on to a Java environment in ERP 8.0 (for example, JPY7334).  

Note: 
Verify the system displays the message "Login to the server successful" in the DOS w
before you proceed. This message can take up to 10 minutes to display. 

indow 

 
 

4. On Java & HTML Generator Version 2.0, complete the following field: 

 8.0 Java Server. 

Note:  

• Web Server Name: Type the name of your ERP

If yo r n your generation machine, type machine 
nam e of your generation machine and "port" is the 
port m

 

u a e running multiple web server ports o
e:port, where "machine name" is the nam
 nu ber.  

 
lick the Advanced Set

In the Log Files window Log og 
files and click OK. 

7. Choose the Generate a

8. Choose the following op

Business Views 

• Tables 

The system generates a s. 

Verify the DOS window p

10. Choose the Generate a

11. Choose all options exce bles and click OK. 

he generation process epending o
your generation machin

12. Verify the DOS window indicates the generation process has completed successfully. 

Note: 

5. C tings button.  

6. , type the name and path to the Status 

ll objects option. 

tions and click OK: 

 and Error L

• 

ll ERP 8.0 business views and table

9. indicates the generation process has com

ll objects option. 

pt Business Views and Ta

leted successfully. 

T  takes about five to ten hours, d
e. 

n the speed of 

rver from a previous release, stop and 
host afte
Installat

 Java Server 

 

If you are upgrading the Java se restart the virtual web 
r the generation process is complete. For details, see the ERP 8.0

ion Guide (Windows 2000/NT-Based Systems). 
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Executable Files on the Workstation 

The following tables present an ist of executable files in the w
system/bin32 directory. Each table includes a description of the executable

tions on how to run it.  

ERP 8.0-Linked Executa

The executables listed in th

• Called by other ERP

• Called by the ERP 8

e no value if run

• Will not run unless c
 

Executable Description Call Details 

alphabetical l orkstation 
 file and 

instruc

ble Files 

e following table are: 

 8.0 programs 

.0 kernel 

• Hav  independently of ERP 8.0 

alled by ERP 8.0 

ERP 8.0 uses this program to display 
spreadsheets in a dialog box. This 
executable is obso

ERP 8.0 uses this program to read 
workstation JDEBLC spec files and 
generate a text file with det

listed in the spec file.   

Called by an interna
Business Func
build program

customers. 

This program takes a path and a text fi
name as arguments and places the 
directory name of the highest b
the path into the text file. 

Called from makefiles 
gene

ERP 8.0 uses this utility when 
generating Balance Auditor functions
Tabular reports. 

ERP 8.0 uses this utility program to 
create a CID argument when attempting
to connect to a ERP 8.0 Data Source

The ERP 8.0 process BusBuild uses 
this program to determine if object files 
exist.  

Called from mak

ERP 8.0 uses this program to cre
bridge between the workstation and the
AS/400 server.  This allows green 
screens to be displayed through ERP 
8.0.  

ERP 8.0 uses this program during 

update package is selected. 

Called b

Ap22.exe 

lete and has no 
function in SP10 and beyond. 

Obsolete 

BLC2Text.exe 

ails about 
each Business Function source file 

l 
tion 

 that is 
not shipped to 

Dir2txt.exe le 

ranch in 
rated by 

BusBuild. 

Drilldwn.exe 
 in 

Called by the ERP 
8.0 UBE kernel. 

DSArguments.exe 
 

. 

Called by ERP 8.0 
kernel. 

GBLib.exe efiles 
generated by 
BusBuild. 

Guimole.exe ate a 
 

Called by ERP 8.0 
kernel. 

InstMon.exe sign-
on to install update packages if an 

y ERP 8.0 
kernel. 
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Executable Description Call Details 

This program generates a list of export
for each dll. 

Called from makefile
generated by 

Rtt.exe J.D. Edwards ships this program for u
by business partners only.   
ERP 8.0 uses this program to build 
resource files for language translation
The ris

se 

.  
k is that the existing resource 

files could be confused with the newly 
generated files.  The user would have to 
intentionally continue through multiple 
screens for this to happen. 

Do not use this 
program. 

This is an

 interface for monitoring the server
nt email alerts to specified users 
n events occurred on the servers.   

Call by an intern
script. 

 progra
U
This program is obsolete and was 
disabled in SP10. 

Vdt.exe This is a Business View Design Tool.  It 
creates business views when called 
from Object Librarian or Object 

Called from Object 
Librarian or Object 
Management 

Management Workbench. Workbench 
owptrl_cli is the communication bridge 
between BMC Patrol Monitori
and ERP 8.0 Enterprise and/or WE
Servers. owptrl_cli converts SAW data
to BMC data so the Agent will 
understand. The Agent sends a reques
to the owptrl_cli (for example: give me 
the list of all processes 
HP9000B port 6012). The owptrl_cli 
returns detailed informatio
processes running on the Server in a 
format known by the Agent. That's how
BMC can monitor ER

Called by 

predefined

DbidCapture.exe 

topilot to 
bles. It is not an end 

user program and has no purpose apart 

r 
Capture. 

This is a utility program that is called by 
Autopilot or EventCapture to capture 
database ids necessary for Au
access ERP 8.0 ta

from Autopilot or EventCapture. 

Called by Autopilot o
Event

ubeprint.exe is not for direct custom
use, although the ERP 8.0 product 
does use it. 
genver creates the win32 version 

formation for our build procesin

JDEGenEx.exe s s 

BusBuild. 

Servermon.exe  obsolete J.D. Edwards-
internal tool that was created prior to the 
SAW .  
It se
whe

Obsolete 
al 

Ubemon.exe This m monitored long running 
BEs and reported their completion. 

Obsolete 

owptrl_cli.exe 
ng Tool 

B 
 

t 

running on 

n about all the 

 
P 8.0 Servers. 

BMC 
Patrol Agent with a 

 argument 
list. 

ubeprint.exe er 
suite 

Called by ERP 8.0 
kernel. 

genver.exe 
s.  

Called by ERP 8.0 
kernel. 

poda.exe PODA stands for Processing Option Called from OMW 
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Executable Description Call Details 
Design Aid. All design tools are client 
side only. (OMW passes the executable 

when you design
processing optio

a set of parameters similar to RDA, 
TD

 a 
n.  

A, BDA.). 
RDA.exe RD eport Design Aid.  

(O  set of 
pa
BD
on

Called from OMW 
gn a 

opened without 
command line 
parameters 

A stands for R
MW passes the executable a
rameters similar to PODA, TDA, and 
A.  All design tools are client side 

ly.   

when you desi
batch application.   
RDA can also be 

guimole.exe Th
pa  
se

is is a secondary executable called to 
ss parameters into the WorldVision
ssion 

Called by 
WorldVision. 

ECabExtract creates self-extracting
e's. 

JDEdwards intern
tool. 

eCompress creates JDEdwards 
mpatible cabinet files. 

nerates jdekrnl.xdb and
ecs from the pristine database.  
an internal JDEdwards tool. 

tool. 

tmon is the very first (primitive) 
nitoring tool for ERP 8.0 Enterpris
rvers. It sends requests to differen
rver Kernel processes to verify tha
y are running. It is obsolete a

pssg.exe It i  
ER

s obsolete and is not called by any
P 8.0 applications. 

Obsolete 

Obsolete 

krnl.ddb specs from the pristine 
tabase.  This is an internal 
Edwards tool. 

DA.exe only exists in B9.  It is the
A executable that has been 
tructured and saved for testing 

rposes.  It may be included in s
ta releases of B9 but will not be 
eased with the GA version. 

FDA.exe Form Design Aid is used to create 
interactive a l FDA is 
currently co g run on a fat 
client. 

 

Called from the 
design window in 
OMW for an 
application 

pp ications. 
nfi ured to 

JdeCabExtract.exe JD  
.ex

al 

JdeCompress.exe Jd
co

JDEdwards internal 
tool. 

krnlspec.exe   Ge  jdekrnl.ddb 
sp This 
is 

JDEdwards internal 

netmon.exe Ne
mo e 
Se t 
Se t 
the nd has 
been replace by SAW. 

Obsolete 

GLBUILD.exe It is obsolete and has been replace by 
Busbuild.exe. I a  the 
business funct s

t w s used to build
ion .  

krnlspec.exe   This is used to generate jdekrnl.xdb and 
jde
da
JD

JDEdwards internal 
tool. 

XFDA.exe XF  old 
FD
res
pu ome 
be
rel
 

Test only -- Obsolete 
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Standalone Executable Files 

You can run the following executab and h 
Windows Explorer.  

le files directly from either the comm  line or throug

Executable Description Run Instructions 

This 
conn
COM Connector product and only 
works in that context.  Contact 
Customer Support for full 
documentation. 

Run from the
command lin

program employs a
interface to view and modify plain 
ASCII ERP 8.0 files such as: 

• jdedebug.log 

executable. 

entered into a single table using both 
commas and periods as decimal 
separators.  The utility is driven by 
the MOConv.ini file.     

utility tests basic JDENET
connectivity us
function against an Enterprise se
Enter the name of the Enterprise 
server in the Host Nam

Double click 

Enterprise Serv
Name 

This program adds the following 
dynamic link libraries (DLLs) to the 
registry: 

• jdetapitest.d

You should register these DLLs 
before using RunTAPI.exe. 

Run from a DOS 
window in 
8
directory.  

between ERP 8.0 and telephone 
switching systems.  It is a snap-in 
(harness) to ComTech’s CTI Server
objects. 
c
c

D

Double click the 

JDECOMConnector2.exe program sets up COM 
ections to the server using the 

 
e with a 

-regserver option 

LogViewer.exe This  user-friendly 

• jde.log 
• olt.log 
• jde.ini 

Double click on the 

MOConv.exe This utility converts all records to use 
a period as the decimal separator. 
Use this utility when records are 

en  
dou
executable. 

Exit ERP 8.0 th
ble click the 

Nettest.exe This  
ing the “netecho” 

rver.  

e box and 
press “Send.”  The returned data 
indicates success or failure. 

Required argument: 
er 

Regdlls.exe 

ll 

• jdetapicomtek.dll 

the ERP 
.0 system/bin32 

 

RunTAPI.exe This program controls interoperability 

 
 It requires jde.ini file 

hanges and Regdlls.exe before it 
an be run.  Contact Customer 

Support for full documentation. 

ouble click 

SABridge.exe This Object Export Facility displays 
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Executable Description Run Instructions 
executable. 

SnapShot.exe This program manages multiple 
workstation installations on the s
PC. 
You can install a new instance of 

ame 

e 
ion installation in a 

 

ERP 8.0 by clicking Save to store th
current workstat
newly named location. You can click 
Restore to toggle between the current 
and saved versions.    

Exit ERP 8.0 then
double click the 
executable. 

This program reads the OCM tables 
from the database and verifies the 
mappings in OCM are correct. 

Run from a DOS 
window. 

• ERP 8.0 
Environment 

This program displays, on one 
screen, the properties of all the files 
in a directory.  The properties are the
same as those displayed when you 
right click on a file and select 
“Properties”.   

Open a DOS window, 
change th

This program generates
wrappers for the business functions 
specified in the script. 

from the command 
line with the name of
the script file. 

Creates CORBA wrappers around 
ERP 8.0 business functions. This is a 

script file as an input. This tool is 
documented in detail in the 
Interoperability Guide.  
 
GenCORBA generates COBRA 
interfaces for ERP 8.0 busines
functions. 

Syntax: 
GenCORBA[op
[libraires]
 
Example: 
GenCORBA /Cat  
/UserID Devuser1 
/Pass

E
ERP 8.0 business functions by 
generating pure Java interfaces to 
therm.  
 
 

 
Syntax 
GenJava
[libraires] 
Exampl

the names of the ERP 8.0 objects 
along with their descriptions and 
corresponding product codes. 

VerifyOCM.exe 

Required arguments: 
• ERP 8.0 user 

• ERP 8.0 
password 

Vercheck.exe 

 
e directory 

to the desired target, 
and double click the 
executable.  

GenCOM.exe  COM Run GenCom.exe 

 

GenCORBA.exe 

command line utility that requires a 

s 

tions] 
 

word Denuser1 
/Environment 
ADEVHPO2 CAEC 
 

GenJava.exe RP 8.0 GenJava provides access to run GenJava 

 [options] 

e: 
GenJava /Cat  
/UserID Devuser1 
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Executable Description Run Instructions 
/Password Denuser1
/Environment 
ADEVHPO2 CAEC
Double click the 
executable or 
via the comman

oexplore.exe “It is obsolete” used to start ERP 
8.0 FAT client. 

Double-click the 
executable. 

Autopilot is the centerpiece of all our 
(J.D.Edwards ERP 8.0) au
testing tools.  With Autopilot a pers
can script ERP 8.0 applications to 
automatically, and save the scripts
run many times. Autopilot is used 
throughout the company and by 
many customers for a wide variety o
purposes.  
 

Normally started
a desktop icon or 
from the Start menu 
without command line 
options. 

EventCapture is a small program 
that ca
8
performance and debugging 
information. EventCapture is often 
used in place of Autopilot because it 
is simpler and quicker than c
an Autopilot script for a single
With EventCapture, the user drives 
ERP 8.0, unlike Autopilot in which the 
script drives ERP 8.0.   

without command line 
options. 

(A
run multiple Autopilot scripts in a 
batch, and to manage batches for 
repeated execution. It has 
ability to summarize results, and is 
fr

from a desktop icon 
or from the Start 
Menu without 
c

Visual ER Compare Tool is used to 
compare and merge Event 

R
compare and merge C Business 

Normally VSMEditor 
is run by double 
clicking 
vsmeditor.exe in 
bin32. 

 

 
LaunchUBE.exe LaunchUBE.exe is used to launch the 

UBE job stand-alone (not going 
through ERP 8.0). It replaces the 
User Interface of UBEPrint.exe.  

start 
d line.

Autopilot.exe 
tomated 

on 
run 
 to 

f 

 from 

EventCapture.exe 
n be activated alongside ERP 

.0 (in lieu of Autopilot) to capture 

reating 
 use. 

Normally it is started 
from a desktop icon 
or the Start Menu 

APTestMgr.exe utopilot Test Manager) is used to 

some 

equently used in regression testing.   

Normally it is started 

ommand line 
options. 

VSMerge.exe 
Rules(ER) 

for ERP 8.0 Applications, Reports, 
Tab ns, NERs(Named 
Event Rules) and TERs(Table Event 

ules). It can also be used to 

functions.  
 

You can launch 
Visual ER Compare 
tool from OMW or 
from the command 
line. 

le Conversio

VSMEditor.exe VSM Editor is a rarely-used GUI tool 
that creates .VSM files. VSM files are 
"super scripts" that name one or more 
virtual Autopilot scripts to be 
executed in succession by 
VAPPlayer.  
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Executable Description Run Instructions 
VirtualRunner.exe 

on.  

 a 

 

VirtualRunner is a GUI tool for 
controlling multiple VAPPlayer 
processes on a single workstati

Run the tool from
shortcut on the 
desktop or in the 
Start Menu. This tool 
does not use
command line 
arguments. 

used primarily for concurrency testing
during development, and 
p
ERP 8.0 applications. VAPPlayer 
requires a 

VAPPlayer may be
run from

VirtualRunner's 
graphical use

Mercury LoadRun
(third party) soft

Analyzer, and has been renamed as 
Analyzer.exe in B9. It is a powerful 
instrument used to analyze 
performance data and other 
debugging informatio
a 
Autopilot or EventCapture.  
 

or Start Menu icon. 
No command line 
arguments are used. 

UTB is a tool used for viewing the 
records in tables.  We also us
view local ERP 8.0 object 
specifications. 
 
UTBrowse.exe uses 2 libraries that 
are in the bin32 directory:  

 datautils.dll 

envtool.dll. 

 
Use TDA is to modify ERP 8.0 tab

name of the table
want to modi
example, F0101). 
There is no need to 
run ERP 8.0 prior to 
running tda. 

vapplayer.exe Virtual Autopilot Player allows you to 
simulate multiple concurrent ERP 8.0 
users on a single workstation. It is 

 

erformance/scalability testing for 

proper vap.ini 
itialization) file

many command line arguments, 
ich are optional if vap.ini is fully 
lized. See documentation for 

deta ser 
interface. It produces output in log 

s. 
 

 
 a command 

line, from 

r 
interface, or from the 

ner 
ware 

console. (in . VAPPlayer has 

wh
uti

ils. VAPPlayer has no u

file

VAPPerf.exe VAPPerf is bette 0 

n generated by 
ERP 8.0 application run under 

Create a desktop icon r known as ERP 8.

UTBrowse.exe 
e it to 

Type UTB in the ERP 
8.0 fast path, or click 
on the executable. 
 

tda.exe les.  On the Command 
Line, type tda.exe -
idtablename (where 
tablename is the 

 you 
fy, for 
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Executable Description Run Instructions 
tc.exe 

sign Tool. This tool is 
sed to design ERP 8.0 Table 

Double click the 
executable, or 
execute it from the 

ing 

parameter “idXXXX”, 
where XXXX is the 
name of an existing 
Table Conversion 
object. 

Tc.exe opens the ERP 8.0 Table 
Conversion De
u
Conversion batch applications.  
 

command line us
the optional 

tamvrfy checks the integrity of all the 
tam files listed in the tamvrfy.
 

tamtool.exe tamtool can perform the following 
functions: 
• Recreate a tam file  

• Copy a tam file 

• Print index 
information 

• Print the index key  

• Verify the tam file. 

e. 
Run from the 
command lin

Tamvrfy.exe 
lst.  

Double click on the 
executable. 

tampack.exe TAMPACK.exe is a backup utility in 
case TAMFTP.exe does not work for 
the customer.  TAMPACK.exe has 
about half the functionality of 
TAMFTP.exe. 
  
TAMPACK.exe is included with the 
workstation and the deployment 
server.  TAMPACK.exe creates a 
translated copy of TAM files 
(RDASPEC.DDB, GBRSPEC.DDB, 
etc.) on the PC. 
The translated copies are known 
as "pack files".  Once the program 
is finished, the user can manually 
run "ftp.exe" to transfer them to a 
remote enterprise server.  Once 
the pack files are on a remote 
enterprise server, the user can 
"unpack" them on the enterprise 
server. 

You must run 
TAMPACK.exe from 
a DOS shell and pass 
in parameters. 

ServerAdministrationWorkbench.exe  Starts the SAW interface.   Double click the 
executable. 

tamftp.exe TAMFTP.exe comes with the 
workstation and the deployment 
server.  TAMFTP.exe transfers TAM 
files (RDASPEC.DDB, 
GBRSPEC.DDB, etc) from the PC to

You must run the 
program from a DOS 
shell and pass it 
parameters. 
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Executable Description Run Instructions 
a remote enterprise server that is 
operational.   
 

pdl.exe pdf2pdl is an MFC application that 
converts PDF files into files 

Double click the 
executable. 

pdf2

containing the printer-specific 
protocol language for a selected ERP 

intended to allow development to 

olve configuration 
problems. 

8.0 printer. This application is only 

troubleshoot problems with a 
customer’s ERP 8.0 output. The tool 
can help s

pdfcompare e

them. 
executable. 

.ex  Displays the objects in the PDF 
document as a list and compares 

Double click the 
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Troubleshooting the Workstation 

Use this secti chniques on the ERP 8.0 
ll need a thorough understanding of the 

intera process, and associated 
log files.  

This se ems that you could encounter 
on the wo

• ss F8 or click the Display Errors 

• eport batch process:  

• Report does not show any data. It just shows the report headers and the text "No 

en it 

• Missing tables  

• Data is displayed incorrectly on the interactive form or batch report.  

See Also  

Und

r 

ror message window and choose 
is information provides the source 

file and the source line that turned the error on. If you try to set up an Item/Branch record in 

on as a general guide for basic troubleshooting te
workstation. In order to troubleshoot problems, you wi

ctive error messages, ERP 8.0 Message Center, the logging 

ction provides solutions to the following potential probl
rkstation:  

Error message appearing at the bottom of a form (pre
button to view an error description)  

R

Data Selected."  

• Batch process shows errors on the report.  

• Batch process gives unexpected data on the report.  

• Environment issues:  

• Works when the batch process or business function is run locally, but not wh
is run on the enterprise server.  

• For store and forward operation, data entered to the local database is not moved 
to the server as expected.  

• Data source setup problems:  

• Unable to connect to the enterprise server environment.  

 Running the Verify Object Configuration Manager in the Object Configuration 
Manager section of the Configurable Network Computing Implementation Guide for 
the directions on running the Verify OCM report.  

erstanding ERP 8.0 Error Messages  

There are a variety of error messages that are provided while using ERP 8.0. This chapte
explains the nature of some of these error messages to help you correct the errors that are 
occurring or determine the exact steps that caused the error.  

Looking At Error Message Details  

When you encounter an error, right-click the error in the er
Detail to provide additional information about the error. Th

P41026 with an invalid item number, you will receive error number 0267 (Item Number 
Invalid).  
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Message details provide the following information:  

 

 

When indicating the source file that generated the error, the entire path of the source location 

ed by 
l. The cause of 

tly unavailable. Once you 
turn off the constant, you avoid the error.  

Note:  

is provided. In this example, the source file is c:\B7\MSTRB733\X4101.C, and the business 
function X4101 created the error. The other pieces of the path are directory names. The 
important information in this example is the file with the extension .C (X4101.C).  

If the detail for your error includes the name of your source file, you can identify the process 
that the file performs to determine what might occur to cause an error. For example, the 
name of the source file might include system code that indicates the process perform
the file. The process might attempt to run in a module that is not fully functiona
the error might be a constant set to perform a function that is curren

If yo s
through l 
while au

 

u ee a source file description that begins with c:\B7\SYSTEM, the error did not occur 
 a business function. The error possibly occurred through an event rule or by the too
tomatically triggering a data dictionary edit.  

ove the source line for conditional statements that determine whether tLook ab o turn on the 
error message. Look for table names to see if the program attempts to retrieve data. Look for 

t call. Also, read the programmer comments included in 
al explanation of why the code issues an error.  

t 

ple, if you process a transaction that 
req s n Item/Branch combination decided by ERP 8.0 
(no  pplier number exists for the Item/Branch 
com valid error. The field for supplier number does not 

ht 

Error Messages Generated By Applications  

re maintained in the data dictionary that are set intentionally 
g is not set 
things that 

oes not indicate exactly what is wrong. Examples of 

other programs that the program migh
the source, which might provide a liter

Also look at the data item that caused the error. The data item represents a control on the 
form. If you get a Blanks Invalid error without an indication of what field you left blank, look a
the data item in this error detail box to see which control triggered the error. The field that 
contains the error might be a hidden field. For exam

uire  a supplier number determined by a
t by a value you define on the form) but no su
bination, ERP 8.0 returns the Blanks In

appear on the form, so the cause of the error is not readily apparent. The data item mig
alert you to the hidden field and help you resolve the error.  

These are error messages that a
to inform the user that something is wrong. The error might indicate that somethin
up properly or the user is attempting to perform an invalid action. There are three 
can help when the error message itself d
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these kinds of errors include Record Invalid and Blanks Invalid. In addition, some generic 
errors that lack applicable descriptions occur. Techniques will also be discussed to 
troubleshoot these errors.  

Some error m explain an error. Examples are "Null 
Pointer" and " ns of these error messages do 
not provide m solve the problem.  

To troub ot generic errors, retrace the exact steps that led to the original error. The goal 
is to try to reproduce the error. If you cannot duplicate an error condition, then the application 
is accessing different lines of code from when the error occurred. Also look at the information 

ata item.  

ry leak 

 
ther 

n does not properly free memory or when an 
application attempts to use invalid memory, you receive a memory violation.  

 techniques:  

 at the 

e the memory violation. If you 
cannot duplicate violation, then the application is accessing different lines of code 

ok at the information in the error detail box, 
such as the source file, the source line, and the data item. With UBEs, if the UBE 

 will just stop. In 
ay you can find out what failed.  

Form and Grid Add Failures  

The foll ecord to 
the database failed. The first message indicates that an add within a fix/inspect form failed. 

u receive these errors, 

 about the table into which the user attempted to add a 

Frequent Generic Error Messages  

essages are too generic to immediately 
File Can Not Be Accessed". The full descriptio
uch information in the way of how to re

lesho

in the error detail box, such as the source file, the source line, and the d

Memory Violations  

Memory violations occur when you encounter memory leaks in an application. A memo
is a bug that prevents a program from freeing memory that the program no longer needs. The 
program continues to consume more memory until no memory remains, and the program 
crashes. ERP 8.0 applications set aside memory for various things while they run. When the
application no longer needs that memory, the application should free the memory for o
applications to use. When an applicatio

You can troubleshoot these errors using the following

• Look at the jdedebug.log to find information about the processing that occurred
time of the error, such as programs called and tables accessed.  

• Follow the exact steps that led to the error to reproduc

from when the violation occurred. Also lo

uses a business function that causes memory violations, the UBE
these cases, the ube.log is the only w

owing two error messages appear, indicating that an attempt to add a new r

The second message indicates that an add within a grid failed. If yo
you could be attempting to add a duplicate record.  

• Attempt to add form record failed.  

• Attempt to add grid record failed.  

The jde.log is a helpful reference when having problems with these errors. It generally 
includes very detailed information
duplicate record.  

Communication Failure  

When submitting batch processes onto a server, you may receive an error that a 
communication failure has taken place.  
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When you submit a batch job onto a server, you are first asked if you would like to install the 
specifications. The window prompting you looks like this:  

 

If the jo rm.  

Troubleshooting the Production Workstation  

ooting procedures that you use on a workstation depend on whether the 
workstation is a production or development machine. Production machines contain only ERP 
8.0 appli
preb
party tools. T
troubles

As a system 
productio
problem

► 

 

b is submitted successfully, ERP 8.0 reverts to the initial fo

The troublesh

cations, so the scope of problems that can occur is limited. In addition to containing 
uilt ERP 8.0 applications, development machines are equipped with ERP 8.0 and third-

hese tools enable developers to create, modify, compile, generate, and 
hoot ERP 8.0 applications.  

Performing Preliminary Troubleshooting  

administrator, you can perform some preliminary troubleshooting on your 
n workstation to verify the nature of the problem. You will also want to isolate 

s to a user's particular workstation and environment.  

To perform preliminary troubleshooting  

Determine whether you can consistently duplicate the problem.  

If so, restart the current application.  

If the error recurs, restart ERP 8.0.  

If the error recurs, reboot the workstation.  

These steps clear any memory or caching problems with the workstation.  

Troubleshooting Interactive Application Problems  

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Generally, when you are running an interactive application, the system displays errors at the 
bottom of a form. The system highlights (in red) the fields in error. You can choose Details on 
an error message to see information about where the error was set. For example, if the error 

s the business function and line 
number where the error was set.  
resulted from within a business function, the system display

If the errors encountered cannot be resolved through the error messages received in the 
application, check the error messages in the log files for additional information. See Working 
With the Workstation Log Files.  

ns for that application. You can overwrite a single application by building a partial 
If an application has stopped running, you may need to create or retrieve a new set of 
specificatio
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package and deploying that package. For details on building partial packages, see Working 
With Packages in the Package Management Guide.  

► To troubleshoot interactive application problems  

1. 

• Display Errors from the Help menu selection  

2. You can see the full description of an error message by right clicking and choosing 

Example: 
This exam
applic

You can see the text of the message by choosing:  

• Display icon on the toolbar  

• F8  

Full Description. The system displays a full glossary of the error and generally 
includes some information on how to resolve the issues.  

Interactive Application Error  
ple shows the full description of an error encountered in the Journal Entry 

ation.  

 

Troubleshooting Batch Process Problems  

There a  to run a 
batch pr
such as

If the re
problem

This section contains the following tasks that provide solutions to these problems.  

 

re several potential problems that a user may encounter when attempting
ocess. For example, the output shows only the report headings or prints a message 
 "No Data Selected".  

sult of a batch process is no data, there are several factors that could cause the 
.  
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► To troubleshoot batch processes resulting in no data  

Verify that the data selection on the batch process is appropriate and should result in 
d

1. 
ata.  

Dat  inactive company, or an 
inco ta.  

2. 

Most er
messag

a selection on an item that has no data, such as an
rrect value will result in a batch process with no da

Check the Work Center to see if the batch process resulted in an error.  

ror messages are not printed on the report, but are instead sent as an e-mail 
e to the user who submitted the report.  

 

ent 

3. 

4. 

 
port R04431, it would appear in your local directory, b7\PrintQueue, as follows:  

 

These messages will give the user an example of why the batch process ended 
without producing the desired results. For example, when executing a G/L post that 
ends in error, the report will print only the report headings. All error messages are 
sent to the Work Center.  

Upon exiting to the Work Center, the user receives error messages and glossary 
description that indicate why the batch process resulted in no data. Some error 
messages even include hot links that will exit the user directly to the appropriate 
interactive application to correct the error. See the Enterprise Workflow Managem
Guide for more information on the Work Center.  

If checking the data selection and correcting any errors still does not resolve the 
issue, turn on the applicable logs and continue with the following steps.  

Run your batch process, and locate the batch process log for the report you ran. ERP 
8.0 names this log with the convention report name_version_other identifiers.log. 
This log is located in the local directory under \b7\PrintQueue. For example, if you ran
re
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R04431_XJDE0001_D960823_T104512.log  

5. View the log file using the ERP 8.0 Log Viewer or an ASCII editor such as Notepad or 
o nspect the log for errors or failures of any kind. Also examine 

the SQL statements that are created by the batch process and verify that they should 

rors 

can use the ERP 8.0 tool called Universal Table Browser to directly view the 

W rdpad. You should i

result in data on the report. The batch process log is your main source for debugging 
batch processes. However, you can look in your jde.log and jdedebug.log for er
or failures of any kind.  

6. Verify that there is data in the tables for the database that you are accessing. You 

database table. See Universal Table Browser in the System Administration Guide. 
You should also review the procedures for Troubleshooting Local Data Availability 
Problems and Troubleshooting Enterprise Server Data Availability Problems in this 
section.  

To troubleshoot batch processes showing errors on the report  ► 

Some batch processes will give error messages directly on the report. These messages 
clude both the short description and error message number. You can view the full 

tion of the error by opening the message in Data Dictionary Design.  

On Data Dictionary Design (GH951), choose Error Messages (P92002). 

ssages form appears.  

should in
descrip

1. 

The Error Me
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2. Complete the Glossary Group field.  

• Alpha Description 

4.  to 
r code. For example, enter 0002 to search for the data item 

associated with the Record Invalid error condition.  

5. .  

• Glossary Group 

3. Complete the following optional fields:  

• Language 

On the grid, enter values in the Data Item field and click Find to narrow the search
your particular erro

To see an extended description of the error, choose Glossary from the Row menu

 

► To troubleshoot batch processes showing unexpected data on the report  

 

1. Verify that the data selection on the batch process is correct and should result in the 
data output expected.  

2. Turn on the batch process log and run the report. Examine the report process flow 
and SQL statements to see why the data output on the report is selected.  
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► r  To troubleshoot batch processes ending in an error when submitted on the serve

rocessing location for batch jobs is the server. If a job gives incorrect results or
s in error when run on the server, the problem could lie with the batch process or with the 

Rerun the report, but override the location to execute on the workstation rather than 
the server.  

You should be aware that if this is a very large report, the processing may take a 
significant amount of time. You may want to select less material to speed up the 
processing time.  

Verify if the outcome is the same as when the report was executed on the server. If 
so, use the other troubleshooting procedures for batch processing to resolve the 
issue.  

If the report works correctly when executed locally, but not when executed on the 
server, see the Troubleshooting the Enterprise Server section for information on 
troubleshooting batch processes that execute on the server.  

Troubleshooting Local Data Availability Problems  

cedure assumes that your database is a local Access database. This is generally the 
se with Store and Forward entry. You should use this procedure to determine if the 

d data exists in the Access database.  

tive or in addition to these procedures, you can also use the Universal Table 
Browser to verify table structure and data availability. See Universal Table Browser

This pro
ca
expecte

As an alterna
 in the 

 Administration Guide for more information.  

The default p  
end
server.  

1. 

2. 

3. 

System

► To troubleshoot local data availability problems  

1. Inspect the local Access database at \b7\data\jdeb7.mdb to verify that there is data in 
the tables that the batch application is accessing.  

2. To find the calling SQL statement, open the batch process log. ERP 8.0 names this 
log with the convention report name_version_other identifiers.log. This log is located 
in your local directory, \b7\PrintQueue.  

3. Highlight the SQL statement, right mouse click, and copy the contents to the 
clipboard.  
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 choose the Queries tab:  

 

4. To view data in the file jdeb7.mdb use Access and
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5. Click New.  

6. 

7. 

8. From the View menu, click SQL.  

Click OK.  

In Show Table, click Close.  

9. In the Query: Select Query window, click paste.  
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10. Click the exclamation (!) button, or click Run from the Query menu.  

problem is not data selection.  

 find you cannot perform a force checkout on a PC running a standalone installation of 
ERP 8.0, it is because ERP 8.0 cannot determine your system name for a standalone 

nterprise Server Data Availability Problems  

edures, you can also use the Universal Table 

 

If this action causes the expected records to be found, the data you specified in the 
data selection matches your SQL statement. This means that the cause of the 

Troubleshooting a Standalone Installation of ERP 8.0  

If you

installation of ERP 8.0.  

The solution is to disable the DNS name in Windows.  

Troubleshooting E

If your workstation is running a report against any enterprise server database, such as 
Oracle, SQL Server, or DB2/400, you need to check the database to see if your SQL 
statement can find data in the tables. To find the calling SQL statement, you should reference 
the procedure described in Troubleshooting Local Data Availability Problems. With the help of 
a database administrator you can execute the same SQL statement against the server 
database to verify that the expected data exists in the tables.  

As an alternative or in addition to these proc
Browser to verify table structure and data availability. See Universal Table Browser in t
System Administration Guide.  

he 

If you do not find any data in the tables for the environment against which you are running, 
then your SQL statement might be incorrect, or the table is empty. Check the data selection 
and processing options, and verify that they are selecting data that is in the tables. If you do 
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not have data in the tables to match what you are searching, then you will get unexpected 
results or no data on your report.  

ur data selection is selecting on a company that does not have any records, then 
the repo

Tro l

Most pri
on repo  other form (for example, the report prints an error message, 
prints in the wrong font, or prints landscape instead of portrait).  

The following printing problems can occur:  

• ple, Invalid 
Company Number), see Troubleshooting Batch Process Problems

For example, if you leave your processing options blank (even though that may be a valid 
entry for a ERP 8.0 batch process), the process may be searching for blank values or for all 
values. If yo

rt batch process does not find any records.  

ub eshooting Printing Problems  

nting errors are written to the batch process log. However, some errors might show 
rts or be visible in some

If your batch application produces error messages on the report (for exam
.  

font on the report, check the report 

• atch process prints portrait instead of landscape or landscape instead 
of portrait, then check the report properties of the version you just ran and verify that 
the properties are correct.  

Troubleshooting .DLL Problems on a Production Workstation  

• If your report batch process shows the wrong 
properties of the version you just ran. Also, for the section that is not printing the 
correct font, check the section properties for the font. If the font is correct, then try 
printing to a different printer. Otherwise, try using another workstation to see if the 
font that is being sent to the printer is not interpreted correctly.  

For more information about report sections, see Modifying Versions in the Enterprise 
Report Writing Guide.  

If your report b

Problems with workstation .DLL files are indicated if you are receiving an error message such 
as:  

CALLBSFN.DLL Load Lib failed  

Such a message might indicate that the object does not exist on the workstation. Use a tool 
such as Explorer to verify if the file exists. You can find consolidated .DLLs in the \b7\path 
code\bin32 directory.  

et the 
error even after restarting ERP 8.0, you can get the correct parent .DLL by reinstalling ERP 

 the deployment server package location or another functioning workstation. This 
assumes that the business functions that are built into this parent .DLL are the same on the 

y are on the one you are copying from. Use caution 
od is a workstation installation. See the Package 

workstation, see Troubleshooting .DLL Problems on Development Workstations.  

If the .DLL does not exist on the workstation, or if it does exist but you continue to g

8.0 on the workstation from the deployment server. Another option is to copy the parent .DLL 
from

workstation that you are copying to as the
when copying .DLLs. The preferred meth
Management Guide for more information.  

If the workstation with the .DLL is a development workstation rather then a production 
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Troubleshooting Data Source Setup Problems  

When attempting to sign onto a ERP 8.0 environment, if errors are received, one possible 
ations of incorrect 

setup are:  

to request a user ID, a password, and a data source even after 
valid ones have been entered.  

• 

• g 

See Als

► To troubleshoot data source setup problems  

cause may be incorrect data source setup on the workstation. Some indic

• A form that continues 

Incorrect display of data on an interactive application.  

Messages in the logs referring to problems connecting to data sources or concernin
incorrect passwords.  

o  
 Running the Verify Object Configuration Manager in the Distributed Processing 

section of the Configurable Network Computing Implementation Guide.  

1. From the Control Panel, verify that the ODBC settings are correctly defined and that 
the data source exists. The proper settings vary by data source. For general 
information, see Understanding Data Sources in this guide. For information spec
to your site, see Unde

ific 
rstanding the Environments in the ERP 8.0 Installation Guide.  

2. 

The trou

8.0 appli
addition to co

gene

You can p
developm

Problem ch 
as:  

CALLBSFN.DLL Load Lib failed  

If other users will log onto the same workstation, verify that the data sources are set 
up as system data sources rather than user data sources. Data sources set up as 
user data sources must be set up for each user accessing ERP 8.0 on the 
workstation.  

Troubleshooting the Development Workstation  

bleshooting procedures that you use on a workstation depend on whether the 
workstation is a production or development machine. Production machines contain only ERP 

cations so the scope of troubleshooting the problems that can occur is limited. In 
ntaining prebuilt ERP 8.0 applications, development machines are equipped 

with ERP 8.0 and third-party tools. These tools enable developers to create, modify, compile, 
rate, and troubleshoot ERP 8.0 applications.  

erform troubleshooting procedures to isolate and resolve a problem with a ERP 8.0 
ent workstation.  

Troubleshooting .DLL Problems on a Development Workstation  

s with workstation .DLL files are indicated if you are receiving an error message su

Such a message might indicate that the object does not exist on the workstation. Use a tool, 
n find consolidated .DLLs in the directory 

on has a problem with the build of one or 
more consolidated .DLLs. You can rebuild libraries or .DLLs using the BusBuild application 
from Windows Explorer. The path to busbuild.exe is b7\system\bin32\busbuild.exe. See 

such as Explorer, to verify if the file exists. You ca
b7\path code\bin32 and b7\system\bin32.  

If the .DLL does not exist on the workstation, or if it does exist but you continue to get the 
error even after restarting ERP 8.0, the workstati
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Working re 
informa

► 

 with Business Function Builder in the ERP 8.0 Development Tools Guide for mo
tion about the BusBuild application.  

To troubleshoot .DLL problems on a development workstation  

 procedure if you are receiving the error on a specific business function thaUse this t cannot 
be f n

1. ction being executed is being 
referenced when you receive the error. If the wrong parent .DLL is referenced, run 
the Synchronize JDEBLC option from the Tools pull down menu within BusBuild to 

3. To verify which business functions are part of a parent .DLL, choose the Dumpbin 
 the 

nction.  

ou d in the parent .DLL.  

Verify that the correct parent .DLL for the business fun

correctly synchronize the parent .DLLs.  

2. Attempt to rebuild the business function from the BusBuild.exe. The rebuild should 
include the business function in the parent .DLL.  

option from the Tools pull down menu within Busbuild. This option lists all of
business functions included in the parent .DLL.  

Example: Listing Business Functions Included in the Parent .DLL  
This example shows the build output from the ERP 8.0 BusBuild application. The output lists 
the business functions that are included in the parent .DLL that is created as a result of 
building a business fu

 

 

Troubleshooting Event Rule Problems  

When encountering problems with event rules on an interactive or batch application, several 
tools are available to help resolve the problem.  
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• Review the event rules attached to the application or batch process for obvious 
problems such as disconnected assignments or incorrect parameters passed to 
business functions.  

• When generating the application, a compile error log is generated that document 

ment Tools 

ooting Business Function Problems  

lts upon 
exe in a .DLL error.  

If th r nt .DLL load, see Troubleshooting .DLL Problems on a 
Development Workstation for details on how to build the parent .DLL.  

Mic o nction. Using this tool, you can step 
thro h elp you detect the error. See 
Debugging in the ERP 8.0 Development Tools Guide and Business Function Problems in the 

ng Implmentation Guide for more information on debugging 
business functions.  

Working with the Workstation Log Files  

You sho
worksta
troubles roblems with interactive applications, batch applications, or business functions 
running locally on the ERP 8.0 workstation. Determine whether you can duplicate this 
pro  

Do not  
and pro

Note:  

nfiguration, ignore error messages that refer to the 
EBUG.LOG:  

• 

• 

What are Global Tables?  

Each ER he 
files con
informa es and business views. By maintaining a 
history of this specifically cached session information, individual workstations will improve 
run- ance based on their usage.  

errors in the event rules. Review this log for errors with the Event Rules.  

• The Debug Application within ERP 8.0 allows you to debug the event rules for an 
application or batch process. See Debugging in the ERP 8.0 Develop
Guide for more information on the debug application.  

Troublesh

You might be having business function problems if you are getting unexpected resu
cut g a business function or getting 

e p oblem is with a pare

ros ft Visual C++ allows you to debug a business fu
ug  the logic and inspect variables. This will often h

Configurable Network Computi

uld be familiar with the various logs used to troubleshoot problems on the 
tion. By using these logs and the procedures outlined in this chapter, you can 
hoot p

blem consistently or whether it is intermittent. 

leave the debugging logs active when the logs are not in use. The logs consume disk
cessor resources, and, therefore, impact performance.  

If you do not use data replication in your co
following tables in the JDE.LOG and JDED

• F98DRPUB  

• F98DRENV  

• F98DRSUB  

F98DRLOG  

F98DRPCN  

P 8.0 workstation uses global tables (glbltbl.xdb and glbltbl.ddb) to write disk cac
taining internal session- and workstation-specific information. For example, 

tion is cached regarding data dictionary tabl

time perform
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If you ar
results o
certain table information. In this case, the information contained in the disk cache may not be 

che.  

J.D. Edwards recommends that normal start up of ERP 8.0 in a production environment not 
incl of these global tables. The deletion of these files should only be used as 
a troubl

If the glo created. If they do 
exist, they will be appended (not overwritten). The files are located in the b7/pathcode/spec 

On ERP 8.0 workstations, logs are generally classified in the following categories:  

• 

• 

• 

• 

Logic 

There a  use for troubleshooting processing faults on 
the work

• 

 ERP 

• 

tead, this log is used to track 
the timing of ERP 8.0 processes.  

Application Development Logs  

se the 
following logs to identify faults in ERP 8.0 processing related to compiling and generating 

ss functions:  

 event rules. You can use this 
log to view event rules that may not properly compile and execute. This includes 
Named Event Rules, Table Event Rules, and event rules embedded in applications.  

• jdecpy.log  

This log is produced each time that you run the copy table program (cpytbl.exe). 
Copy table error messages and IDs are logged. This log also indicates if any inserts 
failed that could indicate a possible error.  

• sql.log  

e doing application development, you may need to delete the global tables to see the 
f your changes. This is because the system looks first to the disk cache to read 

synchronized with your current development. You cannot edit the contents of the disk ca

ude the deletion 
eshooting technique or a development aid, not as a normal practice.  

bal table files do not exist when ERP 8.0 is started, they will be 

directory.  

Logic processing  

Batch processing  

Application development (compiling and generating)  

Object Management Workbench transactions  

Processing Logs  

re two major log file sources that you can
station:  

jde.log  

This log shows fatal errors. Jde.log can track any fault that might occur within
8.0.  

jdedebug.log (JDEDEBUG on AS/400)  

This log tracks API calls and SQL statements as well as other messages. You can 
use this file to determine the point in time when normal execution stopped. The 
system does not use jdedebug.log to track errors. Ins

For ERP 8.0 workstations in application development environments, you can u

applications and busine

• compile_error.log  

The compile_error.log file contains compile errors for
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You can use this log to view exactly what is being sent through the ODBC driver. This 

For ERP 8.0 

• 

e.log to add a comment line stating that you are about to start the suspect 
application.  

. You can 

ee 
Working With Error Messages for more information.  

Viewing Log Files  

You can view ERP 8.0 log files from within any ERP 8.0 application. If you want to view log 
files outside of ERP 8.0, you can use a text editor like Notepad or Wordpad.  

► To view log files  

is not a ERP 8.0 log. This log process is provided by another software vendor.  

workstations in production environments, you can use the following log to 
identify faults in ERP 8.0 silent installation:  

jdeinst.log  

If you use the silent installation process for ERP 8.0 installations on a workstation, 
you can use this log to view the status of the silent installation.  

Troubleshooting Strategies Using Log Files  

You can create a normal (successful) jde.log by signing on to ERP 8.0 and then 
immediately signing off. Use this log of successful start up statements to compare 
against logs that have a problem.  

If you know your problem is not related to start up, you can clear and save the log 
without exiting ERP 8.0. When you re-create the problem, the contents of the log 
should only contain errors that occurred since you cleared the log.  

You can also rename the log to indicate the kind of problem. For example, you might 
delete the jde.log and then run a report that causes an error condition. Then you 
could rename the jde.log to report.log.  

Another alternative is to add comment lines to the jde.log indicating the sequence of 
events you are performing. For example, you might be running an application that 
you know causes an error. Just before you run the application, you could edit the 
jd

Most error messages in the jde.log have a unique number assigned to them
view an extended description of the error including possible causes and resolutions 
by searching on the error number in the Error Messages application (P92002). S

1. From within any ERP 8.0 application, right click.  

2. On the pop up menu, select the Log Viewer option.  
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From the File menu, choose Open to locate and open a ERP 8.0 log file.  3. 

ou can also use the View menu selection to choose log files. In addition, if you have 
previously viewed log files, a history of those files is kept under the File menu.  
Y
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Exa
This exa hows errors due to a missing table:  

mple: Log Viewer  
mple, jde.log, s

 

 

Setting Up the Workstation jde.log  

se the workstation jde.log as a general purpose log to track fatal errors generated 
by ERP 8.0 processing. The jde.log tracks any fault that might occur within ERP 8.0. When 

king for startup errors you should read the jde.log from the top down. For other 
ould read from the bottom up.  

rkstation jde.log is created (if not previously existing) or overwritten (if previously 
e start of every ERP 8.0 session.  

To set up the workstation jde.log  

Locate the workstation jde.ini file. The ERP 8.0 setup program places this file in the 
working Windows directory - for example, c:\Windows\jde.ini. If you are unsure of 
your workstation's working Windows directory, use the Find command to locate the 
jde.ini file.  

Use an ASCII editor (like Notepad or Wordpad) to open the file.  

You can u

you are loo
errors, you sh

The wo
existing) at th

► 

1. 

2. 
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3. In the [DEBUG] section, verify or change your settings for the job file variable as 
shown below:  

 [DEBUG]  

JobFile=job file  

Setting  Description  

Note: You can disable the jde.log on the workstation by specifying a blank or invalid 
ERP 

lly creates and writes to a log file called jde.log in the c:\ directory of 
the workstation.  

 changes and close the jde.ini file.  

This example log shows errors due to a missing table. The highlighted lines indicate the 
uniq  ge number that can be used to search for an extended description in the 
Data Di
informa

Most en This 
information is also used by developers to indicate problems with an application that need to 
be addr

JobFile=job file Specifies the location and name of the jde.log file. The default value is c:\jde.log. 

value for JobFile. If you delete or disable (comment out) the JobFile parameter, 
8.0 automatica

4. Save the

Example: Workstation jde.log  

ue error messa
ctionary Error Message application. See Working with Error Messages for more 
tion.  

tries in the jde.log are significant, and ou should closely examine them. 

essed.  
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Setting Up the Workstation jdedebug.log  

The edebug.l
stat l as othe
when normal execution sto
Instead, it uses this log to t

You can use jdedebug.log t  
include cuted 
for a sp

If your p
followin

• Not Found  

Also, look at the end of the log to see what process was executed last. Generally, important 

SELEC  which table you are selecting. The log tells you in which 
library (for the AS/400) or environment (non-AS/400) that the table resides. You 
should veri

• ODBC Vers

The ODBC  whether you are having problems connecting to the 
driver.  

► To set up the work n

 workstation jd
ements as wel

og file contains messages relating to API calls and SQL 
r messages. You can use this file to determine the point in time 
pped. The system does not use jdedebug.log to track errors. 
rack the timing of ERP 8.0 processes.  

o find out where a process has ended. For example, log data can
what the ODBC was trying to connect to, the SQL statement that was being exe
ecific table, and if memory has been freed.  

rocess failed and you have logging turned on, look in your jdedebug.log for the 
g messages:  

• Failure  

lines in the log are:  

• SELECT  

The T lines indicate

fy that the selected libraries and environments are correct.  

ion  

 lines will indicate

statio  jdedebug.log  

n jde.in
ectory - for examp
rking Windows 

(like Notepad or Word

3. Verify or c
jd

name of the
efined by the following setting in the jde.ini file:  

 ame  and n

escription  
an pecifies the location and name of the jdedebug.log 

alue is c:\jdedebug.log.  

le gging of events to the jdedebug.log file by setting the 
he [DEBUG] section:  

 

1. Locate the workstatio i file. The ERP 8.0 setup program places this file in the 
working Windows dir le, c:\Windows\jde.ini. If you are unsure of 
your workstation's wo directory, use the Find command to locate the 
jde.ini file.  

2. Use an ASCII editor pad) to open the file.  

hange the  jdedebug.log file. The location and file name of the 
edebug.log file is d

 [DEBUG]  

DebugFile=location

Setting  D
DebugFile=location d 
name  

S file. The default 
v

4. Enable or disab the lo
following parameter in t

 [DEBUG]  

Output=output parameter 

Setting  Description  
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Valid values are:  

Output=output 
parameter  

NONE No trace information is written to jdedebug.log.  
FILE Database and runtime trace information is written to the file 

specified by the DebugFile= parameter in the [DEBUG] secti
EXCFILE Runtime trace information is written to the file specified

on.  
 by the 

DebugFile= parameter in the [DEBUG] section.  

5. 

 [DEBUG]  

BOTH Trace information is written to both jde.log and jdedebug.log.  
Note: The primary method of disabling the jdedebug.log is by using the Output 
parameter. However, if you set Output=FILE, and you leave the DebugFile value 
blank (or specify an invalid location), ERP 8.0 still performs debug tracing but does 
not write the results to any jdedebug.log file. If you delete or disable (comment out) 
the DebugFile parameter, ERP 8.0 automatically creates and writes to a log file 
called jdedebug.log in the c:\ directory of the workstation.  

Set the level of debugging information that you want written to the jdedebug.log file. 
The debug level is determined by the following parameter in the [DEBUG] section:  

Output=debug level  

Setting  Description  

This parameter controls the debug level. You can specify any combination of 
allowable values using commas as delimiters. The default setting is 
LEVEL=BSFN,EVENTS.  

Valid values are:  

EVENTS Traces the start and stop of events.  
BSFN Traces when business functions are entered and when they return.  
SF_x Traces when system functions execute. The x variable is any 

allowable system function value. Valid values are listed below:  
GRID  
PARENT_CHILD  
GENERAL  
MESSAGING  
WORKFLOW  

LEVEL=debug 
level  

WORKFLOW_ADMIN  
MEDIA_OBJ  
CONTROL  

multiple system functions by separating them with commas. For 

whether you 
specify this value or not, the system will always trace critical errors.  

2 Traces invalid parameters passed into a function.  
3 Traces statements as the software enters and exits each event. 

Specifying this value is the equivalent of specifying the EVENTS 
value.  

4 Traces main messages that the software sends to a controlling 
parent of a child. These messages concern the processing functions 
such as the grid.  

5 Provides a detailed trace report of every function that the software 
calls in the interactive runtime module. This setting is only 
applicable to developers of the runtime module.  

6. Save the changes and close the jde.ini file.  

For example, LEVEL=SF_CONTROL. In addition, you can specify 

example, LEVEL=SF_GRID,SF_CONTROL.  
You can also specify numeric values:  
1 Traces critical errors. This is the default level. That is, 
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Example: jdedebug.log (Workstation - Output Enabled)  
The exampl
enabl
for each line i
depe

e shows a sample excerpt of jdedebug.log on the workstation when the output is 
ed. The areas in bold type are especially useful as described above. The prefix number 

n output refer to the process ID of the running job. This number will change 
nding on the log file (such as jde.log) and the process that is writing to the log.  

 

Example: jd
This exam
whic
Output=EX

 

edebug.log (Workstation - Output Enabled and Running Journal Entry)  
ple shows a sample of jdedebug.log with the output enabled on the workstation, 

h is running the Journal Entry application. The [DEBUG] parameters are set as 
CFILE and LEVEL=EVENTS,BSFN,SF_GRID,SF_CONTROL.  
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Example: jdedebug.log (Workstation - Output Not Enabled)  
This exam t enabled on the 
workstation.  

ple shows a sample of jdedebug.log when the output is no

4294849873/4294749677 **** jdeDebugInit -- output disabled in INI 

Setting Up the Batch Process Log  

se the batch processing log to identify faults in ERP 8.0 proces
ses. The batch processing log resides in the \B7\PrintQueue dire

batch_process.log, where batch_process represents the report na
date, and time.  

ed on the setting of the UBESaveLogFile parameter in the [UBE] sec
deleted or saved on successful completion of batch proces

s different types of messages that can help in tracking errors in the batch p
es are:  

Section Level Process  

Object Level Process  

ER Level Process  

DB Level Process  

ch process log can contain ER references, batch process flow an
er messages. You can use the batch process log file to determin

n stopped.  

Before You Begin  

Turn on the jdedebug.log. See Working with the Workstation jde
information.  

rocesses: General Event Flow  

ch process log file shows you the process flow in batch processe
ted in the following steps:  

When batch processes complete a section, with the INIT section fi
view is opened. As a result, after the INIT Section log, you shou
statement.  

After INIT Section, the batch engine calls Adv Section to re

After the retrieve, batch engine processes the Do Section Proce

From Do Section, each object is processed in Init Object - Do Object - End Object 
order.  

You can u sing related to batch 
proces ctory. The log file 
name is me, version name, 

Bas tion of the jde.ini file, 
this log file is ses. This log file 
show rocess. The 
messag

• 

• 

• 

• 

The bat d SQL statements, 
among oth e when normal 
executio

• debug.logs for more 

Batch P

The bat s. This flow is 
comple

• rst, a business 
ld see a SQL 

• trieve a record.  

• ssing.  

• 

• After Do Object message, you should see Printed value in the log. ER events are 
gged in a different event level.  lo

file  
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This figure shows a graphical depiction of the general event flow for batch processes:  
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► To set up the batch process log  

Locate the workstation jde.ini file. The ERP 8.0 setup program places this file in the 
working Windows directory - for example, c:\Windows\jde.ini. If you are unsure of 
your workstation's working Windows directory, use the Find command to locate the 
jde.ini file.  

Use an ASCII editor (like Notepad or Wordpad) to open the file.  

Set the level of batch report debugging information that you want written to the batch 
process log file and whether you want the file to be saved. These settings are 
controlled by the following parameters in the [UBE] section:  

UBEDebugLevel=debug level  

UBESaveLogFile=0/1  

Variable Name  Description  

bugLevel=debug 
 

Specifies the level of UBE debug logging. The default value is 0. Valid 
values are:  

0 No message in a log file  

1 Error messages, and log entry and section level messages  

2 Object level messages (plus Level 1 messages)  

3 ER messages and database mapping messages (plus Leve
1 and 2 messages)  

4 SQL statements (plus Level 1, 2, and 3 messages)  

5 Batch process function calls and printed output values (plus 
Level 1, 2, 3, and 4 messages)  

6 Batch process function calls and printed output values (plus

UBEDe
level 

l 

Level 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 messages)  

UBESaveLogFile=0/1  Specifies whether the <batch_report>.log file will be saved. Valid 
values are:  

_report>.log file is not saved.  

 

1. 

2. 

3. 

 [UBE]  

0 The <batch

1 The <batch_report>.log file is saved in the workstation's ERP 
8.0 print queue directory (b7\PrintQueue).  

4. Save the changes and close the jde.ini file.  

Example: Batch Process Log  
This example shows the type of messages that you can encounter when you edit the jde.ini 
file to enable error tracking:  
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For ERP 8.0 
ss 

function
do not pro
and ap  
(cg.exe) s run and errors occur with compiled event rules.  

The <compile_error> portion of the log file name refers to a variable value for the name of the 
ample, a name of a log file for compiling NER "N3200780" 

m an application containing compiled event rules replaces 
the first letter of the application name with an "E". For example, P0101 generates an error log 

re 
 

th the ERP 8.0 Code Generation form with the source member 
and the problem description. You can use the log file to keep a record of such problems. The 

tree - 

 

Working with the Compile Error Log  

workstations in development environments, you can use this log to identify faults 
in ERP 8.0 processing that are related to compiling and generating applications and busine

s. This log for compiled event rules provides you with an account of event rules that 
perly compile and execute. This includes Named Event Rules, Table Event Rules

plications. ERP 8.0 generates this log file every time that the Code Generator program
 

 i

event rules being compiled. For ex
is N3200780.log. The error log fro

named E0101.log.  

You should use this log when errors have occurred within the Code Generator while you we
compiling an application, Named Event Rules, or Table Event Rules. When this happens, a
message box appears benea

compile error log resides in the log folder under the pathcode portion of the b7 directory 
for example, c:\B7\PD7334\LOG.  
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The following form provides an example of the Code Generator with errors:  

 

 

Compile Error Log  Example: 
This example shows a compile error message log explaining that the number of data 
structure parameters in the application is not in agreement with the specifications:  

 

The system produces output for jdecpy.log each time that the copy table program (cpytbl.exe) 
is run o
su
any inse
after cp

The jde ides in the root directory of the workstation, generally in c:\. ERP 8.0 
automatically generates this log every time you run cpytbl.exe. The log is created or 
overwritten each time it runs.  

 

Working with jdecpy.log  

n the workstation. Generally, the file contains records of which tables were 
ccessfully copied from the local database to the chosen server. This log also indicates if 

rts failed. Such failures indicate a possible error. This log is automatically stopped 
ytbl.exe completes.  

cpy.log res
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Once you use the jdecpy.log to determine that a copy table error has occurred, you should 
refer to the jde.log. If a table does not copy properly, the detail of the error text is written to 

le 

 
xt is written to the jde.log 

, as shown in the excerpt of the jde.log in 
that example.  

Example: jdecpy.log (Successful Copy)  
A successful copy generates a log similar to the one shown below:  

jde.log. The jde.log contains the actual error message and message ID. The message ID 
relates to the line prefix numbers in the jdecpy.log and will aid you in locating the applicab
error text written to the jde.log.  

For example, the following jdecpy.log examples (unsuccessful copy) show a message ID of
116/75 for a copy failed message. The corresponding detail error te
and also contains the same message ID, 116/75

 

Example: jdecpy.log (Unsuccessful Copy)  
acle data source failed:  

 

The following example shows how the copy to the Or

 

 

message ID from the jdecpy.log (116/75) shows that the Oracle error is ORA-01017. The 
017 explains the reason that the table copy failed is 

that the user ID and password supplied were invalid.  

By looking in jde.log for this specific error condition (excerpt of the jde.log file shown in the 
example below), you can further examine the Oracle error. In this case, the associated 

Oracle documentation for error ORA-01
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Working with the sql.log  

se sql.log to view exactly what is being sent through the ODBC driver. This is not
ERP 8.0 log. This log process is provided by another software vendor. For workstations, 

ides in the default root directory of the workstation, generally in c:\. However, you 
ct the output to any file in any location. Generally, instead of using the sql.log, you 

e the jdedebug.log because it also tracks SQL statements.  

 important lines to search for are:  

SELECT * FROM  

SQLBindCol  

Table not found  

u are reading the correct table. If a line appears for every column in the sele
ected the correct table.  

If you are having difficulty reading the table, verify that the table has the correct number of 
s. If you have added columns to the table and you cannot locate the correct numbe
s, you need to configure the table. This information is also provided in jde.log.  

If you experience a problem with the ODBC settings or cannot connect to a ERP 8.0 ODBC 
se, turn on logging for jde.log, jdedebug.log, and sql.log. Duplicate the problem, che

edebug.log to view the ODBC error messages, and check the end of sql.log to 
ne the last process. The majority of ODBC problems occur when the following 

ses are called:  

Process SQL Statements  

Receive Results  

Reading sql.log  

 important lines for you to search are:  

SELECT * FROM.(bolded in the example below)  

SQLBindCol  

Table not found  

u are reading the correct table. For example, in the sql.log example, there is a 
column in the selected table. This indicates the correct table is selected.  

If you are having difficulty reading the table, verify that the table has the correct number of 
s. If you have added columns to the table and you cannot locate the correct numbe
s, you need to configure the table. This information is also provided in jde.log.  

w: ODBC Function Calls  

gram shows the ODBC function calls that include the process that an application 

You can u  a 

sql.log res
can dire
can us

In sql.log, the

• 

• 

• 

Verify that yo cted 
table, you sel

column r of 
column

databa ck 
jde.log or jd
determi
proces

• 

• 

In sql.log, the

• 

• 

• 

Verify that yo
line for every 

column r of 
column

Process Flo

This dia
uses to connect to a data source:  
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This c

• roblems using sql.log  

 

 se tion consists of the following tasks:  

• Turning on sql.log  

Troubleshooting ODBC p
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► To turn on sql.log  

1. From the Windows Control Panel, select 32bitODBC.  

 

2. 

 

On Data Sources, click Options.  

 

 

Caution:  
Leave the Stop Tracing Automatically option turned on. Because this log grows at a 
rapid pace, J.D. Edwards recommends you stop the trace in this manner. This 
preserves your disk space resources as well as CPU cycles.  

 
Also en

► 

sure that Trace ODBC Calls is turned off when you are not debugging because the 
log files can consume large amounts of disk space as well as CPU cycles.  

To troubleshoot ODBC problems using sql.log  

E1. nsure the data source names are set up correctly (as system data sources) and that 
a driver has been set up in the 32bitODBC in Control Panel.  

2. Make sure that Client Access has the correct parameters. See the applicable 
appendices in the ERP 8.0 Installation Guide.  

3. Ensure that the library to which you are pointing is set up correctly.  

4. Look for the following ODBC error messages in jde.log and jdedebug.log:  

• Table not in library  
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If the table specified cannot be found in the specified location, you should go to 
 attempt to locate the table.  

• .0 

o 

This error message means that the row is in use and that another program has a 
leased 

Example: sql.log  

the appropriate DBMS and

If the table does not exist, you must generate the table. See the ERP 8
Installation Guide for more information.  

• If the table exists but has been moved, you must change your data source t
point at the new library.  

• Not Binding Column Data Types  

lock on that data. As a result, you cannot use this row until it has been re
by the program that is currently using it.  

This example shows a sql.log with a SQL select statement shown in bold type.  
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Working with the jdeinst.log  

You can use jdeinst.log to view the status of the ERP 8.0 silent installation. The silent 
installation mode allows you to submit a workstation installation request through command 
line arguments. ERP 8.0 creates a log file that records error conditions encountered during 
the silent installation and also indicates if the silent installation was successful. This file
called jdeinst.log, is located in the root directory of the workstation.  

, 

Example: jdeinst.log  
allation 

File Warning: Directory d\b7\PROD exists, contents are not erased.  

This example shows a jdeinst.log indicating a successful ERP 8.0 silent inst
completed on a workstation. Comments are included.  

Congratulations: Install completed! 
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Troublesh

 
P 8.0 

ver. By using these procedures, you can troubleshoot batch applications and 
business functions that process on the enterprise server. Other chapters in this guide 

us ERP 8.0 enterprise servers.  

Tro

problems you might encounter on a 
s to all operating systems.  

The  rprise 
server:  

• Communication failure when submitting a UBE or when trying to run business 
ic on the server  

• Error message appearing at the bottom of a form (press F8 or click Bitmap to view an 
escription)  

he Enterprise Server Log Files  

You sho be familiar with the various logs used to troubleshoot problems on the server. By 
using th
executin enterprise server.  

Types of Enterprise Server Log Files  

nterprise servers, logs are generally classified as either logic processing logs or 
ing logs. 

 Logs  
o major log file sources that you can use for troubleshooting processing faults on 

the 

This log shows fatal errors. It can track any fault that might occur within ERP 8.0.  

oes not use jdedebug.log to track errors. Instead, this log is used to track 

• Batch process log  

ooting the Enterprise Server 

This section is a guide for troubleshooting problems that can occur on the ERP 8.0 enterprise
server. This chapter is a general guide for basic troubleshooting techniques on the ER
enterprise ser

describe procedures that are platform-specific for the vario

ubleshooting for Enterprise Servers - General Information  

This chapter describes the following types of general 
ERP 8.0 enterprise server. This information applie

 list below includes some potential problems that you could encounter on the ente

function log

error d

Working with t

uld 
ese logs you can troubleshoot batch applications and business functions that are 
g on the 

On ERP 8.0 e
batch process

Logic Processing
There are tw

enterprise server:  

• jde.log  

• jdedebug.log  

This log tracks API calls and SQL statements as well as other messages. You can 
use this file to determine the point in time when normal execution stopped. The 
system d
the timing of ERP 8.0 processes.  

Batch Processing Logs  
You can use the following log to identify faults in ERP 8.0 processing related to batch 
processes:  
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Use batch process logs to view the process flow in batch processes. This log can 

 ERP 8.0 System Administration Guide for more information about this 
application.  

om the Workstation  

on that initiated the calls to the server.  

ver logs from the workstation  

contain event rule (ER) references, batch application process flow, and SQL 
statements, as well as other messages.  

You can also view logs using the Work with Servers application. See The Work with Servers 
Program in the

Viewing Enterprise Server Logs fr

You must log on to the server to view logs for the server. You can also view portions of log 
files from the workstati

► To view ser

1. In the enterprise server jde.ini file, in the [DEBUG] section, set the ClientLog 
r to 1.  

ing enables the server to send logs to workstations.  

paramete

This sett

Example:  

 [DEBUG]  

ClientLog=1  

2. In the workstation jde.ini file, in the [DEBUG] section, set the ServerLog parameter to 

ing enables the workstation to receive log information from the enterprise 

 [DEBUG]  

1.  

This sett
server.  

Example:  

ServerLog=1  

See Also  
 Enabling and Disabling jde.log in this chapter.  

Working with the Enterprise Server jde.log File  

8.0 
e 

p 
should read from 

ob 

The process ID (Job Number for AS/400) is appended to the file name, before the .log 
extension, with an underscore character. For example, the file name might be jde_442.log.  

You can use the enterprise server jde.log to track fatal error messages generated by ERP 
batch applications and business functions that are executing on the enterprise server. Th
jde.log tracks any fault that might occur within ERP 8.0. When you are looking for startu
errors, you should read the jde.log from the top down. For other errors, you 
the bottom up.  

If jde.log is enabled, a uniquely identified log file is created each time you start a ERP 8.0 j
(including ERP 8.0 startup) on the enterprise server. These logs are associated with an 
enterprise server process ID (Job Number for AS/400).  
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jde.log File Creation 

For a Windows NT enterprise server jde.log file, ERP 8.0 appends new information to the end 
of the jde.log 

e set to enable the jde.log and disable the 
jdedebug.log. Valid jde.ini parameter setting combinations for enabling or disabling server 
logs are listed below. 

The enterprise server jde.log is created (if not previously existing or overwritten (if previously 
existing) at the start of every ERP 8.0 session. 

Enabling and Disabling jde.log 
For normal use, the enterprise server should b

Enable jde.log: 

[DEBUG] 

Output=NONE 

LogErrors=1 

JobFile=valid location/name (1) 

DebugFile=valid location/name (2) 

Enable jde.log and jdedebug.log: 

[DEBUG] 

Output=FILE 

LogErrors=1 

JobFile=valid location/name (1) 

DebugFile=valid location/name (2) 

Disable jde.log: 

[DEBUG] 

Output=NONE 

JobFile=blank/invalid location/name (1) 

DebugFile= blank/invalid location/name (2) 

Notes: 

1. JobFile is the location that will contain the files/members generated by the jde.log. The 

ntain the files 
generated by the jdedebug.log. The name is the naming convention that ERP 8.0 uses to 
crate files with the syntax jdedebug_process_ID.log, where jdedebug is the file name prefix, 

uffix or extension. 

 

name is the naming convention that ERP 8.0 uses to create the files/members with the 
syntax jde_process_ID.log, where jde is the file/member name prefix, process_ID is a 
uniquely named process ID, and log is the file/member suffix or extension. 

2. For non-AS/400 enterprise servers, DebugFile is the location that will co

process_ID is a uniquely named process ID, and log is the file s
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Caution: 
Verify whether the paths for the JobFile and the DebugFile settings are valid. If the paths for 
these settings are invalid, ERP 8.0 creates no logs at all. 

 
For AS/400 enterprise servers, DebugFile is the location that will contain the members 

 uses to create 
ame prefix and 

 

generated by the jdedebug. The name is the naming convention that ERP 8.0
members with the syntax jdedebug_process_ID, where jdedebug is the file n
process_ID is a uniquely named process ID. 

Recommendations for the Enterprise Server jde.log 
l) jde.log by signing on to ERP 8.0 and then immediately 

 

 

of ERP 8.0, you can add comment lines to the 
jde. re performing. For example, you might be 
runn e application, 
you could edit the jde.log to add a comment line stating you are about to start the suspected 
application. 

Recommen
J.D. Edwards recommends that you create a separate directory on your enterprise server for 
logs. Yo h og, 
the location

You can create a normal (successfu
signing off. Use this log of successful startup statements to compare against logs that have a
problem.  

You can also rename the log to indicate the nature of the problem. For example, you might
delete the jde.log and then run a report that causes an error condition. Then you could 
rename the jde.log to report.log. 

If you are the only user running on an instance 
log indicating the sequence of events you a
ing an application that you know causes an error. Just before you run th

dations for Setting Up Server Locations 

u s ould set up the jde.ini file to explicitly direct log files to that directory. For jde.l
 and name of the log file are controlled by the following default setting: 

[DEBUG] 

JobFile=jde.log 

e location that will contain the files generated by the jde.log. The name is th
vention that ERP 8.0 uses to create the files with 

Note: 
JobFile is th e 
naming con the syntax jde_process_ID.log 
(jde_job m
uniquely a

 

nu ber.log for AS/400), where jde is the file/member name prefix, process_ID is a 
 n med process ID, and log is the file suffix or extension. 

If yo here 
you ran the ERP 8.0 startup executable. For example, on a UNIX machine if you start ERP 

llowing commands and assuming that logging is enabled, the system places 
edwardsoneworld/b733/system/bin32 directory: 

 

u do not specify a location, by default, ERP 8.0 places the log files in the directory w

8.0 with the fo
the log files in the /u13/jd

cd ar/u13/jdedw dsloneworld/b733/system/bine32 

OneWRun orld.sh 
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Similarly, on a
assuming that

 UNIX machine, if you start ERP 8.0 with the following commands and 
 logging is enabled, the system places the log files in the 

rld directory because that is the working directory: 

 

/usr/jdedwardsonewo

cd /usr/jdedwardsoneworld 

wo b733/system/bin32/RunOneWorld.sh 

e to automatically start ERP 8.0 when the machine 
t t u specify the full path of the log file in the jde.ini file. 

/u13/jdedwardsone rld/

If you set up your UNIX machin is booted, 
it is especially importan hat yo

 

Naming Conventions for jde.log 
ERP 8.0 processes crate logs as jde_processID.log (jde_JobNumber.log for AS/400) where 
processID is the process ID of the process that creates the log. 

Non-AS/400 ERP 8.0 processes move logs for batch jobs to the PrintQueue directory and 
rename them as report_version_date_time.log where report is the report name and version is 
the version name - for example, R014021_XJDE0001_D990312_T161854215.log. 

► To set up the enterprise server jde.log  

1. Locate the enterprise server jde.ini file (JDE member for AS/400).  

• For AS/400 enterprise servers, the JDE member is located under the file .INI, 
which is located within the releaseSYS library. The variable release is the ERP 
8.0 release level (for example, B733SYS). For a complete list of libraries and 
their contents, see the Server Administration - AS/400 section of this guide.  

• For UNIX enterprise servers, you can locate the jde.ini file by examining the 
UNIX environment variable JDE_BASE (the variable name is case-sensitive). For 
example, you might enter the command:  

echo $JDE_BASE  
Generally, this file is located in a directory called "ini" in the directory tree under 
the base install directory - for example, /u04/jdedwardsoneworld/b733. In this 
case, the directory with the JDE.INI file (the file name is case-sensitive) is 
JDE_BASE=/u04/jdedwardsoneworld/b733/ini.  

• For Windows NT enterprise servers, you can locate the jde.ini file in the ERP 8.0 
installation directory under system\bin32.  

Use a text editor to open the jde.ini file.  

In the [DEBUG] section, verify or change your settings for the job file variable:  

2. 

3. 

 [DEBUG]  

JobFile=job file  

Setting  Description  

JobFile=job 
file  

Specifies the location and name of the jde.log file/member. The default value is 
jde.log.  

4. Enable or disable the logging of errors to the jde.log file by setting the following 
parameter in the [DEBUG] section:  
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 [DEBUG]  

LogErrors=0/1  

Setting  Description  

This parameter controls whether the logging function (for both jde.log and 
jdedebug.log) is enabled. Vali

LogErrors=0/1 0 Disabled. Do not write errors to the jde.log file/member or events to 
the jdedebug.log file (JDEDEBUG member for AS/400).  

1 Enabled. Write errors to

d values are:  

 the jde.log file and, if enabled, events to the 
jdedebug.log file (JDEDEBUG member for AS/400).  

e the table. Therefore, generated code applications cannot have this 
problem.  

 significant, and you should closely examine them. This 
information is also used by developers to indicate problems with the application that need to 

The following shows an example of the jde.log from the enterprise server:  

5. Save the changes and close the file.  

Example: Enterprise Server jde.log  
This enterprise server example log shows errors caused by signon tables not being properly 
closed after fetching data. Normally, the only way this can happen is if a business function 
program did not clos

Most entries in the jde.log file are

be addressed.  
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Working with the Enterprise Server jdedebug.log File  

You can use the enterprise server jdedebug.log to determine the point in time when normal 
execution stopped. The system does not use jdedebug.log to track errors. Instead, it uses 

 timing of ERP 8.0 processes. The log contains API calls and SQL 

ocess has ended. For example, log data can 
, the SQL statement that was being executed 

as been freed.  

d, each jdenet_n job and batch process that is started on a server 
uely identified jdedebug.log. These logs are associated with an enterprise 

 Each time that ERP 8.0 is started on the enterprise server and each time 
ss job is executed on the enterprise server, a new jdedebug.log is created.  

umber for AS/400) is appended to the file name 
xtension. For example, the file name might be 

re responsible for clearing and deleting jde.log and jdedebug_*.log 
files from the enterprise server.  

ver jdedebug.log is created (if not previously existing) or overwritten (if 
) at the start of every ERP 8.0 session.  

 enterprise server jde.log file, ERP 8.0 appends new information to the end 

 

 

ether you are having problems connecting to the 

 disable the 
jdedebug.log. Valid setting combinations for enabling or disabling server jdedebug.log are 
listed below.  

this log to track the
statements as well as other messages.  

You can use jdedebug.log to find out where a pr
include what the ODBC was trying to connect to
for a specific table, and if memory h

If jdedebug is enable
creates a uniq
server process ID.
that a batch proce

For enterprise servers, the process ID (Job N
with an underscore character before the .log e
jdedebug_442.log.  

Server administrators a

The enterprise ser
previously existing

For a Windows NT
of jde.log.  

Reading the jdedebug.log  
If your process failed and you have logging turned on, look in your jdedebug.log for the 
following messages:  

• Not Found  

• Failure  

Also, look at the end of the log to see what task was executed last. Generally, important lines
in the log are:  

• SELECT  

The SELECT lines indicate which table you are selecting. The log tells you where the 
table resides. For the AS/400, this location will be a library. For non-AS/400 servers, 
this location will be an environment. You should verify that the selected libraries and
environments are correct.  

• ODBC Version  

The ODBC lines will indicate wh
driver.  

Enabling and Disabling jdedebug.log  
For normal use, the enterprise server should be set to enable the jde.log and
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Enable jdedebug.log:  

 [DEBUG]  

Output=FILE  

LogErrors=1  

JobFile=valid location/name (1)  

DebugFile=valid location/name (2)  

Enable jde.log and jdedebug.log:  

 [DEBUG]  

Output=BOTH  

LogErrors=1  

JobFile=valid location/name (1)  

DebugFile=valid location/name (2)  

Disable jdedebug.log:  

 [DEBUG]  

Output=NONE  

LogErrors=0  

JobFile=valid location/name (1)  

DebugFile=valid location/name (2)  

The [DEBUG] section of the jde.ini file contains the files/members generated by the jde.log. 
The name is the naming convention that ERP 8.0 uses to create the files/members with the 
syntax jde_<pid>.log, where jde is the file/member name prefix, <pid> is a uniquely named 

e 
 is the file name 

ly named process ID, and log is the file suffix or extension.  

bug.log  
You can create a normal (successful) jdedebug.log (JDEDEBUG for AS/400) by signing on to 
ERP 8.0 and then immediately signing off. Use this log of successful start up statements to 
compare against logs that have a problem.  

You n e of the problem. For example, you might 
dele ld 
rena

ative is to add comment lines to the jdedebug.log indicating the sequence of 
r example, you might be running an application that you know 

causes an error. Just before you run the application, you could edit the jde.log to add a 
comment line stating that you are about to start the suspected application.  

process ID, and log is the file/member suffix or extension.  

For enterprise servers, the jde.ini file is the location that will contain the files generated by the 
jdedebug.log. The name is the naming convention that ERP 8.0 uses to create files with th
syntax jdedebug_<pid>.log (jdedebug_<JobNumber>.log), where jdedebug
prefix, <pid> is a unique

Recommendations for the Enterprise Server jdede

 ca  also rename the log to indicate the natur
te the jdedebug.log and then run a report that causes an error condition. Then you cou
me the jdedebug.log to report.log.  

Another altern
events you are performing. Fo
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Rec dations for S erver Locations  
J.D. Edwards recommends that you create a separate directory on your enterprise server for 
logs  th
jded .log, the location led by the following setting:  

 [DEBUG]  

ommen etting Up S

. You should setup
ebug

e jde.ini file to explicitly direct log files to that directory. For 
 is control

DebugFile=jdedebug.log  

For e
jdedebu les with the 

ug_process_ID.log (jdedebug_JobNumber.log for AS/400), where jdedebug is 
refix, process_ID is a uniquely-named process ID, and log is the file suffix or 

files in the directory where you ran the ERP 8.0 startup 
exe or exampl  machine if you start ERP 8.0 with the following 
commands:  

cd /u13/jdedwardsoneworld/b733/system/bin32 RunOneWorld.sh  

 ent rprise servers, DebugFile is the location that will contain the files generated by the 
g.log. The name is the naming convention that ERP 8.0 uses to create fi

syntax jdedeb
the file name p
extension.  

By default ERP 8.0 places the log 
cutable. F e, on a UNIX

ing  enabled, the system places the log files in the 
33/system/bin32 directory. Similarly, on a UNIX machine, if you 
ing commands:  

orld /u13/jdedwardsoneworld/b733/system/bin32 

 assumin
/jdedwardsonew
hine to auto

 directory. This is

and assuming that logg  is
/u13/jdedwardsoneworld/b7
start ERP 8.0 with the follow

cd /usr/jdedwardsonew
RunOneWorld.sh  

and g that logging is enabled, the system places the log files in the 
/usr orld  the working directory. If you set up your UNIX 
mac matically ar .0  important 
that you specify the full path o

Naming Conventions for jd
ERP 8.0 processes create log ebug_process_ID.log where process_ID (Job Number 
for AS/400) is the proces D t 
running on a UNIX server as 
jdedebug_123456.log.  

► 

 st t ERP 8 when the machine is booted, it is especially
f the log file.  

edebug.log on the Enterprise Server  
s as jded

s I  of the process creating the log. For example, a batch repor
process 123456 would produce a file named 

To set up the enterprise server jdedebug.log  

1. Locate the enterprise server jde.ini file (JDE member for AS/400). For more 
 enterprise server jde.log" earlier in this 

 [DEBUG]  

information, see the task "To set up the
chapter.  

2. Use a text editor to open the jde.ini file.  

3. In the [DEBUG] section, verify or change your settings for the debug file variable:  

DebugFile=debug file  
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Setting  Description  

bugFile=debug 
 

Specifies the name of the jdedebug.log file (JDEDEBUG member for 
AS/400).  

For non-AS/400 enterprise servers, the default value is jdedebug.log.  

For AS/400 enterprise servers, the default value is JDEDEBUG.  

Enable or disable the logging of events to the jdedebug.log file (JDEDEBUG member 
for AS/400) by setting the following parameter in the [DEBUG] section:  

De
file 

4. 

 [DEBUG]  

LogErrors=0/1  

Output=output parameter  

Setting  Description  

LogErrors=0/1  This parameter controls whether the logging function (for both jde.log and 
jdedebug.log) is enabled. Valid values are:  

0 Disabled. Do not write errors to the jde.log file/member or 
events to the jdedebug.log file (JDEDEBUG member for 
AS/400).  

1 Enabled. Write errors to the jde.log file and, if enabled, 
events to the jdedebug.log file (JDEDEBUG member for 
AS/400).  

ut=output 
meter  

Valid values are:  

• NONE No trace information is written to jdedebug.log 
(JDEDEBUG member for AS/400).  

• FILE Database and runtime trace information is written to the 
file/member specified by the DebugFile= parameter in the [DEBUG] 
section.  

• EXCFILE Runtime trace information is written to the file/member 
specified by the DebugFile= parameter in the [DEBUG] section.  

• BOTH Trace information is written to both jde.log and 
jdedebug.log (JDEDEBUG member for AS/400).  

Outp
para

5. Save the changes and close the jde.ini file.  

Example: jdedebug.log (Output Enabled)  
g when the output is enabled. The areas of the 

following log that are presented in bold type are especially useful in the debugging process. 
his 

ng 

This example shows a sample of jdedebug.lo

The prefix number for each line in the output refers to the process ID of the running job. T
number will change, depending on the log file (such as jde.log) and the process that is writi
to the log.  
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Wo

Whenev og file is 
created in the ERP 8.0 print queue directory (b7\PrintQueue) on that workstation. For any 
batch p n if you have 
specified that the batch process report is to run on the enterprise server. For batch processes 
request P 8.0 print 
queue directory (b7\PrintQueue).  

Based on the setting of the UBESaveLogFile parameter in the [UBE] section of the jde.ini file, 
this log esses. This log file 
shows d can help in tracking errors in the batch process. The 
messages are:  

 

rking with the Batch Process Log File  

er you run a batch process requested from a workstation, an individual l

rocess request issued from a workstation, this file is created eve

ed from a server, the jdedebug.log file is created on the server in the ER

file is deleted or saved on successful completion of batch proc
ifferent types of messages that 
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• 

• 

• ER Level Process  

• 

The bat tch process flow, and SQL statements, 
among other messages. You can use the batch process log file to determine when normal 
executio

The bat low in batch processes. The following 
example engine and provides sample messages 
that would be written to the log at each point in the event flow, assuming UBEDebugLevel is 
set to 6.
message in brackets. For example, -UBE--[2]-- will be a section-level message.  

6. When a UBE processes a section, it begins by opening the business view for that 
esult, a SELECT statement will follow in 

the logging directly after the INIT section for each section.  

 

ss Unit Report LBH  

DL01, T0.MCDL02, 
 T0.MCRP03, T0.MCRP04, 

.MCRP08, T0.MCRP09, T0.MCRP10, 

.MCRP14, T0.MCRP15, T0.MCRP16, 

.MCSBLI, 

O ) ORDER BY T0.MCCO ASC,T0.MCMCU ASC  

7. n to retrieve a record from the 
SELECT statement.  

n for Page Header  

8. cessing. This includes any 
event rules attached to the DO Section event.  

--UBE--[2]-- 355/392 Process DO Section  

--UBE--[2]-- 355/392 Processing DO Section for Page Header  

re for BSFN  

ng BSFN : GetCompanyAndReportDesc  

E--[4]-- 355/392 --ER: Line(1): Done Processing BSFN : 
GetCompanyAndReportDesc  

Section Level Process  

Object Level Process  

DB Level Process  

ch process log can contain ER references, ba

n stopped.  

ch process log file shows you the process f
 describes the event flow within the batch 

 Note that each message written to the log file displays the error level of that 

section within the INIT section event. As a r

--UBE--[2]-- 355/392 Process Init Section 

--UBE--[2]-- 355/392 InitSection for Business Unit Report Driver  

--UBE--[2]-- 355/392 InitSection for Busine

--UBE--[4]-- 355/392 SELECT T0.MCMCU, T0.MCSTYL, T0.MCLDM, T0.MCCO, 
T0.MCAN8, T0.MCCNTY, T0.MCADDS, T0.MCFMOD, T0.MC
T0.MCDL03, T0.MCDL04, T0MCRP01, T0.MCRP02,
T0.MCRP05, T0.MCRP06, T0.MCRP07, T0
T0.MCRP11, T0.MCRP12, T0.MCRP13, T0
T0.MCRP17, T0.MCRP18, T0.MCRP19, T0.MCRP20, T0.MCRP21, T0.MCRP22, 
T0.MCRP23, T0.MCRP24, T0.MCRP25, T0.MCRP26, T0.MCRP27, T0.MCRP28, 
T0.MCRP29, T0.MCRP30, T0.MCPECC, T0.MCALS, T0.MCALCL, T0
T1.CCCO, T1.CCNAME, T1.CCRCD FROM F0006 T0,F0010 T1 WHERE ( 
T1.CCCO=T0.MCC

After INIT Section, the engine calls Advance Sectio

--UBE--[2]-- 355/392 Process Adv Section  

--UBE--[2]-- 355/392 Processing Adv Sectio

After the retrieve, the engine performs the DO Section pro

--UBE--[4]-- 355/392 --ER: Line(1): Loading Data Structu

--UBE--[4]-- 355/392 --ER: Line(1): Processi

--UB
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--UBE--[4]-- 355/392 --ER: Line(1): Unloading Data Structure for BSFN  

--UBE--[4]-- 355/392 --ER: Line(1): Done Processing ER BSFN  

9. Within DO Section, each object is processed and eventually printed in INIT, DO, and 
r.  

--UBE--[3]-- 355/392 Process Init Object  

--UBE--[3]-- 355/392 Processing Init Item SystemTime in Section Page Header  

--UBE--[3]-- 355/392 Process DO Object  

--UBE--[3]-- 355/392 Processing Do Object SystemTime in Section Page Header  

BE--[3]-- 355/392 Processing Do Object SystemDate in Section Page Header  

2 Printing Object Value = 3/6/00  

E--[3]-- 355/392  Object  

 f  
bject and then behi e next section in the report.  

--UBE--[3]-- 355/392 c elAccountsandConsolid in Section 
Page Header  

--UBE--[6]-- 355/392 Prin

--UBE--[3]-- 355/392 Proc

--UBE--[3]-- 355/392 Proc

--UBE--[2]-- 355/392 Proc   

92

--UBE--[2]-- 355/392 c iver  

11. When all sections ha
following messages are d

...  

UBE Job Finished Successfully.  

END object orde

--UBE--[6]-- 355/392 Printing Object Value = 14:35:46  

--UBE--[3]-- 355/392 Process End Object  

--UBE--[3]-- 355/392 Process Init Object  

--UBE--[3]-- 355/392 Processing Init Item SystemDate in Section Page Header  

--UBE--[3]-- 355/392 Process Do Object  

--U

--UBE--[6]-- 355/39

--UB  Process End

10. After all the objects
O

or a section have been processed, the engine calls Process Last
ns processing for th

 Pro essing Do Object Mod

ting Object Value = MD  

ess End Object  

ess Last Object  

ess End Page Header Section

--UBE--[2]-- 355/3  Process Do Section  

 Pro ess Do Section for Business Unit Report Dr

ve been processed, if the report finishes without errors, the 
isplayed at the end of the log:  

--UBE--[6]-- Successfully Finishing Engine  
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The level of detail provided by the batch process log is controlled by the UBEDebugLevel 
EDebugLevel are shown below:  

Sett

0   

3  

4  QL statements (plus levels 1-3) 

► To set up the <batch_process>.log  

parameter of the jde.ini file. Valid values for UB

ing Description  

No error messages 

Object-level messages  

Event rule messages and S

1. 
ure of 

 directory, use the Find command to locate the 
jde.ini file.  

2. Use an ASCII editor (like Notepad or Wordpad) to open the file.  

 level of batch report debugging information that you want written to the batch 
ant the file to be saved. These settings are 

g param ters in the [UBE] section:  

 [U

Locate the workstation jde.ini file. The ERP 8.0 setup program places this file in the 
working Windows directory (for example, c:\WINNT40\jde.ini). If you are uns
your workstation's working Windows

3. Set the
process log file and whether you w

econtrolled by the followin

BE]  

debug level  

=0/1  

UBEDebugLevel=

UBESaveLogFile

Setting  Description  

level  
fault value is 0. Valid 

values are:  

0 No error messages  
1 Warnings and high-level information  

 (plus 

es)  
Database output (plus Level 1-4 messages)  

6 Batch process function calls and printed output values 

UBESaveLogFile=0/1  Specifies whether the batch_report.log file will be saved. Valid values 

e workstation's 
 

UBEDebugLevel=debug Specifies the level of UBE debug logging. The de

2 Section-level messages (plus Level 1 messages)  
3 ER messages and database mapping messages

Level 1-2 messages)  
4 SQL statements (plus Level 1-3 messag
5 

(plus Level 1-5 messages)  

are:  

0 The batch_report.log file is not saved.  
1 The batch_report.log file is saved in th

ERP 8.0 print queue directory (b7\PrintQueue). 

4. Save the changes and close the jde.ini file.  
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Troubleshooting General Problems  

This sec nformation for the enterprise server.  

You can rprise server problems using the Server Administration 
Workbench, a J.D. Edwards executable that enables you to monitor server components, 
proc

► To troubleshoot general problems  

tion provides general troubleshooting i

General Problems  

 troubleshoot general ente

esses, and resources.  

1. 

tions to enterprise servers.  
2. Verify the netTrace setting in the enterprise server's jde.ini file:  

 [JDENET]  

Use SAW to verify that you are looking at the correct port and the server is 
operational on that port. SAW runs only on workstations and Windows NT enterprise 
servers. However, on other platforms, you can use the tool to view network 
connec

netTrace=0/1 (disabled/enabled)  

Variable Name Description  

netTrace=0/1  Controls whether the net trace function is enabled. Valid values are:  

0 = Disabled. ERP 8.0 does not generate Net log information 
1 = Enabled. ERP 8.0 generates Net log information  

Note: 
Using SAW for Windows NT, you can turn logging on or off for a particular kernel process. 
See

 

 Monitoring ERP 8.0 with SAW on Windows NT for additional details 

 
3. 

4. log files on the server. 
 for the following message (you must search for lowercase):  

cess  

g the server down and back up. If you do find this 
message, then lo og file with the same process ID as the net process.  

 us
PD7334 or DV73 ceive errors 
on the workstatio

6. In the jde.logs on
Error=12 message. This means the JDENET server is down, and you must restart it.  

Oracle messages is indicates problems 
connecting to Ora m if, 
in a business fun s 
are received from . You need help from an Oracle database 

Return to ERP 8.0 and duplicate the problem. The trace facilities write debugging 
information to the jde.log and jdedebug.log files. See Work with Log Files.  

After running the business function again, look at the jde.
Search

jdenet_n pro

If you cannot find this message, brin
ok at the jde.l

5. Verify that the er is running in the correct environment or path code - for example 
34. If this environment is not set up on the server, you re
n jde.log as well as the enterprise server jde.log.  

 the enterprise server, look for a JDENET_SendMSg Failed 

7. In the jde.log file on non-AS/400 enterprise servers, look for any Unable to connect to 
. Search on ORA-. If you do find messages, th
cle. You can get an indication of an Oracle connection proble

ction, you select the find/browse, data is not found, and no error
 the application
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administrator at this point. To debug this problem, see the section in this docu
on sql.log.  

Look in the jdexxx.log file (wh

ment 

8. ere xxx is the ID of the process that created the log) on 
the 

Could 

server for the following message:  

not find symbol in the <BSFN dll name>  
If present, this message might mean that the business function did not build on the 
enterprise server.  

9. If you have not found a problem indicating why you are unable to run an application 

Note:  

on the enterprise server, you will need to debug it on the server.  

For Windows NT enterprise servers, if you cannot identify a problem by reading the 
log, you need to put the business function through debug on the server. This require
knowledge of C++ and how to debug. See Microsoft's documentation on Debugg
C++.  

s 
ing 

 

unication Problems  Comm

When you submit an application to an enterprise server through an override of the master 
busi
problem nction then runs locally on the client 
workstation. ERP 8.0 displays a window to inform you that the business function is running in 

.  

► To troubleshoot communication problems  

ness function set in Object Configuration Manager, you might experience communication 
s with the enterprise server. The business fu

a new location

If ERP 8.0 displays a window to inform you that a business function is running in a new 

 workstation to make sure the JDENET service name (port 
lid. This port number must match the settings in the server 

 

location, use the following procedure: 

1. Check your jde.ini on the
number) is correct and va
jde.ini file, and the ERP 8.0 server must be running to successfully submit reports or
to run business logic on a server. Security services and transaction management 
services also require the ERP 8.0 server to be running.  

 [JDENET]  

serviceNameListen=service name  

serviceNameConnect=service name  

ing  DescripSett tion  

serv
nam

rt 
umber 

Serv
nam

. ERP 8.0 

number 6003).  

iceNameListen=service 
e  

Specifies the communications service port on the TCP/IP network. ERP 8.0 
uses this port address to listen for requests on the network.  

Through the use of a file called "services", you can associate the po
number with a unique name. The default value is jde_server (port n
6003).  

iceNameConnect= service 
e  

Specifies the communications service port on the TCP/IP network
uses this port address to connect to the network.  

Through the use of a file called "services", the port number can be 
associated with a unique name. The default value is jde_server (port 
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2. On your workstation, exit ERP 8.0 and turn logging on in the jde.ini. Run the 
application on the server again. Then check the jde.log file to see if any of the 
following errors are logged:  

JDENET_SendMsg Failed Error=8  

 12  

These errors can mean that although the message is being sent to the correct port, 
s down.  

ort address to determine if both the workstation and 
lly, network administrators run SAW using a 

workstation's ERP 8.0 software, although you can run a stand-alone version on 
Windows NT server platforms.  

d in your operating system 
 

ver) going to the correct port address 

5. 

 [JDEN

This can mean you are not using the correct TCP/IP service port or that the 
enterprise server does not have that JDENET listing.  

JDENET_SendMsgFailed Error=5, 11, or

the enterprise server's JDENET i

3. From within SAW, change the p
server are using the same port. Typica

4. Check the services file on your workstation (locate
directory for WIN95 or operating system directory\System32\ drivers\etc for Windows
NT). Ensure there is a blank line at the end of the file and that you have the service 
name mentioned in Step 1 (for example, jde_ser
on the server. Verify the port address with the server administrator.  

If you are receiving a Communication Failure message, try resubmitting the 
application. A time out may have occurred.  

ET]  

ce=0/1 netTra (disabled/enabled)  

Loo

Could 

k in the log file for the following message:  

not find symbol in the <BSFN dll name>  

Dea o

When a
busines n can access the tables that the original manual commit locks. Deadlock 
colli n  
locked b

To d
queue. el process 
and o the 
nee

The lon  requires to run a request, the greater the number of 
dea c
the likel
process  you do not have enough CallObject 
processes running on the enterprise server.  

You can monitor the number of deadlock collisions for each process running on the 
If you observe the 

value for the Lock Conditions parameter in the SAW form increasing rapidly, you can 
n the server and monitor the effect of 

that action.  

dl ck Collision Problems  

 business function performs a manual commit inside a CallObject process, no other 
s functio

sio s occur when other business functions attempt to access a table or other resource
y the original manual commit.  

han le the deadlock collision, the CallObject process puts the processing request in a 
The number of deadlock collisions grows during the life of a CallObject kern

 pr vides evidence of how many times a request has been placed in a queue because 
ded resources were locked.  

ger the time a CallObject process
dlo k collisions that are likely to occur. If the number of deadlock collisions grows quickly, 

ihood is that too many users are attempting to connect to the same CallObject 
. This, in turn, might be an indication that

enterprise server using the Server Administration Workbench (SAW). 

increase the number of CallObject kernel processes o
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For details on using SAW to monitor processes running on the enterprise server, see 
Monitoring Process Statistics for Enterprise Servers in the chapter Monitoring ERP 8.0 with 
SAW on Windows NT in this guide.  

If you change the Object Configuration Manager or the Data Source Master files in the Server 
Map data source, you can test the changes using the J.D. Edwards program PORTTEST. 
This test is designed to validate your environments.  

ut PORTTEST.  

inistration - UNIX  

ndows NT  

leshooting the Enterprise AS/400  

ub
leshooting, foll

• Try to narrow down the definition of any problem that you may have, particularly 
when communicating the issue to someone else (such as J.D. Edwards Worldwide 

s). For example, rather than saying, "The batch application 
failed," tell how the batch application failed. More specific information, such as "The 
batch status is `E'" or "The report had ta" will help resolve the problem 
faster.  

age to s  sure to include all parts of 
ppe  

essage that may not seem important may error 
occurs. Also, distinguish between chara r
example, the capital letter "O" and the numb

you notice an error, examine the log files. Messages near the end of the 
log files will probably reveal the most important information about the cause of the 
error.  

Before you restart ERP 8.0 on the server, either delete or move the JOB_xxxxxx 
(where xxxxxx is a number) members from the JDE.LOG and JDEDEBUG files.  

• For a better understanding of the flow of the AS/400 ERP 8.0 server processes, see 
 8  A

• When you're first tryin  8.0 running, verify you have logging turned on 
(see Setting Up th
and JDEDEBUG files 

ne the AS/400 JOBLOGs and JDE JDE.LOG files of the ERP 8.0 jobs 
 

like the following

JDB3100011 - Failed to get location of table F983051 for environment PD7334  

Server Map Problems  

See the section specific to your platform type for more information abo

• Server Administration - AS/400  

• Server Adm

• Server Administration - Wi

Troub  Server - 

This chapter explains how to tro
server. When troub

leshoot problems that can occur on an AS/400 enterprise 
ow these guidelines:  

Customer Support Service

the wrong da

• When communicating an error mess
the error message exactly as they a
m

• As soon as 

omeone, be
ar in the log file or on the screen. Parts of the

actually hold the key as to why an 
cte s that might be misinterpreted, for 

er zero "0".  

• 

the chapter ERP

• Carefully exami
to help ensure that authorities and OCM have been set correctly. Look for messages

 in the JDE.LOG files:  

.0 S/400 Architecture and Process Flow in this guide.  

g to get ERP
e ERP 8.0 AS/400 INI File in this chapter). Examine the JDE.LOG 

carefully.  

Look for messages similar to the following in the AS/400 JOBLOGs:  

File F98306 not found in library PRODDTA.  
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You may want to temporarily modify the job description of the ERP 8.0 user profile to always 
until you are comfortable that everything is set up correctly.  

ant:  

write the AS/400 joblog 

Import

enterprise se

ation Verification  

Resolution  

00.  

e the following message in t

for environme

Setting up th

334  run VerifyOCM.  

 ERP 8.0 A

• Yo
AS

rmation Review th
.0 AS/400 8.

To complete the resolutions provided for these issues, you must sign on to the AS/400 
rve s

 

r u ing an account that has administrative privileges.  

 AS/400 Enterprise Server Installation  

s topics that might create issues during the installation of an AS/400 

Troubleshooting

This section explain
enterprise server.  

Library Install

Issue  

You want to verify tha e
libraries and data dictionar
installed on the AS/4

 

tions 
nding the AS/400 Library Structure 

for ERP 8.0 in this guide.  

Database Table Configuration  

Issue  Resolution  

Strange database res
Configuration Manger (OCM) is not set up correctly. 
For example, you se he 
JDE.LOG file:  

 

JDB3300011 - Failed to get location of table F983051 
nt PD7

• Verify that environments set up in the OCM 
are correct.  

• Review the description of how OCM is used 
by ERP 8.0 in ERP 8.0 Initialization.  

m to help ensure 
at the OCM tables are set up correctly. You 

must have one valid environment available to 

e S/400 .INI File  

Issue  Resolution  

You cannot find the .INI file.  • It can be found in the B733SYS library. JDE is a required member of 
the .INI file.  

u may not have access rights to the B733SYS library. Log on to the 
/400 under a user who has administrative rights and ensure that all 

user profiles accessing the .INI file have authority to it.  

You need more info
on using the ERP 8
.INI file.  

e notes and descriptions of .INI settings in Troubleshooting ERP 
0 JDE.INI Files in this section and in the chapter The jde.ini File in the 

System Administration Guide.  

t th  correct 
y items are 

See the list of libraries and data dictionary items and descrip
of their contents in Understa

ults or errors imply that Object 

• Run the VerifyOCM progra
th
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Finding the Lo

Issue  Resolution  

You cannot find 
the log files.  

• gging is performed to the AS/400 
he naming convention is similar to that of the 

JDETS.LOG, where AS400JobNumber is the AS/400 Job Number of the job that 
ated automatically, but the path to the files 

g logging. The path to the log files stored in the 
 AS/400 command 
les, enter the following 

MKDI

MKDI

• INI using the 
llowing settings in the [DEBUG] section:  

[D

L

O

Variable names and descriptions:  

 Valid values are:  

• 0 = Do not generate logs.  

 = Do not write debug messages to any output device.  
• FILE = Write messages to log files.  

Not enough 
relevant 
information is 

Additional logging information may need to be turned on in the .INI. Set the following 
keys in the .INI for additional information to be output to the log files:  

[JDENET]  

netTrace

[JDEIPC

ipcTrace

[DEBUG

TAMTra

[UBE]  

UBEDeb

[TCEngi

TraceLe

Variable

netTrace

• 0 
pl

g Files  

Integrated File System (IFS). T

needs to exist prior to beginnin

and then:  

fo
EBUG]  

ogErrors=1  

utput=FILE  

In B73.3 and subsequent releases, the lo

UNIX enterprise servers. That is, the default names of the files are 
JDE_AS400JobNumber.log, JDEDEBUG_AS400JobNumber.log, and 

generated the file. These files are cre

IFS may be created by performing successive calls to the
MKDIR. For example, to create the path /JDEB733/LogFi
command:  

R DIR('/JDEB733') DTAAUT(*RWX) OBJAUT(*ALL)  

R DIR('/JDEB733/LogFiles') DTAAUT(*RWX) OBJAUT(*ALL)  

Logging may be turned off in the .INI. Turn on logging in the .

LogErrors -

• 1 = Create logs.  
Output - Valid values are:  

• NONE

written to the log 
files.  =1  

]  

=1  

]  

ceLevel=1  

ugLevel=6  

ne]  

vel=10  

 names and descriptions:  

 - Valid values are:  

= Do not generate JDENet error messages (that is, communication between 
atforms).  
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• 1 
ipcTrace

• 0 , 
co

• 1 
TAMTra

• 0 , 
re s).  

• 1 = Generate TAM error messages.  
UBE

• 0 = Do not generate batch application error messages.  
•  the least specific 

TraceLevel - Valid values are:  

0 
• 1- east specific 

e most detailed messages).  
Not

en to the debug log 
as  [DEBUG] section of the 
de i 

= Generate JDENet error messages.  
 - Valid values are:  

= Do not generate Interprocess Communication (IPC) error messages (that is
mmunication between processes on a single platform).  
= Generate IPC error messages.  
ceLevel - Valid values are:  

= Do not generate Table Access Management (TAM) error messages (that is
garding specification file

DebugLevel - Valid values are:  

• = Do not generate Table Conversion (TC) error messages.  
10 = Generate increasingly detailed error messages (1 gives the l

messages, whereas 10 gives th
e:  

NetTrace and ipcTrace messages are writt
sociated with that job. This is why the

j

Testing w

members generated by run
running POR
configuration and 

1-6 = Generate increasingly detailed error messages (1 gives
messages, whereas 6 gives the most detailed messages).  

.in file requires the Output=FILE setting.  

ith PORTTEST  

In general, turn on loggi G 
ning PORTTEST. Also review the AS/400 job log generated by 

TTEST. These logs provide valuable information about your ERP 8.0 AS/400 
setup.  

Issue  Reso 

An error with the 
security server 
occurred.  

The ERP 8.0 network may not be running. Clear the Interprocess 
unication (IPC) structures using the ERP 8.0 AS/400 CLRIPC 

P 

C] section of the 

aries and database files.  

o 
, 

there may be one or more jobs (including an interactive job that ran 
P
w ff of a 

etting [JDEIPC] 

ng when running PORTTEST. Review the JDE.LOG and JDEDEBU

 

Comm

Successful running of CLRIPC should result in the appearance of n
messages on the screen. If messages appear as a result of CLRIPC

ORTTEST) that locked some of the IPC shared memory. Determine 
hich job has locked shared memory and end it. Try signing o

session in which you ran PORTTEST and running CLRIPC. If all 
attempts fail, you may change the .INI s
startIPCKeyValue to at least 1000 different than the current setting. 
Sign off and back on again to ensure the new value is read. Attempt 
CLRIPC again, and restart ERP 8.0 if CLRIPC is successful.  

command and restart ERP 8.0. If you have different versions of ER
8.0 running, make sure that they are on different ports and have 
different values for startIPCKeyValue. In the [JDEIP
JDE.INI file. Also, note that the different versions of ERP 8.0 should 
have different ERP 8.0 libr
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An error with the 
security server 
occurred.  

if 

ay retain some 

.  

h
a

• Run PORTTEST with a valid user name and password.  
me and password to the ERP 8.0 security table.  

You get the following 
e on the 

Invalid parms 
R> 

uld be because you did not include the correct number of 
a

User

Pass

Envir

Fewer than 99 F0902 
records are written to 
the screen by 
PORTTEST.  

• ut 

• 
the F0902 table using SQL. Use the STRSQL command on the AS/400.  

An error initializing 
the environment 
occurs in the log file.  

The e  
8.0 In
progr
caus ses is 

Running ERP 8.0

Issue  R
NETWORK dies 
immediately.  

y not have been cleared prior to starting ERP 8.0 (that is, starting 
ear 

 startIPCKeyValue in the .INI file could be used by another version of ERP 
8.0. Try one of the following:  

 
e error messages. Symptoms of the 
pro

 

 can be successfully started by itself. A second 
env JDENET_N job ends almost 
immedia

- Lo  in

- Determ ms, and then try 
rest in

The ERP 8.0 network may be running as a service under one library 
list and you are trying to run PORTTEST under another library list. 
Display all the libraries in the current library list and correct the list 
the displayed library list is wrong. Then run PORTTEST.  

If the library list is correct, the problem could be because the activation 
group under which your job is running on the AS/400 m
of the information from previous attempts. Sign off, sign on, and run 
PORTTEST again.  

An error with the 
security server 
occurred

T e supplied user name or password may not match any names or 
p sswords in the ERP 8.0 security table. Try one of the following:  

• Add the given user na

messag
screen:  

PORTTEST <USE
<PWD> <ENV>  

This co

passed as a command line argument.  

 JDENET  

esolution  
• IPCs ma

JDENET using the ERP 8.0 AS/400 command STRNET). End ERP 8.0. Cl
IPCs (using the CLRIPC command) and restart ERP 8.0.  

• The

- Change the startIPCKeyValue and restart ERP 8.0. This problem is not easily 
vident by examining the log files or reviewing 

rguments to PORTTEST. Use the following arguments:  

 - A valid ERP 8.0 user ID.  

word - Password for the ERP 8.0 user ID.  

onment - A valid ERP 8.0 environment.  

• This could be a PORTTEST failure. Examine the log files.  
Fewer than 99 records may exist in the F0902 table. This is not an error, b
you should review the log files for any errors.  
The F0902 database table may not be accessible. Verify that you can query 

nvironment may not be set up correctly. See the chapter Understanding ERP
itialization for AS/400 in this guide for information about how ERP 8.0 
ams use OCM. Any errors in the affected .INI keys or database tables could 
e the ERP 8.0 initialization to fail. The environment that PORTTEST u

blem include:  

- You attempt to run more than one version of ERP 8.0 on the AS/400.  

- One environment 
ironment cannot be successfully started (that is, the 

tely after starting) for the second version.  

ok  the JOB_xxxxx in both DebugFile and JobFile for specific error messages.  

ine if PORTTEST runs correctly. If not, correct those proble
art g ERP 8.0 using STRNET.  
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• The configuration for the local host name, local domain name, and IP address 
nter CFGTCP to access the Configure 

nge local domain and host names) and 

example, YOURCOMPANY.COM and SRVR1 respectively). Then choose 

 combination of 
the local host name and the local domain name (for example, 

e local host name 
(for example, SRVR1).  

ng 
the environment • Determine if PORTTEST runs correctly. If not, correct those problems, and then 

Testing ERP 8.0 by Sub

Issue  Resol
You get the following 

Communication 
er 

• You may see a message referencing an error of 11, indicating a time out 

ease the time out value for the JDENETTimeout setting in the 

ction 
.ini on the server. In addition, the serviceNameConnect value in the 

client's jde.ini must match the serviceNameListen in the jde.ini on the server.  
• There may be other communications problems. Run 

SERVERADMINISTRATIONWORKBENCH.exe (found in the system\bin32 
directory on the workstation). This program shows only the machines on the 
specified port (also known as "service") that are running ERP 8.0 (either client 
or server). Use the following information to track down the problem:  

- If the remote machine is visible, a time-out probably occurred. Rerun the report.  

- If the remote machine is not visible, try to ping the remote machine using the name 
of the machine.  

- If the ping fails, try to ping the remote machine using its IP address.  

- With this information, determine if the client and server agree on the IP address for 
the server.  

- If none of these steps identify the problem, a general network error probably 
occurred (for example, the network is down or a machine is disconnected). Track it 
down.  

The report does not 
show any data.  

No data may exist in the database for the report that you are running, or you do not 
have access to the data. Try the following:  

• Select a different report to verify that some reports do produce data.  
• Verify the database contains data that should be included in the report. Add 

data if necessary.  
• Change the processing options for the report.  
• Change the OCM and/or data sources to reference the correct library.  
• If the report is launched on the server, make sure that the vertical tables in the 

server OCM match those of the OCM for the workstation.  
• If no data is found, it could be because:  

may be incorrect. In the command line, e
TCP/IP form. Choose option 12 (Cha
verify the settings for the local domain name and the local host name 9for 

option 10 (Work with TCP/IP host table entries) and verify that two names exist 
in connection with the IP address for the AS/400. One name is a

SRVR1.YOURCOMPANY.COM). The other name is just th

An error initializi

occurs in the log 
file.  

• Examine the issues in this section about PORTTEST.  

try restarting ERP 8.0 using STRNET.  

message:  

Failure with <serv
name>  

occurred because the ERP 8.0 server was started after the ERP 8.0 client 
was run. Try resubmitting the report.  

• A time out may have occurred because of heavy network traffic or server 
load. Incr
[NETWORK QUEUE SETTINGS] section of the jde.ini file on the workstation. 

• The wrong communications port may have been used. Verify that the 
serviceNameListen value in the [JDENET] section of the jde.ini file on the 
workstation matches the serviceNameConnect value in the [JDENET] se
of the jde

mitting a Report  

ution  
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- No data exists.  

ptions are incorrect.  

ase. 

- The SQL statement is incorrect (possibly due to a program bug).  

 are out of date.  

es not 
ny data.  

An error may have occurred with the report. Review the jdedebug.log and jde.log 
files for errors.  

p

• See the chapter ERP 8.0 Initi e for information 
about how ERP 8.0 uses OCM. Errors in .INI keys or database tables can 
cause an initialization failure.  

• Stop ERP 8.0 and determine if PORTTEST runs correctly. If not, correct the 
ally.  

You get the following 
message:  

Communication 
Fail
nam

his error 
occurs 

sometimes gets 
rid of the error.  

• SAW (running 
on the 
workstation) 
cannot always 
see the server.  

• You can ping 
the server from 
the workstation.  

The server may have two network cards, which can confuse JDENET when the net 
communications are initialized between the client and server. One machine tries to 

 other machine connects using the other 
network card.  

 
for each network card. The solution for the error involves setting the NetHostName 
field in the [JDENET] section of the JDE.INI to one of the names for the server given 
in the hosts  then uses the IP address associated with the given 

 card.  

- The processing o

- The OCM for either the client or server is pointing to the wrong data source.  

- The data sources for either the client or server are pointing to the wrong datab

- The database drivers

The report do
show a

An error initializing 
the environment 
occurs in the log file.  

The environment may not be set u  correctly. Try the following:  

alization for AS/400 in this guid

problems, and then rerun ERP 8.0 manu

connect using one network card, and the

ure with <server 
e>  The hosts file on the server should list two different IP addresses for the server: one

• T

sometimes on 
the workstation.  

• Restarting 
JDENET_N 

network
 file. JDENET
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Shutting Down ERP 8.0 JDE

Running the ERP 8.0 AS/40
running the ERP 8.0 AS/400 tdown will help you 
avoid most restart problems.  

Troubleshooting E-Mail and PPAT  

Issu Resolution  

The
tabl
shows the message:  

Message Erro
the address book file (

 in the 
Address Book table (F0101). Add the user to the 
Address Book table (F0101).  

Troubleshooting Multiple Release Setup  

pla n 

Issue  olution  
ultiple 

.  

 
oth .INI files:  

Value  

f ERP 8.0 server, 
be sure that the differences between these values are 1000 or more. 

Note:  

ory 

Port through which JDENet listens for communications attempts. The 
default is jde_server (translated using the "services" file). Each instance 
of the ERP 8.0 server needs to communicate with ERP 8.0 clients 
through different ports.  

 

 

NET  

0 command CLRIPC immediately after shutdown (that is, after 
 command ENDNET) every time you shu

e  

 batch application, server package installation, or 
e conversion log file (in the PrintQueue directory) 

The particular user may not be found

 

DoSend r: User 5600427 does not exist in 
F0101).  

This section ex
the AS/400.  

ins how to troubleshoot problems that can occur with multiple releases o

Res
When you try to run m
releases of ERP 8.0 at
time, conflicts seem to
between each release

 the same 
 occur 

Each installed release of ERP 8.0 may not have its own unique set of
keys in the .INI. Change the following keys in one or b

The default value is 5000.  

IBM Opti-Connect and Opti-Mover products use the IPC shared mem
address 9999. Avoid setting the jde.ini file setting IPCStartKey to a 
starting value using the range of 9000 to 9999.  

serviceNameListen  

[JDEIPC]  

startIPCKey

[JDENET]  

serviceNameListen  

serviceNameConnect  

Variable names and descriptions:  

startIPCKeyValue  

An integer value that indicates an arbitrary starting memory offset for 
interprocess communications. For multiple instances o
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serviceNameConnect  

alize connections with other 
platforms. The default is jde_server (which is translated using the 

unicate 
with ERP 8.0 clients through different ports.  

Also, verify that each version of ERP 8.0 has a unique set of libraries 
and datab

shooting JDBNET  

T s how to troubleshoot p

Issue Resolution  
Y  d
h  J
used.

JDBNET processes da
s s quests. This is, one server functions as a 
he other as a JDBNET server.  

he nee e 
ransported to  server, processed in a local database, and 

sp

You get an error that 
the data source on 
the JDBNET server is 
not found.  

The correct data sour
on the server that will 
server data source th  JDENet running on that server. Note 
the data source name e used for the JDBNET client 
configuration.  

You get an error that 
the data source on 
the JDBNET client is 
not found.  

The correct data sour ay not exist. Create a JDBNET 
data source in the F98611 table using the following information:  

• Data source name (OMDATP field) - Used to access tables as specified in the 
F986101 table.

• Server name (O  JDBNET server.  
• Database nam

(that is, the OM
• Dynamic-link li MDLLNAME field) - Identifies the JDBNET 

SRVPGM (sometimes referred to as a .DLL). JDBNET on the ERP 8.0 
AS/400.  

• All other colum atch the values in the corresponding columns of the 
server data source. Set this data source as an active override in the F986101 
table for all tables that will be accessed through JDBNET.  

JDBNET does not 
transfer any data.  

The network may not
CLRIPC command), 

JDBNET does not 
transfer any data.  

The JDBNET server ent may not be using the same server port number. 
Modify the serviceNa
section of both the JD
values must match on T server and JDBNET client.  

Port through which JDENet tries to initi

"services" file). Each instance of ERP 8.0 server needs to comm

ase files.  

Trouble

tabase requests using a client and server. It can also be 
erver-to-server re

requests are t
the results are tran orted back to the JDBNET client.  

ce on the JDBNET server may not exist. Create a data source 
be used by JDBNET. This is a normal configuration for a 

at can be accessed by
 (OMDATP) that will b

ce on the JDBNET client m

  
MSRVR field) - Identifies the

e (OMDATB field) - Matches exactly the data source name 
DATP field) to be used by the JDBNET server.  

brary name (O

ns must m

 be running. End ERP 8.0, clear IPC (via the ERP 8.0 AS/400 
and restart ERP 8.0.  

and cli
meListen and serviceNameConnect fields in the [JDENET] 
BNET jde.ini files on the server and on the workstation. These 
 both the JDBNE

his section explain roblems that can occur with JDBNET.  

  
ou o not know 
ow DBNET is 

  
configured to proces
JDBNET client and t

JDBNET eliminates t d for database-specific network software. All databas
 the JDBNET
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Troubleshooting Interprocess Communications  

This se blems that can occur with Interprocess 
Commu

Issue  Resolution  
ERP 8.0 jobs
one another 
symptoms:  

• PO
• The se

fails.  
• UBE s
• If you a

[JDEIP
file, an error similar to the following 
sh d

IPC2100
Port6005) fail
object w

these releases, damaged IPC message queues might result 

ction explains how to troubleshoot pro
nication (IPC).  

 cannot communicate with 
with the following 

This could be because the AS/400 release is pre-V4R2. In 

RTTEST fails.  
curity server on the AS/400 

ubmission fails.  
ctivated ipcTrace in the 
C] section of the server jde.ini 

IMMED.  
• Use the *CNTRLD option to end an AS/400 job.  

Caution:  

You may still have damaged IPC message 
queues if the AS/400-controlled ending times 
out.  

when you end ERP 8.0 jobs using the command ENDJOB* 

oul  appear in the JDEDEBUG.log: 
• Run the following pr

message queue exists. You must have V4
017 createIPC Msgq (name 

ed, errno=3484: A damaged 
SF4594

as encountered.  
This program generates a spool file called IPCS that contains
information about message queues on the system. Look for 
the following output:  

ogram to verify whether a damaged 
R1 PTF# 

6.  
CALL QPOZIPCS PARM('-aqE')  

 

KEY MODE  

0x00000000 --------  

0x00000000 --RW-------  

0x00000000 --RW-------  

0x00000000 --RW--------  

0x00001234 D-RW----RW-  

 and restart JDENET using the following 
commands:  

ENDNET  

CLRIPC  

STRNET  

Also, if the ipcTrace setting in the [JDEIPC] section of the 
jde.ini file on the server is not set, activate the setting and run 
PORTTEST to determine whether any message queues are 

 

Caution: Some of your message queues might be damaged 
UG.log file does not indicate that any 

Troubleshooting the ERP 8.0 JDE.INI File  

This ch .INI 
file. For ter The jde.ini 

In this example, the message queue 0x00001234 is damaged. 
To fix, stop

damaged. Look for the word "damage" in the JDEDEBUG.log
file.  

even if the JDEDEB
damage exists.  

apter explains how to troubleshoot problems that can occur with the ERP 8.0 JDE
 more information about the JDE.INI file and its settings, see the chap

File in the System Administration Guide.  
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The ll

• 

• 
he equals sign, and the value of the key is on the right side.  

• 

• omments on a separate 

 

wards recommends that 

• 

• 

iginal .INI. Also, many values are case sensitive. If you have 
rt 

Services.  

• 

• ON  

• 1  

arily 

• NO  

• OFF  

• FALSE  

• 0  

Worldwide Customer Support Services to modify a key that 
does not exist, you can add the key. Just be sure that it is in the correct section.  

rve

This section describes some typical problems that you might encounter and their solutions. 
lin

Check your logs. Many times, the l blem. As soon as you notice an 
error, examine the log files. Messages near the end of the log files will probably 

ti

 fo owing notes apply to the .INI file in the B733SYS library:  

It is composed of several sections. The section names are enclosed in square 
brackets - for example, [JDENET].  

Within each section are one or more keys or settings. The key name is on the left 
side of t

• Do not include spaces in the names or values of the keys unless you know that a 
space is required. Do not include spaces immediately before or after the equals sign.  

Keys may be commented out by adding a semicolon (;) at the start of the key name.  

J.D. Edwards recommends that you place any incidental c
line above the key to which the comment applies. Be sure to include a preceding 
semicolon. Comments can be included at the end of the keys' values, but these 
comments can be wrongly interpreted if they are not separated from the keys' values
by enough white space. Because the amount of white space needed between the 
keys' values and the comments is not strictly defined, J.D. Ed
you do not place comments after the values of the keys.  

The section and key names are not case sensitive.  

• Many key values are case sensitive.  

Although all of the following may mean to turn a feature on, they may not be 
interchangeable as values in the .INI. Use a value that is comparable to the default 
value provided in the or
any questions about valid values, contact J.D. Edwards Worldwide Customer Suppo

YES  

• TRUE  

• Likewise, the following values mean to turn a feature off. They are not necess
interchangeable as values in the .INI.  

• NONE  

If you are told by J.D. Edwards 

Troubleshooting the Enterprise Se r - UNIX  

When troubleshooting, follow these guide

• 

es:  

ogs point to the pro

reveal the most important informa on about the cause of the error.  
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• Try to narrow down the definition of any problem that you may have, particularly 
when communicating the issue to someone else (such as J.D. Edwards Worldwide 
Customer Support Servi ample, rather than saying, "The batch application 

h application failed. More specific information, such as "The 
h

• When communicating an 
the error message exactly as  
message that may not seem ctually hold the key as to why an error 
occurred. Also, distinguish between characters that might be misinterpreted (for 

capital letter "O" and the number zero "0").  

• Before you restart ERP 8.0 on the server, either delete or move the jde_xxx.log and 

" 
and "jdedebug_xxx.log"). If you need to save the log files until the problem is solved, 
then creat y directory and move the files there.  

 
 then th

• Always ke ndy in case they become corrupted. 
Specificat
installs. If spec files have to be replaced, all specification installations will be lost if 
backups are not kept.  

s that occur due to server failure, go to the system/bin32 directory:  

• grep -n "failed" *log* > problems.txt  

The file "problems.txt" will contain a list of errors with the file and line number.  

• Remember th

Caution:  

ces). For ex
failed," tell how the batc
batch status is `E'" or "T
faster.  

e report had the wrong data," helps resolve the problem 

error message to someone, be sure to include all parts of 
 they appear in the log file or on the screen. Parts of the
important may a

example, the 

jdedebug_xxx.log files (where xxx is a number). Do not rename the log files because 
it is easier to work with logs that use the standard naming convention ("jde_xxx.log

e a temporar

• Clear the
up,

log directory regularly to avoid filling the file system. If the file system fills 
e specification files can become corrupted.  

ep a backup of the specification files ha
ion files should be backed up regularly for easy recovery of specification 

• To find problem

at UNIX is case-sensitive. "jde.ini" is NOT the same file as "JDE.INI".  

To complete the resolutions provided for these issues, you must sign on to the UNIX 
enterprise serve rivileges.  

 

r using an account that has administrative p

installation o

ary directo

stalled on the
UNI

at the corre
 on the enterprise server. 

Troubleshooting UNIX Enterprise Server Installation  

This section provides
f a UNIX

Copying ERP 8.0 to 

Issue  
You cannot copy files from oyment 
server to the tempor ry on the 
enterprise server.  

This could be because ftp cannot connect. See your 
system administrator.  

You want to verify that the correct 
subdirectories are in  enterprise 
server.  

See the list of directories and descriptions of their 
contents in the chapter ERP 8.0 Directory Structure for 

X in this guide.  

You want to verify th ct third-party 
software is installed  

See the list of required software in the ERP 8.0 
Installation Guide.  

 details of the following topics that might create issues during the 
 enterprise server.  

a Server  

Resolution  
 the depl
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Configuring Da  

Issue  Resolution  
Strange results or errors occur that 
imply that OCM is no
correctly.  

• Review the description of how OCM is used by ERP 8.0 in the 
rstanding ERP 8.0 Initialization for UNIX in this 

guide.  
 

run VerifyOCM.  

Setting Up a Printer  

For general prin , see the ERP 8.0 documentation Printing ERP 8.0 Reports

tabase Tables 

t set up chapter Unde

• Run the VerifyOCM program to verify that the OCM tables are
set up correctly. One valid environment must be available to 

ting issues
tration Guid

using the lp co

lp: destination aPri

then the pr
administrator f

 Files  

Issue  Resolution  
• The log files' location is in the De

section of the JDE.INI. If no paths
direc

- The log file associated with the DebugFile key contains the sequence of ERP 8.
events.  

- The default value for this key is jded

- An underscore (_

- The log file associated with th

- The default value for this key is jde.l

• When a batc

processed the batch application is merged into a fi
directory. The file's root name is the same as the .pdf file's name and th
extension is .log. If the batch application dies before merging the jde_xx
and jdedebug_ .log files, the merge fails.  

• Turn o
section:  

[DEBUG]  

LogErrors=1  

 in the 
System Adminis e, which describes how to use ERP 8.0's printer setup tools.  

Issue  Resolution  
Reports do not print 
from a server.  

Verify the name of the default printer. Send a simple text file to the default printer 
mmand. If you get an error similar to the following:  

nter non-existent  

inter is not configured on the server or is not online. Contact your system 
or assistance.  

Finding the Log

You cannot find 
the log files.  

bugFile and JobFile keys in the [DEBUG] 
 are shown, the logs are in the system/bin32 

tory. The log files are named according to the following:  
0 

ebug.log.  

) and the process ID that creates the log file are inserted before the 
period (for example, jdedebug_123.log or jde_123.log for a process with an ID of 123). 

e JobFile key will contain messages of ERP 8.0 errors. 

og.  

h application runs and the JDE.INI on the server has [DEBUG] 
KeepLogs=1, the jde_xxx.log and jdedebug_xxx.log files for the runbatch that 

le in the PrintQueue 
e 
x.log 

xxx
n logging in the JDE.INI using the following settings in the [DEBUG] 

Output=FILE  

Variables and their descriptions:  

LogErrors  

0 = Do not generate logs.  
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1 = Create logs.  

NONE = essages to any output device.  

 W

Not enough 
relevant 

Addition
addition ve for 
these settings to work.  

E

netTrace

[JDEIPC]  

ipcTrace=1  

UG

[UBE]  

UBEDeb

[TCEngi

eve 0

bles d 

netTrace  

0 = Do not gen s, communication between 
platforms).  

ipcTrace

0 = Do n
commun

1 = Generate IPC error messages.  

evel  

0 = Do not generate Table Access Managemen messages (that is, 
regarding specification files).  

  

0 = Do not generate batch application error messages.  

1 = Generate increasingly detailed error messages (1 gives the least specific 
messages, 6 gives the most detailed messages).  

TraceLevel  

0 = Do not generate Table Conversion (TC) error messages.  

1-10 = Generate increasingly detailed error messages (1 gives the least detail,, 
whereas 10 gives the most detail).  

Output  

 Do not write m

FILE = rite messages to log files.  

al logging may need to be turned on in the JDE.INI. Set the following keys for 
al output to the log files. [DEBUG] logging must be set as described abo

information is 
written to the log 
files.  

1 = Gen

[JDEN T]  

=1  

[DEB

TAMTra

]  

ceLevel=1  

ugLevel=6  

ne]  

TraceL

Varia

erate JDENet error message.  

  

ot generate Interprocess Communication (IPC) error messages (that is, 
ication between processes on a single platform).  

l=1   

an their descriptions:  

erate JDENet error messages (that i

TAMTraceL

t (TAM) error 

1 = Generate TAM error messages.

UBEDebugLevel  
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Testing with PORTTEST  

Issu
An e  security 
server occurred.  

The ERP 8.0 network may not be running. If jdenet_n is running, a jdenet_k 
should have been started. If this is the case, look in the log file for the 

An error with the security 
ccurred.  

The supplied user name or password do not match any names or passwords 
.0 security table. Try the following:  

.  

You get the following 
message on the screen: 
Invalid parms PORTTEST: 

V>  
Use the following arguments:  

Password - Password for the ERP 8.0 account.  

Fewer than 99 records are 
written to the screen by 
PORTTEST.  

ST failed.  
 in the F0902 table, this is not an error. 

n 

An error initializing the 
environment occurs in the 
log file.  

T orrectly. See the chapter Understanding 
ERP 8.0 Initialization for UNIX in this guide for more information about how 
ERP 8.0 programs use OCM. Any errors in the affected JDE.INI keys or 
database tables could cause the ERP 8.0 initialization to fail. The 
environment that PORTTEST uses is passed as a command line argument.  

Troubleshooting E-Ma

Issue  
The report, server package version log 
file (in the PrintQueue directory) shows the message 
"DoSendMessage Error: User 5600427 does not exist in the 
add

The particular user may not be found 
in the Address Book table (F0101). 
Add the user to the Address Book 
table (F0101).  

e  Resolution  
rror with the

jdenet_k process for the security server for more information. If this is not the 
case, verify that the [SECURITY] section of the JDE.INI file is correct.  

server o in the ERP 8

• Run PORTTEST with a valid user name and password.  
• Add the given user name and password to the ERP 8.0 security table

You may not have included the correct number of arguments to PORTTEST.  

<USER> <PWD> <EN User - A valid ERP 8.0 account name.  

Environment - A valid ERP 8.0 environment.  

• Examine the log files in case PORTTE

Review the log files for any errors.  
• In case the F0902 database table is not accessible, verify that you ca

query the F0902 table using SQL.  

il  

Resolution  
installation, or table con

• If fewer than 99 records exist

he environment may not be set up c

ress book file (F0101)."  
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Troubleshooting Multiple

This section explains problems that c
m

 Rel

an occur with multiple releases set up on UNIX 
achines.  

er separate UNIX signons. In the .profile that corresponds to each 
signon, the $OWHOME environment variable must point to the appropriate ERP 8.0 base 

 ap

Resolution  

d re
. Entries in th

he log file ile keys in the 
ction  o

each installed ins c

When
multip
8.0 at
c fli
betwe

talled releas n unique set of keys in 
I. Change the following keys to one or both JDE.INI files:  

L] B733  
e of this key should be the base directory of the ERP 8.0 installation - 

e, /u01/jdedwardsoneworld/b733.  

• [JDEIPC] startIPCKeyValue  
An integer value that indicates an arbitrary starting memory offset for 

o
at the di

ue is 5000.  

T NameListen  
ugh which JDENet listens for communications attempts. The default 

is jde_server (which is translated using the services file). Each instance of 
ERP 8.0 server needs to communicate with ERP 8.0 clients through different 
ports.  

s. 

This se
proces

To view ERP 
curren

jdequeue
RunOneWo

ve been 

• Run system/bin32/rmics.sh immediately after shutdown (that is, 
after running EndOneWorld.sh) every time, and you will avoid 
most restart problems.  

• Determine if PORTTEST runs correctly. If not, correct those 
problems, and then try running ERP 8.0.  

ease Setup  

Releases must be run und

path. The $OWHOME might also

Issue  

pear as $EVRHOME.  

The log files do not go to 
separate directories.  

Each installe
directory
location of t
[DEBUG] se

mmunications. For multiple instances of ERP 8.0 server, be 
fferences between these values are 1000 or more. The default 

] service

• [JDENET] serviceNameConnect  
Port through which JDENet tries to initialize connections with other platform
The default is jde_server (which is translated using the services file). Each 
instance of ERP 8.0 server needs to communicate with ERP 8.0 clients 
through different ports.  

Troubleshooting ERP 8.0 Server Processes  

ction explains how to troubleshoot problems that can occur with ERP 8.0 server 
ses.  

8.0 jobs, run the jdejobs script. This will show ERP 8.0 processes that are 
tly running for this UNIX sign-on.  

 dies immediately following 
rld.sh.  

IPC resources from a previous ERP 8.0 process may not ha
released. Try the following:  

lease of ERP 8.0 has its own JDE.INI in its system/bin32 
e JDE.INI files point to the same subdirectory for the 
s. Change the DebugFile and JobF

 of ne or both JDE.INI files to point to unique directories for 
tan e of ERP 8.0.  

e of ERP 8.0 may not have its ow you try to run 
le releases of ERP 

 the same time, 

Each ins
the JDE.IN

on cts seem to occur 
en releases.  

• [INSTAL
The valu
for exampl

interprocess c
sure th
val

• [JDENE
Port thro
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rmics.sh fails to remove some shared 
mem , or 
message queues. A message or 
messages wi  the screen 
similar to the en rmics.sh is 
run:  

ipcrm: shmid (13328

ERP 8.0 jdenet_n, jdenet_k, jdequeue, or runbatch processes may still 
be running. Obtain the process IDs of the offending processes using ps 
or showjobs.sh as described above. Shut the processes down using "kill 
-9 <processid>". Then rerun rmics.sh.  

An error initializing
occurs in the log fi
with PORTTEST ab

roblems, 

Workstations can n
ERP 8.0. The user g
stating "Unable to locate security 
serv
occ

• 
jdenet_n, jdenet_k, and jdequeue 
rocesses are wo

con
 su

though specifica
might not work.  

• PORTTEST works.  
• Even if netTrace=

new entries are w
jdedebug_<pid> .

llo

s. On HP9000 
meter maxfiles. This will 

require recompiling the kernel.  
• Increase the number of jdenet_n processes on the server.  
• In the log file shown below, the key to the problem is the second 

This means the 

The other possible symptom is that jdenet_n and all jdenet_k processes 
are all gone. If ipcTrace is on the server, it should show that a SIGTERM 

he log for 
 the log 

e and ended 
efully (perhaps due to a SIGSEGV, a segmentation violation). As 

jdenet_n ended, the process shut down the jdenet_k processes.  

m 
 Each socket connection - and 

therefore every workstation - creates one open file descriptor on the 

 

ory segments, semaphores

ll be output to
following wh

): not found  

 the environment 
le. Review Testing 
ove.  

Determine if PORTTEST runs correctly. If not, correct those p
and then try running ERP 8.0.  

o longer sign on to 
ets a message 

• Increase the # of allowable open files per proces
this is the kernel configuration para

er." The following situations also 
ur:  

A check of the server shows all 
to last line with error-10053 on the FD_CLOSE. 
server aborted the connection.  

p rking fine.  
• Users already 

may be able to
al

nected to ERP 8.0 
bmit reports, 
tion installation 

(15) signal was received by each of the jdenet_k processes. T
jdenet_n probably will not show much because it could not open
file. What has happened is that jdenet_n failed to open a fil
ungrac

1 on the server, no 
ritten to the 
log file.  

Also, the jdenet_n process on the server exceeded the maximu
number of open files for a process.

• With netTrace=1 
similar to the fo
jdedebug.log file (

on the client, lines 
wing may be in the 
see below):  

server.  
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Finding the Report Files  

Issu
You
find
repo
outp

cified as the OutputDirectory key of the [NETWORK QUEUE 
e location is 

rintQueue).  
tion may have the SaveOutput key of the [NETWORK 

QUEUE SETTINGS] section set to FALSE. This is because a problem after the report 
ll the 

I on the workstation to TRUE.  

Tro l

This

Issue  Resolution  
You do  k
how JDBNE
used.  

cannot access the database directly. For example, if a UNIX server needs to access 

You get an e
the data u
the JDB T
not foun  

e JDBNET server may not exist. Create a data source 
 is a normal configuration for a 
Net running on that server. Note 

P) that will be used for the JDBNET client 
configuration.  

You get an e
the data sou
the JDBNET
not found.  

 

field) - Used to access tables as specified in the 

• Server name (OMSRVR field) - Identifies the JDBNET server.  
• Database name (OMDATB field) - Matches exactly the data source name 

(that is, the OMDATP field) to be used by the JDBNET server.  
Shared library name (OMDLLNAME field) - Identifies the JDBNET client .DLL. 
(libjdbnet.sl on HP-UX, libjdbnet.so on AIX)  

• s of the 

erride in the F986101 table for all tables 
that will be accessed through JDBNET.  

JDBNET does not 
transfer any ta

• If the network is not running, run the ERP 8.0 network on both the JDBNET 
server and client.  
If the JDBNET server and client are not using the same server port number, 
modify the serviceNameListen and serviceNameConnect fields in the 
[JDENET] section of JDE.INI files on both the JDBNET server and the 
JDBNET workstation. These values must match on both the JDBNET server 
and JDBNET client.  

e  Resolution  
 cannot • The location is spe
 the 
rt 
ut files.  

SETTINGS] section in the JDE.INI on the server. If this key is not found, th
the PrintQueue subdirectory of the ERP 8.0 base directory (for example, 
/u01/jdedwardsoneworld/b733 /P

• The JDE.INI file on the worksta

has been printed. After the report is printed, then the record will be deleted, as wi
.PDF file. Change the value of the SaveOutput key of the [NETWORK QUEUE 
SETTINGS] section in the JDE.IN

ub eshooting JDBNET  

 section explains how to troubleshoot problems that can occur with JDBNET.  

not now 
T is 

JDBNET is a server-to-server protocol for accessing databases from a server that 

data on a SQL Server database, it can use JDBNET running on a Windows NT 
server to access the data.  

JDBNET eliminates the need for database-specific network software. All database 
requests are transported to the JDBNET server, processed in a local database, and 
the results are transported back to the JDBNET client.  

rror that The correct data source on th
 so rce on 
NE  server is 

on the server that will be used by JDBNET. This
server data source that can be accessed by JDE

d. the data source name (OMDAT

rror that 
rce on 
 client is 

The correct data source on the JDBNET client may not exist. Create a JDBNET
data source in the F98611 table using the following information:  

• Data source name (OMDATP 
F986101 table.  

• 

All other columns must match the values in the corresponding column
server data source.  

• Set this data source as an active ov

 da .  
• 
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Troubleshooting the ERP 8.0 JDE.INI File  

This section explains how to troubleshoot problems that can occur with the ERP 8.0 JDE.INI 
I file, see the chapter The jde.ini Filefile. For more information about the JDE.IN  in the 

System Administration Guide.  

 following notes  JDE.INI:  

ackets - 

• The enviro  

• Within eac
equals sign, and the value of the key is on the right side.  

• Do not incl  that 
a space is required. Do not include spaces immediately before or after the equals 
sign.  

rt of the key name.  

arate 
ing 

ents can be wrongly interpreted if they are not separated from the keys' values 
by enough white space. Because the amount of white space between the keys' 

e 
s' values.  

re not case sensitive.  

s are case sensitive.  

• Although all of the following may mean to turn on a feature, they may not be 

f you have any questions about valid values, contact J.D. Edwards 
Worldwide Customer Support Services.  

SE  

• NONE  

To locate the JDE.INI file, search in the system/bin32 subdirectory - for example, 
/u01/jdedwardsoneworld/b733/ini/JDE.INI.  

The  apply to the

• It is compo
br

sed of several sections. The section names are enclosed in square 
for example, [JDENET].  

nment variable $JDE_BASE should contain the location of the .INI file. 

h section are one or more keys. The key name is on the left side of the 

ude spaces in the keys' names or values of the keys unless you know

• Keys may be commented out by adding a semicolon (;) at the sta

• J.D. Edwards recommends that you place any incidental comments on a sep
line above the key to which the comment applies. Be sure to include a preced
semicolon. Comments can be included at the end of the keys' values, but these 
comm

values and the comments is not strictly defined, we recommend that you do not plac
comments after the key

• The section and key names a

• Many key value

interchangeable as values in the JDE.INI. Use a value that is comparable to the 
default value provided in the original JDE.INI. Also, many of these values are case 
sensitive. I

• YES  

• ON  

• TRUE  

• 1  

The following values mean to turn a feature off. They are not necessarily 
interchangeable as values in the JDE.INI.  

• NO  

• OFF  

• FAL

• 0  
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If yo a
does not exist, you can add the key. Just be sure that the key is in the correct section.  

oting ERP 8.0 Testing  

ems under Troubleshooting ERP 8.0 Testing by Submitting a Report in this 
n, the following issue may occur.  

Issu Resolution  
The
proc
afte

potential cause is that if you have Oracle running on the enterprise server 
Oracle and ERP 8.0 services are set to start automatically at system startup, 

e is that ERP 8.0 lost the connection to the database because 
either the network or database went down. You should see some sort of network 

 files.  

0 Testing by Submitting a Report  

es.  

section, for example:  

u re told by J.D. Edwards Worldwide Customer Support Services to modify a key that 

Troublesho

Examine the probl
chapter. In additio

e  
 jdequeue 
esses die shortly 

One 
and 

r startup.  ERP 8.0 services may start before Oracle is running completely.  

A second caus

or database error in the log

Stop the ERP 8.0 services (the Queue service followed by the Network) and 
restart the ERP 8.0 services (the Network service followed by the Queue).  

Troubleshooting ERP 8.

This section explains how to submit reports to troubleshoot ERP 8.0 testing issu

To properly run reports or package installations, the following values must match on client 
and server:  

• On the client JDE.INI: the UBEQueue key in the [NETWORK QUEUE SETTINGS] 

 [NETWORK QUEUE SETTINGS]  

UBEQueue=QBATCH  

e:  Not
This setting is meaningless on the server JDE.INI. The value is set in RunOneWorld.sh, as 
described below.  

 
On the UNIX sever system/bin32/RunOneWorld.sh script: the fourth argument to the 

$SYSTEM/bin32/runque.sh JDESVR JDESVR PRODHPOC2 QBATCH UBE 5 > 

runqueue.sh calls - for example:  

runque1.log 2>&1 &  

This means that the batch name of the UBE and PKG queues must match the batch name to 
which the client is sending the reports or package installations.  

Failure to do this may f the following:  

batch exis o

• If the batch does no
"W" in the F986110

cause one o

• If the 
report.  

or  

ts n another ERP 8.0 enterprise server, the wrong server runs the 

t exist, the report might not run at all. It may stay in a wait state 
 table.  
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• Report debug
settings:  

 [DEBUG]  

ging: To get full logging of a report, edit the server .INI to the following 

 

en start a new queue with a unique queue name - QDEBUG, for 
nd is:  

e Quser, QPassword, and Qenv settings in the JDE.INI on t
e:  

nque.sh <USERID> <PASSWD> <ENVIRONMENT> QDEBUG UBE 

Then modify your

ETTINGS]  

 

 you are trying to debug. Once the report is complete, shut down th
ing command:  

llque.sh QDEBUG UBE"  

Issue  
You get the error 
"Communication Failur

Resolution  
• A time-out may have occurred if the ERP 8.0

with <server_name>" on 
the client.  • A time-out may have occurred due to heavy network traffic or server 

load. Increase the time-out value for the JDENETTimeout setting in the 
[NETWORK QUEUE SE

Output=FILE  

LogErrors=1  

KeepLogs=1  

[UBE]  

UBEDebugLevel=6 

When the report is complete, a report debug log file will be put in the PrintQueue directory 
and is named somethin k

R55100_ZJDE0001_45 8

g li e:  

67 _PDF.log.  

e>_ <UBEVersion._ <UBEProcessid> _PDF.log  

g the server do the following steps. Modify

This is <UBEReportnam

If you want to avoid restartin  your server JDE.INI 
as detailed above. Th
example. The comma

"$SYSTEM/bin32/runque.sh QDEBUG UBE 5 &"  

If you are not using th he server, 
the command would b

$SYSTEM/bin32/ru
5&  

 client JDE.INI with the following setting:  

 [NETWORK QUEUE S

BEQUEUE=QDEBU

ubmit the rep

U G 

S ort that e 
q

"

ueue using the follow

$SYSTEM/bin32/ki

If e Quser, QPassword, and Qenv settings in the JDE.INI on the server, 
th ld be:  

$SYSTEM/bin32/killque.sh <USERID> <PASSWD> <ENVIRONMENT> QDEBUG UBE)  

 you are not using th
e command wou

Now reset your .INI settings on both the client and the server to what you had before. Use ftp 
to get the file from the server and continue debugging.  

e 
 server was started after the 

ERP 8.0 client was run. Resubmit the report.  

TTINGS] section of the JDE.INI on the server, 
t the report.  

 port may be in use:  
restart ERP 8.0, and resubmi

• The wrong communications
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- Verif  section of the JDE.INI 
fil n
[JDEN
s ic
servic e values are strings, 
th nu
c:\win \etc on the Windows NT client, 
c in ices on 
the UN

- Verify th  
numbers. 
services fil ge return at the end of the line or else 
the string responding port number.  

• The ) 
and or itself in its hosts file in the 
c:\w  

• Run W) from the \b7\system\bin32 
directory on the workstation. This program shows only the machines on 
the specified ports that are running ERP 8.0 (either client or server). 

lowing information:  
- he robably occurred. Rerun the 
re rt

- If the remote machine is not visible, ping the remote machine using the name 
o e

- he

- th and server agree on the IP 
addre

 error probably occurred (for 
examp

The following occur:  

• You sometimes get a 
"Communications 
failure" error on the 
workstation.  

• Restarting ERP 8.0's 
network program 
(jdenet_n) sometimes 
gets rid of the error.  

• SAW (running on the 
client PC) cannot 
always see the 
server.  

• You can ping the 
server from the 
workstation.  

These
results
initializ
one n
card.  

The hosts file on the server should list two different IP addresses for the 
server--one for each network card. To fix, set the NetHostName field in the 
[JDENET] section of the JDE.INI to one of the names for the server given in 
the hosts file. JDENET then uses the IP address associated with the given 
network card.  

The report printouts are 
in portrait mode but 
should be in landscape 
mode (or vice versa).  

The properties of your default printer may need to be changed. Change the 
properties of your default printer (using the Printer Application P98616 on 
menu GH9013) so that the orientation is correct.  

The report does not show 
any data.  

This could be because no data exists in the database for the report or you do 
not have access to the data.  

• Select a different report.  
• Add data to the database.  

y the serviceNameListen value in the [JDENET]
e o  the workstation matches the serviceNameConnect value in the 

ET] section of the JDE.INI file on the server. Verify the 
erv eNameConnect value on the workstation matches the 

eNameListen in the JDE.INI file on the server. If thes
e meric value is retrieved from the services file in: 

nt\system32\drivers
:\w dows\system32\drivers\etc on the Windows 95 client, or /etc./serv

IX server.  

e services file contains a list of strings and their corresponding port
If the port in which you are interested is on the last line of the 
e, be sure to include a carria
will not be translated to the cor

 client may be using Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP
 the server does not have an entry f
innt\system32\drivers\etc directory. Add an entry for the server. 
 Server Administration Workbench (SA

- If none of the above works, a general network

Troubleshoot using the fol
If t  remote machine is visible, a time out p
po .  

f th  machine.  

If t  ping fails, ping the remote machine using its IP address.  

Wi  this information, determine if the client 
ss for the server.  

le, the network is down or a machine is disconnected).  

 situations could occur because the server has two network cards. This 
 in confusion on the part of JDENET when the net communications are 
ed between the client and server. One machine tries to connect using 

etwork card, and the other machine connects using the other network 
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• Change the processing options for the report.  
oint to the correct database.  

• If the report is launched on the server, verify the vertical tables in the 

• An error may have occurred with the report. Look in the jde_xxx.log for 
error messages.  

• If you believe data should have been found, follow these steps:  

ment that would have retrieved 
data from the database. You must have some idea what data is 

4. Open the database's respective SQL command interface - for 
example, SQL Plus and ISQL_w.  

e SQL statement into the SQL command interface.  
6. Submit the SQL statement.  

o d

• 

• r is pointing to the wrong data 

•  

• 

• of date.  

An error initializing the 
environment occurs in 

The environment may not be set up correctly.  

 Initialization on UNIX in this 
guide for information about how ERP 8.0 programs use OCM. Any errors 

.0 

ed as a command line argument to runqueue.sh.  
ny 

• Verify the OCM and/or data sources p

server OCM match those in the workstation OCM.  

1. Edit the report log in the PrintQueue directory.  
2. Search for the SQL select state

being read to do this step.  
3. Copy the SQL statement.  

5. Paste th

If n ata is found, one of the following might be true:  

No data exists.  
The processing options are incorrect.  
The OCM for either the client or serve

• 

source.  
The data sources for either the client or server are pointing to the wrong
database.  
The SQL statement is incorrect (possibly due to a program bug).  
The database drivers are out 

the log file.  • See the chapter Understanding ERP 8.0

in the affected JDE.INI keys or database tables could cause the ERP 8
initialization to fail. In the RunOneWorld.sh script, the environment that 
jdequeue uses is pass

• Stop ERP 8.0 and determine if PORTTEST runs correctly. Correct a
problems and try rerunning ERP 8.0.  
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Troubl

This se
8.0.  

 

To end a hung batch job (runbatch), never use "kill -9 runbatch". Always use "kill -2" to avoid 
casting resource locks out of sync. The queues will cease working if "kill -9" is used, and ERP 
8.0 will need to be restarted.  

Issu
You
proc
The EndOneWorld.sh script 
han
processes.  

Note:  

s a f

If the script hangs, do a Ctrl-C at the command line where the script was 
ted. Get the process IDs of still-active processes using "ps" or 

"showjobs.sh" as described above.  

ill -9 <processid>" on the process IDs of all ERP 8.0 jobs: 
).  

 
are not released gracefully.  

Troubleshooting the Enterprise Server - Windows NT  

p
ese g

• Try to narrow down the definiti  o icularly 
when communicating the issue to orldwide 
Customer Support Services). F  e  
failed," tell how the batch application failed. More specific information, such as "The 

The rep t h  

• When communicating an error me e, be sure to include all parts of 
essage exactly as t y Parts of the 

message that may not seem im o  why an error 
occurs. Also, distinguish between rpreted (for 

tter "O

 an err
log files will probably reveal t tion about the cause of the 

P 8.0 on the server, either delete or move the jde_xxx.log and 
ug_xxx.log files (where xxx is a number). Do not rename the log files because 

it is easier to work with logs that use the standard naming convention ("jde_xxx.log" 
and "jdedebug_xxx.log"). If you need to save the log files until the problem is solved, 
create a temporary directory and move the files there.  

eshooting Shutting Down ERP 8.0  

ction explains how to troubleshoot problems that can occur when shutting down ERP 

Running rmics.sh directly after shutdown (that is, after running EndOneWorld.sh) every time 
that you shutdown will help you avoid most restart problems.  

e  Resolution  
 need to stop all ERP 8.0 
esses.  

Use system/bin32/EndOneWorld.sh.  

gs or fails to end all ERP 8.0 star

This process take
minutes.  

ew 
jdenet_n, jdenet_k, and jdequeue (which will show up as runque.sh

Caution: Only use the kill -9 command if you also intend to end ERP 
8.0. This command ends processes in such a way that IPC resources

Use "k

This section describes some typical 
When troubleshooting, follow th

roblems that you might encounter and their solutions. 
uidelines:  

batch status is `E'" or "
faster.  

the error m

example, the capital le

• As soon as you notice

" and the number zero "0").  

or, examine the log files. Messages near the end of the 
he most important informa

error.  

• Before you restart ER
jdedeb

on f any problem that you may have, part
someone else (such as J.D. Edwards W

or xample, rather than saying, "The batch application

or ad the wrong data," will help resolve the problem

ssage to someon
he  appear in the log file or on the screen. 
p rtant may actually hold the key to

characters that might be misinte
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• Clear the log directory regularly to avoid filling the file system. If the file system fills 
files will become corrupt.  

• Always keep a backup of the specification files handy in case they become corrupt. 
Specification files sho d up regularly for easy recovery of spec installs. If 

ve b
t.  

Important:  

up, then the specification 

uld be backe
specification files ha
backups are not kep

 to e replaced, all specification installations will be lost if 

To complete the resolutions provide
enterprise server using an account ileges.  

 

d for these issues, you must sign on to the Windows NT 
that has administrative priv

Troubleshooting the Wind terprise Server Installation  

This section explains how to troublesh
installing the Windows NT enterprise s

Setting up ERP 8.0 Accounts  

Issue  Resolution
You cannot set up any 
accounts in the User 
Manager program.  

The accoun n Windows NT may not have the 
privileges to modify or add accounts. Log out of Windows NT and log back on 
under the Administrator account or an account in the Administrators group.  

pying ERP 8.0 

Resolution  
You cannot copy files fro th
ERP 8.0 directory on the ente
server.  

 open on the 
CD.  

 that may have files open on the 
CD.  

One will be 
over tory is 
open.  

• Close any files in the target directory that are open.  
• Close any applications that may have files open in the 

target directory.  

.  

You want to verify th
subdirectories are in
enterprise server.  

in 
re for 

ows NT in this guide.  

You want to verify th
party software is ins the 
enterprise server.  

Guide.  

ows NT En

  

t into which you are logged i

oot the following problems that can occur when 
erver.  

Co to a Server  

Issue  

• Close any files on the CD that are open.  
• Close any applications

m e CD to the 
rprise 

Verify the CD is in the CD-ROM drive. Another cause is that 
one or more of the files to be copied are currently

 or more of the files that 
written in the target direc

The target disk is full

at the correct 
stalled on the 

See the list of directories and descriptions of their contents 
the chapter Understanding the ERP 8.0 Directory Structu
Wind

at the correct third-
talled on 

See the list of required software in the ERP 8.0 Installation 

• Delete or move files from the target disk.  
• Copy ERP 8.0 to a different disk.  
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Configuring Databa

Issue  
Strange results or errors o
implying that OCM is not s
correctly.  

w OCM is used by ERP 8.0 in the 
ws 

n this guide.  
• Run the VerifyOCM program to ensure that the OCM tables are 

set up correctly. Unfortunately, one valid environment must be 
available to run VerifyOCM.  

Setting Up a Pr

Issue  Resolution  
You cannot set up a printer.  • The printer may not be attached (local printer), or the print 

server is not available (network printer). Attach to the local 
printer, or determine why the print server is not available.  

• The printer drivers may not be installed. Install the correct 

You need more infor
setting up Windows 
accounts, and privileges.  

Review the description of how to set up Windows NT services, 
ileges in Understanding Windows NT Services, 

p the 

on  
You cannot find the 
JDE.INI file.  

rch in the system\bin32 subdirectory in the ERP 8.0 tree - for example, 
\jdedwardsoneworld\b733\ddp\system\bin32\ jde.ini.  

e sure you have access rights to the system\bin32 directory by logging 
 Windows NT under a user who has administrative rights.  

You need more 
information about th
ERP 8.0 jde.ini file.  

 and descriptions of JDE.INI settings in the chapter 
he ERP 8.0 JDE.INI File in this section and in the chapter The 

i File in the System Administration Guide.  

Finding the Log

Issue  Resolution  
You cannot find the 
log files.  

Log files are listed in the DebugFile and JobFile keys in the [DEBUG] section of 
de.ini. If no paths are shown, the logs are in the system\bin32 directory. 

ore (_) and the process ID of the process that creates the log file are 
inserted before the period - for example, jde_123.log or jdedebug_123.log for a 

- The log file associated with the DebugFile key contains the sequence of ERP 8.0 

File key contains error messages that occur in 

•

se Tables  

Resolution  
ccur, • Review the description of ho
et up chapter Understanding the ERP 8.0 Initialization for Windo

NT i

inter  

printer drivers.  

mation about 
NT services, accounts, and priv

Accounts, and Privileges.  

Setting U

Issue  

JDE.INI File  

Resoluti
• Sea

z:
• Mak

onto

e 
Review the notes
Troubleshooting t
jde.in

 Files  

• 
the j
The log files are named according to the following scheme:  

- An undersc

process with an ID of 123.  

events.  

- The default value for this key is jdedebug.log.  

- The log file associated with the Job
ERP 8.0.  

- The default value for this key is jde.log.  

 When a batch application is run and the jde.ini on the workstation has
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[NETWORK QUEUE SETTINGS] SaveOutput=TRUE, the jde_xxx.log and 
nbatch that processed the batch application is 

ectory. The root name of the files are the 
same as the name of the PDF file. The extension is .jde.log and .jdedebug.log. 
The duplication of these log files does not occur if the batch application 

e 

LogErrors  

t generate logs.  

1 =

Output  

NONE = es to any output device.  

AUX

FIL

BO

Not enough 
relevant 
information is 
written to the log 
files.  

Thi  information needs to be turned on in the 
jde

[JD

netT

[JD

ipc

[DE

TA

[UB

UB

[TC

Tra

Va

net

0 = Do not generate JDENet error messages (that is, communication between 
platforms).  

1 =

ipc

0 = Do not generate Interprocess Communication (IPC) error messages (that is, 
m

 =   

TAMTraceLevel  

jdedebug_xxx.log files for the ru
copied to a file in the PrintQueue dir

runbatch.exe dies before duplication.  
• Verify logging in the jde.ini is turned on using the following settings in th

[DEBUG] section:  
[DEBUG]  

LogErrors=1  

Output=FILE  

Variables and their descriptions:  

0 = Do no

 Create logs.  

E = Write messages to log files.  

TH = Write messages to log files and console window.  

s could be because additional logging
.ini. Set the following keys in the jde.ini for additional output to the log files:  

ENET]  

EIPC]  

Trace=1  

BUG]  

MTraceLevel=1  

E]  

EDebugLevel=6  

Engine]  

ceLevel=10  

riables and their descriptions:  

Trace  

 Generate JDENet error message.  

Trace  

co

1

munication between processes on a single platform).  

 Generate IPC error messages.

Do not generate Table Access Management (TAM) error messages (that is,

Do not write messag

 = Write messages to a console window.  

race=1  

0 =
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reg

 G e

UBEDebugLevel  

0 = Do not generate batch application error messages.  

1 = G e
message the most detailed messages).  

0 =

1-1
wh

  
 

 
occurred.  

 a 

t is 
 uses, do one of the following:  

sec CURITY] section of the jde.ini specifies the security 

 

- To determine under which account PORTTEST is running, press the Control, Alt, 

e in Windows NT's Control Panel, then go 
to Services and click on Startup.  

- Fo ows 
NT run jdenet_n without any 
parameters, and rerun PORTTEST. When finished, stop jdenet_n from the 

pt, cd to the system\bin32 directory, and 
rerun PORTTEST.  

 make sure the supplied user name and password, or both, match names 
and passwords, or both, in the ERP 8.0 security table, do one of the 
following:  

n PORTTEST with a valid user name and password.  

t the me
"Invalid parms 
PORTTEST: <U
<PWD> <ENV>".  

The correct number of arguments to PORTTEST may not have been included. 

User - A valid ERP 8.0 account name.  

Password - Password for the ERP 8.0 account.  

arding specification files).  

1 =

TraceLevel  

 Do not generate Table Conversion (TC) error messages.  

0 = Generate increasingly detailed error messages (1 gives the least detail, 
ereas 10 gives the most detail).  

en rate TAM error messages.  

en rate increasingly detailed error messages (1 gives the least specific 
s, whereas 6 gives 

Testing with PORTTEST  

Issue  Resolution
An error with the
security server

server, and the serviceNameListen and serviceNameConnect settings in the 
[JDENET] section specify the ports.  

- Change the name of the security server or the names of the ports, or both, in the
jde.ini file to point to the correct security server.  

• Make sure that the ERP 8.0 network and PORTTEST are running under the 
same account by doing the following:  

and Delete keys at the same time.  

- If the ERP 8.0 network is running as a service, determine under which account it 
is running. To do this, choose the servic

Windows NT Task Manager.  

- To run PORTTEST under the same account as the ERP 8.0 network service, log 
out of Windows NT, log into the same account under which the service is running, 
open a Windows NT command prom

• Verify the ERP 8.0 network is running either as a service or started from
command prompt.  

• If the security server is inactive, or if it is active on a server and port tha
different from the ones PORTTEST

- Start ERP 8.0 net on the server and port where PORTTEST is being run. The 
urity server key in the [SE

r initial testing, you can stop the ERP 8.0 network service, open a Wind
command prompt, cd to the system\bin32 directory, 

• To

- Ru

- Add the given user name and password to the ERP 8.0 security table.  

ssage You ge

SER> 
Use the following arguments:  
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Environment - A valid ERP 8.0 environment.  

Few r than 99 records 
are written to the 

y PORTTEST.  

• If PORTTEST failed, examine the log files.  
• Fewer than 99 records exist in the F0902 table. This is not an error. You 

sho  log files for errors.  
• If the 9

in

environment occurs in 
the log file.  

The environme
Understanding 
information abo
jde.ini keys or d ation to fail. The 
environme

Running ERP 8.0 Manually

Issue  Resolution
Jdequeue dies 
immediately.  

• If a r
Man

• If the
befo P 8.0 queue service.  

• Verif
by do

- The ERP 
from a Win

- If they are r i
To do this, choos
choose Services,
2000, choose the T's Control Panel, choose 
Services, the r

- If they are run fr
running under the g off 
Windows N ll 
child proce

• If the
incor
probl g ERP 8.0 manually.  

An error initializing 
the environment 
occurs in the log file.  

The setup for some part of ERP 8.0, such as the jde.ini file or OCM, may be 
incorrect. E  
chapter. De If not, correct those problems, and 
then try run

Finding the Report Files  

Issue  Resolution  

find the 
re
files.  

file on the server. I
y 

utput in the [NETWORK QUEUE SETTINGS] section in the jde.ini file on the 
station is TRU

e

uld review the

table us

An error initializing the 

  

  
unaway killque process is still running, go to the Windows NT Task 
ager and kill any killques that are still running. Then restart jdequeue.  
 ERP 8.0 network is not running, start the ERP 8.0 network service 

re the ER
y the ERP 8.0 network and queue are running under the same account 
ing the following:  

8.0 network and queue should either be running both as services or both 
dows NT command prompt.  

T, network and queue processes started from a command prompt and a
sses will terminate.  

 setup of some part of ERP 8.0, such as the jde.ini file or OCM, is 
rect, determine if PORTTEST runs correctly. If not, correct those 
ems and then try runnin

xamine the applicable problems under Testing with PORTTEST in this
termine if PORTTEST runs correctly. 
ning ERP 8.0 manually.  

You cannot Check the OutputDirectory key of the [NETWORK QUEUE SETTINGS] section in the jde.ini 
f no location is shown, the files are in the PrintQueue directory of the ERP 
- for example, z:\jdedwardsoneworld\b733\ddp\PrintQueue.  

E.  

screen b

 F0 02 table is not accessible, verify that you can query the F0902 
g SQL.  

nt may not have been set up correctly. See the chapter 
the ERP 8.0 Initialization for Windows NT in this guide for more 
ut how ERP 8.0 programs use OCM. Any errors in the affected 
atabase tables could cause the ERP 8.0 initializ

nt that PORTTEST uses is passed as a command line argument.  

unn ng as services, determine under which account they are running. 
e the ERP 8.0 network service in Windows NT's Control Panel, 
 then Startup. Note the account name. If you are using Windows 
 ERP 8.0 network service in Windows N

n P operties. Repeat for the ERP 8.0 queue service.  

om a command prompt, both the network and queue will be 
 Windows NT account into which you signed on. When you lo

port output 8.0 base director

Verify SaveO
work
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T t

 

Resolution  

nt.  

• P 8.0 server was started 

•  
 the workstation 

• munications port is being used, do one of the 

T] section of the 
jde.ini file on the workstation matches the serviceNameConnect value in 

eConnect value in the jde.ini file on the workstation must 

t or 
r c:\windows\system32\drivers\etc directory (Windows 95; client 

only).  

- The serv eir corresponding port 
numbers. on the last line of the 
services fil r else the 
string will er.  

• If th
and t have an entry for itself in its hosts file in 
the c:\winnt\system32\drivers\etc directory, add an entry for the 
e

 This 
o 

P 8.0 (either client or 
serv

- If the rem visible, a time out probably occurred. Rerun 
the report

- If the rem machine using the 
name of th

- If the pin

- If these p t or 
server) an

 

xample, the network is down or a machine is 
disconnected).  

lowing situations occur:  

• "Communications failure" 
error message on the 
workstation.  

• Restarting Network Service 
or jdenet_n sometimes gets 
rid of the error.  

•

esting ERP 8.0 by Submit ing a Report  

Issue  
You get the error 
"Communication Failure with 
<server_name>" on the clie

following:  
- Verify that the serviceNameListen value in the [JDENE

the [JDENET] section of the jde.ini file on the server. In addition, the 
serviceNam
match serviceNameListen in the jde.ini file on the server. If the values of 
these keys are strings, the numeric value is retrieved from the services 
file in the c:\winnt\system32\drivers\etc directory (Windows NT; clien
server) o

ices file contains a list of strings and th
If the port that you are interested in is 
e, be sure to include a return at the end of the line o
not be translated to the corresponding port numb

e client is using Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) 
 the server does no

er). Troubleshoot using the following:  
ote machine is 

.  

ote machine is not visible, ping the remote 
e machine.  

g fails, ping the remote machine using its IP address.  

ings fail, run SAW from the other machine (either clien
d repeat the above steps.  

- With this information, determine if the client and server agree on the IP
address for the server.  

- If none of these steps identify the problem, a general network error 
probably occurred (for e

The fol These issues can occur because the server has two network c

If a time out occurred because the ER
after the ERP 8.0 client was run, resubmit the report.  
If a time out occurred due to heavy network traffic or server load,
increase the time-out value in the jde.ini file on
and resubmit the report. Use the JDENETTimeout setting in the 
[NETWORK QUEUE SETTINGS] section.  
If the wrong com

s rver in the hosts file on the server.  
• Run the Server Administration Workbench (SAW) program.

program shows only the machines on the specified port (als
known as service) that are running ER

ards. This 
c u communications are initialized between 
th li ne tries to connect using one network 
c , g the other network card.  

T  addresses for the 
s e
NetHo  in the [JDENET] section of the jde.ini to one of the 
n e
addre

onf ses JDENET when the net 
e c ent and server. One machi

ard and the other machine connects usin

he hosts file on the server should list two different IP
erv r--one for each network card. Resolve the error by setting the 

stName field
am s for the server given in the hosts file. JDENET then uses the IP 

ss associated with the given network card.   SAW (running on the
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workstation) cannot always 
see the server.  

• You can ping the server 
from the workstation.  

addre

The error "Cannot connect to 
printer" appears in the 
jde_xxx.log or the log file in the 
PrintQueue subdirectory.  

• If a  error occurred, try to print a text document 
from

• If no
prin printer" or "Modify an existing 
prin

• If yo r, define the owner as a 
loca
type

twork account but 
 

- Netw wner must be a network account with access 
privile

S  U r 
more unt privileges. To take ownership of a 
p e

1. From the Windows NT Start menu, choose Settings, then 

.  
3. Choose Properties and then the Privileges tab.  
4. Click Ownership and then Take Ownership.  
If the printer drivers are not installed, see the section 

r information about which 

The report printouts are in 
portrait mode but should be in 
landscape mode (or vice versa).  

• 

• 

5. Click OK.  
bs sent to this printer using the current server will default 

d orientation. Note that the report template or 
other programs may override this default orientation.  

 change the printer  not have the right to change the orientation. Log on to 
nter. 

ri  that has administrative privileges. For 
ork printer, given administrative privileges by a 

network admi tr

The report does not show any 
data.  

Data may not is  for the report that you are running or 
you do not ha ata. Try one of the following:  

• Select iff   
• Add d
• Chan
• Chan t to the correct 

datab
•

ss associated with the given network card.  

general printing
 Notepad. Resolve any issues.  
 default printer is set up on the enterprise server, set up a 

ter using the task "Add a new 
ter" in the System Administration Guide.  
u do not have privileges to the printe
l or network account. The type of account depends on the 
 of printer:  

- Local printer--The owner could be either a local or ne
either type must have privileges to access the printer. 

Database Driver Files in this guide fo

ork printer--The o
ges.  

ee nderstanding Windows NT Services, Accounts, and Privileges fo
information about acco

rint r:  

Printers.  
2. Right-click on the desired printer

drivers you need.  

Verify that the orientation specified in RDA for the report is 
correct.  

If the default printer is set to the wrong orientation, set the 
orientation using the following task:  

1. From the Windows NT Start menu, choose Settings, and 
then Printers.  
2. Right-click on the desired printer.  
3. Choose Document Defaults.  
4. Choose the desired default orientation.  

All jo
to the selecte

You cannot
orientation.  

You may
Windows NT
For a local p
a netw

 in an account that has administrative rights for the pri

ata to the database.  
ge the processing options for the report.  
ge the OCM and/or data sources to poin
ase.  
report is launched on the server

nter, use an account
use an account 

nis ator.  

 ex t in the database
ve access to the d

a d erent report.

 If the , verify the vertical tables in
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the s CM.  
• If you e been found, use the following 

task:  
1 intQueue 
subdirectory.  
2
f You must have some idea what data is 
bei  re
3. Copy t.  
4. O en
for exam QL Plus or ISQL_w.  
5 mmand interface. 
6

If no data is  be true:  

• No data exists.  
• The p
• The O

data 
• The d lient or server are pointing to the 

wron
• The S ly due to a program bug).  
• The database drivers are out of date.  
• If an error occurred with the report, look in the jde_xxx.log for error 

messages.  

An error initializing the 
environment occurs in the log 

The environment may not be set up correctly.  

• See the chapter Underst P 8.0 Initialization for 
Windows NT in this guide n about how ERP 8.0 

y
ld ca

 c
jdequeue uses is passed gument. If ERP 8.0 
is run as services, the environment is retrieved from the "QEnv" 
key in the [NETWORK QUEUE SETTINGS] section of the jde.ini.  

 if PORTTEST runs correctly. If not, 
hen run ERP 8.0 manually.  

Stopping ERP 8.0 as Run Manually  

Issue  Resolution  
ed to stop the ERP 8.0 processes 

 and jdequeue.  

Sto lowing processes that are running:  

• Jdequeue.exe  
• 

• 

• 

• 
These additional processes, such as jdenet_k and runbatch, 
are started by jdenet_n and jdequeue. To stop all the ERP 
8.0 processes, use the following task:  

1. Run the Windows NT Task Manager.  

2. Choose the Processes tab.  

erver OCM match those in the workstation O
 believe data should hav

. Edit the report jdedebug.log found in the Pr

. Search for the SQL select statement used to retrieve data 
rom the database. 

. Paste the SQL statement into the SQL co

. Submit the SQL statement.  
 found, one of the following may

rocessing options are incorrect.  
CM for either the client or server is pointing to the wrong 

source.  
ata sources for either the c

g database.  
QL statement is incorrect (possib

ng ad to do this.  
 the SQL statemen

p  the database's respective SQL command interface - 
ple, S

anding the ER
 for informatio

programs use OCM. An
database tables cou
ERP 8.0 is run from the

 errors in the affected JDE.INI keys or 
use the ERP 8.0 initialization to fail. If 
ommand line, the environment that 
 as a command line ar

file.  

• Stop ERP 8.0 and determine
correct those problems and t

You ne
that you started from the command prompt 
- for example, jdenet_n • 

p any of the fol

Jdenet_n.exe  

Jdenet_k.exe  
Runbatch.exe  
Killque.exe  
ipcsrv.exe  
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3. Choose one of the running processes.  

4. Click End Process.  

5. Repeat for each process to be stopped.  

P 8.0 pr ot stop from 
k Mana ed above.  

You may not have the rights to stop the processes. Try one 

Visual C++, use the following 
  

1. Run the Windows NT Task Manager.  

2. Choose the Processes tab.  

3. Choose one of the running processes.  

4. Click Debug Process. Visual C++ will start.  

se 
orkspace. This should 

ese steps for each runaway process. If they still 
do not die, reboot the machine.  

Troublesh

 

Issue  
The report, server package installation, or table conversion 
log file (in the 
"DoSendMessa
address book 

ticular user 
ok table 

Troubleshooting Running ERP 8.0 as Services  

This sectio .  

Installing Services  

Issue  Resolution  
You get the me
are already ins

"jdesnet -u" from the system\bin32 directory.  

2. Run "jdesque -u" from the system\bin32 directory.  

ry.  

4. Run "jdesque -i" from the system\bin32 directory.  

The ER
the Tas

ocesses do n
ger as explain

• To stop processes via 
task:

kill the runaway process.  

6. Repeat th

ooting E-Mail  

Resolution  

PrintQueue directory) shows the message 
This could be because the par
is not found in the Address Bo

ge Error: User 5600427 does not exist in the 
file (F0101)."  

(F0101). Add the user to the Address 
Book table (F0101).  

n explains how to troubleshoot issues that can occur with ERP 8.0 services

ssage that the ERP 8.0 services 
talled.  

To uninstall the ERP 8.0 services and then reinstall 
them, use the following task:  

1. Run 

3. Run "jdesnet -i" from the system\bin32 directo

of the following:  

• Log on to Windows NT in an account that has rights to 
stop processes.  

5. Click on the "X" in the upper right-hand corner to clo
Visual C++. Do not save the project w
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Starting S

 

Issue  
The ERP 8.0 
services do 
not start.  

P 8.0 services are installed (for example, the ImagePath value from the 
Windows NT Registry points to the wrong directory and executable). Use the 

correct services before installing the correct services:  
\bin32 directory.  

rom the wrong syste 

 directory.  

to run does not have the privileges 
or start services, use an account that is in the Administrators group, as 

opposed to the Administrator local user, in the local domain.  
e enterprise server, select Programs, 

 
t will not be 
 Domain field - for 

3. Click OK.  

he User Manager window will display all the accounts for the domain that you selected.  

ouble-click the group Administrators.  

The Local Group Properties window displays all users in the local Administrators group. 
accounts include a 

 ing task:  

indows NT Start button on the enterprise server, choose Programs, 
Administrative Tools, and User Manager.  

 

The Select Domain window shows all domains. If the local domain (that is, it resides only on 
l enterprise server) is named the same as the enterprise server, it is not in the list. 
r, you can still type the name of the enterprise server in the Domain field. The 

domain name is displayed in the title bar.  

3. Click OK.  

d domain.  

6. Choose the d

to 

n r 

ervices  

Resolution  
• The wrong ER

following task to uninstall the in
1. Run "jdesnet -u" from the wrong system

2. Run "jdesque -u" f

3. Run "jdesnet -i" from the correct system\bin32

4. Run "jdesque -i" from the correct system\bin32 directory.  

5. Try to start the services.  

• If the account under which the services are set up 
to stop 

1. From the Windows NT Start button on th
Administrative Tools, and User Manager.  

2. On the main menu,  

The Select Domain window lists all domains. If the local domain (that is, it resides only on
the local enterprise server) is named the same as the enterprise server, i
displayed in the list. You can type the name of the enterprise server in the
example, SERVER1. The domain name displays in the title bar.  

T

4. From the User Manager main window, d

Local accounts are not preceded by a domain name while network 
domain name. For example, JDE is a local account, whereas JDEMD1\JDE is a network 
account.  

To add a user to the Administrators group, use the follow

1. From the W

2. On the main menu, choose User and User Domain.  

the loca
Howeve

4. Click Add. The Add Users and Groups form lists all users in the chosen domain.  

5. Choose the desire

esired user.  

7. Click Add 

8. Click OK.  

- If the account u

add the user to the group.  

de which you are logged on to Windows NT cannot start or stop services, 
log off and log in with an account that has privileges, such as an account in the
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Administrators group i strator 
local user.) Also,  a
actually run.  

- If the password for th y, use 
the following task c

1. From the Windows hen 
Control Panel.  

2. Double-click 

3. Choose the E

4. Choose Startup.  

5. Verify the Thi  turned on.  

6. Enter the acc  will run. If the 
account is in the local domain, no domain name will precede the account name. If the 
account belong
name and a bac

7. Click OK.  

8. Repeat for th

Determine if ERP 8.0 runs correctly when started manually (jdenet_n and jdequeue run from 
the command li blems, then rerun ERP 8.0 as services.  

 - For Windows 20
was entered incorrectl

1. From the Windows en 
Administrative T

 

2. Choose the E

3. From the Act

4. On the Log O

5. Enter the acc
account is in the  
account belong
name and a bac

6. Click OK.  

7. Repeat for th ice.  

Determine if ER et_n and jdequeue run from 
the command line). If not, correct those problems, then rerun ERP 8.0 as services.  

Testing ERP 8.0  

Note:  

Review the problems un

n the local domain. (This is a group, as opposed to the Admini
the ccount can be different from the account under which the services 

e account under which the services ran was entered incorrectl
 to orrect the password:  

NT Start button on the enterprise server, choose Settings, and t

the Services applet.  

RP 8.0 network service.  

s Account option is

ount name and password under which the network service

s to a network domain (it can access resources on the network), its domain 
kslash (\) precedes the account name.  

e ERP 8.0 queue service.  

ne). If not, correct those pro

ools, then Services.  

RP 8.0 network service.  

ion menu, choose Properties.  

n tab, verify the This Account option is turned on.  

ount name and password under which the network service will run. If the 
 local domain, no domain name will precede the account name. If the

s to a network domain (it can access resources on the network), its domain 
kslash (\) precedes the account name.  

e ERP 8.0 queue serv

P 8.0 runs correctly when started manually (jden

der Testing ERP 8.0 by Submitting a Report above. In addition, th
ur:  

e 
following issues may occ

Issue  
You get the error "Cannot 
connect to printer" in the 
jde_xxx.log or the log file in 
the PrintQueue subdirectory. 

r which the ERP 8.0 services are running may not have 
privileges to the printer. Try the following:  

 from 

Resolution  

The account unde

• If the printer is set up as a local printer, you can run the services
either a local or network account (this account must have the

00 users, if the password for the account under which the services ran 
y, use the following task to correct the password:  

NT Start button on the enterprise server, choose Programs, th
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privileges to start or stop services on the enterprise server).  
ne if ERP 8.0 runs correctly when started manually (that is, 

jdenet_n and jdequeue run from the command line). If not, correct 
roblems and then try rerunning ERP 8.0 as services.  

om a network 
t have the privileges to start or stop 
 server).  

tton on the enterprise server, choose 

ervices applet.  

4. Click Startup.  

6. Enter the account name and password under which the network service 
w u
enterp omain name will precede the account name. If the 

n 
 precede the account 

name.  

ter, 
services from a network account (this account must have the 

ices on the enterprise server).  
indows NT Start button on the enterprise server, choose 
n Administrative Tools, then Services.  

2. Select the ERP 8.0 network service.  

e Properties.  

4. On the Log On tab, verify the This Account option is turned on.  

 name and password under which the network service 
nt is in the local domain (that is, it is local to the 

s on 
ccount 

6 lic

7. Re

The jdequeue processes die 
shortly after startup.  

• 
nd the ERP 8.0 services are 

 the 

1. From the Windows NT Start button on the enterprise server, choose 
Settings, then Control Panel.  

2. Double-click the Services applet.  

3. Determine the name of the database service - for example, 
MSSQLServer.  

4. From a command prompt, cd to ERP 8.0's system\bin32 directory and 

• Determi

those p
• If the printer is a network printer, run the services fr

account (this account mus
services on the enterprise

1. From the Windows NT Start bu
Settings, and then Control Panel.  

2. Double-click the S

3. 

5. If not already turned on, click the This Account option.  

account belongs to a network domain (that is, it can access resources o
the network), its domain name and a backslash (\) will

7. Click OK.  

8. Repeat for the ERP 8.0 queue service.  

• If you are a Windows 2000 user and the printer is a network prin
run the 
privileges to start or stop serv

1. From the W
Programs, the

3. From the Action menu, choos

5. Enter the account
will run. If the accou
enterprise server), no domain name will precede the account name. If the 
account belongs to a network domain (that is, it can access resource
the network), its domain name and a backslash (\) will precede the a
name.  

ill r n. If the account is in the local domain (that is, it is local to the 
rise server), no d

. C k OK.  

peat for the ERP 8.0 queue service.  

If you have a database (such as SQL Server or Oracle) running on 
the enterprise server, and the database a
set to start automatically at system boot-up, the ERP 8.0 services 
may start before the database is fully up and running. Reinstall
ERP 8.0 services so that they depend on the database service using 
the following task:  

uninstall the ERP 8.0 network and queue services using the following
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commands:  

- jdesnet -uu  

esque -u  

eService  

nd 
password under which the ERP 8.0 network and queue services will run.  

ndows 2000 users should reinstall ERP 8.0 services using the 
following task:  

e Windows NT Start button on the enterprise server, choose 
 then Administrative Tools, then Services.  

2. Determine the name of the database service - for example, 
rver.  

ommand prompt, cd to ERP 8.0's system\bin32 directory and 
 the ERP 8.0 network and queue services using the following 

nds:  

 the following commands:  

snet -i -dDatabaseService  

aseService is the name of the service for the database, such 

These statements install the ERP 8.0 network and queue and specify that 

5. From Services in the Control Panel, reset the account name and 
n.  

ause either the 
nt down, you should see a network or 

database error in the log files. Stop the ERP 8.0 services (the queue 
service followed by the network) and restart the ERP 8.0 services (the 
network service followed by the queue).  

of ERP 8.0, such as the jde.ini file or OCM, 
is incorrect, determine if ERP 8.0 runs correctly when started 

d jdequeue run from the command line). 
. 

- jd

  

- jdesnet -uu  

- jdesque -u  

4. Reinstall the services using

- jde

- jdesque -i -dDatabaseService  

where Datab
as MSSQLServer.  

they will not start until the database completes its startup process.  

network or database we

• If the setup of some part 

manually (that is, jdenet_n an
If not, correct those problems, then try rerunning ERP 8.0 as services

5. Reinstall the services using the following commands:  

- jdesnet -i -dDatabaseService  

- jdesque -i -dDatabas

where DatabaseService is the name of the service for the database, such 
as MSSQLServer.  

These statements install the ERP 8.0 network and queue and specify that 
they will not start until the database completes its startup process.  

6. From Services in the Control Panel, reset the account name a

• Wi

1. From th
Programs,

MSSQLSe

3. From a c
uninstall
comma

password under which the ERP 8.0 network and queue services will ru

• If ERP 8.0 lost the connection to the database bec
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Stopping Services  

Issu on  
ERP 8.0 services 
do not stop.  

• If the account under which the services are set up to run does not have the 
privileges to start or stop services, use an account that is in the Administrators 
group in the local domain (note that this is a group, as opposed to the 
Administr ).  
f the acc  the 
privileges
account t
is to use a
that this is count can 
be different from the account under which the services actually run.  

he 

• Jdesque.
• Jdenet_n
• Jdequeue
• Jdenet_k
• Runbatch
• Killque.ex
• ipcsrv.exe

These processes are started by jdesnet and jdesque. Use the following task to stop any 
that d

d

2. Choose the  

3. Choose one o

4. Click End Pro

5. Repeat for each process to be stopped.  

ERP 8.0 
processes do not 
stop from the 
Task Manager.  

You may not ha
following:  

• Log on to s authority to stop processes.  
• To stop process +, use the following task:  

1. Run the Wind

 

2. Choose the P

3. Choose one o

4. Click Debug Process. Visual C++ will start.  

5. Click on the "X" in th ner to close Visual C++. Do not save the 
project workspa

6. Repeat these  still do not die, 
reboot the mach

  

e  Resoluti

ator local user
• I ount under which you are logged on to Windows NT does not have

 to start or stop services, log off of Windows NT and log in under an 
hat has privileges to start or stop services. The recommended solution 
n account that is in the Administrators group in the local domain (note 
 a group, as opposed to the Administrator local user). This ac

The ERP 8.0 
processes still do 
not stop.  

Stop any of t

• Jdesnet.e

following processes that are running:  

xe  
exe  
.exe  
.exe  

.exe  
.exe  
e  
  

processes 

1. Run the Win

o not stop:  

ows NT Task Manager.  

f the following processes.  

cess.  

ve the administrative authority to stop the processes. Try one of the 

 Windows NT in an account that ha

ows NT Task Manager.  

rocesses tab.  

f the running processes.  

ce. This should kill the runaway process.  

 steps for each runaway process. If the processes
ine.  

es using Visual C+

e upper right-hand cor
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Troubleshooting a Multiple Release Setup  

This section explains how to 
releases of ERP 8.0.  

 

Issue  Reso
The log files do not go to 
separate directories.  

gFile and 
es to point 

to unique directories for each installed instance of ERP 8.0.  

alled.  
refix key in the [INSTALL] section of one or both 

jde.ini
name
this ke nted out with a semicolon) is "JDE" 
follow
anoth
the se  
StartS value will replace the "JDE" in the 
above network and queue service names. For example, if the value is 

tance2," the service names will be "Instance2 B733 Network" and 
tance2 B733 Queue."  

Whe
releases of ERP 8.0 at the same 

ts occur be
s.  

unique set of 
keys in the JDE.INI file. Change the following in one or both JDE.INI 

es:  

e. The 
the ERP 8.0 installation (for 

example, z:\jdedwardsoneworld\b733\ddp).  

• [JDEIPC] startIPCKeyValue  
An integer value that indicates an arbitrary starting memory offset for 
interprocess communications. For multiple instances of the ERP 8.0 
server, be sure that the differences between these values are 1000 or 
more. The default value is 5000.  

• [JDEIPC] CLSID  
A unique string generated by the Windows NT guidgen program. (See 
the reference section Installing ERP 8.0 on the Enterprise Server in the 

on 
ue string that 

was created when the services programs were first developed. There 

EQueue2, . . 

d in 
the F986110 table. These records contain the ERP 8.0 server machine 

ber ensure that the correct instance of the 

troubleshoot issues that can occur when you have multiple 

Each installed release of ERP 8.0 may have its own jde.ini in its 
system\bin32 directory. Entries in the jde.ini files point to the same 
subdirectory for the location of the log files. Change the Debu
JobFile keys in the [DEBUG] section of one or both jde.ini fil

When you try to install the 
services of a different release, 
you get a message that the ERP 
8.0 services are already inst

Each installed release of ERP 8.0 may not have its own unique set of 
service names (that is, for JDE network and queue). Change the value 
of the StartServiceP

lution  

 files to point to a unique name. This name is used to build the 
s of the JDE network and queue services. The default value (if 
y is absent or comme

ed by a space, the current version number (for example, "B733"), 
er space, and either "Network" or "Queue." This default produces 
rvice names "JDE B733 Network" and "JDE B733 Queue." If the
ervicePrefix has a value, this 

"Ins
"Ins

n you try to run multiple Each installed release of ERP 8.0 may not have its own 

time, conflic
release

tween fil

• [INSTALL] B733  
The name of this key (for example, B733) is the ERP 8.0 releas
value of this key is the base directory of 

ERP 8.0 Upgrade Guide (Windows NT-Based Systems) for informati
on how to run guidgen.) The default identifier is a uniq

should not be a problem with guidgen duplicating that original string.  

• [NETWORK QUEUE SETTINGS] UBEQueue1, UB
. , UBEQueuen  

The name of the queue on which the Windows NT service programs 
run batch applications. The default is QBATCH.  

Each batch application that is submitted has a corresponding recor

and queue name on which the batch application should process. The 
queue name and port num
ERP 8.0 server runs the intended job. The serviceNameListen and 
serviceNameConnect settings in the JDE.INI file determine the port
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number.  

• [JDENET] serviceNameConnect  

• [JDENET] serviceNameListen  
et listens for connections from other 
lue is jde_server (which is translated through 

the services file). Each instance of ERP 8.0 server needs to 

The
Con
can
Ser
to start  
services k
(perhaps se
start an to

because Jdesctrl periodically queries the services to 
determine their status. Because the default time between queries is 

rge number of queries may slow down the computer. 
Try the following:  

 in one 
 the jde.ini files to a larger number, such as 5. This 

 (several minutes) to start and 
stop, use the Services applet in Control Panel to start and stop 

Tro l

This se

Issue  
You do not k
JDBNET is u

 server.  

ific network software. All database 
 JDBNET server and processed in a local database. 

 client.  

You get an e
the data sou
the JDBNET
cannot be fo

urce 

 (OMDATP) that will be used for the JDBNET client 

You get an error that 
the data sou  
the JDBNET
not found.  

The correct data source on the JDBNET client may not exist. Create a JDBNET 
data source in the F98611 table using the following information:  

• Data source name (OMDATP field) - Used to access tables as specified in 
the F986101 table.  

• Server name (OMSRVR field) - Identifies the JDBNET server.  
 

 by the JDBNET server.  
• Dynamic link library name (OMDLLNAME field) - Identifies the JDBNET 

workstation .DLL (jdbnet.dll on Windows NT).  
• All other columns must match the values in the corresponding columns of the 

server data source.  
• Set this data source as an active override in the F986101 table for all tables 

that will be accessed through JDBNET.  

Port through which JDENet tries to initialize connections with other 
platforms. The default is jde_server (which is translated using the 
services file). Each instance of ERP 8.0 server needs to communicate 
with ERP 8.0 clients through different ports.  

Port through which JDEN
platforms. The default va

communicate with ERP 8.0 clients through different ports.  

 J.D. Edwards Service 
trol program (jdesctrl), which 

This could be 

 be used instead of the 
vices applet in Control Panel 

one second, the la

and stop ERP 8.0 
, ta es a long time 

veral minutes) to 
• Change the [JDENET] ServiceControlRefresh key's value

or more of
d s p services.  value is in seconds.  

• If the services still take a long time

the ERP 8.0 services.  

ub eshooting JDBNET  

ction explains how to troubleshoot issues that can occur with JDBNET.  

Resolution  
now how 
sed.  

JDBNET processes database requests using a client and server. It can also be 
configured to process server-to-server requests--one server functions as a 
JDBNET client and the other as a JDBNET

JDBNET eliminates the need for database-spec
requests are transported to the
The results are transported back to the JDBNET

rror that 
rce on 
 server 
und.  

The correct data source on the JDBNET server may not exist. Create a data so
on the server that will be used by JDBNET. This is a normal configuration for a 
server data source that can be accessed by JDENet running on that server. Note 
the data source name
configuration.  

rce on 
 client is 

• Database name (OMDATB field) - Same as the data source name (that is,
the OMDATP field) to be used
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JDBNET e ot 
transfer any

• If the network is not running, run the ERP 8.0 network on both the JDBNET 

er, 

[JDENET] section of the jde.ini file on both the JDBNET server and the 
JDBNET workstation. These values must match on both the JDBNET server 
and the JDBNET workstation.  

Troubleshooting the ERP 8.0 JDE.INI File  

This section explains how to troubleshoot problems that can occur with the ERP 8.0 JDE.INI 
file. For more information about the JDE.INI file and its settings, see the chapter The jde.ini 

 do s n
 data.  server and client.  

• If the JDBNET server and client are not using the same server port numb
modify the serviceNameListen and serviceNameConnect fields in the 

File in the System Administration Guide.  

The following notes apply to the JDE.INI file:  

• It is composed of several sections. The section names are enclosed in square 
brackets - for example, [JDENET].  

• Within each section are one or more keys. The key name is on the left side of the 
equals sign, and the value of the key is on the right side.  

• Do not include spaces in the names or values of the keys unless you know that a 
space is required. Do not include spaces immediately before or after the equals sign.  

• Keys may be commented out by adding a semicolon (;) at the start of the key name.  

• J.D. Edwards recommends that you place any incidental comments on a separate 
line above the key to which the comment applies. Be sure to include a preceding 
semicolon. (Comments can be included at the end of the keys' values, but these 
comments can be wrongly interpreted if they are not separated from the keys' values 
by enough white space. Because the amount of white space between the keys' 
values and the comments is not strictly defined, J.D. Edwards recommends that you 
do not place comments after the keys' values.)  

• The section and key names are not case sensitive.  

• Many key values are case sensitive.  

• Although all of the following may mean to turn a feature on, they may not be 
interchangeable as values in the JDE.INI. Use a value that is comparable to the 
default value provided in the original JDE.INI. Also, many of these values are case 
sensitive. If you have any questions about valid values, ask J.D. Edwards Worldwide 
Customer Support Services.  

• YES  

• ON  

• TRUE  

• 1  

Likewise, the following values mean to turn a feature off. They are not necessarily 
interchangeable as values in the JDE.INI.  

• NO  

• OFF  

• FALSE  

• NONE  
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• 0  

If you are told by J.D. Edwards Worldwide Customer Support Services to modify a 
key that does not exist, you can add the key. Just be sure that it is in the correct 
section.  
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Tro

s section describes some typ u might encounter when using WebSphere 
es you might encounter 

 web servers and how to track down problems by using the log files in SAW.  

hanges you make to configuration 
o not take effect.  

Click the Apply button after you make any configuration changes 
within the Topology tab of the WebSphere Application Server.  

Whe tion 
server to another in the WebSphere 
Administration Console, the screen 
does not ay it should. 

p

rather tha
server.  

Refresh the screen.  

will not start and an error 
e 

Downloading the trial WebSphere Application Server from the 

err.log for indications 
of license expiration.  
Alternatively, at the DOS prompt enter the following command:  

License expiration should occur only when you download the Trial 
ebSphere Application Server from the web. If you install the 

WebSphere Application server from Net.Commerce or from the 

Need to ensure that WebSph
started successfully.  

In most cases, the server does not need to be bounced. Stopping 
ng the Application Server is usually sufficient.  

Approximate Siz
(Windows NT)  

Jas.log  2 KB  

Jasdebug.log 2 KB  Same as above, with additional logging for database calls, 
business function calls, etc.  

Stdout.log  15 KB  Messages regarding successful instantiation of servlets like the 
ServletProxy and errorReporter  

Stderr.log  0 KB  Should be empty. Displayed messages indicate errors from the 
main WebSphere servlet Java process.  

ubleshooting Web Servers 

Thi ical issues yo
3.0.2 and Java Application Serve
with

r (JAS). It also explains other issu

Troubleshooting WebSph

Issue  

ere 3.0.2  

Resolution  

C
d

n switching from one applica

refresh the w
Fields ap
at the orig

ear as if you were looking 
inal application server 
n the new application 

DB/2 
messag
license is

appears, stating that the 
 no longer valid.  

web only installs a trial version of the DB/2 database that expires 
in 60 days. Look in the stdout.log and the std

C:\>db2start  

W

WebSphere Commerce Suite package, you should not have 
licensing problems because IBM supplies a valid license with 
DB/2 on their CDs. If you do encounter licensing problems, 
contact your WebSphere vendor.  

ere The size and content of the logs listed below are a good indicator 
of successful startup.  

and restarti

Log  e Messages to look for  

ERP 8.0 JAS startup initiated  

ERP 8.0 JAS startup completed  
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Troubleshooting IIS and IBM HTTP Web Servers  

Issue  Resolution  
tion with IIS and IB er to installation documentation.  

is run
 of JA

Message might read, "Recursive 
ror - page not found."  

et to 
rify IIS instance properties by selecting the 

 

Troubleshooting JA

Issue  Resolution  
No logs 
appear  

Verify that the [LOG s to 
reside in the locatio
;debuglog=d:\b7\internet\jasdebuglog. If the log file paths are not correctly stipulated, the logs 
may be writing to a 

JAS 
seems 
slow  

Check to see wheth  is turned on, or set to TRUE, 
the additional loggin f JAS.  

Troubleshooting S

Issue  Resolution  
Error message: "Form is 
out 
needs to be regenerated."  

the specifications used to construct the 
he JAS code. Ensure that the date the 

JAS code was written matches the date of the jdecom.dll that resides in the 
b7\system\bin32 directory of the generating machine.  

Also be sure to register the jdecom.dll. After you run the regsvr32 jdecom.dll 
and, the Java & HTML Generator recognizes the jdecom.dll and uses it 

a
when user signs on to
8.0.  

set correctly. The [JDBC URL] points to the serialized database (the 

d by 
d information.  

ost database for serialized objects is running.  

Configura M HTTP Ref
Server  

Need to make sure IIS 
the particular instance

  
ning for 
S. 

IIS instances can be stopped very easily and the user may forg
start them back up. Ve

er
appropriate instance, and then right-click and choose Properties. 
Confirm the correct paths are listed for the desired JAS code.  

S  

S] setting, in the jas.ini, has logging turned on and points the log file
n you desire (for example, ;log=d\b7\internet\jas.log or 

file located somewhere else.  

er jdbcTrace is set to TRUE or FALSE. If tracing
g will dramatically slow down the performance o

erialized Database and Generation Issues  

of date...most likely 
This error usually occurs because 
serialized database do not match t

comm
to fetch ERP 8.0 specs and convert them into Java serialized objects.  

r 
 ERP 

Check the following:  

• [JDBC URL] section in jde.ini is set correctly, or [JDBC DRIVERS] is 

Menu does not appe

one you just set up).  
• Bounce the WebSphere application server. Menus are cached, an

bouncing the server you clear out the cache
• Ensure that the h
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Troubleshoot

Issue  
SQL Server process o
Oracle process consu
excess CPU in a web 
server environment.  

  

r SQL server or 
the Oracle database. The web server must access these tables frequently 

First, ensure that all existing ERP 8.0 indexes have been created for tables 

 WBOID. You should also have one index for 

 WBJVER. Generate this index over 
the F9899999 table.  

Third, you will need to update statistics on both tables as follows:  

wner.F989999 COMPUTE STATISTICS  

 Issue the following command:  

ISTICS owner.F989998  

Troubleshooting Problems Using Log Files  

 

Issue  
Need to view 
logging information 
for t .  

Open the Java Console by choosing Java Console from the View menu in Internet 
Explorer. The Java Console displays all problems that the Java Virtual Machine on 
your client is having. Errors appear as uncaught exceptions in the console. Note: 
You must have the appropriate internet options turned on in order to view the Java 

a Console in Internet Explorer, choose Tools, and then choose 
Internet Options. In Internet Options, click the Advanced tab, scroll down to the 

Nee
trou
in W

lient 
s 

nherent differences between the Portal, HTML page 

ing SQL Server Issues  

Resolution  
r 
mes 

The serialized objects for the web server are stored in eithe

when running an application. Indexes may be missing, which can cause 
severe performance problems.  

F989998 and F989999. You should have one index over F989998 for 
columns WBJOBID and
F989999 for columns WBUID, WBOID, WBLNGPREF. If these indexes do 
not exist in your database, generate them using Object Librarian.  

Second, you should add a new index to the F989999. This index should 
include columns WBOID, WBUID, and

1. Oracle: Issue the following commands in SQL *Plus:  

ANALYZE TABLE o

ANALYZE TABLE owner.F989999 COMPUTE STATISTICS  

2. SQL Server:

UPDATE STATISTICS owner.F989999  

UPDATE STAT

Improvements will vary depending on the number of users accessing the 
serialized database.  

Resolution  

he Java client

Console.  

To enable the Jav

section titled Java VM and choose the following options:  

• Java Console enabled  
• Java logging enabled  
• JIT compiler for virtual machine enabled  

d to 
bleshoot errors 
eb applications  

1. If possible, verify that the problem is only a problem on the Web. Test the fat c
version of the same application against the same enterprise server that the web i
using. Make sure that you use the same ERP 8.0 accounts and environments.  

2. Determine whether the problem happens in HTML, Java, or both. Since both Java 
and HTML use the Java runtime engine, they should behave the same. There will be 
some variation based on the i
processing, and Java interactive processing, but underlying functionality and
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processing should be the same.  

3. If possible, recreate the problem on the Web server. (The logs will work in the 
Portal, HTML, and Java.)  

4. Open a separate Internet Explorer browser and use it to access the Web Server 
Monitor for the web server being used. See Monitoring ERP 8.0 with the Web Server 
Monitor for information about accessing the Web Server Monitor.  

(stderr.log) for errors. A common error you might 
 

s. 
 cannot run on a server.  

6. Check the Standard Output Log (stdout.log) for more information. For example, 
 

d.  

Issu
 7. If you need more information, enable Debug.log and set Net Trace, which you can do in the 

 

e 

ation. SQL statements can give you an idea of what values are 
being passed. Some common failures include:  

• Form Interconnects are passing incorrect information. Verify that the fat client is working 

 values are being passed. Your SQL statement information search results in nothing being 

 

on 

4th Generation Language (4GL). A programming language that focuses on what you need to 

Action Message. With ERP 8.0, users can receive messages (system-generated or user-
r 

ither from ERP 8.0 
or from a third-party e-mail system.  

5. Check the Standard Error Log 
see here is BSFN Failed. If you see this error, verify that the enterprise server is up
and that the BSFN is not a T1 BSFN.  

T1 refers to Type 1 business functions, which are client-only business function
They

you can view the time and date stamps from the errors found in both the Jas.log and
the standard error log to find more detailed information about what was going on 
around the same time the errors happene

e Resolution  

[LOGS] section of jas.ini file. Recreate the problem, following steps 5 and 6 above. View the 
Debug.log and look for more information.  

See Monitoring ERP 8.0 with the Web Server Monitor for more information about enabling log files
and setting Net Trace using that tool.  

You can also use the Server Administration Workbench (SAW) for monitoring web servers. See th
chapter Monitoring Web Server Statistics in the section Monitoring ERP 8.0 with SAW on Windows 
NT in this guide for more information.  

8. Try to find SQL statement inform

correctly. Watch especially for null, blank, and zero problems as well as special characters.  
• String is too big. Note carefully what you did to get this error.  
• Null

found. Check the SQL statements and make sure correct values were passed. Determine 
where failure happened and make a note of it.  

• The application stops responding. Check logs for BSFN failures.  

Glossary  

This glossary defines terms in the context of your use of J.D. Edwards systems and the
accompanying documentation.  

3rd Generation Language (3GL). A programming language that requires detailed informati
about how to complete a task. Examples of 3GLs are COBOL, C, Pascal and FORTRAN.  

do and then determines how to do it. SQL is an example of a 4GL.  

generated) that have shortcuts to ERP 8.0 forms, applications, and appropriate data. Fo
example, if the general ledger post sends an action error message to a user, that user can 
access the journal entry (or entries) in error directly from the message. This is a central 
feature of the ERP 8.0 workflow strategy. Action messages can originate e
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ActiveX. A computing technology based on Microsoft's OLE, that enables Java applet-style 
functionality for Web browsers as well as other applications. (Java is limited to Web brows
at this time.) The ActiveX equivalent of a Java applet is an ActiveX control. These controls
bring computational, communications, and data manipulation power to programs that can 
"contain" them. For example, certain web browsers, Microsoft Office programs, an

ers 
 

d anything 
developed with Visual Basic or Visual C++.  

API. See Application Programming Interface.  

web server to a web browser 
residing on a client.  

ve 

a 

ch 

 (BSTR). A length prefixed string used by OLE automation data manipulation 

 
p.  

d set of business rules and logic that can normally be 
reused by multiple applications. Business functions can execute a transaction or a subset of 

P 
er business functions, forms, 

s can be 
 of business 

 

w. Used by ERP 8.0 applications to access data from database tables. A 

Business View Design Aid (BDA). A ERP 8.0 GUI tool for creating, modifying, copying, and 
printing business views.  

Applet. A small application, such as a utility program or a limited-function spreadsheet. It is 
generally associated with the programming language Java, and in this context refers to 
Internet-enabled applications that can be passed from a 

Application. In the computer industry, the same as an executable. In ERP 8.0, an interacti
or batch application is a DLL containing programming for a set of related forms that can be 
run from the menu driver to perform a business task.  

Application Developer. A programmer who develops ERP 8.0 applications using the ERP 8.0 
toolset.  

Application Programming Interface (API). A software function call that can be made from 
program to access functionality provided by another program.  

Application Workspace. The area in which all related forms within an application appear.  

Batch-of-One Immediate. A transaction method that allows a client application to perform 
work on a client platform, then submit the work all at once to a server application as a bat
process. While the batch process is running on the server platform, the client application can 
continue performing other tasks.  

BDA. See Business View Design Aid.  

Binary String
functions. Binary Strings are wide, double-byte (Unicode) strings on 32-bit Windows 
platforms.  

Browser. A client application that translates information sent by the World Wide Web. A client
must use a browser to receive World Wide Web information on the deskto

BSTR. See Binary String.  

Business Function. An encapsulate

a transaction (check inventory, issue work orders, and so on). Business functions also 
contain the APIs that allow them to be called from a form, a database trigger, or a non-ER
8.0 application. Business functions can be combined with oth
event rules, and other components to make up an application. Business function
created through event rules or third-generation languages, such as C. Examples
functions include Credit Check and Item Availability.  

Business Function Event Rule. Encapsulated, reusable business logic created through event
rules rather than C programming.  

Business Vie
business view is a means for selecting specific columns from one or more tables whose data 
will be used in an application or report. It does not select specific rows and does not contain 
any physical data. It is strictly a view through which data can be handled.  
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Central Objects. Objects that reside in a central location and consist of two parts: the cen
objects data source and central C components. The central objects data source contains 
ERP 8.0 specifications, which are

tral 

 stored in a relational database. Central C components 
contain business function source, header, object, library and DLL files and are usually stored 

Check-in Location. The directory structure location for the package and its set of replicated 
he 

t, 

ip between processes running on separate machines. The server 
process is a provider of software services. The client is a consumer of those services. In 

n separation of function based on the idea of service. A 
at the same time and regulate their access to shared 
ne relationship between clients and a server, respectively. 

sts 

so 
tion to the Windows 95- and Windows NT-

ble Network Computing. An application architecture that allows interactive and 

multiple server platforms and SQL databases. The applications consist of reusable business 
d across the network dynamically. The 

overall objective for businesses is to provide a future-proof environment that enables them to 
of 

tion (for 
data warehousing). This does not mean that it exists only on the server. It can be configured 

Control. Formerly known as "field," a control is any data entry point on a form that controls the 

m the database, as with totals. To display 
a total in a grid, sum the values and insert a custom grid row to display the total. Use the 

uffer to accomplish this.  

Data Mart. Department-level decision support databases. They usually draw their data from 

. 
s accomplished through Object Configuration Manager (OCM) 

and Object Map (OM).  

in directories on the deployment server. Together they make up central objects.  

Child. See Parent/Child Form.  

objects. This is usually \\deploymentserver\release\path_code\package\packagename. T
sub-directories under this path are where the central C components (source, include, objec
library, and DLL file) for business functions are stored.  

Client/Server. A relationsh

essence, client/server provides a clea
server can service many clients 
resources. There is a many-to-o
Clients always initiate the dialog by requesting a service. Servers passively wait for reque
from clients.  

Configurable Client Engine. Allows user flexibility at the interface level. Users can easily 
move columns, set tabs for different data views, and size grids according to their needs. Al
enables the incorporation of Web browsers in addi
based interfaces.  

Configura
batch applications, composed of a single code base, to run across a TCP/IP network of 

functions and associated data that can be configure

change organizational structures, business processes, and technologies independently 
each other.  

Configurable Processing Engine. Handles all "batch" processes, including reporting, 
Electronic Data Exchange (EDIt) transactions, and data duplication and transforma

to run on desktop machines (Windows 95 and NT Workstation) as well.  

data presented in the detail area. For instance, check boxes, pull-down lists, hyper-buttons, 
and similar features are controls.  

Custom Gridlines. A grid row that does not come fro

system function, Insert Grid Row B

Data Dictionary. The ERP 8.0 data dictionary contains data item definitions and 
specifications. J.D. Edwards has an active data dictionary that is accessed at runtime.  

an enterprise data warehouse that serves as a source of consolidated and reconciled data 
from around the organization. Data marts can be either relational or multidimensional 
databases.  

Data Source. A specific instance of a database management system running on a computer
Data source management i
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Data Structure. A group of data items that can be used for passing information between 
objects, for example, between two forms, between forms and business functions, or between 
reports and business functions.  

sion support queries 
and reports. The data warehouse is generally a large relational database residing on a 

and 
ange of decision support environments, including:  

must be a single source that "owns" the data. This ensures that the 
is 

e that connects an application to a specific database management 

 logic.  

Detail Area. A control that is found in ERP 8.0 applications and functions similarly to a 

vely 

f integrated software services that allows 
software running on multiple computers to perform in a manner that is seamless and 

provides security, directory, time, remote procedure calls, 
 on a network.  

DLL. See Dynamic Link Library.  

Duplicated Database. A decision support database that contains a straightforward copy of 
operational data. The advantages involve improved performance for both operational and 

ain a set of program modules that are designed to be 
out having to be linked to the 
.  

g. The ability to dynamically distribute logic or data to multiple tiers in a 
.  

Data Warehouse. A database used for reconciling and consolidating data from multiple 
databases before it is distributed to data marts for department-level deci

dedicated server between operational databases and the data marts.  

Data Warehousing. Essentially, data warehousing involves off-loading operational data 
sources to target databases that will be used exclusively for decision support (reports 
queries). There are a r

1.) Duplicated database  

2.) Enhanced analysis database  

3.) Enterprise data warehouse  

Data Replication. In a replicated environment, multiple copies of data are maintained on 
multiple machines. There 
latest copy of data can be applied to a primary place and then replicated as appropriate. (Th
is in contrast to a simple copying of data, where the copy is not maintained from a central 
location, but exists independently of the source.)  

Database Driver. Softwar
system.  

Database Server. A server that stores data. A database server does not have ERP 8.0

DCE. See Distributed Computing Environment.  

Deployment Server. The central point of the ERP 8.0 installation process. It is used for 
package deployment and to hold the central C components portion of central objects.  

spreadsheet grid for viewing, adding, or updating many rows of data at one time.  

Direct Connect. A transaction method in which a client application communicates interacti
and directly with a server application.  

Distributed Computing Environment (DCE). A set o

transparent to the end-users. DCE 
and files across computers running

reporting environments.  

Dynamic Link Library (DLL). DLLs cont
invoked from executables when the executables are run, with
executables. They typically contain commonly used functions

client/server architecture
Dynamic Partitionin
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Embedded Event Rule. An event rule that is specific to a particular table or application. 
Examples include form-to-form calls, hiding a field based on a processing options value, and 
calling a business function.  

bility to confine access to and manipulation of data within an object to 
the procedures that contribute to the definition of that object.  

calculations and summarization to speed 
report and query response times. This solution is appropriate when some external data needs 

Enterprise Data Warehouse. A complex solution involving data from many areas of the 
 (the data warehouse) that 

ntral repository of clean, reconciled, and consolidated enterprise data. From 
epartment-level data marts draw their decision support data.  

er. A database server and logic server. See Database Server, Logic Server. 
 host.  

enter. The central hub for monitoring workflow activities in ERP 8.0. 
This is a defined series of steps for tracking process flows and activities using mail messages 

te information. In conjunction, the enterprise workflow center acts as a central 
mail messaging center.  

ERP. Enterprise Resource Planning.  

Event. Actions that might occur when a GUI application or ERP 8.0 report is running. 
or 

ng a page break on a report. The GUI operating system uses miniprograms to 
manage user activities within a form. Additional logic can be attached to these miniprograms 

mes 
rogramming languages. These logic statements can be attached to applications 

or database events and are executed when the defined event occurs, such as entering a 
ar option, page breaking on a report, or deleting a record. An event 

ge to a user, call a business function, as well as many 
 event rules:  

 be run from the computer's operating system. 

1) Search, view, and select multiple records in a detail area  

pplications  

Encapsulation. The a

to be added to source data, or when historical data is necessary for trend analysis or 
regulatory reporting.  

enterprise. This environment requires a large relational database
will serve as a ce
this repository, d

Enterprise Serv

Example events are tabbing out of an edit control, clicking a push button, initializing a form, 
performi

and used to give greater functionality to any event within a ERP 8.0 application or report 
using event rules.  

Event Rule. Used to create complex business logic without the difficult syntax that co
with many p

rule can validate data, send a messa
other actions. There are two types of

1.) Embedded event rules  

2.) Business function event rules  

Executable. A computer program that can

2) Delete records  

3) Exit to another form  

4) Serve as an entry point for most a

Enhanced Analysis Database. A database containing a subset of operational data. The data 
on the enhanced analysis database has some light 

Also referred to as

Enterprise Workflow C

to communica

form, selecting a menu b

Equivalent terms are "application" and "program."  

FDA. See Forms Design Aid.  

Find/Browse. A type of form used to:  
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Firewall. A set of technologies that allows an enterprise to test, filter, and route all incom
messages. Firewalls are used to keep an enterprise secure.  

ing 

Fix/Inspect. A type of form used to view, add, or modify existing records. A fix/inspect form 

indows terminology a form is known as a dialog box. In ERP 8.0, a form 
is a GUI window that contains controls to display, accept input of, and process information. A 

en 

 of a GUI is Microsoft Windows. Graphically based interfaces allow pictures and 
other graphic images to be used in order to give people clues on how to operate the 

s. 

s 
cessing. It contrasts with client/server in that those 

provide services such as file management, security, and printer management.  

HTML. See Hypertext Markup Language.  

al structure makes any HTML 
document platform independent. You can view an HTML document on any desktop capable 

re 

has no detail area.  

Form. In Microsoft W

ERP 8.0 application might contain multiple forms.  

Form Interconnection. Allows you to go to any other ERP 8.0 form and pass data to that form. 
Form interconnections can be attached to any event; however, they are normally used wh
a button is clicked.  

Form Type. The following form types are available in ERP 8.0:  

1) Find/browse  

2) Fix/inspect  

3) Header/detail  

4) Headerless detail  

5) Message  

6) Parent/child  

7) Search/select  

Forms Design Aid (FDA). The ERP 8.0 GUI development tool for building applications and 
forms.  

Graphical User Interface. A computer interface that is graphically based as opposed to being 
character-based. An example of a character-based interface is that of the AS/400. An 
example

Grid. See Detail Area.  

GUI. See Graphical User Interface.  

Header/Detail. A type of form used to add, modify, or delete records from two different table
The tables usually have a parent/child relationship.  

Headerless Detail. A type of form used to work with multiple records in a detail area. The 
detail area is capable of receiving input.  

Host. In the centralized computer model, a large timesharing computer system that terminal
communicate with and rely on for pro
users work at computers that perform much of their own processing and access servers that 

Hypertext Markup Language. A markup language used to specify the logical structure of a 
document rather than the physical layout. Specifying logic

of supporting a browser. HTML can include active links to other HTML documents anywhe
on the Internet or on intranet sites.  

computer.  
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Index. Represents both an ordering of values and a uniqueness of values that provide 
efficient access to data in rows of a table. An index is made up of one or more columns in the 

Inheritance. The ability of a class to receive all or parts of the data and procedure definitions 
s and 

 toolset embedded in the 
already comprehensive business applications. This toolset is the same toolset used by J.D. 

rated toolset handles reporting and other batch 

t. The worldwide constellation of servers, applications, and information available to a 

enterprise.  

ased on 
their address and the routing table information contained in the routers. Every node on a 

 

 web 

Java. An Internet executable language that, like C, is designed to be highly portable across 

d 
led-

rds proprietary database middleware package 
that provides two primary benefits:  

a. By the interactive and batch engines to dynamically generate platform-specific SQL, 

b. As open APIs for advanced C business function writing. These APIs are then used by the 

 
integrated with a variety of third-party database drivers, such as Client Access 400 and open 
database connectivity (ODBC).  

table.  

from a parent class. Inheritance enhances development through the reuse of classe
their related code.  

Integrated Toolset. Unique to ERP 8.0 is an industrial-strength

Edwards to build ERP 8.0 interactive and batch applications. Much more than a development 
environment, however, the ERP 8.0 integ
processes, change management, and basic data warehousing facilities.  

Interne
desktop client through a phone line or other type of remote access.  

Interoperability. The ability of different computer systems, networks, operating systems, and 
applications to work together and share information.  

Intranet. A small version of the Internet usually confined to one company or organization. An 
intranet uses the functionality of the Internet and places it at the disposal of a single 

IP. A connection-less communication protocol that by itself provides a datagram service. 
Datagrams are self-contained packets of information that are forwarded by routers b

TCP/IP network requires an address that identifies both a network and a local host or node
on the network. In most cases the network administrator sets up these addresses when 
installing new workstations. In some cases, however, it is possible for a workstation, when 
booting up, to query a server for a dynamically assigned address.  

IServer Service. Developed by J.D. Edwards, this internet server service resides on the
server, and is used to speed up delivery of the Java class files from the database to the 
client.  

J.D. Edwards Database. See JDEBASE Database Middleware.  

platforms. This programming language was developed by Sun Microsystems. Applets, or 
Java applications, can be accessed from a web browser and executed at the client, provide
that the operating system or browser is Java-enabled. (Java is often described as a sca
down C++). Java applications are platform independent.  

Java Database Connectivity (JDBC). The standard way to access Java databases, set by 
Sun Microsystems. This standard allows you to use any JDBC driver database.  

JDEBASE Database Middleware. J.D. Edwa

1) Platform-independent APIs for multidatabase access. These APIs are used in two ways:  

depending on the data source request.  

engines to dynamically generate platform-specific SQL.  

2) Client-to-server and server-to-server database access. To accomplish this ERP 8.0 is
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JDECallObject. An API used by business functions to invoke other business functions.  

JDENET. J.D. Edwards proprietary middleware software. JDENET is a messaging software 

middleware package for ERP 8.0. It is a peer-to-peer, message-based, socket-based, 

 has 
s workflow and other messages, including Active Messages. With 

k 

RP 8.0 messages or Microsoft Exchange.  

rt 
dle of the 

raction created by a given condition of operation. Modal 
stricts a user's interaction with other windows. A 

secondary window can be modal with respect to its primary window or to the entire system. A 
r before the application continues.  

on. Modeless often describes a secondary 
window that does not restrict a user's interaction with other windows. A modeless dialog box 

  

A 

Network Computer. As opposed to the personal computer, the network computer offers (in 

independence, and other similar concepts.  

d 

Object-Based Technology (OBT). A technology that supports some of the main principles of 

Object Configuration Manager (OCM). ERP 8.0's Object Request Broker and the control 
c ntime environment. It keeps track of the runtime locations for business 
fu a, and batch applications. When one of these objects is called, the Object 

package.  

JDENET Communications Middleware. J.D. Edwards proprietary communications 

multiprocess communications middleware solution. It handles client-to-server and server-to-
server communications for all ERP 8.0 supported platforms.  

Just In Time Installation (JITI). ERP 8.0's method of dynamically replicating objects from the 
central object location to a workstation.  

Key. A column or combination of columns that identify one or more records in a database 
table.  

Message center. This is a central location for sending and receiving all ERP 8.0 messages 
(system and user generated) regardless of the originating application or user. Each user
a mailbox that contain
respect to workflow, the Message Center is MAPI compliant and supports drag and drop wor
reassignment, escalation, forward and reply, and workflow monitoring. All messages from the 
message center can be viewed through E

Middleware. A general term that covers all the distributed software needed to suppo
interactions between clients and servers. Think of it as the software that's in the mid
client/server system or the "glue" that lets the client obtain a service from a server.  

Modal. A restrictive or limiting inte
often describes a secondary window that re

modal dialog box must be closed by the use

Modeless. Not restrictive or limiting interacti

stays on the screen and is available for use at any time but also permits other user activities.

Multitier Architecture. A client/server architecture that allows multiple levels of processing. 
tier defines the number of computers that can be used to complete some defined task.  

theory) lower cost of purchase and ownership and less complexity. Basically, it is a scaled-
down PC (very little memory or disk space) that can be used to access network-based 
applications (Java applets, ActiveX controls) via a network browser.  

Network Computing. Often referred to as the next phase of computing after client/server. 
While its exact definition remains obscure, it generally encompasses issues such as 
transparent access to computing resources, browser-style front-ends, platform 

Object. A self-sufficient entity that contains data as well as the structures and functions use
to manipulate the data. For ERP 8.0 purposes, an object is a reusable entity that is based on 
software specifications created by the ERP 8.0 toolset. See also Object Librarian.  

object-oriented technology: classes, polymorphism, inheritance, or encapsulation.  

enter for the ru
nctions, dat
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C  defaults and overrides for a given 

 in the compound document. See also Object Linking.  

 in 

bjects. The Object Librarian supports 
ily 

 
t is 

verse applications, 

 principles: classes, polymorphism, 

OCM. See Object Configuration Manager.  

OLE. See Object Linking and Embedding.  

ERP 8.0. A combined suite of comprehensive, mission-critical business applications and an 
nfiguring those applications to unique business and technology 

s 

f 
 

s, forms, business functions, data dictionary items, batch processes, business 

flow messages 
and data replication) to ensure that critical processes don't have to wait if the server is 

ERP 8.0 Web Development Computer. A standard ERP 8.0 Windows developer computer 

• 

• 

• 

onfiguration Manager directs access to it using
environment and user.  

Object Embedding. When an object is embedded in another document, an association is 
maintained between the object and the application that created it; however, any changes 
made to the object are also only kept

Object Librarian. A repository of all versions, applications, and business functions reusable
building applications. It provides check-out and check-in capabilities for developers, and it 
controls the creation, modification, and use of ERP 8.0 o
multiple environments (such as production and development) and allows objects to be eas
moved from one environment to another.  

Object Linking. When an object is linked to another document, a reference is created with the
file the object is stored in, as well as with the application that created it. When the objec
modified, either from the compound document or directly through the file it is saved in, the 
change is reflected in that application as well as anywhere it has been linked. See also 
Object Embedding.  

Object Linking and Embedding (OLE). A way to integrate objects from di
such as graphics, charts, spreadsheets, text, or an audio clip from a sound program. See 
also Object Embedding, Object Linking.  

Object-Oriented Technology (OOT). Brings software development past procedural 
programming into a world of reusable programming that simplifies development of 
applications. Object orientation is based on the following
inheritance, and encapsulation.  

ODBC. See Open Database Connectivity.  

embedded toolset for co
requirements. ERP 8.0 is built on the Configurable Network Computing technology -- J.D. 
Edwards' own application architecture, which extends client/server functionality to new level
of configurability, adaptability, and stability.  

ERP 8.0 Application. Interactive or batch processes that execute the business functionality o
ERP 8.0. They consist of reusable business functions and associated data that are platform
independent and can be dynamically configured across a TCP/IP network.  

ERP 8.0 Object. A reusable piece of code that is used to build applications. Object types 
include table
views, event rules, versions, data structures, and media objects. See also Object.  

ERP 8.0 Process. Allows ERP 8.0 clients and servers to handle processing requests and 
execute transactions. A client runs one process, and servers can have multiple instances. 
ERP 8.0 processes can also be dedicated to specific tasks (for example, work

particularly busy.  

with the additional components installed:  

Sun's JDK 1.1  
JFC (0.5.1)  
Generator Package with Generator.Java and JDECOM.dll  
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• 

nologies 
 

es 
ess to data sources.  

on of computers and network equipment.  

d to workstations in packages from the deployment 
server. A package can be compared to a bill of material or kit that indicates the necessary 

 find 

Package Location. The directory structure location for the package and its set of replicated 
e 

sub-directories under this path are where the replicated objects for the package will be 

Parent/Child Form. A type of form that presents parent/child relationships in an application on 
ual 

ht portion of the form displays a detail 
splays the records for the child item in the tree. The 

tionality.  

 remote sites to place data closer to 
 different database management 

. A path code is used to locate:  

it of open systems and Configurable Network Computing. 
omposed of a single code base can be run across a TCP/IP network 

consisting of various server platforms and SQL databases.  

Polymorphism. A principle of object-oriented technology in which a single mnemonic name 
ilar operations on software objects of different types.  

ws the same application to run on different operating systems and hardware 
platforms.  

Primary Key. A column or combination of columns that uniquely identifies each row in a table.  

Processing Option. The choices available when you submit a version of a program for 
d 

plication or report processes data.  

data to 

e code for ERP 8.0 business functions can be regenerated from 
specifications (business function names). Regeneration occurs whenever an application is 

n new functionality is added.  

R2 with interpretive and application controls/form  

Open Database Connectivity (ODBC). Defines a standard interface for different tech
to process data between applications and different data sources. The ODBC interface is
made up of a set of function calls, methods of connectivity, and representation of data typ
that define acc

Open Systems Interconnection (OSI). The OSI model was developed by the International 
Standards Organization (ISO) in the early 1980s. It defines protocols and standards for the 
interconnecti

Package. ERP 8.0 objects are installe

objects for that workstation and where on the deployment server the install program can
them. It is a point-in-time "snap shot" of the central objects on the deployment server.  

objects. This is usually \\deploymentserver\release\path_code\package\packagename. Th

placed. This is also referred to as where the package is built or stored.  

one form. The left portion of the form presents a tree view that displays a vis
representation of a parent/child relationship. The rig
area in browse mode. The detail area di
parent/child form supports drag and drop func

Partitioning. A technique for distributing data to local and
the users who access. Portions of data can be copied to
systems.  

Path Code. A pointer to a specific set of objects

1.) Central Objects  

2.) Replicated Objects  

Platform Independence. A benef
Applications that are c

can be used to perform sim

Portability. Allo

processing. Processing options set up default values, control formats, control breaks an
totaling for reports, and control how an ap

Query by Example (QBE). Located at the top of a detail area, it is used to search for 
be displayed in the detail area.  

Redundancy. Storing exact copies of data in multiple databases.  

Regenerable. Sourc

recompiled, either for a new platform or whe
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Relationship. Links tables together and facilitates joining business views for use in an 
application or report. Relationships are created based on indexes.  

Release/Release Update. A "release" contains major new functionality, and a "release 

e central objects must reside on each client 
and server that run ERP 8.0. The path code indicates the directory where these objects are 

SAR. See Software Action Request.  

 

/Select. A type of form used to search for a value and return it to the calling field.  

 
gement functions for network administrators. Some of these functions are:  

agement functions for security and user access  

rt all users with the required services. 

7) Directory services server  

Software Action Request (SAR). An entry in the AS/400 database used for requesting 
 

 is used to build applications.  

 field is enabled, the static text is black; when the variable or field is disabled, the 
static text is gray.  

 

update" contains an accumulation of fixes and performance enhancements, but no new 
functionality.  

Replicated Object. A copy or replicated set of th

located.  

Scalability. Allows software, architecture, network, or hardware growth that will support 
software as it grows in size or resource requirements. The ability to reach higher levels of
performance by adding microprocessors.  

Search

Server. Provides the essential functions for furnishing services to network users (or clients)
and provides mana

1) Storage of operating system program modules, utilities, and commands  

2) Storage of user programs and data  

3) Management functions for the file system  

4) Man

5) Network monitoring and management components  

6) Data protection functions for fault tolerance  

It may not be possible for one server to suppo
Dedicated servers that handle specific tasks, such as those listed below, are also common:  

1) Backup and archive servers  

2) Application server  

3) Database server  

4) Electronic mail server  

5) Fax server  

6) Print server  

modifications to J.D. Edwards software. 

Specifications. A complete description of a ERP 8.0 object. Each object has its own 
specification, or name, which

Static Text. Short, descriptive text that appears next to a control variable or field. When the 
variable or

SQL. See Structured Query Language. 
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ed Query Language (SQL). A fourth generation language used as an industry 
standard for relational database access. It can be used to create databases and to retrieve, 

guage 

Function. A program module, provided by ERP 8.0, available to applications and 
reports for further processing.  

ical data in a 
database are stored in tables. A row in a table contains a record of related information. An 

 
e 

 

nt rules to attach database triggers (or programs) that 
utomatically run whenever an action occurs against the table. An action against a table is 

referred to as an event. When you create a ERP 8.0 database trigger, you must first 
determine which event will activate the trigger. Then, use Event Rules Design to create the 
trigger. Although ERP 8.0 allows event rules to be attached to application events, this 
functionality is application specific. Table event rules provide embedded logic at the table 
level.  

TCP/IP. Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol. The original TCP protocol was 
developed as a way to interconnect networks using many different types of transmission 
methods. TCP provides a way to establish a connection between end systems for the reliable 
delivery of messages and data.  

TCP/IP Service Port. Used by a particular server application to provide whatever service the 
server is designed to provide. The port number must be readily known so that an application 
programmer can request it by name.  

TDA. See Table Design Aid.  

Trigger. Allow you to attach default processing to a data item in the data dictionary. When 
that data item is used on an application or report, the trigger is invoked by an event 
associated with the data item. ERP 8.0 also has three visual assist triggers: calculator, 
calendar and search form.  

Universal Resource Locator (URL). Names the address of a document on the Internet or an 
intranet. The following is an example of a URL:  

http://www.jdedwards.com  

This is J.D. Edwards Internet address.  

Visual Assist. Forms that can be invoked from a control to assist the user in determining what 
data belongs in the control.  

wchar_t. Internal type of a wide character. Used for writing portable programs for international 
markets.  

Web Client. Any workstation that contains an internet browser. The web client communicates 
with the web server for ERP 8.0 data.  

Store and Forward. A transaction method that allows a client application to perform work and, 
at a later time, complete that work by connecting to a server application. This often involves 
uploading data residing on a client to a server.  

Structur

add, modify, or delete data from databases. SQL is not a complete programming lan
because it does not contain control flow logic.  

System 

Table. A two-dimensional entity made up of rows and columns. All phys

example would be a record in an Employee table containing the Name, Address, Phone
Number, Age, and Salary of an employee. Name is an example of a column in the employe
table.  

Table Design Aid (TDA). A ERP 8.0 GUI tool for creating, modifying, copying, and printing
database tables.  

Table Event Rules. Use table eve
a
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Web Server. Any workstation that contains the IServer service, SQL server, Java menus and 
applications, and Internet middleware. The web server receives data from the web client, and 
passes the request to the enterprise server. When the enterprise server processes the 
information, it sends it back to the web server, and the web server sends it back to the web 
client.  

Workflow. According to the Workflow Management Coalition, workflow means "the 
automation of a business process, in whole or part, during which documents, information, or 
tasks are passed from one participant to another for action, according to a set of procedural 
rules."  

World Wide Web. A part of the Internet that can transmit text, graphics, audio, and video. The 
World Wide Web allows clients to launch local or remote applications.  

Z File. For store and forward (network disconnected) users, ERP 8.0 store and forward 
applications perform edits on static data and other critical information that must be valid to 
process an order. After the initial edits are complete, ERP 8.0 stores the transactions in work 
tables on the workstation. These work tables are called Z files. When a network connection is 
established, Z files are uploaded to the enterprise server and the transactions are edited 
again by a master business function. The master business function will then update the 
records in your transaction files.  

 


